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Had modern methods of book publishing been available
in the first century, the books of Luke and Acts might
have been found standing side by side in paperback
editions on a bookseller's shelf. Possibly they would
have been bound together in one hardback volume.
Though Acts has some characteristics of the ancient
novel, this need not be understood as impugning its
historical value. One can picture a Gentile reader going
from adventure to adventure, delighting in the story of
Paul's shipwreck and learning something of the gospel
through reading the various speeches. Likewise the
Gospel of Luke contains narratives and sayings of Jesus
cast in a variety of literary forms. No doubt among its
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readers would have been the "God-fearers," those
Gentiles who had already been convinced of Jewish
monotheism and of Jewish ethical standards. [1] They,
in turn, would have interested their friends in reading
Luke- Acts.
1. Literary Genre
It is difficult for us today to know with what literary
genre, if any, the first-century reader would have
identified the Gospels. There has been much discussion
of this in recent years. R.H. Gundry has evaluated the
literature up to the early 1970s in "Recent
Investigations into the Literary `Genre Gospel.'" [2]
More recently David E. Aune has provided an excellent
discussion of some of the alleged first-century parallels
to the Gospels, as well as a critical
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11. Themes and Theology
12. Bibliography
13. Outline
Had modern methods of book publishing been available in the first century, the
books of Luke and Acts might have been found standing side by side in
paperback editions on a bookseller's shelf. Possibly they would have been bound
together in one hardback volume. Though Acts has some characteristics of the
ancient novel, this need not be understood as impugning its historical value. One
can picture a Gentile reader going from adventure to adventure, delighting in the
story of Paul's shipwreck and learning something of the gospel through reading
the various speeches. Likewise the Gospel of Luke contains narratives and
sayings of Jesus cast in a variety of literary forms. No doubt among its readers
would have been the "God-fearers," those Gentiles who had already been
convinced of Jewish monotheism and of Jewish ethical standards. [1] They, in
turn, would have interested their friends in reading Luke- Acts.
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1. Literary Genre
It is difficult for us today to know with what literary genre, if any, the firstcentury reader would have identified the Gospels. There has been much
discussion of this in recent years. R.H. Gundry has evaluated the literature up to
the early 1970s in "Recent Investigations into the Literary `Genre Gospel.'" [2]
More recently David E. Aune has provided an excellent discussion of some of the
alleged first-century parallels to the Gospels, as well as a critical
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evaluation of twentieth-century approaches, in his article "The Problem of Genre
of the Gospels: A Critique of C.H. Talbert's What Is a Gospel? " [3]
2. Distinctive Features
Before proceeding further it will be helpful at least to recognize some of the
distinctive features of Luke's Gospel, especially in comparison with other Gospels.
Among these are Jesus' concern for all people, especially those who were social
outcasts--the poor, women, and those who were known as "sinners"; Luke's
universal scope; his alteration of some of the terminology of Mark to facilitate the
understanding of' Luke's readers--e.g., the Greek term for "lawyer"
( nomikos ) instead of the Hebrew term "scribe" ( grammateus ); an emphasis on
Jesus' practical teaching (e.g., chs. 12 and 16 deal with finances); Luke's sense of
purpose, fulfillment, and accomplishment; his sense of joy and praise to God for
his saving and healing work; Jesus' strong call to discipleship; Jesus' dependence
on the Holy Spirit and prayer; and many examples of the power of God. In the first
century, when pagans had not only long since turned from the traditional gods but
had also wrestled unsuccessfully with issues of luck and fate and had turned to the
false hopes of the so-called Eastern or mystery religions, such a narrative as
Luke's doubtless had a genuine appeal. Here was a "Savior" who actually lived
and cared about people. He was here among people; he was crucified and actually
raised from the dead. And Luke tells all this with a conviction and verisimilitude
that brought assurance to Theophilus and continues to bring assurance down to our
day.

3. Authorship
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The unique relation of Luke to Acts sets the authorship of Luke apart from the
problem of the authorship of the other Gospels. The following facts are important:
(1) both Luke and Acts are addressed to an individual named Theophilus (Luke
1:3; Acts 1:1); (2) Acts refers to a previous work (1:1), presumably Luke; (3)
certain stylistic and structural characteristics, such as the use of chiasm and the
device of focusing on particular individuals, are common to both books and point
to a single author; and (4) not only do the two volumes have a number of themes
in common, but some of these receive a distinctive emphasis in this third Gospel
that are not found elsewhere in the NT. These things point to a common author.
The author of the Gospel indicated that he was a second-generation Christian who
was in a position to investigate the traditions about Jesus. As for the Book of Acts,
the author associated himself with Paul in the well-known "we passages" (Acts
16:10-17; 20:5-15; 21:1-18; 27:1-28:
16). The use of the first person plural in the "we passages" certainly does not
prove that Luke was the author of Acts, but it does accord with other data pointing
in this direction. [4] Paul mentioned Luke as a companion in Colossians 4:14,
Philemon 24, and 2 Timothy 4:11
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(assuming a genuine tradition of Paul here).
The tradition of the early church is consistent in attributing the third Gospel to
Luke. Thus the Muratorian Canon (c. A.D. 180) says, "The third book of the
Gospel according to Luke, Luke that physician, who after the ascension of Christ,
when Paul had taken him with him as companion of his journey, composed in his
own name on the basis of report." But even before this, the heretic Marcion (c.
A.D. 135) acknowledged Luke as the author of the third Gospel. This tradition of
authorship was continued by Irenaeus and successive writers. As seen in the
above quotation from the Muratorian Canon, tradition also held that Luke was a
physician (cf. 4:14). In 1882 Hobart attempted to prove that Luke and Acts "were
written by the same person, and that the writer was a medical man" (p. xxix). His
study of the alleged medical language is informed, rich, and still useful; but it
does not necessarily prove his point. Cadbury argued that though the terminology
cited by Hobart was used by medical writers in the ancient world, others who
were by no means physicians also used it. [5] Cadbury's work does not, of course,
disprove that Luke was a physician, much less that he wrote Luke and Acts; but it
does weaken the linguistic evidence for the former assumption. Irenaeus not only
attested to Luke's authorship of the Gospel but also said that Luke was Paul's
"inseparable" companion ( Adversus Haereses 3.14.1). While there were periods
of time when Luke was not with Paul, their relationship was deep and lasting.
Taking 2 Timothy 4:11 as a genuine comment of Paul's, only Luke was with him
during his final imprisonment. Paul's comment in Colossians 4 leads us to assume
Luke was a Gentile, because in vv. 10-11 Paul listed several friends and said,
"These are the only Jews among my fellow workers for the kingdom of God."
Then he mentioned Luke (v. 14). This, however, falls short of a direct statement
that Luke was a Gentile. Some have held that he was a Jewish Christian, even
(according to an early church tradition) one of the seventy-two disciples in Luke
10:1. The Semitic elements of style in Luke, especially in chapters 1-2 and in the
Jerusalem narrative in Acts (chs. 1-15), might also suggest that he was a Jewish
Christian. But as we shall note below, there are other possible reasons for these
stylistic traits. There is a church tradition that Luke came from Antioch in Syria.
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It is generally accepted, not on its own authority, but because of Luke's
involvement with the church in Antioch. This would mean, of course, that Luke
was not (as some think) the "man of Macedonia" Paul saw in his vision at Troas
(Acts 16:8-9). [6]

4. Purpose
Can we discern a single purpose for the Gospel of Luke? The answer must be
based on a consideration of the prologue to the Gospel (1:1-4), [7] of the apparent
purposes of Acts (cf. Longenecker, "Acts," EBC, 9:216-21), of the major themes
and theology of the book, and of its life situation. The following proposals are
worth weighing.
a. Evangelism
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The centrality of the theme and theology of salvation and the frequent
proclamation of Good News, both in Luke and in Acts, make the evangelization
of non-Christians a possible purpose for Luke-Acts.
b. Confirmation of the factual basis for faith
This is supported by the prologue (Luke 1:1-4), the historical references
throughout the two books, the references to eyewitnesses (e.g., Luke 1:2; Acts
10:39), and the apologetic value of proof from prophecy (e.g., Acts 10:43).
c. Personal assurance
Confirmation of the factual basis for faith is not sufficient unless it brings a
corresponding conviction and assurance within the reader. Luke 1:4 says that
Luke wrote so that Theophilus might "know the certainty of the things" he had
"been taught."
d. Narration of history
Did Luke write simply because he sensed the need of preserving the record of the
origin and growth of the early church? Few, if any, ancient writers wrote history
simply to preserve a chronicle of events. Also, it would be difficult to explain the
disproportionate space given to early events and figures in the life of the church if
Luke were merely doing a historical chronicle. Fitzmyer ( Gospel of Luke , p. 9)
sees value in Nils Dahl's proposal that this is a "continuation of biblical history"
in that it shows the validity of apostolic tradition as part of that continuity and
locus of salvation truth. But see further at "f" below.
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e. An apologetic
One version of this purpose, which was occasionally proposed in an earlier
generation, was that Luke wrote Acts as a brief for Paul's trial at Rome. The
contents are too broad for that purpose, and it does not explain the Gospel of
Luke. A more likely proposal is that the Gospel is an apologetic for Christianity
as a religious sect. Jews had certain rights under the Roman Empire, and Luke
may have written to demonstrate that Christianity should also have such rights as
a religio licita ("legitimate religion") along with Pharisaism and the other sects of
Judaism. At his trials Paul tried to identify himself with Judaism, especially
Pharisaism. He himself called Christianity a "sect" in Acts 24:14, a term used in
the accusation against him in v. 5.
f. Solution of a theological problem
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It has been common in recent years to assume that Luke was writing to explain
the delay of the Parousia. According to this theory, proposed by Conzelmann and
others, the early Christians were troubled because Christ did not return
immediately as they had expected; and they therefore needed both assurance and
some explanation for this delay. This is questionable and will be dealt with below
(cf. 11. k). Another possible problem relates to the identity of the Christian
church with Israel. Is the church a new entity? Are all Christians to be considered
part of Israel spiritually, or is there some other way to view this new group (cf.
below at 11. j)?
g. Conciliation
The well-known contention of F.C. Baur and the so-called Tubingen School was
that the Book of Acts was an example of the Hegelian principle of thesis,
antithesis, and synthesis. Baur and his group saw Peter and Paul as representing
opposing parties, with Luke trying to bring the antithetical viewpoints together in
a synthesis of organized, normative Christianity. That there were differences is
obvious, and Luke may well have written in part to show that these differences
were not unresolvable. But the process as described by Tubingen scholars does
not fit the facts and requires too long a period of time.
h. Defense against heresy
During the period when Gnosticism was being proposed as a problem dealt with
by several NT books, C.H. Talbert proposed a short-lived hypothesis that Luke
was written against this heresy. Not only is there insufficient evidence in Luke's
writings to support this, but it also leaves unanswered the question as to why so
much else is included in these books that is not relevant to the Gnostic issue.
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i. Instruction
This is a very general proposal, which covers a great deal of what we have in
these writings. As a generality the proposal is valid but lacks focus.
j. Dealing with social problems
Recent works have made a good deal of the prominence of the theme of poverty
and wealth in both Luke and Acts (cf. n.34). This concern was hardly large
enough in comparison to other more major matters to be considered a major
purpose for Luke's writing, but it does call for a response from the reader.
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k. Multiple purposes
If none of the above qualifies as the purpose for the writing of Luke-Acts, is it
then wrong to seek a single overarching purpose in Luke? Should we think
instead of primary and secondary purposes? If we take this approach, almost
everything mentioned above has value. In this case we may take the prologue to
the Gospel as articulating the primary purpose of not only the Gospel but, at least
to an extent, of Acts as well, providing enough information about Jesus to
supplement the instruction Theophilus had already received, to confirm him in his
faith. By extrapolation we may assume that Luke wrote to bring the gospel, and
the assurance of salvation that follows its acceptance, to a larger audience than
Theophilus. This certainly does not exclude subsidiary purposes, especially in the
second volume (Acts). Since Luke clearly distinguishes the second volume from
the first, there is no reason why he could not have accomplished his purpose
mainly in the first volume and then continued the story of "all that Jesus began to
do and teach" in the second one to accomplish yet further objectives. If in
addition to winning and establishing individual converts, Luke is concerned with
forwarding the Christian movement, such subsidiary aims as establishing the
legitimacy of that movement as a true sect of Judaism, demonstrating the
innocence of Jesus and Paul at their trials, clarifying the relationship of' Jewish
and Gentile believers to Israel, and rooting the Gospel record in Jewish and
secular history all have their place. It was important for Luke to deal with specific
problems, whether eschatological or social, if such problems threatened to hinder
the forward movement of the church. Far from producing a simplistic or a
fragmented work, the author (Luke) brings together all the data and addresses all
the issues he feels it necessary to deal with in order to advance Christ's cause
throughout the world.

5. Intended Readership
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Any conclusions as to the readership of the Gospel must be drawn primarily from
the prologue (1:1-4) and secondarily from conclusions about the purpose of the
Gospel. As to the first, see the Commentary on 1:1-4 for remarks about
Theophilus. From our brief survey of theories about Luke's purpose, it would
appear that while Luke-Acts had an appeal to the non- Christian, Luke expected
and desired it to be read by Christians, especially new converts. Some of the
characteristics of the Gospel, such as its orientation to the secular world, its
references to Judaism, its Septuagintisms, along with the prominence of Godfearers in both books, make it plausible that Luke had those God-fearers in mind.
They were Gentiles (though see n.1), at home in secular society but monotheistic
by conviction; and they were accustomed to hearing the Jewish Scriptures read in
the synagogue, though not familiar with Palestinian geography and society. Like
the God-fearers reached through Paul's mission (cf. the Acts narrative), they
formed an ideal bridge from the synagogue to the Gentile world. It is possible,
though unprovable, that Luke himself had been a God-fearer. While it is
impossible to restrict Luke's
<- Previous First Next ->
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readership to the God-fearers, it is difficult to imagine him writing without at
least having them in mind. [8]
6. Literary Characteristics
Moulton called Luke "the only litterateur among the authors of NT books." [9]
He said this mainly because of Luke's rare use of the optative. To Moulton, Luke
was a Greek who had the "native instinct" not only to write well but to vary his
style scene by scene. While there is no uniform agreement today regarding Luke's
background or the reasons for his distinctive style, nevertheless his writings are
generally held to be superb in style and in structure. [10] As to the linguistic and
syntactical idioms of Luke's Gospel, we find a mystifying combination of literary
Greek and Semitic style. The latter includes expressions characteristic of Hebrew,
Aramaic, or both, and Septuagintisms. This "translation Greek" betrays its
Hebrew or Aramaic original. Some of these characteristics can be easily seen in
familiar KJV expressions such as "he answering said" (where the participle
"answering" is redundant, e.g., 1:19; 4:12; 5:5, 22, 31), "before the face of" (e.g.,
2:31), the use of the verb egerzeto with a finite verb (familiar from the KJV "it
came to pass that ... "), and the intensive "with desire I have desired" (22:15), to
name a few. (NIV's idiomatic renderings generally eliminate these awkward
expressions.) These characteristics occur more often in Luke 1 and 2 and in Acts
1-15 than in the rest of the books. There are fewer such in the "we passages,"
which leads Turner to suggest that these are from a diary Luke wrote earlier than
he did the rest of the work, before he was exposed to Septuagintal idioms through
Paul. [11] Among the theories advanced to explain this occurrence of Hebrew
and Aramaic "interference" in Luke's fine Greek style and the traces of
Septuagintal influence are (1) Luke was actually Jewish; (2) he was a Gentile but
had a long exposure to Semitic idioms; (3) he was a Greek who perhaps
unconsciously adopted a Septuagintal style, possibly through association with
Paul; (4) he artificially affected a Semitic style to give a ring of genuineness to
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certain sections of his works; and (5) at times he was using a source with a
tradition that went back to a Semitic original. Though these idioms occur in some
places more heavily than in others, they are found scattered throughout Luke's
works. Of the theories mentioned above, the most likely are
(2) supported by Fitzmyer, or (3), supported by Turner, with (5) applying in
certain parts. The idea of a Semitic source behind Luke 1-2 has received recent
cautious support from S.C. Farris's "On Discerning Semitic Sources in Luke 1-2,"
[12] based on the research of R.A. Martin. As to structure, Luke also shows
literary skill. Talbert ( Literary Patterns ) has demonstrated Luke's ability to use
the device of chiasm (a sequence of topics repeated in reverse order) as a major
structural means of presenting his message. Talbert notes other examples of this
in some of the finest Greek writings. It is widely acknowledged that the two
books attributed to Luke exhibit a unit of structure (which, as noted above, is
significant with regard to the issue of
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authorship). Cadbury has observed two striking pairs of stylistic characteristics.
[13] The first is "repetition and variation," i.e., Luke at times has obvious
repetitions--e.g., "the growth of a child in Luke 1:80; 2:40; 2:52" (to which we
could add the growth of the church under the favor of God and of people, Acts
2:47). The second pair of characteristics is "distribution and concentration." By
this he means the tendency to use a term frequently in a passage or in a sequence
of passages, only to use it rarely or never elsewhere. All in all it is evident that
Luke's writings are rich in linguistic, stylistic, and structural creativity.
7. Method of Composition
Since the synoptic problem and the proposed frameworks for its solution involve
some of the same data for Matthew as for Luke, the reader should consult the
introduction to Donald A. Carson's commentary on Matthew in this volume (see
also "The Synoptic Gospels" by J. Julius Scott, Jr., EBC, 1:501-14). The first
written Gospel in the NT form was probably Mark. Matthew apparently had
access to Mark, as well as other traditions that contained sayings of Jesus. These
other traditions are referred to by scholars as "Q," but whether or not that was a
written collection is now impossible to determine. Scholars have been
increasingly reluctant to accept the hypothesis of the relation of Matthew and
Luke to the two sources of Mark and "Q"; but it still seems to be, with
modifications, the most satisfactory hypothesis at this time. In the reconstruction
of synoptic traditions by Streeter [14] , he called the other material known to
Luke beside Mark and "Q" be the letter "L." Although this terminology is less
used today, it is customary to assume that, in addition to other materials, Luke
had one main special source. The parts of the Gospel unique to Luke include 1:52:52 (birth and childhood narratives); 3:10-14 (John the Baptist's ethical
teaching); 7:12-17 (the raising of the widow of Nain's son); a good deal of the
material in 9:51- 19:44; and a number of incidents in the passion narrative, along
with other small sections. [15] Whether, as Streeter and others have supposed,
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Luke wrote an earlier Gospel (which Streeter called "Proto-Luke") before he
became acquainted with Mark or with the content of his first two chapters is
extremely doubtful. Since publication of Conzelmann's work Die Mitte der Zeit in
1953 (English tr. The Theology of St. Luke ), major attention has been given to the
redaction criticism of Luke. The term comes from the German
Redaktiorwsgeschichte and has to do with the analysis of the editorial work of an
author as he shaped the written or oral materials that came to his hand. To some
this implies creativity to the extent of changing or slanting the materials received
for the purpose of imposing the editor's theological viewpoint on that material.
Such a radical handling of sources is, however, not a necessary presupposition to
a redactional study of the synoptic Gospels. There is no question but that each of
the Gospels contributes a distinctive perspective on the life and teachings of the
Lord Jesus. It is to the enrichment of our total understanding of the person and
work of Christ that we thoroughly investigate these distinct contributions. But
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extreme caution is needed lest we superimpose on the Gospel the supposed
conditions of the church communities at the time Luke wrote and to do this so as
to alter what Jesus actually taught. The same caution applies to superimposing
our own schemes of theology on the Gospel.
[16]
In 1971 Schramm [17] showed that much of the distinctive material in Luke was
due not so much to his redactional activity as to his use of sources different from
those available to Matthew and Mark. Also it has long been assumed that many of
the differences in Luke are due to his stylistic improvements of Mark. Various
scholars have analyzed individual pericopes (sections) of Luke to determine the
extent of his redaction. A recent example is Bruce Chilton's "Announcement in
Nazara: An Analysis of Luke 4:16-21." [18] The most detailed study of the
passion narrative was done in a series of studies originally published as separate
monographs by
H. Schurmann. [19] There are, in summary, three main reasons why a passage in
Luke may be different from parallel passages in Matthew or Mark: theology,
literary style, and source material. Those who have engaged in redaction criticism
of Luke have not necessarily followed the radical conclusions of Conzelmann.
One of the first full-scale responses was that of Helmut Flender. His work
included a fascinating study of the dialectical structure of Luke-Acts, which has
not received complete acceptance. Robinson employed a redactional approach but
criticized Conzelmann and proposed a geographical scheme for Luke's theology.
[20] Another major study that counters some of Conzelmann's ideas is Schuyler
Brown's Apostasy and Perseverance . Brown debates Conzelmann's theory that
between the temptation of Jesus and the betrayal of Judas, Satan was not actively
opposing the ministry of Jesus. Brown answers this by reexamining the meaning
of peirasmos ("temptation" or "trial") in Luke. The negative assessment
Conzelmann made of Luke's knowledge of Palestinian geography and of
historical matters has also been challenged by a number of writers. The finest
assessment of Luke as both a theologian and a historian is Marshall's Luke:
Historian and Theologian . Nevertheless a good deal of skepticism about Luke's
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accuracy persists, and unfortunately redaction criticism is often carried on under
such negative assumptions. One of the more recent approaches to the material in
the Gospels is that of structuralism. This does not pertain uniquely to Luke; and it
is a large, complex, and much-debated approach. Structuralism seeks to
understand reality--relating to sociology and a number of other disciplines as well
as to linguistics and literature--in what might be called universal terms. Scholars
using it construct theoretical structural models to explain particular linguistic and
literary elements, such as the roles and actions within a narrative or parable. [21]
A final comment on Luke's method of composition relates to the central section
of the Gospel (9:51-19:44). This part has no parallel in the other Gospels, though
some of the stories and parables within it do. It has long been a matter of debate
whether Luke is merely following some literary or historical procedure in the
composition of this section, or whether he has some theological purpose in mind.
The most persistent supposition is that he is consciously
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constructing a parallel to Deuteronomy. (For further remarks and a bibliography
on this subject, see the introduction to that section in the commentary.)
8. Text
There are some textual problems in Luke that demand the attention of the
exegete, though not so many as in Acts. In general the so-called Alexandrian
tradition of the text has proved reliable, especially since the discovery in 1961 of
the papyrus P75. In some cases (e.g., Luke 22:19b- 20; 24:3, 6, 12, 36, 40, 51-52)
the omission of words from the so-called Western text, which tends to add rather
than omit words, was so unusual that these omissions were considered significant.
Recent studies have challenged that assessment, [22] and it is fairly certain that
the inclusion of the wording in question in the Alexandrian text tradition is
correct. See remarks on the verses in question in the Notes portions of the
commentary. [23]
9. History and Geography
Discussion of the historical value of Luke usually proceeds along one or more of
the following lines: (1) Luke's careful observation of the historical setting of his
narratives; (2) the question as to whether a work so tendential, so committed to
establishing certain theological conclusions, can possibly be historically
objective; (3) the authenticity and accuracy of Luke's sources; (4) his own claim
to historical accuracy in his introduction; (5) problems caused by apparent errors
(e.g., his reference to the census under Quirinius in 2:12; see commentary in loc.);
and (6) apparent discrepancies between Luke and the other Gospels. The first of
these has to do with the kind of data collected by W.M. Ramsay in his wellknown works [24] and by A.N. Sherwin-White. [25] Cassidy (p. 13) calls these
data "empire history," that is, things "within the broad category of political affairs
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... [such as] the description of rulers and officials ... the dating of specific events
in relation to other events more widely known throughout the empire" and so on.
It is important to recognize that where Luke can be checked historically (except
for the few problem texts under 8 above), his accuracy has been validated. We
should, however, acknowledge that this does not in itself guarantee Luke's
accuracy in everything he relates. Second, as indicated earlier, Luke's theological
intentions should not be taken as invalidating his historical accuracy. Even so
careful a scholar as Fitzmyer assumes that Luke's theological concern sets him
apart from both ancient and modern historians, noting that his introduction
"reveals his historical concern as subordinate to a theological one" ( Gospel of
Luke , p. 16). But it does not logically follow that because historical concern is
subordinate, error must result. [26] Likewise we must remember that other
ancient historians were seeking to establish certain viewpoints as they wrote their
histories. Third, the matter of sources was briefly discussed under Method of
Composition above. So
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was the question of whether Luke's use of Semitic constructions indicates Semitic
source material (cf. Literary Characteristics). If it does, the presence of such
sources (with the tradition handed down either in the original Semitic idiom or in
Septuagintal Greek) points to an early Palestinian origin of the book. Though this
does not guarantee authenticity or accuracy, it certainly increases their
probability. It appears that in some instances Luke follows an even earlier
tradition than Matthew or Mark does. An example is the tradition of the
institution of the Lord's Supper, where the wording in Luke is close to that found
in 1 Corinthians 11, which had probably been committed to writing earlier than
Matthew or Mark. Apparently both Luke and Paul had access to a very early
tradition. Fourth, the terminology of Luke's prologue (1:1-4) certainly implies
careful historical research. Such a claim to historical accuracy does not in itself
prove accuracy. But the honesty of the writer in distinguishing himself from the
eyewitnesses and the care he took to provide an orderly, accurate account cannot
be overlooked. Historians in the ancient world were, contrary to what many have
thought, interested in accurate reporting. [27] Fifth, there are indeed several
serious historical problems in Luke's writings, such as the reference to Quirinius
(Luke 2:2) and the reference to Theudas (Acts 5:36-37). A few others are more
easily handled. Nevertheless, as the commentary shows, there are possible
solutions that obviate extreme skepticism as to Luke's historical accuracy. Sixth,
the issues involved in the apparent discrepancies between the Gospels are so
complex as to preclude brief discussion of them here. However, it must at least be
said that, unfortunately, attempts at reasonable reconciliation are often summarily
dismissed as "harmonization," as though any attempt to give the benefit of the
doubt to one of two parallel ancient documents was somehow unworthy. To think
that one can either "prove" or "disprove" the historical value of an ancient
historical work on the basis of the slight amount of information we have about the
remote events it deals with is presumptuous.
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10. Date
The dating of Luke depends largely on four factors: (1) the date of Mark and
Luke's relationship to it, (2) the date of Acts, (3) the reference to the destruction
of Jerusalem in chapter 21, and (4) the theological and ecclesiastical tone of LukeActs. First, the date of Mark is, of course, relevant only if Luke used Mark as one
of his sources. That probability is strong enough to assume here. With rare
exceptions scholars today hold that Mark was written about A.D. 70, probably
just a few years before that date, which was marked by the destruction of
Jerusalem. Yet there is no compelling reason why it could not have been written a
few years earlier, toward A.D. 60. At this time it is not possible to be certain
about this (cf. Introduction to Mark in this volume). Second, the issues
surrounding the date of Acts are more complex (cf. Longenecker, "Acts," EBC,
9:235-38). Presumably Luke completed his Gospel before writing Acts, though
this has
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been debated. Apart from its connection with the writing of the Gospel and the
implications of the theological climate of the two books, which will be discussed
below, the main considerations in the dating of Acts relate to the time of Paul's
imprisonment and the date of the Neronian persecution Acts 28:30 takes leave of
Paul with a reference to his two-year imprisonment at Rome. This is generally
agreed to have taken place around A.D. 60 to 62. This provides a terminus a quo
for the date of Acts. The fact that there is no record in Acts of the subsequent
persecution under Nero in A.D. 65 and of Paul's death at about that time suggests
that Luke wrote Acts before these events. There is no hint of further hostilities
between the Jews and the Romans or of the climax in A.D. 70. One might have
expected Luke to cite the destruction of Jerusalem in his attempt to show the
innocence of Christianity and the culpability of the Jewish rulers. On the ground
of these historical matters alone, Acts can be dated anywhere between
A.D. 61 and 65, probably around A.D. 63 or 64.
Third, Luke's reference to the destruction of Jerusalem in his version of the Olivet
Discourse (21:8-36) complicates the problem of dating the Gospel. Most scholars
see it as a vaticinium ex eventu a "prophecy" given after the event. In that case
Luke would have added sufficient detail to the discourse in Mark 13, once the
event had occurred, to show his readers what he thought Jesus must have
intended. An obvious response to this, though not in itself conclusive, is that one
cannot assume that Jesus did not, or could not, actually have included Jerusalem
in his prediction. Also, if Luke had adapted the prediction to the event, it is
strange that he did not also modify the prediction of the accompanying
apocalyptic events, including the coming of the Son of Man. These did not
happen in A.D. 70. at least in the literal sense in which Luke probably would have
understood them (cf. Morris, Luke , p. 23). But the conventional apocalyptic
terminology does stand in Luke 21, and the passage has very little additional
detail about the destruction of Jerusalem, as might be expected were it written
after the event. Furthermore, if Jesus had, either explicitly or implicitly, referred
in the Olivet Discourse to the destruction of Jerusalem, why was Luke the only
one of the synoptic writers to include that specific reference, unless he were
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indeed writing after the event? The answer would seem to be that it is only Luke
who throughout his Gospel stresses Jerusalem as the city of destiny. His Gospel
opens with a scene in the temple in Jerusalem, Jesus is constantly pressing toward
Jerusalem (see commentary passim); and Luke includes a lament of Jesus over
the city (19:41-44). It is natural that he would pick up any tradition of Jesus'
words about the fate of that city, even before the event occurred. The question of
whether Jesus specifically predicted the Fall of Jerusalem and whether Luke
wrote chapter 21 before or after the event should, therefore, not be decided
subjectively Fourth, another reason why many date Acts and also Luke later
(even as late as the early second century) is that they believe Acts reflects a
theological climate and ecclesiastical situation nonexistent in the 60s or 70s. They
base their view largely oil the assumption that the author of Acts shows little
knowledge of the apostle Paul as the early epistles portray him and also that the
author reflects a view of the church more in common with the later Pastoral
Epistles and "early Catholicism." On this complex matter, see I. Howard
Marshall's "`Early Catholicism' in the New
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Testament," in Longenecker and Tenney ( New Dimensions , pp. 217-31), and
Longenecker's Introduction to Acts (EBC, 9:235-38). Longenecker offers several
internal evidences for an early date for Acts. See also the discussion in Ellis,
Gospel of Luke (pp. 44-51), and his treatment of the date of Luke (pp. 55-60).
Among other points, Ellis sees evidences in Luke of a troublesome time such as
that begun by the Neronian persecution. He prefers a date around
A.D. 70 for Luke. In my judgment the only compelling reason for assigning a
date much earlier than this would be the lack of allusions in Acts to the death of
Paul and to the Neronian persecution. Even this conclusion is based on the
assumption that Imke would have alluded to such events had he written later-though he might not have done so if he had intended to write a third volume
covering that period. All things considered, then, it seems preferable to date the
completion of Luke's two works somewhere in the decade of A.D. 60-70.
11. Themes and Theology
A word of caution is necessary on beginning this section. Fitzmyer ( Gospel of
Luke , pp. 6ff.) has warned against superimposing a "thesis" about Lukan
theology on the data of Luke and Acts themselves. Though his warning is
directed largely against Conzelmann's Theology of Luke and
J.C. O'Neill's The Theology of Acts in Its Historical Setting , rev. ed. (London:
SPCK,
1970), it applies to other works as well and serves as a warning to all expositors.
It is constantly necessary to check one's understanding of an author against the
actual data in his work. But what constitutes evidence for biblical theology? It is
one thing to exegete the propositions in the logical argument of an epistle (and
even here there is much room for disagreement); it is another thing to reconstruct
the theology of a narrator such as Luke. The evidence ranges from overall
patterns of structure (cf. Talbert's Literary Patterns ) to the possible significance
of (e.g., the use or nonuse of) an article before the word "mountain" in Matthew
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or Luke. Word frequency is certainly one valuable clue. Yet it is not enough to
make a simple word count and draw conclusions from it. As Caston has shown in
Horae Synopticae Electronicae , it is necessary to use modern statistical
methodology, such as standard deviation, to assess the significance of word
counts. We also need to bear in mind the source of the material under
consideration. If a word appears frequently in one of Luke's special sources
(assuming that we know when he is using such a source), should we use that as
evidence for Luke's own theological viewpoint? Does the very fact that he
selected that source indicate that he wanted to express its theology? One would
assume this to be the case and that Luke was being divinely led in weaving
together his materials into a cohesive theology, Moreover, those passages in the
Gospel that are of most theological weight must be taken into account, namely,
not only passages that contain specific teachings, but also those that contain a
confluence of significant Lukan terminology. For example, Jesus' conversation
with Zacchaeus in 19:1-10 includes the word "today" (bis), "salvation," "save,"
and the name "Abraham." Such terminology is relatively frequent in Luke. Also,
Zacchaeus, who was a tax
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collector and so was called a "sinner" by the people, exemplifies the kind of
people Luke uses to shores God's grace. This incident is of high significance (see
commentary). Jesus' preaching at Nazareth (4:16-21) exemplifies the kerygmatic
(proclamation) theme in Luke and provides a programmatic statement regarding
Jesus' ministry (see commentary). While the proper use of redaction criticism in
discerning the theology of a Gospel author must depend on careful comparison
with parallel passages in the other Gospels, the coherence of themes within a
Gospel is as important as a comparison of themes between the Gospels. For
example, the messiahship of Jesus and the kingdom of God must be recognized as
important themes in Luke's theology whether or not they appear with unusual
frequency as compared with Matthew and Mark. History and geography play an
important part in Luke's theology (we object to the criticism that this implies that
Luke is less reliable in these areas). Luke's "empire history" (to use Cassidy's
term) as well as the local context of events in his Gospel demonstrate the reality
and importance of salvation-history in time and space. The providence of God in
history has an important relation to the sequence of events in Luke-Acts. In
Luke's central section (9:51-18:14), we can discern a theological motif in the way
Jesus orients his thinking and his ministry toward Jerusalem, the city of destiny,
which would he the scene of the passion and ascension of Christ (9:51). That
Luke, in contrast to the other Gospels, does not describe the actual entrance of
Jesus into Jerusalem itself is significant. (See comments on 19:28-44. Other
historical and geographical matters of theological importance will be treated in
loc. See also remarks on Luke's scheme of history as understood by Conzelmann,
under "Eschatology" below [k].) The following are some of the more significant
topics in Luke.

a. Christology
The Gospel opens with a series of birth narratives alternating between Jesus and
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John the Baptist. Among other purposes, these narratives effect a contrast
between the two figures, both of whom are identified in Luke as prophets. [28]
From the beginning it is apparent that Jesus is also the Son of God, born of a
virgin (1:26-33). The atmosphere of chapters 12 is that of the OT. In them Jesus
is presented in terms of messiahship (cf. 1:32b 33, 68-75). Simeon and Anna give
testimony to the baby Jesus in the temple and announce that God's day of
redemption has dawned, since the coming of the Savior means light to the
Gentiles and glory to Israel (2:25-38). At the age of twelve, Jesus expresses his
filial consciousness--his unique awareness that God is his Father (2:49). There are
hints throughout the Gospel that Jesus came as a "prophet" (e.g., 4:24; 13:33; 24:
19). Luke effectively focuses on the messiahship of Jesus (unlike Mark) by taking
the reader directly from the question of Herod--"Who, then, is this I hear such
things about?" (9:9)--to the messianic act of feeding the five thousand (9:10-17)
and then immediately to Peter's affirmation
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that Jesus is "the Christ of God" (9:20).
Unlike the other Gospels, Luke's narrative concludes with the ascension of Jesus.
This marks both the conclusion of the Gospel and the beginning of Acts and is
thus also pivotal in the two- volume work. Moreover, Luke makes mention of the
Ascension in 9:51, at the beginning of the central section of his Gospel.
b. Doxology
The prominence of the Ascension in Luke contributes to his "theology of glory."
It has often been observed that Luke has emphasized the resurrection, ascension,
and vindication of Christ (taking into account also the early chapters of Acts).
The descriptive term "glory" ( doxa ) is also appropriate because there is a sense
of doxology--i.e., of ascribing glory to God--throughout Luke's work. Those who
observe or benefit from the healing power of Christ are filled with wonder and
bring glory to God (e.g., Luke 5:25-26; Acts 3:8-10). Other examples of praising
and blessing God in Luke are 1:46-55, 68-79; 2:13-14, 20, 28-32; 7:16; 10:21;
18:43; 19:37- 38; 24:53.
c. Soteriology
If Luke has a theology of glory, this does not mean he lacks a theology of the
Cross. It is true that the gospel as proclaimed in the first chapters of Acts does not
feature the doctrine of the atonement as we have come to understand it from Paul.
Nevertheless the Cross is central. Even before the first passion prediction of Luke
9:22, there are foreshadowings of Jesus' sufferings (2: 35; 5:35). Jesus is dearly
moving toward the Cross in 13:33. His words instituting the Last Supper must not
be overlooked as evidence of his understanding of the Cross (22:19-20).
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d. Salvation
"The central theme in the writings of Luke is that Jesus offers salvation to men."
This is the thesis of Marshall in Luke: Historian and Theologian (p. 116). This
offer of salvation is not to be dissociated from the concept of salvation-history
that, properly understood, has a significant place in Luke and elsewhere in
Scripture. It does, however, focus on the person and the saving work of the Lord
Jesus Christ, rather than a scheme of history (as in Conzelmann). Sozo ("save")
occurs in Luke 6:9; 7:50; 8:12, 36, 48, 50; 9:24, 56 mg.; 13:23; 17:19; 18:26, 42;
19: 10; 23:35, 37, 39; soter ("Savior") in 1:47; 2:11; soteria ("salvation") in 1:69,
71, 77; 19:9; and soterion in 2:30; 3:6. We observed above that one of the key
passages in Luke is 19:1-10, which concludes with the statement that the Son of
Man "came to seek and to save what was lost." The entire Gospel of Luke
pictures Jesus as reaching out to the lost in forgiveness. We see this exemplified
in the
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beautiful story of the sinful woman (7:36-50). In the well-known parables in Luke
15, Jesus, in contrast with the attitude of the Pharisees, identifies himself with the
heavenly Father in rejoicing over the return of those who are lost. See Marshall's
Luke: Historian and Theologian (pp. 116-44) for a fine discussion of Jesus'
ministry of salvation. Also, see further under "Sense of Destiny" below (h).
e. The Holy Spirit
The prominence of the Holy Spirit in Luke-Acts has received considerable
attention. It is through the overshadowing spirit and power of God that Mary
conceives the one who will be called the Son of God (1:35). The same Spirit
would fill John the Baptist (1:15) and his mother, Elizabeth (1:41). The Spirit was
on Simeon, and through the Spirit he gave testimony to the Messiah (2:25-35).
Jesus was full of the Spirit and was led by the Spirit at the time of his temptation
(4:1). The great passage from Isaiah that Jesus quoted in the synagogue at
Nazareth begins: "The Spirit of the Lord is on me" (4:18). Furthermore, Jesus
promised the Holy Spirit both as an answer to prayer (11:13) and in anticipation
of Pentecost (24:49; Acts 1:4). The Holy Spirit, of course, has a major place
throughout Acts.
f. Prayer
Not only was prayer significant throughout Jesus' life and in the early church, but
it seems to have been especially important in times of transition and crisis. Only
Luke records that Jesus was praying at his baptism when the Holy Spirit
descended on him (3:21). He prayed before choosing the twelve apostles (6:12).
Again only Luke records that Jesus was praying on the Mount of Transfiguration
(9:29). Luke 11:1-13 and 18:18 contain his special teaching and parables on
prayer. Other instances of Jesus praying in Luke are 5:16; 9:18; 11:1.
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g. Miracles
All four Gospels record miracles of Christ. In Luke, as noted above, the
performance of miracles often results in expressions of praise to God. The word
dynamos ("power") occurs frequently in Luke, though not significantly more than
in Matthew or Mark. It also occurs a number of times in Acts.
h. Sense of destiny
The word dei ("it is necessary") is prominent in Luke and in Acts. Jesus "had to"
be in his Father's house (2:49); he "must preach the good news of the kingdom of
God," because that "is why I was sent" (4:43); he "must suffer" (9:22; cf. Matt
16:21; Mark 8:31); he must finish the
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way appointed to him, the way that culminated in the Cross (13:33); and it was
necessary for the Son of Man to be betrayed and crucified, suffering first before
entering his glory (24:7, 26, 44-47). In this way Jesus occupies the central place
in salvation history, fulfilling the plan of God.
i. Prophecy and fulfillment
God's plan in Christ was in accordance with OT prophecy. Although Luke does
not use the fulfillment formulas of Matthew, the idea is in his Gospel. This is
especially notable in the programmatic statement in 4:16-21. The quotation of
Isaiah 61:12, which Jesus concluded with the words "the year of the Lord's
favor," became contemporary as Jesus said, "Today this scripture is fulfilled in
your hearing" (4:21). [29] The theme of fulfillment also has apologetic value in
Luke. "Proof from prophecy" is significant, especially in Luke 24 and in the early
chapters of Acts. [30]
j. Israel and the people of God
The term laos ("people") is to be distinguished, as Minear ("Jesus' Audiences,"
pp. 81-109) points out, from the more general ochlos ("crowd"). In his Gospel,
Luke uses it to describe believers and sympathetic Jews. In Acts it seems at one
or two points to include potential believers among Gentiles. Whereas the crowds
are sometimes hostile to Jesus, the "people" are responsive. But what happens to
the Jewish people who become believers in Christ? Once they are part of the
Christian church, are they separated from Israel? Or, at the other extreme, is the
entire church to be considered "Israel"? Richardson has shown that the term
"Israel of God" (Gal 6:16) does not refer to the church itself but rather to "those
within Israel to whom God will show mercy." [31] Jervell (pp. 41-74) likewise
refrains from applying the term "Israel" to the church as a whole. There is a group
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of repentant Jews who have accepted the gospel. The Gentile mission grows out
of the fulfillment of the biblical promises to Israel. Jervell's view is consistent
with the emphasis in Acts on the conversion of great numbers of Jews, even
Jewish priests. See especially the summary in Acts 21:20: "many thousands of
Jews have believed."
k. Eschatology
The continuity of the true people of God and the mission to the Gentiles are part
of the plan of God that, as many have seen, is a major theme in Luke. The
opening chapters of Luke emphasize the messianic promises, especially through
the songs of Mary (1:46-55) and Zechariah (1:68-79). The ultimate fulfillment of
these still lies in the future. Luke, in common with the other synoptic Gospels,
contains teachings of Jesus about his return and about the glorification of the Son
of Man. [32] It has been common to picture Luke, however, as writing
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at a time when Christians were despairing over the return of Christ, which they
had expected immediately. This "delay of the Parousia" was of such major
concern to Luke that he devised a scheme that divided history into three phases.
The first of these was the OT period, the second the life of Jesus, and the third the
period of the church. This idea is set forth in Conzelmann's Theology of Luke , the
German title of which-- Die Mitte der Zeit (i.e., the central point in time)--reflects
his theory. But one of the problems with Conzelmann's idea is that it makes Luke
distort the traditions of Jesus' sayings regarding his return by superimposing on
them a concept of an extended period of the church in which life is to go on
without the return of Christ. A number of studies have addressed this issue,
maintaining the importance of those eschatological teachings that Luke does
incorporate and that were not reinterpreted as radically as Conzelmann had
thought. [33] It is possible to see stages in the fulfillment of predictions made
both in the OT and by Jesus, with a partial fulfillment now and a consummation
later. The problem, says Ellis ( Eschatology in Luke , p. 19), is "not the delay of
the parousia ... but false apocalyptic speculation that has misapplied the teachings
of Jesus and threatens to pervert the church's mission." Thus Luke contains vivid
warnings against coming judgment, an encouragement to watchfulness (e.g.,
12:40), and the description of the coming of the Son of Man (17:22-37), but
warns against misguided speculation (17:20-21). Faithfulness is needed during
the time the Master is away (12:42-48; 19:11-27). In another response to
Conzelmann, which seeks to maintain the eschatological element in Luke,
Franklin sees the ascension and proclamation of Jesus as Lord as an
eschatological climax. There are other subjects related to eschatology that cannot
be discussed here. The concept of present and future stages in the fulfillment of
prophecy naturally includes the idea of the kingdom of God with its present or
"inaugurated" aspects and its later consummation. Likewise, we see Luke's
emphasis on the present reality of God's work in the use of the word "today" (
semeron ), alluded to earlier. The following passages are significant: 2:11; 4:21;
5:26; 12:28; 13:32-33; 19: 59; 22:34, 61; 23:43. "Today" also occurs nine times
in Acts.
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l. Discipleship and the Christian in the world
This topic covers a multitude of subjects that cannot be discussed in this brief
introduction but which have occasioned much attention in recent years. Only
Luke contains the narrative of 9:57- 62 on would be disciples and the teaching of
Jesus on the cost of discipleship in 14:25-35. A major question in Luke is whether
Jesus requires the sacrifice of material possessions for salvation or for
discipleship, or whether he just presents it as an ideal for those who are especially
devoted. The first idea is not taught in Luke. The case of the rich ruler (18:19-30)
is unique (see commentary). Likewise those who want to be disciples should yield
up all their possessions but not necessarily disperse them (see commentary on
14:33). But if this is an ideal, it is an ideal strongly taught. Luke includes Jesus'
woes as well as blessings (6:24-26), which speak strongly against the wealthy. He
also addresses the matter of possessions in chapter 12
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and in chapter 16. In addition Acts not only mentions but emphasizes the
sacrificial giving of the early church (2:45; 3:6; 4:32-37; 5:1-11). [34] Recent
attention to the social and political teachings of Jesus has focused on their
implications for possible political revolution. [35] Cassidy, dealing particularly
with the Gospel of Luke in Jesus, Politics and Society , concludes that Luke gives
an accurate description of Jesus' social and political stance, and that, though he
rejected the use of violence, Jesus challenged the social status quo under the
Roman Empire. Cassidy holds that the teachings of Jesus as found in the Gospel
of Luke would, if carried out widely, have seriously challenged the principles of
the Roman government. He bases his conclusions on Jesus' social teachings in
general and on specific texts such as Luke 20:23-25, the familiar "give to Caesar
what is Caesar's, and to God what is God's."

m. The word of God
This is a more important theme in Luke than is generally realized. The first
appearance of logos is in 1:2: "servants of the word." Luke emphasizes the
graciousness and effectiveness of Jesus' word in 4:22, 32, 36. The term is
prominent in the parable of the sower (8:4-15). It is those who "heal the word,
retain it, and by persevering produce a crop" who are truly related to Jesus. We
also learn from Luke that, not only is the word of God in the OT fulfilled in the
life of Jesus, but also that Jesus' own words are fulfilled (e.g., 19:32: "just as he
had told them"). Thus we have the prophetic word, the authoritative word of
Jesus, and the inspired word that is the Gospel of Luke itself. [36]
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13. Outline (References in outline are tied to commentary.)
I. Introduction (1:1-4)
II. Birth and Childhood Narratives (1:5-2:52)
A. Anticipation of Two Births (1:5-56)
1. The birth of John the Baptist foretold (1:5-25)
2. The birth of Jesus foretold (1:26-38)
3. Mary's visit to Elizabeth (1:39-45)
4. Marys song: The Magnificat (1:46-56)
B. Birth Narratives (1:57-2:20)
1. The birth of John the Baptist (1:57-66)
2. Zechariah's song: The Benedictus (1:67-80)
3. The birth of Jesus (2:1-7)
4. The announcement to the shepherds (2:8-20)
C. Jesus' Early Years (2:21-52)
1. Presentation of Jesus in the temple (2:21-40)
2. The boy Jesus at the temple (2:41-52)
III. Preparation for Jesus' Ministry (3:1-4:13)
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A. The Ministry of John the Baptist (3:1-20)
B. The Baptism of Jesus (3:21-22)
C. Jesus' Genealogy (3:23-38)
D. The Temptation of Jesus (4:1-13)
IV. The Galilean Ministry (4:14-9:50)
A. Initial Phase (4:14-6:16)
1. First approach and rejection at Nazareth (4:14-30)
2. Driving out an evil spirit (4:31-37)
3. Healing many (4:38-44)
4. Calling the first disciples (5:1-11)
5. The man with leprosy (5:12-16)
6. Healing a paralytic (5:17-26)
7. Calling Levi (5:27-32)
8. The question about fasting (5:33-39)
9. Sabbath controversies (6:1-11)
10. Choosing the twelve apostles (6:12-16)
B. Jesus' Great Sermon (6:17-49)
1. Blessings and woes (6:17-26)
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2. Love for enemies (6:27-36)
3. Judging others (6:37-42)
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4. A tree and its fruit (6:43-45)
5. The wise and foolish builders (6:46-49)
C. Ministry to Various Human Needs (7:1-9:17)
1. The faith of the centurion (7:1-10)
2. Raising a widow's son (7:11-17)
3. Jesus and John the Baptist (7:18-35)
4. Anointed by a sinful woman (7:36-50)
5. Parable of the sower (8:1-15)
6. Parable of the lamp (8:16-18)
7. Jesus true family (8:19-21)
8. Calming the storm (8:22-25)
9. Healing a demon-possessed man (8:26-39)
10. Jesus' power to heal and restore life (8:40-56)
11. Sending out the Twelve (9:16)
12. Herod's perplexity (9:79)
13. Feeding the five thousand (9:10-17)
D. Climax of Jesus Galilean Ministry (9:18-50)
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1. Peter's confession of Christ (9:18-21)
2. The suffering and glory of the Son of Man (9:22-27)
3. The Transfiguration (9:28-36)
4. Healing a boy with an evil spirit (9:37-45)
5. Two cases of rivalry (9:46-50)
V. Teaching and Travels Toward Jerusalem (9:51-19:44)
A. The New Direction of Jesus Ministry (9:51-10:24)
1. Travel south through Samaria (9:51-56)
2. The cost of following Jesus (9:57-62)
3. Sending out the seventy-two (10:1-24)
B. Teachings (10:25-11:13)
1. Parable of the Good Samaritan (10:25-37)
2. The home of Martha and Mary (10:38-42)
3. Teaching on prayer (11:1-13)
C. Growing Opposition (11:14-54)
1. Jesus and Beelzebub (11:14-28)
2. The sign of Jonah (11:29-32)
3. The lamp of the body (11:33-36)
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4. Six woes (11:37-54)
D. Teachings on Times of Crisis and Judgment (12:1-13:35)
1. Warnings and encouragements (12:1-12)
2. Parable of the rich fool (12:13-21)
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3. Anxiety over possessions (12:22-34)
4. Readiness for the coming of the Son of Man (12:35-48)
5. Division over Jesus (12:49-53)
6. Interpreting the times (12:54-59)
7. A call to repentance (13:1-9)
8. Healing a woman on the Sabbath (13:10-17)
9. Parables of the mustard seed and the yeast (13:18-21)
10. Entering the kingdom (13:22-30)
11. Concern over Jerusalem (13:31-35)
E. Further Teaching on Urgent Issues (14:1-18:30)
1. Jesus at a Pharisee's house (14:1-14)
2. Parable of the great banquet (14:15-24)
3. The cost of being a disciple (14:25-35)
4. Parables of joy (15:1-32)
a. The lost sheep (15:1-7)
b. The lost coin (15:8-10)
c. The lost son (15:11-32)
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5. Parable of the shrewd manager (16:1-18)
6. The rich man and Lazarus (16:19-31)
7. Sin, faith, duty (17:1-10)
8. Ten healed of leprosy (17:11-19)
9. The coming of the kingdom of God (17:20-37)
10. Parable of the persistent widow (18:1-8)
11. Parable of the Pharisee and the tax collector (18:9-14)
12. The little children and Jesus (18:15-17)
13. The rich ruler (18:18-30)
F. Final Approach to Jerusalem (18:31-19:44)
1. A further prediction of Jesus' passion (18:31-34)
2. Healing a blind beggar (18:35-43)
3. Zacchaeus the tax collector (19:1-10)
4. Parable of the ten minas (19:11-27)
5. The Triumphal Entry (19:28-44)
VI. Concluding Events (19:45-24:53)
A. Teaching in the Temple Area (19:45-21:38)
1. Jesus at the temple (19:45-48)
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2. Jesus' authority questioned (20:1-8)
3. Parable of the tenants (20:9-19)
4. Paying taxes to Caesar (20:20-26)
5. The Resurrection and marriage (20:27-40)
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6. The sonship of Christ (20:41-47)
7. The widow's offering (21:1-4)
8. Signs of the end of the age (21:5-38)
B. The Passion of Our Lord (22:1-23:56)
1. The agreement to betray Jesus (22:16)
2. The Last Supper (22:7-38)
3. Prayer on the Mount of Olives (22:39-46)
4. Jesus arrest (22:47-53)
5. Peter's denial (22:54-62)
6. The mocking of Jesus (22:63-65)
7. Trial before the Jewish leaders (22:66-71)
8. Trial before Pilate and Herod (23:1-25)
9. The Crucifixion (23:26-43)
10. Jesus' death (23:44-49)
11. Jesus' burial (23:50-56)
C. The Resurrection and Ascension (24:1-53)
1. The Resurrection (24:1-12)
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2. On the Emmaus road (24:13-35)
3. The appearance to the disciples (24:36-49)
4. The Ascension (24:50-53)
Text and Exposition
I. Introduction (1:14)
The introduction to Luke is a long, carefully constructed sentence in the tradition
of the finest historical works in Greek literature. It stands in contrast to the
genealogical table of Matthew, the concise opening sentence of Mark, and the
theological prologue of John. It was customary among the great Greek and
Hellenistic historians, including the first-century Jewish writer Josephus, to
explain and justify their work in a preface. Their object was to assure the reader
of their capability, thorough research, and reliability. While such a weighty
introduction does not in itself guarantee the honesty of the writer, neither should
its conventional form be dismissed as a merely formal pretension. The classical
literary style of the preface contrasts with the remainder of the Gospel, in which
Semitisms abound (cf. comment in Introduction in loc.; cf. also introductory
comments on vv. 525).
1 The preface opens with the Greek word epeideper (KJV, "forasmuch as"; RSV,
"inasmuch as"), a classical word used only here in the NT but found in such
major authors as Thucydides,
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Philo, and Josephus. It stands in stylistic contrast to the colloquial egeneto ("there
was"), which in v. 5 opens the narrative. NIV omits epeideper for the sake of
concise English style, adding "therefore" in v. 3. This clarifies the meaning--that
Luke's account was written after those of many others. "Many have undertaken"
implies that by the time Luke wrote there was considerable interest in data about
Jesus and his ministry. Luke does not say he himself actually reproduced material
from any of the existing accounts, though that could be assumed from this and
subsequent evidence. The choice of the word "undertaken" ( epecheiresan ) need
not mean that earlier attempts to write gospel narratives had failed (cf. MM, pp.
250-51). Obviously Luke would not be writing if there were no need for
something further, but this does not necessarily reflect adversely on his
predecessors. "To draw up an account" ( anataxasthai diegesin ) means to write a
report or narrative, relating events in an orderly way (cf. MM, p. 38). The verbal
form of diegesis ("accounts") occurs in Luke 8:39; 9:10; Acts 9:27; 12:17.
"Fulfilled" is a better translation of peplerophoremenon than "most surely
believed" (KJV) in this context. The word and its cognate plerophoria can be
translated "full assurance" or "assurance," when their basic reference is to the
confident attitude of a person (cf. Rom 4:21; 14:5; Col 2:2; Heb 6:11; 10:22).
Otherwise, and especially with reference to things rather than people, the idea of
accomplishment or completion is foremost. (See "discharge all the duties" and
"fully proclaimed" in 2Tim 4:5, 17.) Further, if the accomplishment of the
purposes of God in the life and ministry of Jesus is one of Luke's themes, it is
appropriate for the preface to reflect this.

2 "Just as they were handed down" stresses the validity of the tradition of Jesus'
words and deeds. The same emphasis occurs in Paul, who was careful to pass on
to others what had been "handed down" to him (1Cor 11:23; 15:3; cf. also O.
Cullmann, The Early Church: Studies in Early Christian History and Theology
[Philadelphia: Westminster, 1956], pp. 59-75). Although the "eyewitnesses and
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servants" may have included some of the "many" (v. 1), they are mostly to be
distinguished from them because they were prior to them. Luke is establishing the
validity of the information both he and his predecessors included in their
narratives. Witnesses are important to Luke. While the concept of "witness" is not
as prominent in Luke as in John (see esp. John 5:31-47), it is integral to Luke's
historical and theological purposes. The words "from the first" (probably meaning
from the early days of Jesus' ministry) are tied to the word "eyewitnesses" as
closely as grammar permits--viz., "the from the first witnesses"
( hoi ap' arches autoptai ). These were not passive observers but "servants of the
word." Luke is probably referring primarily to the apostles, whose authority he
upholds throughout Luke- Acts. In Acts 10:39-42, Peter speaks as one of those
who were both witnesses and preachers. "Word" ( logos ) here means the message
of the Gospel, especially as embodied in the words and deeds of Jesus. Ancient
Greek writers often stressed the importance of matching one's words with
appropriate deeds. In Acts 1:1, Luke combines the words "do" and "teach" when
he
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describes Jesus' ministry. This is essential to the fulfillment mentioned in v. 1.
While all four Gospels use the term logos (with particular significance in John
1:1, 14), Luke uses it surprisingly often. This is especially true in passages unique
to Luke (see Gaston, pp. 64, 76; Hawkins, pp. 20, 43). In summary, v. 2 makes a
serious claim regarding careful historical research that has weighty implications
for our estimate of the entire Gospel.
3 The opening words in the Greek order are "it seemed good also to me" ( edoxe
kamoi ). This establishes a balance and pattern of comparison between vv. 12 and
34: "Many have undertaken" and "it seemed good also to me"; "to draw up an
account" and "to write an orderly account"; "handed down to us" and "so that you
may know." Luke now describes his own work of investigation and writing. The
word "everything" may partially explain how his work differed from that of the
"many" (v. 1) and also from that of Mark--namely, in its greater
comprehensiveness. "From the beginning" translates anothen , which can mean,
according to the context, either "above" or "again." Here in its relation to
historical research, it has a temporal sense. Luke did his research "carefully" (
akribos , lit., "accurately") and wrote an "orderly" ( kathexes ) account. We
cannot determine from this preface alone whether Luke is referring to a
chronological or to a thematic order. He does not specifically claim to have aimed
at chronological sequence. Perhaps he may have followed an order found in his
sources. If so, this could explain his occasional differences from Matthew and
Mark. Or he may have rearranged his sources according to another pattern. Taken
alone the prologue is not conclusive as to these possibilities. In any event Luke
intended his claim of working in an orderly way to inspire confidence in his
readers. The identity of Theophilus is unknown. The name ("friend of God")
might be either a symbol or a substitute for the true name of Luke's addressee.
Theophilus was, however, a proper name, and "most excellent" naturally suggests
an actual person of some distinction. He may have been Luke's literary patron or
publisher, after the custom of the times (cf. E.J. Goodspeed, "Some Greek Notes:
I. Was Theophilus Luke's Publisher?" JBL, 73 [1954]: 84).
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4 Though it is not clear whether Theophilus was a believer, he had doubtless
received some instructions in the faith. The genitive plural ( logon ) of logos
("word") is here translated by NIV as "things," a legitimate extended use.
Theophilus has learned of both the words anal the deeds of Jesus. "Taught" (
katechethes ) may refer to formal church teaching (Gal 6:6), but not necessarily.
For some reason Theophilus needed assurance, or "certainty" ( asphaleian ), as to
the truth of the things taught him. Possibly he was troubled by denials of the
Resurrection and other historical foundations of the faith that Gnostic speculation
was challenging. Such are not to be countered by mere speculation but by the
factual narrative Luke is about to write. His book will set forth evidences and
purposes ancillary to the one he has stated in this preface. According to the
prologue, Luke's purpose in writing was to assure Theophilus of the "certainty" of
the Gospel tradition. His Gospel can still fulfill that purpose. This does not
exclude
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other purposes for Luke-Acts (cf. Introduction: Purpose).
II. Birth and Childhood Narratives (1:5-2:52)
A. Anticipation of Two Births (1:5-56)
1. The birth of John the Baptist foretold (1:5-25)
This narrative introduces a section in Luke unparalleled in the other Gospels (cf.
Introduction for critical and stylistic issues). Its distinctive characteristics include
(1) an atmosphere reminiscent of the OT, with a grammatical and stylistic Semitic
cast; (2) an alternation of focus on John the Baptist and on Jesus; (3) the
awesomeness of heavenly beings appearing to humans; and (4) a note of joy,
especial as heard in four songs: Mary's (1:46-55), Zechariah's (1:69-79), the
angels' (2:14), and Simeon's (2:29-32). 1. The Semitic style fits the religious and
historical connection Luke is establishing between the OT and NT periods. Luke
does not use the fulfillment formulas Matthew used but shows that OT
predictions stand behind the events he describes. This he does by giving his style
and vocabulary a flavor of the LXX. He also takes pains to ground the Christian
message in Jerusalem and in its temple. Machen (pp. 62-101) uses the Semitic
style in his arguments for the Virgin Birth. 2. To make this connection with the
OT, Luke also uses a pattern of alternation, in which attention shifts back and
forth between John the Baptist and Jesus. Far from being a confusion of sources,
as is sometimes supposed, this alternation is a literary device to focus attention
successively on each person (cf. G.N. Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth in New
Testament Preaching , SNTS Monograph Series 27 [London: Cambridge
University Press, 1974], pp. 55-56). Luke clearly identifies John as a successor to
the OT prophets. Through his alternating presentations, Luke links John and
Jesus, whom Luke apparently also identifies as a prophet (Minear, Heal and
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Reveal , pp. 95-96). Since he also sees in Jesus far more than a prophet, Luke's
device of alternation goes beyond comparison to contrast, with Jesus presented as
"Son of the Most High" and messianic Deliverer (1:32-33, 69, 76; 2:11, 30). The
structure of the section then is (1) the announcement of John's coming birth, (2)
the announcement of Jesus' coming birth, (3) Elizabeth's blessing of Mary, (4)
Mary's praise to God, (5) John's birth, and
(6) Jesus' birth, which is acclaimed by angels in heaven and by saintly Jews in the
temple.
3. The appearance of angels is likewise appropriate for an account that teaches
that God has acted decisively in the history of his people to accomplish our
salvation. Some reject this supernatural activity, attempting to explain the
narratives as an accretion of legends. To do so deprives the event of an effective
cause. Actually the appearance of an angel is no more remarkable than the
Incarnation itself. 4. The theme of joy finds expression not only in the songs but
in the tone of the whole
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passage. The gospel is always "good news of great joy" (2:10). Moreover, the
passage realistically includes a reminder both of the pain of sin and of the cost of
our deliverance, as Simeon's allusion to the ultimate death of Mary's son (2:35)
shows. Another pattern of themes may be seen in the repetition of the phrase
"Most High": (1) Jesus is the "Son of the Most High" (1:32); (2) Mary's
conception by the Holy Spirit is said to be by the "power of the Most High"
(1:35); and (3) John is called a prophet of the Most High (1:76)
(H.H. Oliver, "The Lucan Birth Stories and the Purpose of Luke-Acts," NTS 10
[1963-64]: 215-26).
While the phrases just outlined do not occur in close sequence, they should
probably be taken together as relating to three major themes in Luke's Gospel: (1)
John is the final prophet of the OT period, the forerunner of the Messiah, and the
first proclaimer of the kingdom; (2) Jesus is the unique Son of God, the true
eschatological prophet and Messiah; and (3) the Holy Spirit's ministry both
validates and empowers the ministry of Jesus. (The Holy Spirit is mentioned
frequently in this section; viz., 1:15, 35, 41, 67, 80; 2:25-27.) Other themes
prominent in Luke occur in these opening narratives and will be pointed out in the
exposition.
5 As has already been said, the style of this section is different from the classical
style of vv. 14. Likewise, the method of dating differs from that used later in 3:1,
where Luke is interested in establishing a more precise point of historical
reference. In this verse his only concern is to locate the events in the reign of
Herod (king of Judea 374 B.C.). Luke emphasizes the Jewish roots of Christianity
by mentioning that, not only was Zechariah (whose name means "God
remembers") a priest, but that his wife had also been born into the priestly line.
(See comment on v. 8 for the functioning of this "priestly division.")
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6 This is a description of a truly pious couple wholly devoted to God. The
language of the verse "implies a religious rather than a purely ethical character"
(Marshall, Gospel of Luke , p. 53). Marshall remarks that v. 6 shows that their
childlessness did not imply any sin. The OT would use the Hebrew tam or tamim
to describe such a couple (tr. "blameless" in Gen 6:9; Job 1:8).
7 To be childless brought sorrow and often shame. At her advanced age,
Elizabeth could no longer entertain the hope of each Jewish woman to be the
mother of the Messiah. While her situation and the subsequent intervention of
God had its precedents in the OT (cf. Sarah, Gen 17:16-17; Hannah, 1Sam 1:511), no other woman had such a total reversal in fortune as to bear the forerunner
of the Messiah.
8-9 The "division" (v. 8; cf. v. 5) was one of twenty-four groups of priests divided
by families and structured after the pattern of 1 Chronicles 23 and 24 (note Abijah
Zechariah's ancestor [1 Chronicles 24:10]). The Exile had interrupted the original
lines of descent; so the divisions were regrouped, most of them corresponding to
the original in name only. Each of the twenty-four
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divisions served in the temple for one week, twice a year, as well as at the major
festivals (J. Jeremiah Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus [London: SCM, 9], pp. 199207). An individual priest however, could offer the incense at the daily sacrifice
(cf. Notes) only once in his lifetime
(v. 9), since there were so many priests. Therefore this was the climactic moment
of Zechariah's priestly career, perhaps the most dramatic moment possible for the
event described to have occurred. God was breaking into the ancient routine of
Jewish ritual with the word of his decisive saving act. Considering his interest in
the Jewish origin of Christianity, Luke probably viewed this dramatic moment not
so much as a judgment against Judaism as an appropriate and significant context
for the new revelation.
10 Mention of the worshipers outside not only heightens the suspense but
prepares the reader for vv. 21-22. They were probably pious Jews who loved to
be near the temple when sacrifices were offered. NIV's "assembled worshipers"
obscures the important word laos ("people"; cf. comments on v. 27).
11-12 The suddenness of the appearance of the angel (v. 11) accords with other
supernatural events in Luke and elsewhere in Scripture (cf. 2:9, 13). Luke does
not describe the angel, but the fact that he tells exactly where the angel appeared
shows the reality of the vision. Only a heavenly being had the right to appear in
the Holy Place with the priest. "Startled" (v. 12) represents a word of deep
emotion (from tarasso ) and is coupled with the descriptive phrase "gripped with
fear." This is not only a natural reaction to such an appearance but is also
consistent with what the Gospels say about the response of the disciples and
others to the presence of the supernatural (e.g., 5:8-10). Sometimes this betrayed
unbelief: But this was certainly not true of Mary (v. 38). Rather her attitude (v.
29) showed her genuine awe and quite natural trepidation at being confronted by
the heavenly visitor.
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13 This is the first indication of prayer on the part of Zechariah. The word Luke
used ( deesis ) indicates a specific petition. If this was for a child (probable a son),
the aorist tense in the phrase "has been heard" refers to Zechariah's lifelong
prayer. Otherwise, his just offered prayer in the temple was probably for the
messianic redemption of Israel. Actually, the birth of his child was bound up with
redemption in a way far beyond anything Zechariah expected. That the prayer
included a petition for a son is substantiated by the further description of the
child, beginning with his name. "John" ( Ioannes ) combines in its Hebrew form
the name of God with the word hanan ("to show favor" or "be gracious"). God
did indeed answer Zechariah's prayer. That the child was named before his birth
stresses God's sovereignty in choosing him to be his servant.
14-15 The description of the child's mission has a counterpart in Gabriel's words
to Mary (vv. 32-33). This is part of the literary device that connects and compares
the roles of Jesus and John.
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The "joy" (v. 14) so characteristic of the day of God's salvation and so prominent
in Luke came first to the parents of the forerunner, then spread to "many people
[lit., `sons'] of Israel" (v.
16). Also "joy and gladness" stand in contrast to Zechariah's fear (v. 12). The
child will be "great" ( megas ) as the prophetic forerunner of the Messiah (v. 15).
"Great" also describes Jesus in v. 32, though in the latter case it is absolute
greatness without the qualifying "in the sight of the Lord." Later there would be
those who found it hard to relinquish their devotion to John to follow Jesus. They
would need to realize that while both were great, Jesus was the greater (3:
16). Also John's greatness related to the pre-Messianic Age (7:28). "In the sight of
the Lord" indicates divine choice and approval. This expression, or its equivalent,
is used frequently in Luke and Acts (cf. Notes). It is difficult to identify John with
a particular religious group simply by this description or that in Mark 1:6.
Abstinence from wine suggests the Nazirite vow (Num 6:1-12), but no mention is
made of John's hair. Nazirites were to let their hair grow (Num 6:5). Danker (
Jesus , p. 8) refers to the priests' abstinence from strong drink prior to entering the
tabernacle and sees John as a priestly figure calling the people to repentance. On
the other hand, the radical elements in John's appearance and behavior may
exemplify his radical message of repentance. The Spirit's control is contrasted
with the control wine can have over a person (cf. Eph 5:18). In the life of Jesus,
the Spirit's ministry will be even more prominent than in John's life.

16-17 The OT prophets were repeatedly concerned with turning the erring people
back to God,
i.e., to repentance (v. 16). In this work none was more prominent than Elijah on
Mount Carmel (1 Kings 18:20-40). Luke does not here identify John as a
reincarnated Elijah but qualifies his statement with the words "in the spirit and
power of Elijah" (v. 17). Moreover Luke uses the language of Malachi 4:56 (cf.
Mal 3:1) to compare John's ministry with that of Elijah. (See comments on 9:30
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for further discussion of Elijah.) "To turn the hearts of the fathers to their
children" must be interpreted with reference to both the expanded form in
Malachi 4:6 and the next phrase in this context (v. 17). If the words are parallel to
the phrase "wisdom of the righteous," then "the fathers," previously disobedient,
may be following the example of their children who are presumably listening to
the message of John--"the wisdom of the righteous." Grammatically less likely
but more probable, it might mean that when those who disobey heed wisdom,
their Jewish ancestors would, if they knew of it, be pleased with them (Godet, pp.
79-80). In their OT context, the words "turn the hearts," etc., relate to averting
divine wrath, a concept certainly basic in the ministry of John. "People" ( laos ) is
a significant word in Luke. Thirty five of its forty nine occurrences in the
synoptic Gospels are in Luke (Gaston, p. 76; cf. Hawkins, pp. 20-21, 45). Minear
("Jesus' Audiences," pp. 81-109) holds that the term laos as used by Luke, in
contrast to ochlos ("crowd"), "normally refers to Israel as the elect nation which
forever retains the specific identity given to it by God." This suggestion accords
with Luke's interest in Jewish origins of Christianity, though it may be too
comprehensive. Minear (ibid.) also comments that "it is this specific entity
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[`people'] which Luke sees as the initial and ultimate audience for all God's
messengers, whether John the Baptist (Acts 13:24) or the apostles ([Acts]
3:12f.)." The "people prepared for the Lord" ultimately includes not only these
initial Jewish hearers but those who formerly were "not a people" (1 Peter 2:10),
the Gentiles (see also Jervell).
18-20 Zechariah's question (v. 18) seems innocent, but v. 20 reveals that it was
asked in doubt. In contrast Mary's question--"How can this be?" (v. 34)--arises
from faith (v. 45). Mary simply inquired as to the way God would work;
Zechariah questioned the truth of the revelation. "How can I be sure of this?"
apparently was a request for a sign. Though we are told that Zechariah was
devout (v. 6), his quest for confirmation was perilously close to the attitude
described in Luke 11:29. Since the gospel requires a response of faith, and since
Zechariah, of all people, should have believed without question, the angel's reply
(v. 20) is not overly severe. The narrative gains solemnity by mentioning that
Gabriel stood "in the presence of [ enopion ] God"
(v. 19; cf. "in the sight of" [v. 15] and "before"[v. 17]). The "good news" will
come to fulfillment in spite of human unbelief, but Zechariah must nevertheless
bear the sign of his doubt. "Will come true" ( plerothesontai ) means "will be
fulfilled" and forms part of Luke's presentation of the fulfilled word of God.
21-22 The element of suspense during the unusually long prayer-time contributes
to the vividness of Luke's narrative (v. 21; cf. v. 10). The worshipers who had
been praying outside now understood without anyone telling them that Zechariah
had seen a vision. Verse 22 reinforces the extraordinary nature of his experience
and his loss of speech.
23-25 As with the announcement to Mary, the word concerning Zechariah and
Elizabeth's promised son was given before his conception (v. 24; cf. Joseph's
experience [Matt 1:19-25]). It is characteristic of Luke to mention Elizabeth's
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grateful acknowledgment of the Lord's grace in removing the stigma of her
childlessness (v. 25).
2. The birth of Jesus foretold (1:26-38)
Continuing in the same style in which he has described Zechariah's encounter
with the angel of the Lord, Luke now weaves deep theological meaning into his
simple and delicate narrative. This section is the highest of several summits of
revelation in chapters 1 and 2. The account of Jesus' nativity, beautiful and
essential as it is, rests theologically on the angel Gabriel's announcement to Mary.
Luke presents the theology of the Incarnation in a way so holy and congruent
with OT sacred history that any comparisons with pagan mythology seem utterly
incongruous. Instead of the carnal union of a pagan god with a woman, producing
some kind of semi-divine offspring, Luke speaks of a spiritual overshadowing by
God himself that will produce the "holy one" within Mary.
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Several themes are intertwined in this passage: (1) the divine sonship of Jesus
(vv. 32, 35);
(2) his messianic role and reign over the kingdom (vv. 32-33); (3) God as the
"Most High" (vv. 32, 35; cf. v. 76); (4) the power of the Holy Spirit (v. 35); and
(5) the grace of God (vv. 29-30, 34-35, 38).
26 The mention of Elizabeth's "sixth month" (cf. v. 24) points to the pattern of
alternation and establishes a link with the prophet John the Baptist (cf. comments
on vv. 5-25). The same chronological device points in v. 36 to God's power over
human reproduction. This theme of the direct action of God is one of the basic
ones in Luke-Acts. (See v. 19 in reference to the angel Gabriel.) Luke calls
Nazareth a polis , which can often be translated "city," but here describes a
"town" (NIV) or "village." It was off, though not totally inaccessible from, the
main trade routes. Its relatively insignificant size contrasts with Jerusalem, where
Gabriel's previous appearance had taken place. John 1:46 records the
contemporary Judean opinion of Nazareth. Likewise, the region of Galilee
contrasts with Judea. Surrounded as they were by Gentiles, the Galileans were not
necessarily irreligious. They were, however, somewhat lax respecting such things
as keeping a kosher kitchen (cf. Sean Freyne, Galilee from Alexander the Great
to Hadrian 323 B.C.E. to 135 C.E. [Wilmington, Del.: Michael Glazier and Notre
Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1980], pp. 259-97). Though the Galileans
had a reputation for pugnacity, Galilee was not a hotbed of revolutionary activity,
as some have thought (ibid., pp. 208-55).
27 The young virgin Mary contrasts with the old priest Zechariah, who was past
the time for having children. The word "virgin" refers here to one who had not yet
had sexual relations (cf. Notes). Mary's question in v. 34 and the reference in v.
27 to her being "pledged to be married" make this clear. Since betrothal often
took place soon after puberty, Mary may have just entered her teens. This
relationship was legally binding, but intercourse was not permitted until marriage.
Only divorce or death could sever betrothal; and in the latter event the girl,
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though unmarried, would be considered a widow. In v. 27 Luke calls Joseph "a
descendant of David." Even though the genealogy in 3:23-37 is often taken as
showing Mary's line, this is never stated. Neither does Luke nor any other NT
writer say that Mary was descended from David. Since Joseph is named here and
in 3:23 and is explicitly linked with the royal line, we should probably assume
that Luke considers Jesus a legitimate member of the royal line by what we today
might call the right of adoption. This has an important bearing on the promise in
v. 32b.

28 Here Luke establishes another contrast with the preceding narrative--this time
by relating Gabriel's greeting (vv. 30-32) to Mary. But Zechariah had received no
such greeting. "Highly favored" renders kecharitomene , which has the same root
as the words for "Greetings" ( chaire ), and "favor" ( charin , v. 30). Mary is
"highly favored" because she is the
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recipient of God's grace. A similar combination of words occurs in Ephesians 1:6-"his glorious grace ... which he has freely given [same Gr. word as for `highly
favored'] us." Some suggest that Luke implies that a certain grace has been found
in Mary's character. While this could be so, the parallel in Ephesians (the only
other occurrence of the verb in the NT) shows that the grace in view here is that
which is given all believers apart from any merit of theirs. Mary has "found favor
with God" (v. 30); she is a recipient of his grace (v. 28), and she can therefore say,
"My spirit rejoices in God my Savior" (v. 47). "The Lord is with you" recalls the
way the angel of the Lord addressed Gideon to assure him of God's help in the
assignment he was about to receive (Judg 6:12).

29-30 Zechariah had been "gripped with fear" (v. 12) at the very appearance of the
angel, but it was the angel's words--viz., his greeting (v. 28)--that "greatly
troubled" Mary (v. 29). He responded first by assuring her that she had indeed
"found favor" with God (v. 30; cf. Gen 6:8, where Noah is spoken of as having
found favor with God). God's grace, like his love, banishes fear of judgment
(1John 4:17-18).
31 Gabriel now explains why his preliminary assurance of Mary's having found
grace with God is so significant for her. The wording here is virtually identical to
the "virgin" passage in Isaiah 7: 14 (LXX) and to the assurance the angel of the
Lord gave the fugitive Hagar (Gen 16:11 LXX). The word "virgin" is not,
however, mentioned in the allusion to Isaiah, though Mary's question (v.
34) shows she was a virgin, a fact Luke has mentioned in v. 27.
The name Jesus (Joshua) had been common in OT times and continued to be a
popular name through the first century A.D. (TDNT, 3:284-93). Matthew 1:21
provides an explanation for giving the child a name that contains, in its Hebrew
form, the word "saves" ( yasa( ): "because he will save his people from their sins."
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32-33 Some scholars consider it significant that whereas in v. 15 Gabriel had
qualified his prophecy of the greatness of John ("he will be great in the sight of the
Lord"), here his statement of the greatness of Mary's Son has no qualification
whatever. The striking term "Son of the Most High" (v. 33; cf. vv. 35, 76) leads to
a clear messianic affirmation--the reference to the "throne of his father David."
Jesus' divine sonship is thus linked to his messiahship in accord with 2 Samuel
7:12-14 and Psalm 2:79 (cf. Ps 89:26-29). The description of Jesus' messianic
destiny follows the statement of his sonship, and that sonship is related in v. 35 to
his divine origin. Clearly Luke sees the messianic vocation as a function of God's
Son, rather than seeing sonship as just an aspect of messiahship. The OT concepts
of "throne," Davidic line, "reign" (v. 33), and "kingdom" are spoken of as eternal-i.e., "will never end." Though this idea is found in Micah 4:7, it is not common in
Jewish thought.
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34 Unlike Zechariah, Mary does not ask for a confirmatory sign (cf. comments on
v. 18) but only for light on how God will accomplish this wonder. As Luke has it,
the question does not relate to the remarkable person and work of her promised
Son but arises from the fact that she "does not know [ ou ginosko , i.e., has not
had sexual relations with] a man" (NIV, "I am a virgin"). "While the tense is
present, it describes a state resultant from a past pattern of behavior--Mary has
not known any man and so is a virgin" (R.E. Brown, Birth of the Messiah ,
p. 289; emphasis his).
Because she was betrothed, we may assume that Mary fully expected to have
normal marital relations later. It is difficult, therefore, to know why she saw a
problem in Gabriel's prediction. The text does not say that Mary had Isaiah 7:14
in mind and wondered how she, still a virgin, could conceive. Perhaps Luke's
condensed account is intended to suggest (1) that Mary assumed an immediate
fulfillment before marriage and (2) that the informed reader should understand
the issue in terms of Isaiah 7:14, already hinted at in v. 31. Marshall ( Luke:
Historian and Theologian , pp. 69-70) lists several alternative explanations, none
of which is satisfactory by itself (cf. also R.E. Brown, Birth of the Messiah , pp.
303-9).
35 Once again (cf. v. 15) Luke mentions the Holy Spirit, as he does six more
times in his first two chapters (1:41, 67, 80; 2:25, 26, 27). The word for
"overshadow" ( episkiazo ) carries the sense of the holy, powerful presence of
God, as in the description of the cloud that "covered" (Heb. sakan ; NIV, "settled
upon") the tabernacle when the tent was filled with the glory of God (Exod 40:35;
cf. Ps 91:4). The word is used in all three accounts of the Transfiguration to
describe the overshadowing of the cloud (Matt 17:5; Mark 9:7; Luke 9:34).
Likewise, in each account the voice comes out of the cloud identifying Jesus as
God's Son, a striking reminder of Luke 1:35 where the life that results from the
enveloping cloud is identified as the Son of God. The child whose life is thus
engendered by the power of God, which power is identified as the Holy Spirit, is
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himself called by Gabriel "the holy one." Because of this connection with the
Holy Spirit, and because of the ethical meaning of "holy" in v. 49, that word
probably relates here to the purity of Jesus instead of relating to separation for a
divine vocation.

36-37 The angel cites the pregnancy of Elizabeth (v. 36) as further evidence of
God's marvelous power and concludes with the grand affirmation of v. 37--surely
one of the most reassuring statements in all Scripture.
38 Mary's exemplary attitude of servanthood recalls that of Hannah, when she
was praying for a son (1Sam 1:11, where the LXX also has doule , "servant").
Nothing is said about the relation of Mary's submission to her consciousness of
the shame a premarital pregnancy could bring her. Her servanthood is not a
cringing slavery but a submission to God that in OT times characterized genuine
believers and that should characterize believers today (cf. v. 48). Understandably
Mary doubtless felt an empathy with Hannah's sense of being at the Lord's
disposal in part of life a
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woman before modern times had little or no control over. Mary's trusting
submission at this point in her life may be compared with her attitude toward her
Son later on (cf. John 2:5).
3. Mary's visit to Elizabeth (1:39-45)
At this point Luke deftly combines the two strands about Elizabeth and Mary. So
far the narrative has not stressed Jesus' superiority to John. But now attention
centers on Jesus and his mother (v. 43). Even so, the pattern of alternation
continues, giving John his own important place as the prophet who goes before
the Lord.
39-40 Mary apparently started on her journey as soon as possible (v. 39). Luke
does not specify the town she went to, but we can assume that it was fifty to
seventy miles from Nazareth to Zechariah's home (v. 40), a major trip for Mary.
41-42 To speculate about how Mary's greeting caused the child to leap in
Elizabeth's womb (v.
41) would be to miss the unaffected beauty of this narrative in which the stirring
of the unborn child becomes a joyful prelude to Elizabeth's being filled by the
Holy Spirit, who enlightened her about the identity of the child Mary was
carrying (v. 42).
43 Nowhere in the NT is Mary called "Mother of God." Deity is not confined to
the person of Jesus (we may say, "Jesus is God," but not [all of ] "God is Jesus").
She was, however, the mother of Jesus the Messiah and Lord. In Luke "Lord" is a
frequently used title (95 out of 166 occurrences in the Synoptics; so Gaston, p.
76). Jesus is called "Lord" two other times in the Lukan birth narratives (1:76;
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2:11).
44-45 "Blessed" (v. 45) describes the happy situation of those God favors.
Elizabeth gave the blessing Zechariah's muteness prevented him from giving. See
vv. 68-79 for the blessing he later gave the infant Jesus. Luke uses the blessing
Elizabeth gave Mary to call attention to Mary's faith.
4. Mary's song: The Magnificat (1:46-56)
This song, commonly known as the Magnificat, has several striking features.
First, it is saturated with OT concepts and phrases. Plummer (pp. 30-31) cites
twelve different OT passages it reflects line by line, in addition to Hannah's
prayer in 1 Samuel 2:1-10, on which the song seems to have been modeled.
Second, assuming that the song is correctly attributed to Mary (see below), it
shows her deep piety and knowledge of Scripture. Such familiarity with the OT
was not at that time so unusual for a pious Jewess like Mary as to bar her from
consideration as its author. Moreover, it reflects
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qualities suitable to the mother of the Lord.
Third, though it reveals a God who vindicates the downtrodden and ministers to
the hungry (cf. 1Sam 2:1-10), it also strikes a revolutionary note. If Hannah spoke
of the poor being raised to sit with nobles (1Sam 2:8), Mary sees the nobles
toppled from their places of power (Luke 1:
52). Yet Hannah's song is not without its elements of judgment in which the
hungry and those who arrogantly oppose God are routed (1Sam 2:3, 5, 10; cf.
Luke 1:51, 53). Luke conveys a strong social message to us, one that is rooted in
the OT and that, with cultural adaptations, is of continued meaning. Fourth,
Mary's Magnificat markedly transcends Hannah's song. It does this through its
messianic element and implies Mary's consciousness of her own exalted role as
the kingdom dawns (v. 48). This song can be divided into four strophes: (1) vv.
46-48 praise God for what he has done for Mary, a theme that continues into the
first part of the next strophe; (2) vv. 49-50 mention certain attributes of God-power, holiness, and mercy; (3) vv. 51-53 show God's sovereign action in
reversing certain social conditions; and (4), finally, vv. 54-55 recall God's mercy
to Israel. How much of the Magnificat was originally spoken by Mary rather than
composed by Luke? Apart from basic matters of inspiration and literary or critical
factors, several considerations ought to be kept in mind. One is the creative
potential of even a poorly educated girl from a rural area. Another is the ability of
people in ancient times to absorb and remember the spoken word, especially the
biblical word. This applies both to Mary's knowledge of OT phraseology and to
her repetition of these phrases. Further, we are not told that Mary composed the
song on the spot. Even a few days of meditation during her journey would have
been sufficient time for her to produce the composition, especially since she was
a girl who reflected deeply (cf. 2:51). Finally, the song may be taken as prophecy
in the broad biblical sense, in which case the Holy Spirit who instructed Elizabeth
(v. 41) may well have led both Mary and Luke in the composition and
transmission of the song.
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46-47 The excitement of Elizabeth, who actually shouted her benediction (v. 42),
gives way to a restraint that is no less joyful. A synonymous parallelism like that
in the Psalms characterizes vv. 46b-47. This first major song in Luke derives its
name Magnificat from the first word of the Latin version of the song, which
translates megalynei . NEB's translation "Tell out ... the greatness of the Lord" is
a beautifully phrased expression of Mary's intent. The word megalynei literally
means "enlarge." In this context it connotes the ascription of greatness to God.
Mary's song begins on the note of salvation, as she acknowledges her dependence
on God
(v. 47). Her words are comparable to those of Habakkuk, who came through his
trials rejoicing in God his Savior (Hab 3:18). Note that in beginning the
Magnificat lay praising "God my
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Savior," Mary answered the Roman Catholic dogma of the immaculate
conception, which holds that from the moment of her conception Mary was by
God's grace kept free from all taint of Original Sin. Only sinners need a Savior.
48 Mary's "humble state" probably refers to her lowly social position. The word
does not usually convey the idea of "humiliated." For the meaning of "servant,"
see comments On v. 38; for that of "blessed," see v. 45 and 6:20.
49 Mary is in awe of the "Mighty One," whose great power has been exercised in
her life. The word "great" ( megala ) recalls "praises" ( megalynei ) in v. 46.
God's "name" is, according to the common ancient meaning, his whole reputation
or character.
50 "Mercy" expresses an aspect of God's character sometimes overlooked when
his power and holiness are stressed. A false dichotomy between holiness and
mercy characterized some of the Pharisees (Matt 23:23). "Fear" means here, as
often in Scripture, a pious reverence.
51-55 The main verbs in the next two strophes are in the past or aorist tense. The
use of the aorist tense could be gnomic (somewhat like a proverb, e.g., v. 53:
"God always fills the hungry"). If not gnomic, the aorists could recall the specific
times in the OT when God acted (vv. 51-52). We must not, however, overlook the
fact that Mary's references to the acts of God relate to the coming of the Messiah
and indicate, as mentioned above, radical social reversals. Also, use of the past
tenses here could actually be predictive (as in Isa 53:19), though general in
content. Mary recalls God's covenant (vv. 54-55). The words translated "forever"
( eis ton aiona ) occur emphatically as the final words in the original text of the
song. To avoid the impression that "to Abraham and his descendants" are indirect
objects of "as he said" (as though parallel with "to our fathers"), NIV reverses v.
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55a and 55b (cf. Notes).

56 Luke leaves us perplexed as to whether Mary's stay of "about three months"
ended before or continued after the birth of John (cf. vv. 26, 36, 39). His reticence
should preclude rather than stimulate needless speculation.
B. Birth Narratives (1:57-2:20)
1. The birth of John the Baptist (1:57-66)
This is a brief sequel to vv. 5-25 and serves to introduce the Benedictus (vv. 6779). It pictures a rural, close-knit society where personal experiences are shared
by the community.
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57-61 These verses give the impression that no one in the neighborhood knew of
Elizabeth's pregnancy (v. 57). Perhaps a seclusion that would have prompted
suspicion in the case of a younger woman seemed normal for an older one. On
one level, the "joy" (v. 58) is over Elizabeth's emergence from the shadow of
childlessness; on another it accords with the messianic joy of vv. 44, 46.
Circumcision on the eighth day (v. 59) was in accord with Genesis 17:9-14. Luke
offers no explanation as to why the child had not been publicly named at birth.
Possibly the narrative reflects the Hellenistic custom of waiting a week or so to
name a newborn child. In any event there was obviously a considerable audience
for the naming at the circumcision. To choose a name after a baby's grandfather
or father, especially if one of them was highly esteemed, was natural (v. 61). The
objection from Elizabeth (v. 60) was against custom and was apparently
discounted, probably because she was only a woman.

62-63 Zechariah may have been deaf as well as mute, though this has not been
indicated. Luke says he was "unable to speak" (1:22), but the word used ( kophos
) can also mean "deaf" (as in 7:22). In any case the relatives and neighbors made
signs (v. 62), to which he responded on a waxed writing tablet (v. 63). The
present tense in the statement "his name is John" has the ring of deliberate
emphasis.
64-66 When the time of his disability (v. 20) was over, Zechariah's first words
were words of praise (v. 64; cf. Acts 2:4, 11--"declaring the wonders of God").
Luke stresses the widespread response (v. 65) to the events surrounding the birth
of John, just as he later stresses the fame of Jesus (e.g., 2:52). A child whose birth
was attended by such marvelous circumstances would surely have an unusual
destiny (v. 66).
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2. Zechariah's song: The Benedictus (1:67-80)
This second major song in Luke is called the Benedictus, the first word in the
Latin version, which is a translation of the Greek eulogetos ("blessed"). The song
has two main parts: (1) praise to God for messianic deliverance (vv. 68-75), and
(2) celebration of the significant role John the Baptist will have in this work of
deliverance. In both sections there is a strong emphasis on salvation, national and
personal, and On the covenant and preparation that are about to be realized in
their fulfillment. There is striking use of chiasmus (a rhetorical device that entails
inversion in parallel literary structures) in the first part of Zechariah's song. From
the ends to the center, the following terms recur, usually in reverse order: "come"
or "visit" (vv. 68, 78 [some versions have "dawn" in v. 78]); "his people" (vv. 68,
77); "salvation" (vv. 69, 77); prophet(s)
(vv. 70, 76); "hand of our enemies" (vv. 71, 74); father(s) (vv. 72-73); "covenant"
and "oath"
(vv. 72-73). With the words "covenant" and oath in juxtaposition at the center,
i.e., at the end of the first and the beginning of the second sequence of the chiasm
(vv. 72-73), God's faithfulness
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to his covenant occupies a central position theologically in the Benedictus. Once
again Luke makes the connection between the Christian gospel and its OT roots.
Plummer (p. 39) notes sixteen OT parallels in the Benedictus.
67 Zechariah the priest now prophesies. As the Holy Spirit had filled Elizabeth
(v. 41), he now fills Zechariah. Observe that Zechariah's previous doubt and his
discipline through loss of speech did not mean the end of his spiritual ministry So
when a believer today has submitted to God's discipline, he may go on in Christ's
service.
68 The NIV uses "praise" to translate both eulogetos in this verse and megalynei
in v. 46. The word eulogetos can refer both to a human being on whom God has
showered his goodness
(i.e., "blessed," as in vv. 42, 45) and to God, to whom we return thanks for that
goodness (i.e., "praise"). A form of the same word occurs in v. 64. It is as though
vv. 68-79 provide the content of the blessing expressed in the earlier verse.
"Israel" is paralleled by "his people" in vv. 68, 77, carrying along the promise of
v. 17 (cf. comments there). The action is centered in two verbs: "has come" and
"has redeemed." The first, "has come," is from the verb episkeptomai . In secular
Greek it means simply "to look at," "reflect on," or "visit" (often in a charitable
way, such as a doctor visiting the sick; cf. Matt 25:36, 43; James 1:27). The
element of special concern is deepened to the spiritual level in the LXX use of the
word. A particular example is that of God "visiting" people in grace or in
judgment (Exod 4:31; Zech 10: 3; cf. TDNT, 2:599-605). The idea of God
graciously "visiting" or "coming" to his people in the sense of vv. 68, 78 appears
also in 7:16. In these three verses, as well as in Acts 15:14, where episkeptomai is
translated "showed his concern," the word "people" also occurs. Tragically,
Jerusalem did not recognize the day of her "visitation" (19:44; NIV, "the time of
God's coming"). The second verb, "redeemed," represents two Greek words:
epoiesen Iytrosin ("accomplished redemption"). The idea of redemption runs
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through Scripture, with the Exodus being the great OT example of rescue from
enemies and captivity. Luke 24:21 shows the expectation Jesus' followers had
that he would do a similar work of freeing God's people. Luke, though committed
to the universal application of the gospel, includes these words of redemption that
apply especially to Israel (see esp. v. 69). Not only does this reflect his emphasis
on the Jewish roots of Christianity, it also underlines the political aspects of
redemption foremost in the minds of Zechariah's contemporaries.

69-70 "Horn" (v. 69) is a common OT metaphor for power because of the great
strength of the horned animals of the Near East. The word "salvation" describes
the kind of strength Zechariah had in mind. The power of salvation resides in the
Savior. Again, the messianic theme occurs-- this time in an allusion to Psalm
132:17 (131:17 LXX), where, in fulfilling the Davidic covenant, God "will make
a horn grow for David." The verb "raised up" ( egeiren ) in v. 69 is not used in the
LXX of Psalm 132. Here it is appropriate for stressing God's sovereignty. Later in
Luke's
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writing this verb will assume great importance in relation to the resurrection of
Christ (24:6, 34; Acts 3:7, 15; 4:10). The messianic motif is further emphasized
by a reference to the "house of ... David." The mention of the "holy prophets of
long ago" (v. 70), while placed in parenthesis in NIV for clarity, is not
theologically parenthetical. Like a similar reference in Hebrews 1:1, it serves to
confirm the OT origin of and support for the messianic role of Jesus.

71-73 Placing v. 70 in a parenthesis clarifies the relationship of vv. 71-75 to v.
69. "Salvation"
(v. 71) is the link. It is the first of three aspects of God's redeeming work, the
others being "mercy" (v. 72) and the remembrance of God's "covenant." The
salvation Zechariah is speaking of is at this stage clearly political. Mercy to the
"fathers" seems to mean that God has not thwarted their hopes. This mercy may
be related to v. 17 and Malachi 4:6. The "oath" (v. 73) to Abraham in view here is
recorded in Genesis 22:16-18, where the Lord promised Abraham not only that
his descendants' enemies would be subdued but also that universal blessing would
result from his obedience. Therefore, the salvation in view here involves both
political deliverance and spiritual blessing (cf. the next verses). As noted earlier,
the words "covenant" and "oath" form the central point of the chiasm (inverse
repetition of terms). This has the effect of emphasizing the importance of God's
covenant and his faithfulness to it. Not only does this serve an important theme in
Luke, but it gives encouragement to us to trust the promises of God.

74-75 The fulfillment of God's promise does not mean passivity for Israel but a
new opportunity for service--negatively, service "without fear" (v. 74) and,
positively, "in holiness and righteousness" (v. 75; cf. Mal 3:3).
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76-77 The second part of Zechariah's hymn begins with a direct word to his son
(v. 76). The role of John, like that of Paul and the Lord's servants throughout
history, derives its significance and greatness from God's purpose and, even
more, from the greatness of the Person served. Before addressing the theme of
salvation, Zechariah speaks of the "Most High" and "the Lord" John represents.
The description of John in v. 76, when compared with Isaiah 40:3; Malachi 3:1;
4:5, dearly links him with Elijah, dispelling any doubts about the recognition of
this link in Luke. Such doubts have arisen largely from Luke's omission of the
conversation (cf. Matt 17:10-13; Mark 9:11-13) about Elijah following the
Transfiguration. There Jesus says that Elijah has "already come," i.e., the
predictions about Elijah were fulfilled in John the Baptist. Also Luke's parallel to
Matthew 11:12 (Luke 16:16) has seemed to some to detach John from the age of
Jesus and the church. Thus some have considered it unlikely that Luke thought of
John as the Elijah figure whose coming was to usher in the last days. We must
keep in mind that as a physician Luke was strongly aware of corporeality. More
than the other Gospel writers, he stressed the physical
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resurrection of Jesus ("they did not find the body of the Lord Jesus" [24:3]), the
reality of Jesus' ascension, and the Spirit's descent in "bodily form" like a dove
(3:22) at Jesus' baptism. It would, therefore, be understandable for Luke to hold
that John had indeed come "in the spirit and power of Elijah" (1:17), yet for him
to avoid saying anything that might imply the reincarnation of Elijah as John. If
Elijah could still appear in recognizable form, as he did at the Transfiguration,
Luke may have hesitated to include in his Gospel anything about his apparent
identification with John. Verse 76, though consistent with the idea that John came
in the "spirit and power of Elijah," avoids the kind of terminology Luke may still
have had some hesitation about. See also Walter Wink, John the Baptist in the
Gospel Tradition (London: Cambridge University Press, 1968), pp. 42-45. The
theme of "salvation" (v. 77) for God's "people," expressed in political terms in v.
71, now finds its spiritual identity through forgiveness. John will go on to preach
"a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins" (3:3).

78-79 NIV's "rising sun" (v. 78; cf. Notes) has a dynamic quality that suits the
word "come" or "visit" (cf. v. 68). Verse 79 uses a beautiful quotation from Isaiah
60:13 to carry forward the imagery of light (the sun) and to offer hope of peace to
those who were then outside the faithful remnant of Judaism (cf. Eph 2:12).
80 This brief description of John's boyhood reflects Luke's interest in human
beings. Later he will comment more fully on Jesus' personal developments (2:40,
52). Since the discovery of the DSS near Qumran, there has been speculation
about the possibility of contact between John and the Qumran community. If his
elderly parents had been unable to care for him, or if they had died in his youth, it
is conceivable that John might even have lived for a time at Qumran. Taking in
young men was the only way the celibate community could reproduce itself.
Nevertheless, such a connection lacks supporting evidence.
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3. The birth of Jesus (2:1-7)
In comparison with the complex narrative in chapter 1, the actual birth narrative
of Jesus is brief. In it Luke stresses three things: (1) the political situation (to
explain why Jesus' birth took place in Bethlehem); (2) that Bethlehem was the
town of David (to stress Jesus' messianic claim); (3) the humble circumstances of
Jesus' birth. The mention of Caesar Augustus may not only be for historical
background but also to contrast the human with the divine decrees. A mere
Galilean peasant travels to Bethlehem ostensibly at the decree of the Roman
emperor. Actually, it is in fulfillment of the divine King's plan, which, as noted
passim, is reflected in Luke's frequent reference to what "must" ( dei ) be done.
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1-3 Luke clearly intends to secure the historical and chronological moorings of
Jesus' birth. Ironically, it is precisely this that has led some to question Luke's
accuracy. The first census (i.e., enrollment prior to taxation) known to have
occurred under the governorship of Quirinius took place later (i.e., A.D. 6) than
usually reckoned as the time of Jesus' birth. Reference to this census is found in
both Acts 5:37 and Josephus (Antiq. XVIII, 26
[ii.1]). Many have supposed that Luke confused this census of A.D. 6 with one he
thinks was taken earlier, but which lacks historical support. The most satisfactory
solutions that have been proposed follow. 1. Quirinius had a government
assignment in Syria at this time and conducted a census in his official capacity.
Details of this census may have been common knowledge in Luke's time but are
now lost to us (cf. E.M. Blaiklock, "Quirinius," ZPEB, 5:56). An incomplete MS
describes the career of an officer whose name is not preserved but whose actions
sound as if he might have been Quirinius. He became imperial "legate of Syria"
for the "second time." While this is ambiguous, it may be a clue that Quirinius
served both at the time of Jesus' birth and a few years later (cf. F.F. Bruce,
"Quirinius," NBD, p. 9). 2. The word prote can be construed to mean not "first,"
as usually translated, but "former" or "prior." The meaning of v. 2 is then "This
census was before that made when Quirinius was governor" (N. Turner,
Grammatical Insights into the New Testament [Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1966],
pp. 4; idem, Syntax , p. 32). It was customary to return to one's original home for
such a census. Also, powerful as he was, Herod was only a client king under
Rome and, like others, was subject to orders for a census. Furthermore, it is
scarcely conceivable that Luke, careful researcher that he was (1:14), would have
stressed the census unless he had reasonable historical grounds for doing so. (See
further F.F. Bruce, Jesus and Christian Origins Outside the New Testament
[Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 4], pp. 192-94; Marshall, Luke: Historian and
Theologian , pp. 98-104.
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4-7 Luke does not say how long in advance of Jesus' birth Joseph left for
Bethlehem (v. 4) nor why he took Mary with him. It is possible that he used the
emperor's order as a means of removing Mary from possible gossip and
emotional stress in her own village. He had already accepted her as his wife (Matt
1:24), but apparently they continued in betrothal (v. 5: "pledged to be married")
till after the birth. The text neither affirms nor denies the popular image of the
couple arriving in Bethlehem just as the baby was about to be born. Luke simply
states that the birth took place "while they were there" (v. 6). Since she had
stayed three months with Elizabeth, Mary was at least three months pregnant. It is
possible that they went down during her last trimester of pregnancy, when the
social relationships in Nazareth would have grown more difficult. They may have
stayed in a crowded room in the home of some poor relative till the birth of the
baby necessitated their vacating it for privacy and more space. Any such
reconstruction is, however, merely speculative. The word katalyma , usually
translated "inn" (v. 7), may mean a room (e.g., the "guest room"
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used for the Last Supper [22:11], referred to as an "upper room" in 22:12), a billet
for soldiers, or any place for lodging, which would include inns. It is not,
however, the usual Greek word for an inn-- pandocheion , to which the Good
Samaritan took the robbery victim (10:34). As the etymology of the word-- pan
("all") and dechomai ("receive") suggests, inns accepted all kinds of people, often
the worst. Stories were told of discomfort and even of robberies at inns. Luke
could have painted a sordid picture, had he so desired. Instead he uses the general
word for a lodging place and states the simple fact that when Mary's time came,
the only available place for the little family was one usually occupied by animals.
It may have been a cave, as tradition suggests, or some part of a house or inn.
Even today in many places around the world farm animals and their fodder are
often kept in the same building as the family quarters. The eating trough, or
"manger," was ideal for use as a crib. Luke does not seem to be portraying a
dismal situation with an unfeeling innkeeper as villain. Rather, he is establishing
a contrast between the proper rights of the Messiah in his own "town of David"
and the very ordinary and humble circumstances of his birth. Whatever the
reason, even in his birth Jesus was excluded from the normal shelter others
enjoyed (cf. 9:58). This is consistent with Luke's realistic presentation of Jesus'
humanity and servanthood. As to the "cloths," see comment on v.
12.
4. The announcement to the shepherds (2:8-20)
The pastoral scene described in this section actually conveys more theological
significance than is sometimes realized. Both the words of the angel and the
symbolism of what happened have theological implications.
8 There may be several reasons for the special role of the shepherds in the events
of this unique night. Among the occupations, shepherding had a lowly place
(SBK, 2:114). Shepherds were considered untrustworthy and their work made
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them ceremonially unclean. Thus the most obvious implication is that the gospel
first came to the social outcasts of Jesus' day. This would accord with a recurring
emphasis in Luke. Moreover, it may be significant that in the Lord's instructions
to Nathan about giving David the covenant the Lord reminds David, who was to
become Messiah's ancestor, that he was called from the shepherd's life (2Sam
7:8). Finally, in both testaments shepherds symbolize those who care for God's
people, including the Lord himself (Ps 23:1; Isa 40:11; Jer 23:14; Heb 13:20; 1
Peter 2:25; 5:2). The shepherds of Luke 2 may, therefore, symbolize all the
ordinary people who have joyfully received the gospel and have become in
various ways pastors to others.
That the shepherds were out in the fields at night does not preclude a December
date, as the winter in Judea was mild. But, of course, the text says nothing about
the time of year. The traditional date for the Nativity was set, long after the event,
to coincide with a pagan festival, thus demonstrating that the "Sol Invictus," the
"Unconquerable Sun," had indeed been
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conquered. December 25 was widely celebrated as the date of Jesus' birth by the
end of the fourth century. January 6 was also an important date in the early
church, held by many as the occasion of the arrival of the wise men and known as
Epiphany. (See Frank E. Gaebelein, "The Most Beautiful Story Ever Told," CT 23
[1979]: 161-214 [1820].) Morris ( Luke , p. 84) suggests that, if the birth did take
place in winter, the shepherds may have been raising sheep for sacrifice at
Passover a few months later.
9 First a single angel (cf. 1:11, 26) appears; the multitude of angels does not
appear till v. 13. The shepherds' terror recalls that of Zechariah (1:12). It was not
just the angel that terrified them but the visible manifestation of the glory of God-something neither Zechariah nor Mary had seen. Again, as in 1:13 and 1:30, the
angel speaks reassuringly.
10-11 The angel's announcement (v. 10) includes several of the most frequently
used words in Luke's Gospel (cf. Notes)--a fact that shows the tremendous
importance of the angelic pronouncement. It is a bold proclamation of the gospel
at the very hour of Jesus' birth (v. 11). Thus in this whole section Luke shares his
perception of major themes that support the declaration: the time has come
("today") for the fulfillment of the prophetic expectation of Messiah's coming.

12 The "cloths" (KJV, "swaddling clothes," from the verb spargano , "to swathe")
would constitute a "sign." Babies were snugly wrapped in long strips of cloth,
giving them warmth, protection of extremities, and a sense of security in their
newborn existence. The combination of a newborn baby's wrappings and the use
of the manger for a crib would be a distinctive "sign." Perhaps they also imply
that in spite of seeming rejection, symbolized by the manger, the baby was the
special object of his mother's care. In Ezekiel 16:15, Jerusalem is symbolically
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described as a heathen child who was neglected from birth till God rescued and
cared for her. She had not been given the usual postnatal care and so was not
wrapped with strips of cloth (Ezek 16:4). But Jesus was not so neglected. On the
other hand, the "sign" might be only the strange circumstance of the newborn
child being in the manger at all.
13 "Suddenly" ( exaiphnes ), along with cognate words, often describes the
unexpected nature of God's acts, especially the eschatological events. Malachi had
predicted the sudden coming of the Lord to his temple (Mal 3:1). Now the angels
suddenly announce his arrival at Bethlehem. The Spirit's coming at Pentecost was
sudden (Acts 2:2), as was the appearance of the Lord to Saul on the road to
Damascus (Acts 9:3). Mark 13:36 and 1 Thessalonians 5:3 describe the
suddenness of future events. The "heavenly host," which often meant heavenly
bodies in the OT, refers here to an army or band of angels (cf. 1 Kings 22:19).
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14 The doxology "Glory to God in the highest" is the climax of the story. Its two
parts relate to heaven and to earth respectively. In Luke's account of the
Triumphal Entry, the crowds say, "Peace in heaven and glory in the highest"
(19:38). In Ephesians 3:21, Paul ascribes glory to God, not now in the heavens,
but "in the church and in Christ Jesus." Verse 14b is best translated as in NIV:
"and on earth peace to men on whom his favor rests." For reasons discussed in the
Notes, "good will to men" (KJV) is inaccurate. Luke emphasizes the work of
Christ on earth. (See also Jesus' own declaration that "the Son of Man has
authority on earth to forgive sins"-- Luke 5:24; Matt 9:6; Mark 2:10.) The "peace"
here is that which the Messiah brings (cf. 1:79). Those whom Jesus healed or
forgave on the basis of their faith could "go in peace" (7:50; 8:48). Those on
whom God's "favor" ( eudokia ) rests are the "little children" (10:21) to whom
God graciously reveals truth according to his "good pleasure" (the only other use
of eudokia in the Gospels, except for the parallel in Matt 11:26).

15-16 Luke does not say that the angels disappeared but that they went "into
heaven" (v. 15), an expression typical of his attention to spatial relationships (cf.
comments on the Ascension at 24:51, where the same words appear in what is
probably the original text; cf. Acts 1:11). The realization of God's promise ("this
thing [ rhema ] ... which the Lord has told us") is expressed also in v. 29: "as you
have promised" ( kata to rhema sou , lit., "according to your word"). Luke
combines the phenomena of ancient (v. 15) and recent (v. 29) prophetic words,
thus emphasizing the connection between the old and new ages, the Jewish
orientation of the gospel and the reality of the heavenly in the earthly. Both the
idiomatic particle de , which conveys a note of urgency (BAG, s.v.), expressed in
NIV's "Let's go" (v. 15), and the words "hurried off" ( elthon speusantes , v. 16)
heighten the sense of excitement and determination that propelled the shepherds
to the baby's side.
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17-18 Then they "spread the word" (v. 17) and became the first evangelists of the
Christian Era. Luke's observation (v. 18) that those who heard them "were
amazed" ( ethaumasan ) is the first of his many comments on the enthusiastic
response to the messianic proclamation. The next occurrence is when Mary and
Joseph "marvel" at what Simeon says about their child (v. 33). In
v. 47 everyone is "amazed" ( existanto ) at Jesus' answers in the temple
discussion. The initial reaction of the audience of Jesus' opening declaration in
the synagogue of Nazareth that the prophecy of Isaiah 61 was at that moment
fulfilled was amazement (4:22; cf. 8:25; 9:43; 11:14, 38; 20:26; 24:12, 41). There
are also passages that use other words to describe a similar response (e.g., 4:15,
36; 5:26).
19-20 In contrast to the overreaction of the people, Mary ( he de Mariam , "Mary
on the other hand") meditates on the meaning of it all (v. 19; cf. v. 51; cf. also
Cen 37:11). Just as the seventy two disciples returned ( hypestrepsan ) with joy
after their preaching mission (10:17), so
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the shepherds returned ( hypestrepsan ) "glorifying and praising God" (v. 20). It
is clear that in Luke this spirit of doxology is the proper response to the mighty
works of God (cf. 5:25-26; 7: 16; 13:13; 17:15; 18:43; 23:47, along with similar
occurrences in Acts).
C. Jesus' Early Years (2:21-52)
1. Presentation of Jesus in the temple (2:21-40)
21-24 It is important to understand the sequence and background of these events.
According to Jewish law a woman became ceremonially unclean on the birth of a
child. On the eighth day the child was circumcised (cf. 1:59; Gen 17:12), after
which the mother was unclean an additional thirty-three days--sixty-six if the
child was female (Lev 12:15). At the conclusion of this period, the mother offered
a sacrifice, either a lamb or, if she was poor, two doves or two young pigeons
(Lev 12:6-8). In addition, the first son was to be presented to the Lord and then,
so to speak, bought back with an offering (Num 18:15; cf. 1Sam 1:24-28, where
Hannah actually gives up Samuel to the Lord). Luke, conflating the performance
of these OT obligations into this single narrative, shows how Jesus was reared in
conformity with them. His parents obeyed the lord (1:31) in naming him. The
offering of birds instead of a lamb shows that he was born into a poor family.
Perhaps this helped him identify with the poor of the land (cf. 6:20).

25 In vv. 25-38 Luke presents two pious figures who, under divine inspiration,
testify to the significance of Jesus. Once again Luke assures us of the credentials
of Jesus as Messiah, taking care to show that each witness is an authentic
representative of Judaism. "Now" represents the attention-getting word idou
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("behold"). Luke neither associates Simeon with a leading sect or party nor calls
him a priest. The important thing is that he is "righteous and devout" (cf.
Zechariah and Elizabeth, 1:6). He could be described as one of the believing
remnant of Judaism, looking forward to the Messianic Age in its spiritual aspect.
It is appropriate that the Spirit who is the Consoler (cf. Notes) was upon one who
awaited the consolation.

26-28 The same Spirit had revealed to Simeon (v. 26) that the Messiah ("the
Lord's Christ") would come before Simeon died. This may, but need not
necessarily, imply that he was an old man. Mary and Joseph are referred to as
Jesus' "parents" (v. 27) and as "the child's father and mother" (v. 33). Jesus would
have been considered Joseph's own son; so Luke's terminology is not
inconsistent. In the genealogy, however, the particulars of the relationship had to
be made more explicit (3:23). Here, as in v. 38, Luke notes the providential
timing, as the Spirit brings Simeon to the temple courts to be ready for the
family's arrival In this touching scene, Luke
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again shows the presence of Jesus, now in Simeon's arms (v. 28), as an occasion
of praise ( eulogeo ) to God. Actually, the word is "blessed," the same as in v. 34.
29-32 Simeon's psalm begins with the word nun ("now"), emphasizing the fact
that the Messiah has indeed come (hence the Latin title Nunc Dimittis ["Now
Dismiss"]). "Dismiss" ( apolyo ) here means allow to die (BAG, s.v.; cf. Num
20:29 LXX). NIV loses the emphasis of the Greek word order because it reverses
the phrases. Nevertheless it does retain the words "in peace" in their place of final
emphasis (cf. 1:79; 2:14). On "as you promised," see comment on v. 15. Note the
contrast between "Sovereign Lord" and "servant." God's servant is now ready for
his final order--to depart in death (of Gen 15:15 LXX; Num 20:29)--because he
has indeed seen the "Lord's Christ" (v. 26). Simeon does not say, however, that he
has seen the Messiah but rather that his eyes have seen God's salvation (v. 30). To
see Jesus is to see salvation embodied in him, a theme already noted as prominent
in Luke (cf. 1:69, 71, 77; 19:9, and comments). Luke's concern for the universal
application of the gospel finds support in the words "in the sight of all people" (v.
31). Verse 31 echoes Isaiah 52:10 and Psalm 98:3. The parallel structure in v. 32
may involve a detailed contrast as well as a larger one. That is, not only are
Gentiles and Jews put in contrast, but the same light (Isa 49:6) that brings
"revelation" to pagans (cf. 1:78-79) brings "glory" to Israel (of 1:77). Note also
"all people" (v. 31) and "your people" (v. 32; cf. comments on 1:77).

33-35 In spite of what they already know, Joseph and Mary are amazed (v. 33; cf.
comment on
v. 17) at Simeon's song. Moreover, in it a somber note is sounded. In vivid
language Simeon predicts that because of the child "many in Israel" (v. 34) would
be brought to moral decision, some to a point of collapse ( ptosis ; NIV, "falling")
and others to what can well be called a resurrection ( anastasis ; NIV, "rising").
Some think there is but one group that falls and then rises (Marshall, Luke,
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Historian and Theologian , p. 122). But there will be a cost to Jesus. As the one
who himself is the ultimate "sign," the visible affirmation of God's declared
intentions he will be vulnerable to the hostility of unbelievers. A negative attitude
toward him however, serves to brand the unbeliever as one who has rejected not
only him but the whole of God's revelation
(v. 35; cf. John 5:45-47). This clash will inevitably wound Jesus' mother.
36-38 Luke's attention to the renewal of prophecy at the coming of the Messianic
Age continues with the introduction of Anna as a "prophetess" (v. 36). Zechariah
had been "filled with the Holy Spirit and prophesied" (1:67). Simeon, though not
called a prophet, was filled with the Spirit and also prophesied. Prophetesses
functioned in both OT and NT times (Exod 15:20; Judg 4:4; 2 Kings 22:14; Neh
6:14; Isa 8:3; Acts 2:17; 21:9; 1Cor 11:5). Apparently Anna could trace her
genealogy; and, though the tribe of Asher was not outstanding (Gen 30:12-13;
35:26), Luke considered it important to show her true Jewishness. She was a
familiar figure at the temple. Possibly she lived in one of the rooms surrounding
the temple precinct; or she may have, like the
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disciples in 24:53, centered her life there. She was the ideal widow (v. 37)
described in 1 Timothy 5:5. Once more Luke points out the providential timing
(v. 38; cf. v. 27). He may be underlining the desire for the messianic deliverance
of Jerusalem (cf. Isa 52:9) by describing Anna's thanksgiving with a rare verb (
anthomologeomai ), which occurs in a psalm lamenting the defilement of the
Jerusalem temple (Ps 79:13 [78:13 LXX]). Later Luke will mention another pious
Jew who had been expecting the messianic kingdom, Joseph of Arimathea (23:
51).
39-40 Luke takes another opportunity to mention the fidelity of Jesus' parents to
the Jewish law as he continues the narrative (v. 39). He omits mention of the
flight to Egypt. It is important to Matthew, providing another example of fulfilled
prophecy (Matt 2:13-15); but this is not so significant at this point in Luke. What
is significant is that Jesus' parents were faithful to the Jewish law and that the
child grew normally, the object of God's grace (v. 40; cf. v. 52).
2. The boy Jesus at the temple (2:41-52)
This section provides the only account of Jesus' boyhood we possess apart from
apocryphal legends. The focal point is not his precocious wisdom, noteworthy as
that was. Rather, Luke leads us to the real climax, Jesus' reference to God as "my
Father" (v. 49). This is the first instance of Jesus' "filial consciousness," his
awareness that in a unique way he was the Son of God.
41-42 Luke takes yet another opportunity to emphasize the fidelity of Jesus'
family to Judaism. Adults were supposed to attend the three major feasts in
Jerusalem annually--Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles. For many this was
impossible, but an effort was made to go at least to Passover. With puberty, a boy
became a "son of the covenant," a custom continued in the present bar-mitzvah
ceremony. It was considered helpful for a boy to attend the Jerusalem festivals for
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a year or two before becoming a son of the covenant so that he would realize
what his new relationship involved. Luke calls Jesus a "boy" ( pais , a term also
used for servanthood,
v. 43) in contrast to "child" ( paidion , v. 40).
43-47 At this intermediate age, Jesus might have been either with the women and
children or with the men and older boys, if the families were grouped this way in
the caravan. Each parent might have supposed he was with the other (v. 43). We
need not assume that his parents neglected him. It was after a day of travel that
they missed Jesus (v. 44); another day would have been required for the trip back
(v. 45), and on the next day ("after three days," v. 46) the successful search was
made.
The questions Jesus put to the teachers (v. 46) were probably not merely boyish
inquiries but the kind of probing questions used in ancient academies and similar
discussions. He also gave
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answers (v. 47). J.W. Doeve suggests that Jesus engaged in a midrashic
discussion of biblical texts: "Their amazement must relate to his deducing things
from Scripture which they had never found before" ( Jewish Hermeneutics in the
Synoptic Gospels and Acts [Assen: Van Gorcum,
4], p. 105).
48 Luke vividly describes the parents' emotions. The first is astonishment (cf. v.
33). There is no inconsistency or lapse in Luke's attributing surprise to those who
should have known best the uniqueness of Jesus' person and mission. It is one of
the characteristics of Luke to observe the various responses of awe at the words
and deeds of Jesus, which is also consistent with ancient narratives touching on
the observation of wonders. His mother's natural concern then issues very
humanly in a hint of scolding. Next she uses the word "anxiously" (the participle
odynomenoi ) to describe her and Joseph's feelings as they hunted for him. The
word is unusually strong, often indicating pain or suffering (16:24-25; Acts
20:38; cf. TDNT, 5:115).
49-50 Jesus' answer, "Why were you searching for me?" (v. 49), pointedly
prepares the hearer for a significant statement that is then understood as being
theologically inevitable. The same pattern occurs in 24:5: "Why do you look for
the living among the dead?" followed by "He is not here; he has risen!" (24:6). In
the present instance, the second part of the statement is of extraordinary
significance. The importance of Jesus' use of the phrase "my Father," with its
implied designation of himself as the unique Son of the Father, is heightened not
only by the preceding question but by the subsequent statement of v. 50. By
saying that Mary and Joseph did not understand, Luke underlines the awesome
mystery of Jesus' statement of filial consciousness. There may also be, though it
is doubtful, a subtle contrast between the words "your father" (v. 48) and "my
Father" (v. 49).
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51 Immediately following this intimation of Jesus' divinity, Luke assures us also
of his perfect humanity by noting his obedience to his parents. Once more Mary
reflects inwardly on the significance of it all (cf. Gen 37:11). Like the boy Samuel
(1Sam 2:26) and the responsible son in Proverbs 3:4, Jesus matures into a person
both God and men approve.
52 Jesus' growth was normal. Unlike some stories in the apocryphal gospels,
Luke does not try to portray Jesus as exhibiting unusual powers. To say Jesus
"grew in wisdom" does not detract from his deity. Even if wisdom means innate
knowledge, Philippians 2:7 suggests that as a servant Jesus was willing to forgo
the full use of his divine powers; so a normal development of knowledge is not
ruled out. "Stature" ( helikia ) is ambiguous, referring either to physical growth
or, more likely, personal development, i.e., maturity. The good reputation Jesus
enjoyed "with men" was continued in the church (Acts 2:47).
III. Preparation for Jesus' Ministry (3:1-4:13)
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A. The Ministry of John the Baptist (3:1-20)
This narrative, like the foregoing, bears Palestinian Jewish characteristics in its
language, themes, and setting. An example of this is vv. 12. Here Luke not only
shows classical historical precision in the dates he provides but also reflects the
opening words of the OT prophets (e.g., Isa 1:1; Jer 1:13; Hos 1:1; Amos 1:1).
God's word is not simply the vehicle for timeless truth; it is a word in and to
specific human circumstances. At this point in history, after a long silence, the
prophetic word was again being heard.
1 The dating provided in this verse was more immediately useful to Luke's firstcentury readers than to the average reader today who does not know the period
when Luke was writing. If the reign of Tiberius was dated from the occasion of
his predecessor's death (Augustus died on 19 August A.D. 14), his "fifteenth
year" would be from August, A.D. 28, to August, A.D. 29, according to the
normal Roman method of reckoning. If Luke was following the Syrian method as
a native of Antioch, Tiberius's "fifteenth year" would have been from the fall of
A.D. 27 to the fall of A.D. 28 (cf. discussion in Notes). For Luke to use the
Roman method would have been in keeping with his cultural environment and
appropriate for his readers. "Herod" is Herod Antipas, son of Herod the Great
who ruled Galilee and Perea 4 B.C.-A.D. 39 (cf. Luke 3:19-20; 13:31; 23:7).
Philip, like Herod Antipas, was a son of Herod the Great. He ruled a group of
territories to the northeast of Palestine Iturea and Traconitis (4 B.C.-A.D. 33/34).
Lysanias, unlike an earlier ruler of that same name, is unknown except through
inscriptions (see Creed, pp. 307-9). Pontius Pilate was governor (Luke uses the
general term hegemoneuontos , not the disputed "procurator") from A.D. 2636
(cf. F.F. Bruce, "Procurator," NBD, 2d ed., pp. 973-74)
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2 The official high priesthood of Annas had ended in A.D. 15, but his influence
was so great, especially during the high priesthood of his son-in-law Caiaphas
(A.D. 18-36) (cf. John 18:13), that his name is naturally mentioned along with
that of Caiaphas. With the reference to the high priests, we move from the secular
world to the religious and are ready for the introduction of the prophet John. He is
in the desert, where he had gone (1:80). The desert held memories for the Jews as
the locale of the post-Exodus wanderings of Israel. It also had eschatological
associations (cf. not only Isa 40:3 but also Hos 2:14). Some thought demons
inhabited the desert, and it was later alleged that John had a demon (Matt 11:18).
Luke's interest is not only in the coming of John (Matt 3:1, Mark 1:4: "John
came") but in the message "the word of God came" (cf. Notes).
3 The impression Luke, more than the other Gospels, gives is that John had an
itinerant ministry. Apparently he not only preached in the wilderness but followed
the Dead Sea coast to the
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Jordan River and then away a distance from there. The "desert" is a barren rocky
area that covers a large territory. Naturally he went where there was enough water
to perform baptisms (see John 3:23). John's baptism was "of repentance" (
metanoias ), that is, its chief characteristic was that it indicated sorrow for sin and
a moral change on the part of those he baptized (vv. 8-14). The noun metanoia
("repentance") appears also in 3:8; 5:32, 15:7; and 24:47. The verb metanoeo
("repent") occurs in Luke 10:13; 11:32; 13:3, 5; 15:7, 10; 16:30; and 17:3-4. The
basic idea comes from the Hebrew sub ("turn," i.e., from sin to God; cf. TDNT,
4:975-1008). Repentance is an ancient prophetic theme (e.g., Ezek 18:21, 30).
"For [ eis , or `with a view to'] forgiveness of sins" expresses the result of the
repentance shown in baptism.

4-6 Isaiah 40:3 was used by the community at Qumran as a rationale for leading a
separated life in the desert, where they believed they were preparing the way of
the Lord by means of a constant reading of the Law (1QS 8.12-16; 9.19-20). For
Luke, as for Matthew and Mark, the Isaiah passage was a clear prophecy of the
ministry of John the Baptist. Luke includes more of the quotation than Matthew
and Mark do. First he cites the extraordinary way in which, on the analogy of
preparations made for a royal visitor, even the seemingly immovable must be
removed to make way for the Lord (vv. 45). What needs removal is the sin of the
people. Luke concludes the Isaiah quotation with words that aptly describe his
own evangelistic and theological conviction: "And all mankind will see God's
salvation" (v. 6). Luke finds here, following the LXX, a biblical basis for his own
universal concern and his central theme of salvation (Morris, Luke , p. 95). The
words concerning the appearance of God's glory (Isa 40:5) are omitted. Luke does
stress the glory of God often elsewhere, beginning with 2:14; but for some reason
he apparently does not think it appropriate to stress it here.
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7 The word "crowds" represents ochlos , an assorted group of people, rather than
laos (cf. v.
18). Luke does not specify who was in this group (Matt 3:7 says that they were
Pharisees and Sadducees; cf. John 1:19, 24). Perhaps Luke wants to leave the first
narration of a specific confrontation with the Pharisees till they have one with
Jesus himself (5:17). Similarly, no mention is made of people coming from
Jerusalem (cf. Mark 1:5). John's language is strong, as was that of OT prophets
who preceded him. His words (vv. 79) are virtually identical with those in
Matthew 3:7-10. Luke has, however, omitted one element and added another.
Matthew's reference to John's words "Repent, for the kingdom is near" (Matt 3:2)
is not found anywhere in Luke's account. Although Luke does emphasize the
kingdom, he reserves its introduction for Jesus (4:43). What he adds here is a list
of specific instances in which his audience ought to exhibit behavioral changes
consistent with repentance. Later on Jesus himself used the epithet "brood of
vipers" against the Pharisees (Matt 23:33). Here John uses it as a prophet of
judgment under the direction of God's Spirit. OT prophets had spoken strongly
also and made similar allusions to reptiles (Isa 59:5). The question "Who
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warned you to flee from the coming wrath?" suggests that while their "coming
out to he baptized by him" was the proper thing to do, their motives were in
question.
8-9 The language is picturesque. Two images are presented. First, a tree that does
not produce fruit should be chopped down and removed to make way for one that
will. Jesus speaks later about appropriate fruit (6:43-45) and also tells a parable
about cutting down a barren fruit tree (13:69). The imagery may be intended to
call to mind the figure of Israel as a fig tree or vine (cf. Isa 5:17). Black, p. 145,
suggests a possible wordplay in the original Aramaic that would have included
raq and qar (twice) in the words for "flee," "root," and "cut down." The second
image, the axe "at the root" symbolizes an impending radical action, the
destruction of the whole tree. The theme of Abraham's children (v. 8) is found in
John 8:31-41, Romans 4:12-17, and Galatians 3:6-9. Mere physical descent from
Abraham is not important; God can create his own children out of stones just as
he can cause inanimate stones to praise his Son, if humans remain silent (19:40).
The threat of judgment is heightened through the imagery of fire, a theme
reintroduced in the reference to Jesus' ministry (vv. 16-17).

10-11 This prophetic word of judgment elicits a response, first from the crowd in
general (v.
10), then from the unpopular and greedy tax collectors (v. 12), and finally from
the soldiers (v.
14). The conversations, which are unique to Luke, provide opportunity for some
clear statements about social justice and responsibility. The crowd, which is
mixed, in contrast to the groups of tax collectors and soldiers (vv. 12,
14), is told to share clothing and food with the needy (v. 11). John is not requiring
a strict communal life like that at Qumran but "fruit in keeping with repentance"
(v. 8; cf. Gal 5:22-23). The "tunic" was the short garment ( chiton ) worn under
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the longer robe ( himation ). One might have an extra tunic, for warmth or a
change of clothes (cf. 9:3: "Take ... no extra tunic"). Those who had broken the
biblical law of love needed to demonstrate their repentance in this kind of
sharing.
12-13 The "tax collectors" (v. 12) were part of a despised system (cf. 5:27; 15:1).
Of the three groups, they would have been considered most in need of repentance.
The chief tax collectors ( architelones ), such as Zacchaeus (19:2), bid money for
their position. Their profit came from collecting more than they paid the Romans.
The chief tax collectors hired other tax collectors to work for them. Because their
work and associations rendered them ritually unclean and because they regularly
extorted money, they were alienated from Jewish society and linked with
"sinners." While John shows social concern, he does not advocate overthrow of
the system but rather advocates a reform of the abuses. Since these abuses arose
out of individual greed, a radical change in the practice of the collectors
themselves was required (v. 13).
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14 The "soldiers" ( strateuomenoi ) were probably not Roman but Jewish,
assigned to internal affairs (cf. comment on "officers" at 22:4). The very nature of
their work gave them opportunity to commit the sins specified. Soldiers could use
threats of reprisal to extort money from the people. The soldiers' question
suggests the seriousness of their moral need, by means of the added words kai
hemeis ("even we")--"What about us?" as JB puts it. Here again the need of others
is set over against personal greed. The second great commandment (cf. 10:27b)
needs to be applied.
15-17 The question naturally came to the minds of "the people" (v. 15; cf. v. 18)
whether such a radical prophet as John might be the Messiah. In John 1:19-25
popular opinion about him is reported in greater detail. Here John answers the
unexpressed question in several ways. The Messiah is "more powerful" than he is
(v. 16). The Messiah is worthy of such reverence that even the task of tying his
sandals is more than John feels worthy of (cf. John 3:30). The Messiah will
baptize, not with water in a preparatory way, as John had done, but actually "with
the Holy Spirit and with fire" (v. 16). These are not two separate categories of
baptism. The single word "with" ( en ) combines the two (cf. Matt 3:11; Mark
1:8). The coming of the Spirit is to have the effect of fire. John uses an
agricultural image to explain this. The grain is tossed in the air with a
"winnowing fork" (v. 17). The lighter and heavier elements are thus separated,
the heavier grain falling on the "threshing floor." The "chaff," which is not the
true grain, is burned up and the wheat stored in the barn. Interpreters have
discussed whether the fiery work of the Spirit is judgment or purification also.
Modern readers find it difficult to understand how the concepts of the Spirit,
baptism (usually associated with water), and fire relate to one another. The
biblical background (e.g., Isa 44:3; Ezek 36:25-27; Joel 2:28-29) and also lQS
4.20-21 show that the concept of washing and refreshing was associated with the
Spirit. Fire is an ancient symbol of judgment, refinement, and purification (cf.
Notes). We may conclude that John and his contemporaries were already
acquainted with all these nuances. The Holy Spirit was understood as being active
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in saving, purifying, and judging. The Spirit had definitely, but not frequently,
been associated with the Messiah (Isa 11:12), whose coming would mean also the
availability of the Spirit's ministry.

18 That John not only "exhorted" the people but "preached the good news" shows
that grace accompanies the warning to flee from judgment. It is noteworthy that
here and in v. 21 Luke uses the word laos ("people"; cf. v. 21)--the term he
specifically employs to describe not just a "crowd" ( ochlos ; v. 7) but a
potentially responsive group (see comments on 1:68, 77). It is this "people," who
apparently stayed on to hear more of John's message, who heard the further
proclamation of "good news."
19-20 "Herod" (v. 19) is Herod Antipas, mentioned in v. 1. His brother is Philip,
whose wife, Herodias, left him for Herod. His marriage to her was one of many
sins, and the climactic sin
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"added" (v. 20) to this sordid series was his imprisonment of John. For John's
death, see 9:79 and the fuller account in Mark 6:17-29. By his brief anticipation
here of John's imprisonment, Luke underscores both the boldness of John and the
sickness of the society he called to account. Verse 20 also indicates that John's
ministry was completed before that of Jesus began. The same point is made in
Peters sermon to Cornelius (Acts 10:37-38). (C. Talbert, "The Lukan Presentation
of Jesus Ministry in Galilee," Review and Expositor 64 [1967]: 490, presents this
relationship between John's and Jesus' ministry as part of a comprehensive
theological scheme in Luke.)
B. The Baptism of Jesus (3:21-22)
21 For a comprehensive study of the events contained in vv. 21-22, the parallels
in Matthew 3: 13-17; Mark 1:9-11; and John 1:32-34 should be consulted. As in
the birth narratives, there is at Jesus' baptism a supernatural attestation. Many see
in the event his "call" to his mission. His baptism comes as the climax of the
baptism of "all the people" (cf. Notes). Jesus was baptized, not because he was a
sinner in need of repentance, but as a way of identifying himself with those he
came to save. His reasons are expressed in Matthew 3:15. This is the first of
several important events in Luke that took place when Jesus prayed (cf. esp. 6:12;
9:18, 29; 22:41). Though Luke's description of the opening of the heavens is not
so dramatic as Mark's (1:10), it does make clear that Jesus had a true vision of the
Deity (cf. Ezekiel's vision, Ezek 1:1; Stephen's, Acts 7:56, and Peter's, Acts
10:11). In contrast, the disciples on the Mount of Transfiguration were enveloped
by a cloud. Although they heard God speaking, their vision was of Christ and the
heavenly visitors rather than of God in heaven.

22 God had appeared in OT times through theophanies. Now the Spirit appears as
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a dove. Only Luke has the expression "in bodily form," giving more substance to
the experience of the Spirit's presence. Luke does not say that anyone other than
Jesus was aware of the Holy Spirit. Perhaps others present saw only a dove
without realizing its significance. The descent of the Spirit is reminiscent of
Genesis 1:2, but no specific parallel is drawn (cf. Notes). "You are my Son,
whom I love" designates Jesus as the unique Son of God. The words, like those
heard at the Transfiguration (9:35; cf. Matt 17:5; Mark 9:7), effect a blend of OT
christological passages: Psalm 2:7 and Isaiah 42:1. Present scholarly opinion
holds that the concept of divine sonship in Jewish thought was not only
applicable to angels (Job 1:6; 2:1) and to the nation of Israel and her kings (Exod
4:22; 2Sam 7:14; Hos 11:1) but was coming into use, at least at Qumran, as a
designation for the Messiah (4QFlor 10-14). At the Annunciation Jesus was
designated the "Son of the Most High" (1:32). On his sonship and OT passages,
see the comments on the Transfiguration (9:35) for a full discussion of the
wording common to both passages. Here we may simply observe that the words
"love" and "well pleased" convey the idea of choice and special relationship.
Jesus has now received his commission. He is ready
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(following the Temptation, 4:1-12) to begin his ministry.
C. Jesus' Genealogy (3:23-38)
23-38 The age of Jesus is given in very approximate terms. He might have been
in his mid- thirties. "Thirty" is a round number and might also indicate that, like
the priests who began their service at that age, he was ready to devote himself to
God's work. Compare the extreme comment recorded in John 8:57. Both Matthew
and Luke recognize the importance of establishing a genealogy for Jesus, in
accordance with the care given such matters in ancient Israel. In their handling of
Jesus' genealogy, Matthew and Luke differ in several ways.
1. Matthew begins his Gospel with the genealogy, thereby establishing an
immediate connection with the OT and with Israel. Luke waits till the significant
part of the ministry of John the Baptist is completed and Jesus stands alone as the
designated Son of God. 2. Matthew begins with Abraham, stressing Jesus' Jewish
ancestry; Luke, in reverse order, goes back to Adam, probably with the intention
of stressing the identification of Jesus with the entire human race. 3. Matthew
groups his names symmetrically; Luke simply lists them.
4. Both trace the lineage back through ancestral lines that diverge for a number of
generations from Luke's, though both meet at the generation of David. 5.
Matthew includes the names of several women (a feature one might have
expected in Luke because of his understanding and respect for women). The
significance of the genealogy in Luke probably lies in the emphasis on Jesus as a
member of the human race, a son of Adam; in the contrast of Jesus, the obedient
Second Adam (a theme implicit but not explicit in Luke), with the disobedient
first Adam; and in Jesus as the true Son of God (cf. "Adam," v. 38). The
differences outlined above, as well as some problems of detail, have been
explained in part by one or more of the following assumptions: (1) Joseph's
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lineage is given in Matthew, Mary's in Luke; (2) the legal line is traced in
Matthew, the actual line of descent in Luke; and (3) there was a levirate marriage
at one or more points in the line. The first assumption is without solid foundation
and does not seem to accord with the emphasis on Joseph in 1:27. Nevertheless,
Luke's narrative seems to be from Mary's point of view, whereas Matthew's is
from that of Joseph (cf. Machen, pp. 202-9; 229-32). The second assumption is
possible; it allows for breaks in Matthew's line, with heirship still retained. The
levirate marriage assumption has been a popular option since ancient times
(proposed by Africanus, third century, as cited in Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History
1.7). The widow of a childless man could marry his brother so that a child of the
second marriage could legally be considered as the son of the deceased man in
order to perpetuate his name. In a genealogy the child could be listed under his
natural or his legal father.
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Joseph is listed as the son of Heli in Luke but as the son of Jacob in Matthew. On
the levirate marriage theory, Heli and Jacob may have been half-brothers, with
the same mother but fathers of different names. Perhaps Heli died and Jacob
married his widow. To all this it must be added that we possess not a poverty but
a plethora of possibilities. Therefore the lack of certainty due to incomplete
information need not imply error in either genealogy. Morris ( Luke , p. 100)
observes that it is not possible to know how Luke would have handled a
genealogy involving a virgin birth and so "the case is unique." Recent studies
include M.D. Johnson, The Purpose of the Biblical Genealogies (Cambridge:
University Press, 1969); E.L. Abel, "The Genealogies of Jesus HO CHRISTOS,"
NTS 20 (1974): 203-10; and H.C. Waetjen, JBL 95 (1976): 205-30. M.D.
Johnson summarizes the data (and his viewpoint that the genealogies are
"probably examples of the tendency to historicize traditional motifs in the Gospel
material") in his article "Genealogy," ISBE (rev. ed.), 2:424-31. For a
conservative approach to this complex subject, see the concise summary in
Marshall, Luke: Historian and Theologian , pp. 157-66.

D. The Temptation of Jesus (4:1-13)
This vivid narrative (vv. 113) contains an important blend of theological themes-the divine sonship and messiahship of Jesus, the warfare between Christ and
Satan, OT theology, and principles of obedience to the divine Word.
1-2 These two verses shed light on the significance of the episode. Jesus is in the
"desert" (v. 1) for a period of "forty days" (v. 2). This probably relates to Israel's
experience in the desert after the Exodus. It may also allude to Moses' forty days
without food on the mountain (Deut 9:9). The parallel with Israel becomes
stronger if it is meant as a comparison between Israel as God's ` son (Exod 4:22file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/David/Mis%20documentos/Gaebelein-EBC/lk58.html (1 of 2) [11/05/2004 06:56:33 a.m.]
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23; Hos 11:1) who flailed when tested and Jesus as his unique Son who
conquered temptation. God led Israel into the desert; likewise the Spirit led Jesus.
In the former case, God tested his people. Now God allows the devil to tempt his
Son. It is important here to distinguish between three kinds of tempting (
peirasinos , "testing").
1. Satan tempts people, i.e., lures them to do evil. God never does this nor can he
himself be tempted in this way (James 1:13). Further, not all temptation comes
directly from Satan; often it comes from our own lower nature (James 1:14-15).
2. People may tempt (test) God in the sense of provoking him through
unreasonable demands contrary to faith. This is what Israel did in the desert and
what is probably referred to in Jesus' quotation of Deuteronomy 6:16 (cf. v. 12).
3. God tests (but does not tempt) his people, as he did in the desert (Deut 8:2). All
three kinds of testing are involved in the parallels between the desert experiences
of Israel and Jesus. (On this theme, see B. Gerhardsson, The Testing of God's Son
, Coniectanea Biblica NT Series 2:1 [Lund: C.W.K. Gleerup, 1966].)
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Although God already knows all about us, he reveals the thoughts and intents of
our hearts through our response to him in times of trial. Thus he tested Israel in
the desert to "see" whether the people would obey (Exod 16:4). In this temptation
by the devil, the Lord Jesus shows the validity of what God had just said of him:
"With you I am well pleased" (3:22). In this section we see several contrasts. One-between Israel and Jesus--has just been discussed. Another is the absolute contrast
between Jesus, who is both filled and led by the Spirit (note Luke's emphasis on
the Spirit), and the devil, who opposes both Christ and the Spirit. (The
unpardonable sin is called blaspheme against the Spirit [12:10; cf. Matt 12:3132].) Another contrast is the one implied between Jesus as "hungry," i.e.,
physically empty, and yet as "full of the Spirit." Our own experience is usually
the reverse.

3-4 The "devil" ( diabolos , v. 3) has several names in biblical and other Jewish
literature, notably the OT name "Satan," which is used often in the NT ( Satanas ;
cf., e.g., 4:8; 10:18; 11:18). He opposes God and God's servants (1 Chronicles
21:1; Job 1:6-12; 2:17; Zech 3:12). He may seem to be ubiquitous but is not
omnipresent. Sometimes he works indirectly through the evil spirits who form his
domain (cf. 11:14-20). Here the devil's statement "If you are the Son of God"
picks up the declaration of Jesus' sonship in 3:22. The conditional construction
does not imply doubt but is a logical assumption in the dialogue. The reference to
bread is conceivably an allusion to God's provision of manna for Israel during the
Exodus. Apparently some of Jesus' contemporaries expected that the coming
Messiah would perform some such miracle of provision for them (cf. John 6:30).
Consequently this temptation may have been an appeal for Jesus to do a work of
messianic significance. Alternately, and more probably his temptation may have
been to satisfy his own need and gratify himself. Bread, however, is necessary,
not evil, and hardly an object of "the cravings of sinful man" (1John 2:16).
Further, Jesus' temptation is not the same as the self-engendered lusting described
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in James 1:14-15--a fact to keep in mind when we question how Jesus could have
been perfect and yet truly tempted. The issue, therefore, is not one of allurement
to perverted self-gratification but a challenge to act apart from faithful
dependence on God. Jesus' reply is brief, a partial quotation of Deuteronomy 8:3
(found more fully in Matt 4:4). In Deuteronomy Moses was reminding Israel that
during the forty years in the desert God had led them "to humble you [i.e., Israel]
and to test you in order to know what was in your heart, whether or not you would
keep his commandments" (Deut 8:2). The next verse (Deut 8:3) specifically refers
to hunger and the provision of manna, which the Lord gave Israel so that the
people might know that man needs not merely bread but the sustaining word of
God. Thus while he is being "tempted" by the devil, Jesus is also proving faithful
to God in contrast to Israel's response when "tested" by him. Jesus proves by his
response that his heart is not divided but that he is dependent on God and obedient
to his word (v. 4). So he becomes our example in temptation (Heb 4:14-16; 5:8).
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5-8 The second temptation, though of a different nature, involves similar issues.
The devil takes Jesus to a "high place" (v. 5; cf. "mountain" in Matt 4:8, where a
parallel with Moses on Mount Nebo may be implied [Deut 32:49; 34:13]). "In an
instant" probably shows that this part of the Temptation involved a vision. It was
not necessary for Jesus to see every part of the world physically for this to be an
actual temptation. Once again, what the devil offered was legitimate in itself. The
Messiah would one day rule all the world, possessing all "authority and splendor"
(v.
6). In this temptation the devil claims to possess the world. Jesus does not
challenge the claim (of John 12:31); neither does he acknowledge it. To worship
the devil in order to recapture the world, even for its good, would have meant
"casting out devils by Beelzebub" (Morris, Luke , p.
103).
Had Jesus accepted the devil's offer, our salvation would have been impossible.
First, Jesus would have sinned by giving worship to the devil and thus could not
have offered himself a perfect sacrifice for our sins. (The same thing applies to all
three temptations.) Second, Scripture teaches that the Messiah should first suffer
and only then "enter his glory" (24:26). Third, since the devil tried to prevent
Christ's voluntary death for our sins, the implication of this second temptation
was that accepting an immediate kingdom would avoid the Cross. The
temptations deal with both the divine sonship and messiahship of Jesus--related
concepts in biblical thought. But the temptations also tested his perfect manhood.
This aspect of them especially interested Luke. Moreover, they show us Jesus as
our example. By quoting Deuteronomy 6:16, he responded as the perfect man-the obedient last Adam (Rom 5:19)-- should respond, worshiping and serving his
only God (v. 8). Both the OT texts Jesus quoted so far (vv. 4, 8) are more than
weapons against the devil; they apply to Jesus himself:
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9-12 Luke records this temptation in the last rather than second place (cf. Matt
4:5-7). It may be that Matthew preferred to conclude with a kingdom reference.
Possibly Luke wants to center on the city of Jerusalem (v. 9), which Matthew
does not mention by name, because of his theme of the progression of the gospel
from Jerusalem to the Gentile nations. The essence of this temptation is that of
presuming on God (v. 12) and displaying before others one's special favor with
him. In this instance the devil quotes a passage of Scripture (Ps 91:11-12) out of
context-- notice that the mere use of Bible words does not necessarily convey the
will of God (v. 10). Further, Satan omits the words "in all your ways" (Ps 91:11),
possibly to facilitate application to an act inconsistent with the normal "ways" of
the godly person. Gerhardsson ("Testing God's Son," pp. 54ff.) sees here a theme
of protection (cf. Deut 1:31 with the context of Ps 91, from which the devil
quotes). He sees the temple as a place of protection and finds a play on words
between "wings" (Ps 91:4 [90:4 LXX], pterygas ) and "highest point" or
"pinnacle" ( pterygion ). But it is doubtful whether Luke intended this parallel.
The rabbinic tradition that the Messiah would appear on top of the temple (SBK,
1:151) may provide a background that accounts for the form of this temptation:
even though the idea of jumping down is absent.
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Again Jesus responds with Scripture (v. 12), this time by quoting Deuteronomy
6:16. This quotation could be understood as applying to the devil, who "tempted"
Jesus in the first sense of the word (cf. comments on temptation, v. 2). More
probably it is applied to Jesus, who thus refuses to "tempt" God in the second
sense of the word. That is, he will not repeat the sin that Israel committed in the
desert by putting God to the test. To do that would be to provoke God by making
inappropriate demands for a divine sign to be used for display. This request for a
sign would actually be an act of unbelief, masquerading as extraordinary faith.
13 This verse may be considered the conclusion of this section rather than the
beginning of the next (so NIV 1978 ed.). The devil leaves only temporarily-"until an opportune time."
IV. The Galilean Ministry (4:14-9:50)
A. Initial Phase (4:14-6:16)
1. First approach and rejection at Nazareth (4:14-30)
14-15 Once again, as Jesus enters a new phase of his experience, Luke mentions
the special activity of the Holy Spirit (v. 14; cf. 4:1). Shortly Jesus will make a
significant declaration about the meaning of the Spirit's ministry in his life (v.
18). So far we have seen the Spirit's activity at Jesus' conception (1:35), baptism
(3:22), and temptation (4:1). The "news" that spread about Jesus and the fact that
"everyone praised him" (v. 15) are the first of several observations Luke makes
about public response to Jesus ministry (cf. vv. 22, 28, 32, 36-37). This passage
(vv. 16-30) has an important place in the Lukan presentation. It not only marks
the beginning of Jesus' ministry; it is also the first major narrative about his
ministry that is not largely paralleled in Matthew or Mark. The setting is
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Nazareth, the place of Jesus' childhood. A lengthy quotation from Isaiah (vv. 1819) issues in a proclamation of immediate fulfillment. Jesus also implies, at the
very outset of his ministry, the selection of Gentiles for divine favor (vv. 2427). Observe that this event occurs in Luke much earlier than what appears to be
the same occurrence later in presentations of Matthew and Mark. Whatever the
literary and historical relationship may be between this passage and Mark 6:1-6,
its placement here shows that Luke considers it of prime importance and a bold
introductory statement as Jesus begins his ministry in Galilee. Also a pattern
appears here that is unveiled more clearly later on in Luke-Acts: (1) the
presentation of the gospel to Jews in their synagogues, (2) rejection, and (3)
turning to the wider Gentile world (cf. Acts 13:46; cf. also commentary on Acts,
R.L. Longenecker, EBC, vol. 9).
16-17 Luke emphasizes that Jesus was in his hometown by the words "where he
had been brought up." Luke stresses Jesus' Jewish piety with a reference to his
custom of synagogue attendance. This strengthens the contrast with his rejection.
Luke does not say whether Jesus
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had publicly read from the Scriptures before; nor does Luke say whether Jesus
chose Isaiah 61 himself (v. 17), or whether the passage was assigned for that
Sabbath (cf. Notes). The passage was Isaiah 61:1-2, with the words "to release the
oppressed" taken from Isaiah 58:6. The variation from the usual wording may
simply reflect the interpretive translation in use at that time.
18-19 The quotation has significance both as our Lord's statement of his call to
his saving ministry and as Luke's affirmation of this ministry as thematic in his
Gospel. In saying "Today this scripture is fulfilled in your hearing" (v. 21), Jesus
identifies himself as the subject of Isaiah's prophetic word. As such he is (1) the
bearer of the Spirit (v. 18); (2) the eschatological prophet, proclaimer of the
"good news"; and (3) the one who brings release to the oppressed (a messianic
function). His role as Suffering Servant is not specified here, but an association
may be assumed on the basis of the place of Isaiah 61 among the Servant
passages. 1. We have already observed Luke's frequent mention of the Holy Spirit
in Jesus' life (cf. comment on 4:14). Now we see that Jesus' ministry will be
uniquely marked by the presence of the Spirit as prophetically foretold. 2. His
role as eschatological prophet is intertwined with that of John the Baptist as
prophetic forerunner. For the sense in which John was a prophet and was
characterized by the spirit of Elijah, see comments on 1:17 and 7:24-28. However
Jesus, not John, was the prophet predicted in Deuteronomy 18:18 (cf. John 1:1924, esp. v. 21). Luke gives special attention to Jesus as a prophet in a number of
ways. Among them are sayings of Jesus not found in other Gospels (v. 24 in this
chapter; 13:33) and comments by others (7:16, 39; 24:19, only in Luke, and 9:8,
19; see also Acts 3:22; 7:37, 52). In the present passage, the prophetic mission
described by Isaiah, a mission of proclamation, is accepted by Jesus. 3. The
prophetic role of Jesus overlaps his role as Messiah (cf. discussion in Marshall,
Luke: Historian and Theologian , pp. 124-28). His ministry of deliverance is
messianic in character. This assumption probably lay behind the doubts in John's
mind when release from prison was not forthcoming (7:18-19). The "good news"
(v. 18) Jesus was to proclaim recalls both the joyful announcement in 1:19 and
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the frequent use of the term elsewhere in Luke. It also builds on Isaiah 40:9;
41:27; and especially 52:7. The "poor," like the "prisoners," the "blind," and the
"oppressed," are not only the unfortunate of this world but those who have special
need of dependence on God (cf. comment on 1:53; 6:20). The words "to release
the oppressed" fill out the meaning of the previous words. Luke 7:22 cites some
ways Jesus fulfilled this mission. The "year of the Lord's favor" (v. 19) is
reminiscent of the Jubilee (one year in every fifty) when debts were forgiven and
slaves set free (Lev 25:8-17). It means not so much a time that is "acceptable" to
people but the time in history when God in sovereign grace brings freedom from
the guilt and effects of sin. The inclusion of this quotation is consistent with
Luke's stress on the dawning of the new age of salvation. The omission of the
next phrase in Isaiah 61:2--"the day of vengeance of our God"--is also
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significant. Jesus' audience would suppose that the day of their own salvation
would be the day of judgment on their pagan enemies. But the delay of judgment
means that this time of the Lord's favor benefits the Gentiles also. Jesus affirms
(vv. 24-27) that Gentiles are also recipients of God's grace, even when Jews were
not so blessed. It has been suggested that the omission of the vengeance phrase is
the cause of the hostility in v. 28. But while the two may be related, Luke does
not say so. In summary, Luke presents the quotation and Jesus' ensuing comments
as a programmatic statement of Jesus' ministry. As prophet and Messiah, he will
minister to the social outcasts and needy, including Gentiles, in the power of the
Spirit.

20 We now have a description of the synagogue procedure. Jesus hands back the
scroll to the "attendant." In addition to other services rendered to the synagogue
(including at times the teaching of children), the attendant had the sacred duty of
handling the revered scroll. After this was replaced in its cabinet or ark, the reader
took the customary sitting position for instructive comments on the passage. Luke
now makes the first of several comments on the response of the congregation,
which is at first intense attention and ultimately hostility.
21 Jesus' comment is short but of the highest importance. We do not know
whether he said more than Luke recorded. But that is not important, for the single
sentence recorded is of profound significance. It announces the fulfillment of the
reading from Isaiah concerning the subject of the prophecy (Jesus) and the time
of God's gracious work ("today"). Since the Isaiah quotation lacks the phrase
about the day of God's wrath, it must be understood that "today" refers only to the
part about God's grace. The term "fulfilled" ( peplerotai ) is not as prominent in
Luke as in Matthew. Usually it occurs with a unique Lukan meaning (cf.
comment on 7:1). Only here and in the Emmaus conversation (24:44) does Luke
use the word in relation to the fulfillment of OT prophecy, and in both cases the
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Matthean formula "to fulfill what was spoken" is lacking. These two lone
references to fulfillment stand out then at the beginning and end of Jesus' public
appearances, emphasizing the fulfillment of God's eternal purpose in the ministry
of Christ.

22 The response of the audience to Jesus' comment on Isaiah's words has been
variously interpreted. Most expositors take the words "bore him witness" (
emartyroun auto ) as implying a positive attitude toward what he had said, hence
NIV translates them "spoke well of him." The same verb is used in Acts 22:12 of
Ananias, where NIV translates it "was ... highly respected." But J. Jeremias (
Jesus' Promise to the Nations. Studies in Biblical Theology [London: SCM,
1958], pp. 44-45) takes it in a negative sense, as he does the statement in v. 20b,
assuming that hostility against Jesus began when he did not refer to the day of
God's judgment. The ambiguous nature of the passage continues with ethaumazon
("were amazed"), which does not indicate dearly either flavor or disfavor. The
cause of their amazement was Jesus' "gracious words" ( hoi
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logoi tes charitos )--i.e., the kind and wise manner of his speech or of what he
said about the grace of God. A near parallel in Acts 14:3 suggests the latter, but
there it is "word" ( ho logos , singular, i.e., "message") of grace, which is closer to
the phrase "the gospel of God's grace" in Acts 20:24. Certainly Luke appreciates
and conveys the gracious nature of Jesus' ministry. But at some point, here or
shortly after, the hostility of the audience begins. Does the question "Isn't this
Joseph's son?" indicate hostility? The question does seem to express perplexity
and irritation at this man who grew up in the home of a fellow Nazarene and is
now making such impressive claims. The question could be colloquially rendered
"He's Joseph's son, this one, isn't he?"

23 Jesus' response is not intended to reassure his audience but rather to draw out
their subconscious attitudes. The future tense in "you will quote" ( ereite ) might
refer to another occasion, especially if we assume that Jesus has not yet preached
in Capernaum. Yet this incident might be the same as that recorded in Matthew
13:53-58 and Mark 6:1-6. Both Gospels have made prior references to Jesus'
preaching in Capernaum. Matthew 4:13 says Jesus lived there and Mark 1:21-28
tells of his teaching and his popularity there. It is not necessary, however, to go to
the other Gospels for support; Luke himself records an apparently extensive and
popular ministry in Galilee prior to this time (4:14-15). It would be strange if this
had not included Capernaum. It is, therefore, more likely that Jesus is expressing
the reply he would expect the people to make in response to his message in the
synagogue--namely, that they would challenge him to fulfill Isaiah's prophecy by
doing miracles in the presence of those who heard him. Throughout his ministry
Jesus would be challenged to do miraculous signs (e.g., 11:16, 29) to prove his
claims.
24 "I tell you the truth" ( amen lego hymin ) is used six times in Luke to introduce
a solemn assertion. This expression shows the authority with which Jesus spoke
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and is clearly an authentic word of Jesus. This introductory formula with the
Greek word for "amen" appears often in Mark and even more frequently in
Matthew, especially in the material unique to that Gospel. Luke includes a few
other quotations in which he changes the "amen" to its equivalent in idiomatic
Greek, most notably in 9:27: lego de hymin alethos ("I tell you the truth"). Here
the statement so solemnly introduced anticipates Jesus' rejection. It sees him as a
prophet and may be a variation of the saying found in Matthew 13:57 and Mark
6:4. The difference is in the sentence structure and in Luke's use of the word
"accepted," the same adjective ( dektos ) used in v. 19 to describe the sear of the
Lord. The double use of this word in this context may be intended to show that
though God desires to accept the people, they do not respond by accepting the
prophet who tells them of God's grace. The "proverb" ( parabole , v.
23) itself is apparently a version of a common adage making the point that
whoever achieves greatness is never fully trusted back home. But here its
meaning is the deeper one that Jesus stands in the line of the prophets who were
rejected by their own people.
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25-27 These verses are introduced by Jesus saying, "I assure you" (v. 25), a
phrase very like the "amen" formula in v. 24. Observe that Jesus does not state
here that the prophets Elijah (v. 26) and Elisha (v. 27) went to Gentiles because
they were rejected by the Jews; rather, they went because they were sent there by
God. Jesus' audience is becoming more and more enraged as they realize that they
will receive no special favors from him and that he considers himself above home
ties and traditions.
28-30 Nazareth lay among the ridges of the southern slopes of the Galilean hills.
Jesus allowed the crowds to drive him (v. 29) out of the town (as he later did on
going to the place of crucifixion). But it was not yet his time to die, and by some
unexplained means he made his way out (v. 30).
2. Driving out an evil spirit (4:31-37)
31-32 Luke has already mentioned Capernaum (v. 23) as a center of miraculous
activity in the ministry of Jesus. Capernaum was on the northwest shore of the
Sea of Galilee. Luke adds a geographical note for Gentile readers. The ruins of a
later (probably third-century) synagogue may be seen today in that vicinity. The
expression "went down" reflects the descent necessary from the elevated situation
of Nazareth to the coastal plain. The implication of the imperfect periphrastic en
didaskon ("was teaching") may be that it was Jesus' custom to attend the
synagogue (v. 33) and to teach there. Though the plural tois sabbasin can have a
singular meaning (NIV, "on the Sabbath") as it does in the Markan parallel (Mark
1:21), if it has a plural meaning here in Luke, it would support the possibility that
the imperfect implies repeated action. This would be true to the pattern Jesus had
established It is more likely, however, that the imperfect means he was "just in
the process of teaching" (NIV, "began to teach") when the demon-possessed man
interrupted him. The incident Luke next gives is perhaps more striking than the
parallel in Mark (1:21-34) because it exemplifies the liberating work described in
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the preceding Isaiah quotation (vv. 1819). The reaction of the people, though comparable to that in the preceding
incident (vv. 2022), differs from it in one important aspect. Now they are astonished that this
teacher, who in their eyes was not even a rabbi, taught with authority (v. 32). The
contrast is sharpened in Mark 1:22 by the additional words "not as the teachers of
the law." The majority of rabbis would base their teaching on the chain of
tradition, citing the opinions of their predecessors. By omitting this specific
comparison, Luke may simply be deferring to his Gentile readership, who would
perhaps not be as aware as Jewish readers of rabbinical custom. But it may also
be that Luke is emphasizing the absolute authority of Jesus. In support of this is
Luke's use of the word "message" ( logos , lit., "word"). For the importance of the
"word" in Luke, see comment on 1:14. Keeping in mind that the parallel passage in Mark does not use "word" but says
"he taught
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them," Luke would seem to be emphasizing the "authority" of Jesus' "word" (cf.
v. 36).
33-35 Demon possession is too frequent and integral to the Gospel narratives to
minimize or, worse, to discard it as Hellenistic superstition. This is only the first
mention of it in Luke, the climax of such incidents coming in 11:14-22.
Significantly, Jesus is confronted by demonic activity during his first public
ministry Luke describes following the introductory sermon at Nazareth. The
"good news of the kingdom of God" (v. 43) Jesus was proclaiming signaled an
attack on the forces of evil. Luke wants us to understand the centrality of the
kingdom in Jesus' ministry and in that of his disciples. (See his unique use of the
expression "kingdom of God" in such passages as 9:27, 60, 62.) A holy war is
being launched and, as v. 34 suggests, the demons know it. This war will be
carried on by Jesus' disciples (9:1-3; 10:8-9, 17). The man is possessed by a spirit
(v. 33) that is "evil" ( akathartou , "unclean," so NIV mg.). Though some would
see in the terms "evil" and "unclean" evidence for different kinds of demons,
there is little biblical support for this. In 8:2 "evil" spirits are mentioned; several
verses later we read simply of a "demon" (8:27), which is said to be "unclean"
(8:29, NIV mg.). There seems to be no difference and NIV uses the same term
"evil" in both cases. An evil spirit is unclean in contrast to the holiness of God
and may well cause both moral and physical filth in a possessed human (cf. R.K.
Garrisons "Demon, Demoniac, Demonology," ZPEB, 2:92). The possessed man
shrieks and utters an expression of "indignant surprise" (Creed, p. 70). The word
"Ha" (v. 34) is followed by an idiomatic rhetorical question ( ti hemin kai soi ,
"What do you want with us?") that may be rendered "What do we have to do with
each other?" or, loosely, "Why this interference?" (Danker, Jesus , p. 61). The
demon, perhaps exemplifying James's comment that "the demons believe and
shudder" (James 2:19), senses the purpose of Jesus' presence. In keeping with the
pattern in the Gospels, testimony to the truth about Christ comes from a number
of different and unexpected sources. The term "the Holy One of God" ( ho hagios
too theou ) contrasts strongly with the remark that this was an unclean demon.
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Jesus responded sternly (cf. Notes) with a command to be silent (v. 35). In Jesus'
action we may see the beginning of a pattern of prohibiting the premature
proclamation of his identity. Throughout the Gospels Jesus guards the fact of his
messiahship, probably (1) to prevent a misinterpretation that would draw to him
revolutionary minded dissidents seeking a leader against Rome; (2) to allow his
messianic works themselves to establish his authority among true believers (cf.
7:18-23); and (3) to avoid an inappropriate self-proclamation as Messiah,
especially if there was, as it now appears (cf. R.N. Longenecker, The Christology
of Early Jewish Christianity Studies in Biblical Theology , Second Series 17
[London: SCM, 1970], pp. 71-74), an understanding that the true Messiah would
allow others to proclaim him as such, rather than doing so himself. If none of
these is the reason here, Jesus is at least maintaining his authority by silencing the
enemy. What follows is not technically an exorcism, because Jesus does not use
an incantation or invoke the authority of another. Instead he speaks a simple word
of command on his own
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authority. Luke, always interested in the physical condition of people, observes
that the demon came out violently but without hurting the man.
36-37 Once again Luke notes the amazement of the people (v. 36). The
astonishment this time is not only at his teaching and authority ( logos , cf. above
on v. 32) but at his power. Luke's theme of the spread of the gospel finds
expression in the conclusion of the narrative (v. 37).
3. Healing many (4:38-44)
38-39 Jesus' healing ministry continues in a more private setting (v. 38). This ac
count lacks the vivid detail of Mark's, but Luke stresses the miraculous by adding
the word "immediately"
( parachrema , v. 39; NIV, "at once"). Luke mentions Simon Peter here without
special introduction, though he has not yet described Peter's call. Probably Peter
was so well known by Luke's readership that this did not seem abrupt, and the
call does follow immediately. Both this passage and 1 Corinthians 9:5 inform us
that Peter was married. A crisis of serious illness in the family gives occasion for
Jesus to help. The fact that Jesus "rebukes" (cf. Notes) an impersonal fever, as he
had earlier rebuked the demon, has led some to assume that a personal evil force
had caused the fever. If so, one might also suspect this in 8:24. Otherwise either
the fever is simply personified in effect, through the use of a vivid verb, or Luke
is emphasizing the active force of Jesus' word. The vividness of the scene
continues as Jesus bends over the woman; she immediately rises; and, doubtless
in keeping with her character, she begins to serve the group.
40 One of the most beautiful scenes in Scripture now follows. The crowds have
apparently waited till evening, after the Sabbath was over. In the remaining hours
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of diminishing light, they perform the labor of love they could not do on the
Sabbath, carrying the sick to Jesus. It is noteworthy that Jesus himself has not yet
ventured out on the Sabbath to perform healings publicly. This bold action will
take place later (6:1-11). Luke carefully distinguishes between those who were
just sick (v. 40) and those who were demon-possessed (v. 41). This warns us not
to assume that the Gospel writers thought all disease was caused by demons.
Luke mentions that Jesus laid his hands on the people who came to him, a detail
not found in the parallel accounts (Matt 8:16; Mark 1:34). Though laying on
hands was a common practice in ancient religious acts, here it shows that Jesus is
the source of the healing power and that he had a personal concern.
41 Luke is also the only synoptic writer who says at this point that the demons
called Jesus the Son of God. As already mentioned (cf. comment on v. 34), the
Gospel writers show various people testifying to the identity of Christ, including
even unbelievers and demons. This provides a broad base for the case the Gospels
are establishing. The injunction to silence (v. 35) is here amplified. This
knowledge of the demons is in ironic contrast to the unbelief of the crowds.
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42-44 Shifting quickly from dusk to dawn, Luke portrays Jesus in a sharply
contrasted setting. He is alone (v. 42). Surprisingly, in view of his special
attention to prayer (cf. 5:16), Luke does not tell us. as Mark does (1:35), that
Jesus is praying. Luke, however, does express with greater force than Mark the
reason for Jesus' refusal to linger at Capernaum. The difference gives us a clue to
one of the dominant themes in Luke. The words "must," "kingdom of God," and
"sent" (v.
43) are unique to Luke's narrative at this point (cf. Notes). Along with "preach,"
these words constitute a programmatic statement of Jesus' mission and also of
Luke's understanding of it. Verse 44 emphasizes the continuation of the misson,
as Jesus preaches in the synagogues throughout the "land of the Jews" (NIV mg.;
cf. Notes). Here, then, Luke has provided representative incidents from the
ministry of Jesus. It is the kind of activity summarized in Acts 10:38 as "doing
good and healing all who were under the power of the devil."

4. Calling the first disciples (5:1-11)
This narrative (vv. 1-11) is similar in certain details to Matthew 4:19-22 and
Mark 1:16-20. Luke's account is much fuller, containing the unique encounter
between Jesus and Peter. The climax of each account is a call to "catch men" and
the obedience of the disciples. Luke lacks the specific command "Follow me."
The sequence ill which this account occurs in Luke is different from that in Mark,
who records the call in 1:16-20, before the Capernaum incidents (1: 21-28),
which Luke put just prior to the present narrative (4:31-41). Naturally these
similarities and differences have led scholars to different conclusions about the
relationship of the two accounts and the history of the tradition behind them. In
the light of Luke's method of focusing on individuals as a means of them drawing
attention to Jesus, we can understand the placement and character of the narrative
(cf. G.N. Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth in NT Preaching , pp. 20,
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59). Although Jesus might have called the disciples several times (one such
calling has already taken place according to John 1:35-51), to attempt a
harmonization by defining the Lukan narrative and that in Matthew and Mark as
separate incidents is unnecessary. Luke focuses on Peter, shows the sovereignty
and holiness of Jesus in a way Matthew and Mark do not, and alone mentions the
total abandonment of the disciples' possessions as an act of discipleship (cf.
14:33).
The difference in placement is likewise understandable. None of the Synoptics
ties the incident into a strict chronological sequence; so the placement is flexible.
Luke first establishes the program of Jesus' ministry (4:16-30, 43). Now he is
ready to establish the sovereign lordship of Christ in his relationship first with
Peter as representative of the disciples and then with the social outcasts and
"sinners" whom he has come to save (5:32; 19:10), such as the man with leprosy
(5:12-15) and Levi also (5:27-32). Elements of this narrative also resemble the
post-resurrection story in John 21:1-14. Scholars
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are not agreed as to the relation between the traditions represented in the two
passages (see discussions in Creed, pp. 73-74; Marshall, Gospel of Luke , pp. 199200; R.E. Brown, The Gospel According to John , II, AB [Garden City:
Doubleday 1970], pp. 1089-92). The Johannine issues aside, the Lukan narrative
is coherent and natural in its context. Arguments for an original post-resurrection
set ting for Luke's tradition are unconvincing.
1-3 "One day" (v. 1) represents the simple egeneto ("it happened [that]"; KJV, "it
came to pass"). It does not indicate a specific chronological sequence. The
geographical description is more precise: "lake" is used instead of the more
general word "sea." Luke mentions the pressure of the crowds, as he occasionally
does elsewhere (8:42, 45; 19:3). Their attention is on the "word of God," another
instance of Luke's focus on the "word" (cf. 4:32, 36). The shore of the lake
provided an excellent acoustically serviceable amphitheater. Luke, being
observant of detail, draws our attention to two boats (v. 2). Next he singles out
Simon as the owner of one of them (v. 3). The description in v. 2 along with the
comment in v. 5 serve to emphasize the futility of the night's work. Luke is
careful to mention that Jesus again teaches--now from the boat, from which his
voice would carry across the water to the crowd. Not even the next event,
miraculous as it is, may, in Luke's narrative, be allowed to direct attention away
from Jesus' teaching ministry.
4-5 The sharp contrast between the expert but unsuccessful fisherman and Jesus
needs no comment. Jesus' command (v. 4) must have seemed unreasonable to
them after their failure during the night (v. 5). Peter, here called by his old name,
Simon, demurs; but he does what Jesus says.
6-10a Luke now moves quickly to three focal points in his narrative. First he
describes the gathering of the fish (v. 6). This extraordinary happening is similar
to that in John 21 (cf: also Jesus uncanny ability to direct Peter to a fish with a
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coin in its mouth [Matt 17:24-27]). The details of the breaking nets and loaded
boats (v. 7) help give the narrative the ring of truth. Second, the miracle moves
Peter (Luke now uses his full name Simon Peter) who is overcome by awe (v. 9)
to abase himself before Jesus (v. 8). He now calls Jesus "Lord" ( kyrios ); with a
greater depth of meaning than the common "Sir." Peter is gripped not merely by a
sense of his inferiority but of his own sinfulness. The experience of Isaiah 6:5
comes to mind but Peter needs no such vision; he is face to face with Jesus.
Luke's reason for including this incident may be not only to portray the
confrontation of human sinfulness with Jesus but also to show that to receive the
saving grace of Christ a "sinful" ( hamartolos , cf. Notes) man must repent. Long
before Luke speaks of the Gentiles with their gross sins and their being included
in saving grace we are faced with the realization that even Peter who in Luke's
time was known for his obedience to the Jewish laws must take his place as a
sinner (Danker, Jesus p. 65). Luke (v. 10a) mentions James and John but only in
passing; the central figures are Jesus and Peter.
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10b-11 The third focal point in the narrative following Peter's obedience to Jesus
in letting down the net is Jesus declaration that he will catch men from then on (v.
10b). Here interpretations vary. But in view of Luke's emphasis on the kindness
of God reaching out to embrace all mankind it is more likely to signify a
beneficent rather than judgmental ingathering. It presages the widening horizons
of both Luke and Acts culminating in a sense in Peters visions symbolizing the
reception of Gentiles into the church and his subsequent witness to the Gentile
Cornelius (Acts 10:9-48 esp. vv. 34-35). After the declaration about catching men
the disciples followed Jesus (v. 11). Luke's observation that they left everything
which is not stated in Matthew and Mark underscores the condition of
discipleship Jesus taught later on (14:33). Compare also his words to the rich
ruler (18:22).

5. The man with leprosy (5:12-16)
Luke not only presents the gospel of salvation but supports it with signs and
witnesses (though not as prominently as John does). In this section Jesus
performs a miracle that is to be a "testimony" (v. 14).
12 Leprosy is a general term in Scripture for certain skin diseases. They were not
necessarily equivalent to what we know as Hansen's disease. While their
interpretation as a type of sin may have been overdrawn by some commentators,
such an application is consistent with the nature of such diseases. They were
repulsive and resulted in physical, social, and psychological isolation of their
victims (cf. Lev 13, esp. v. 45). Luke is once again careful to note the nature and
extent of a disease ("covered with leprosy"). The assumption is that the man has
some knowledge of Jesus' prior miracles. Just as Peter fell at Jesus' feet for shame
at his sinfulness, this man falls face downward for shame at his uncleanness. The
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disease was of such nature as to give the impression of filth, and the appeal for
cleansing was appropriate to the condition. The appellation "Lord" doubtless has
less meaning than on Peter's lips (v. 8), meaning here no more than "Sir." The
condition "if you are willing" may express a sense of unworthiness rather than
doubt as to Jesus' ability or kindness.
13 The very act of touching is significant, especially since lepers were always
kept at a distance. Later, Jesus touched a coffin (7:14), an act ritually prohibited.
Perhaps our contemporary society, having rediscovered the significance of
touching as a means of communicating concern, can identify to an extent with
Jesus' kindness in touching the leper. Such contact also symbolized the transfer of
healing power (cf. being touched by a suppliant, 8:44). Jesus' "I am willing"
meets the man's need of reassurance, just as his "Don't be afraid" reassured Peter
(v. 10). Luke notes that the healing was accomplished "immediately" ( eutheos ,
more common in Mark).
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14 The command to silence follows the pattern noted above in 4:41. Jesus wanted
first to do the works of the Messiah and to fulfill his basic mission of sacrificial
suffering before being publicly proclaimed as Messiah. The healing of lepers is
one of the messianic signs that John the Baptist in prison was reminded of (7:22).
Also, as has often been observed, the crowds could all too easily apply to Jesus
their commonly held view of the Messiah as a military or political liberator. For
the cleansed leper to show himself to the priest was essential. One reason often
suggested for this is that Jesus wanted to observe the ritual prescribed in Leviticus
14. (In 17:14 he gives the same command.) Here, however, something further is
involved: the messianic act of healing was to be "as a testimony to them" (see
comments on 7:21-23).

15-16 If the command to silence is part of a pattern in the Gospels, so is the
failure to obey it. The immediate effect of the healing is Jesus' increased
popularity. Though this popularity leads others to come and be healed (v. 15),
Jesus is forced to withdraw in order to seek quiet (v. 16). Once again Luke speaks
of Jesus' habit of prayer (if note on 3:21). In contrast to his earlier freedom to
minister in "the towns" (v. 12), Jesus must now make a practice of finding
solitude in deserted areas.
6. Healing a paralytic (5:17-26)
Jesus' activities inevitably brought him into confrontation with the religious
authorities. Far from minimizing this, the Gospels actually focus on several such
occasions. (See, for example, the Sabbath controversies in ch. 6 and the
encounters in ch. 20.) Luke is especially concerned in his Gospel and in Acts to
clarify the original relationship between Christianity and Judaism and to show the
reasons why the gospel had to break out of the confines of Judaism. Here he
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stresses the authority of Jesus once more. In 4:32 Jesus' teaching was
authoritative; 4:36 shows his authority over demons; 5:24 shows his authority to
forgive sins.
17 The opening words, "one day," loosely connect this narrative with the
preceding ones. The implication is that Jesus was teaching over a period of some
time. Luke mentions, as often, the teaching ministry of Jesus. The word "teach"
does not occur in this context in Matthew or Mark. While this is not specifically
stated, it seems that Jesus' reputation had aroused the attention of the Jewish
religious authorities, who considered it important to hear what he was teaching.
Whereas Mark (2:6) introduces the scribes (NIV, "teachers of the law,"
grammateis ) almost casually later in the narrative, Luke centers attention on
them immediately, even specifying that they had come from as far away as
Jerusalem. By doing this he lays stress on the crucial nature of the religious issues
to be raised. This is also Luke's first introduction of the Pharisees and "teachers of
the law." The Pharisees had, earlier in their history, helped the Jews maintain the
purity of their religion
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by teaching how the Mosaic Law and the traditions that grew up along side it
ought to be applied in daily life. Many of them became rigid, imbalanced, and
hypocritical (cf. comments on 11:37-54). Here Luke introduces them without any
comment. The "teachers of the law" were not a religious party, like the Pharisees,
though most of them were also Pharisees. They were respected as having expert
knowledge of the details of the Jewish legal tradition and so would be expected to
form an opinion about the correctness of Jesus' teaching. Luke now turns from
Jesus' teaching ministry to that of healing, a subject of great interest to him. These
two elements, doctrine and healing power, climax this narrative. The presence of
the Lord's power to heal means that God himself was there.

18-19 Attention now focuses on a different group motivated by earnestness and
faith (v. 18). The typical flat roof could be reached by an outside stairway (v. 19).
Roofing materials, whether tiles (as in Luke) or mud thatch (as implied, though
not stated, in Mark 2:4; cf. Notes) were separable without being damaged.
20 Two declarations form the focal point of this narrative, which, because it
appears in the Gospel in order to provide a context for a pronouncement, may be
called a "pronouncement story" (without prejudice to its historicity). The first is a
declaration of forgiveness, the second an affirmation of Jesus' authority to make
that declaration (v. 24). The plural reference in the term "their faith" is to the four
who brought the man, though we may assume from his subsequent forgiveness
that he also believed. Jesus' attention to the faith of the man's helpers
demonstrates the important fact that God responds to the intercession of others
regarding a person in need. This does not imply, of course, that faith that trusts
Jesus for salvation can ever be by proxy. Those who brought the paralytic to
Jesus believed that Jesus would save him. But the paralytic's salvation was an
intensely personal matter between him and Jesus. Indeed, we are not even told
that he had faith. Jesus chose to heal him; and, out of the totality of his need, the
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paralytic looked in faith to Jesus. Perhaps when he did what Jesus asked him to
do, that was his declaration of faith in Jesus. Jesus' declaration of the forgiveness
of the paralytic's sin does not imply that sin was the immediate cause of his
disease. To be sure, this was commonly assumed, even by Jesus' own disciples
(John 9:2). Although correct theology sees sickness and death as part of the
deterioration mankind has suffered because of universal sin, and though some
specific ills may be connected with a particular sin (1Cor 11:29-30), no such
connection appears in this context.

21 In Jewish law conviction of blasphemy, which was a capital crime penalized
by stoning, had to be based on unmistakable and overt defilement of the divine
name. Luke shows that with his divine insight, Jesus probed the unvoiced
thoughts of the Pharisees and teachers of the law, who were convinced that he
had arrogated to himself the divine prerogative.
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22-23 Without making a point of it, Luke indicates that Jesus exercises
extraordinary knowledge
(v. 22). In a typical dialogue form of question and counter question the
challengers are impaled on the horns of a hypothetical dilemma (v. 23; cf. 6:9,
20:3-4, 44). Obviously while the two sentences are in one sense equally easy to
say (and equally impossible to do), in another sense it is easier to say that which
cannot be disproved: "Your sins are forgiven."
24 The structure of this sentence is broken by the redirecting of Jesus' comments
from the leaders to the man. This presents no problem. The form of the sentence
is virtually identical in all three Synoptics, which deliberately retain its irregular
structure. Thus a focus is maintained both on Jesus' running controversy with the
religious leaders and on his ministry to the paralytic. Here (v. 24) is the first
appearance of the term Son of Man in Luke (cf. Notes). It occurs earlier in the
Gospel than we might have expected, certainly before the issues of Jesus' identity
and titles have been spelled out. Further, it occurs in connection with the right to
pronounce forgiveness rather than with the themes of suffering and glory that
characterize its specific use in the other passages where it is used.

25-26 The healing validates the declaration of forgiveness. The command to the
paralyzed man is impossible of fulfillment--except for the power of God. To
respond took an act of obedience based on faith. He stood up "immediately" (
parachrema , which appears ten times in Luke out of twelve in the Synoptics).
The result is the glorification of God (v. 25), both by the man and by the crowd
(v. 26). As we have already observed (cf. comment on 2:20), to glorify God is
one of Luke's important objectives. This praise is offered by the one who is the
object of God's power and by the witnesses of that power. The onlookers were
"amazed" (v. 26); Luke uses the same word to describe the response of the
crowds to the events at Pentecost, when by God's power the disciples told of his
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great works (Acts 2:11-12). In this case the people say that what they have
observed is contrary to expectation ( paradoxa , from which our word "paradox"
is derived; NIV, "remarkable"). The final word in both the Greek and the NIV is
"today." Its use in this particular position, at the very end of the passage,
strikingly recalls its occurrence as the first word said by Jesus after reading the
Isaiah passage in Nazareth (4:21). The other Gospels do not have the word in this
final sentence. By including it here Luke assures the reader that this indeed is the
awaited eschatological "today."
7. Calling Levi (5:27-32)
The succession of people on whom the Lord bestows his favor continues. We
have seen his grace to a demoniac, a leper, and a paralytic; and now we see it
given to a tax collector. So Jesus liberates those suffering from malign spirits,
physical handicap, and social disfavor. The antagonists, Pharisees and teachers of
the law, who were merely named in the preceding
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narrative, are again on the scene. D. Daube has discerned a pattern here (cf. 4:1530; 5:17-26; 6:1-11; 11:14-54; 13:10-17; 20:1-8): "(1) Jesus and his disciples
perform a revolutionary action, (2) the Pharisees remonstrate with him or, on
occasion, merely `marvel'--and (3) he makes a pronouncement by which they are
silenced" ( The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism [New York: Arno, 1973],
p. 170).
27-28 Levi (v. 27) is identified as Matthew in Matthew 9:9. He was a tax
collector (cf. Notes); as such he had incurred the dislike of those who looked on
such officials as crooked and serving an unpopular government (see comments on
15:1; 19:2). Levi himself was not a "chief" tax collector, as Zacchaeus was (cf.
Notes; cf. also comments on 3:12); nor is it said that he, like Zacchaeus, was
wealthy, but he obviously was treated by the Pharisees as a religious outcast. The
direct command of Jesus to follow him results in Levi's immediate and total
obedience, a paradigm of the kind of discipleship Jesus will later specify in detail.
Luke notes both the negative aspect (leaving everything) and the positive one
(following Jesus) of what Levi did (v. 28; cf. also 9:23-25).

29-30 A banquet (v. 29) in the NT symbolizes joy and often hints at the
eschatological banquet, the future celebration of God's people with the patriarchs
in the presence of God. Jesus is the guest of honor; but Levi does not, as might be
expected limit the guest list to his new Christian friends, the disciples of Jesus.
Instead of immediately cutting off his old associates, Levi invites them into his
home, probably to bring them also into contact with Jesus. Luke mentions
"others," who turn out (v. 30) to be "sinners," as far as the Pharisees are
concerned. The joy of the participants is now opposed by the dour criticism of the
religious leaders, a contrast we can see running throughout the Gospels. The
complaint of the Pharisees, and particularly of those among them who were also
scribes, is more than a superficial attempt to find fault. To join in table fellow
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ship with irreligious "sinners" is to cast doubt on one of the essential assumptions
of Pharisaic teaching. This sect was dedicated to upholding the purity of Jewish
faith and life. Implicit in their teachings was strict adherence to both law and
tradition, including necessary rites of purification and separation from all whose
moral or ritual purity might be in question. The Galilean people had a reputation
(not always deserved) for disdaining such scruples and disregarding the
traditions. The Pharisees' complaint is specifically directed to the act of eating
and drinking because in their society table fellowship implied mutual acceptance.
No act, apart from participation in the actual sinful deeds of the guests, could
have broken the wall of separation more dramatically. Yet the Pharisees are not
yet ready to argue with Jesus himself. In the previous incident they did not even
express their thoughts openly (v. 21). They direct their question to Jesus' disciples
and also (in Luke only) charge the disciples themselves, not just Jesus, with this
unacceptable conduct.
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31-32 It is important to recognize that Jesus not only originated proverbs and
parables but also made wise use of current ones. So, citing a self-evident proverb
of his day (v. 31), he described his mission in terms that he would go on to
amplify in the parables in chapter 15. Since none are truly "righteous" (v. 32; cf.
18:19; Rom 3:23), Jesus used the word here either in a relative sense or with a
touch of sarcasm. The Prodigal Son's older brother, for example, could rightly
claim that he had not deserted his father as the Prodigal had. If; therefore, Jesus
meant by "righteous" those who are generally loyal or devout, v. 32 means that he
gave more help to those in greater need. But if, as is more likely, Jesus implied
that the Pharisees only thought that they were righteous, the point is that one must
first acknowledge himself to be a sinner before he can truly respond to the call to
repentance. Luke allows the proverb Jesus quoted to come full circle
theologically by including the word "repentance," omitted in Matthew 9:13 and
Mark 2:17. With this word, Luke introduces a topic of major importance. While
the gospel of grace and forgiveness is for everyone (2:10), repentance is a
prerequisite to its reception. The tax collector in 18:13-14 met this prerequisite,
but not the Pharisee (18:11-12). The Lukan theme of joy is linked with that of
repentance in 15:7, 10, 22-27, 32. Repentance was previously mentioned in Luke
3:3, 8, but only in the context of John the Baptist's ministry.
8. The question about fasting (5:33-39)
In all three Synoptics the issues related to Levi's banquet lead to further questions
about religious practices. From Jesus' mention of fasting and prayer along with
almsgiving as "acts of righteousness" in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt 6:1-18),
we know that these practices were considered significant indications of religious
devotion. In contrast to the two previous incidents
(vv. 21, 30), this time the leaders challenge Jesus directly.
33 The question, which is stated as a fact, not a query, is cleverly expressed. First,
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the Pharisees and the disciples of John the Baptist, who were assumed to be
particularly sympathetic to Jesus, are lined up against Jesus' disciples, who are
thus made to appear out of step. Second, there is a hint that Jesus' disciples were
neglecting the important duty of prayer. Again Jesus himself is not criticized
directly but through his disciples. Fasting was actually only prescribed for one
day in the year (cf. Notes) but was practiced as a religious exercise more often-viz., twice a week by the Pharisees (cf. 18:12). The disciples are now criticized,
not only for eating with sinners, but for having a lifestyle that seems to be in
contrast to proper religious decorum.
34-35 Jesus' answer is so remarkable that many have assumed that the saying in
v. 35 must not be an authentic prophecy but is a reflection of the church after
Jesus' death. The first part of the saying is clear (v. 34). Jesus compares the
situation to a wedding, which naturally calls for joy. (The image of the
bridegroom is most fully treated in Eph 5:25-33; Rev 19:6-9.) But to think at a
wedding of the possibility of the groom's death is highly unusual. The allusion is
so abrupt that
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we cannot ignore it. Neither can we ignore the fact that Jesus anticipated his
rejection and his death at the hands of his enemies.
36 The context provides opportunity for Jesus to state a basic principle in a series
of parabolic figures. His mission involved a radical break with common religious
practices. Jesus neither affirms nor denies the value of fasting, and he does not
mention prayer here at all. He teaches rather that he has not come merely to add
devotional routines to those already practiced, for what he brings is not a patch
but a whole new garment. Merely to "patch things up"--i.e., to have a dinner
celebration in place of fasting--would fail for two reasons. First, it would ruin the
rest of the new garment from which it is taken. Second, just one new patch will
not help preserve the old garment but will in fact be conspicuously incongruous.
The form of the saying in Luke carries the image beyond the way Matthew and
Mark state it.
37-38 The second illustration has a slightly different connotation--viz., Jesus'
teaching is like fermenting wine that seems to almost have inherent vigor and can
not be contained within an old rigid system. Later on Jesus will speak of a new
covenant (22:20), which is indeed new and not merely an improved extension of
the old.
39 Jesus is not reversing himself and saying that his new teaching is not as good
as the old it replaces. The point emphasized is that people tend to want the old
and reject the new, assuming (wrongly in this case) that the old is better.
9. Sabbath controversies (6:1-11)
The uneasy tension between Jesus and the Pharisees described in chapter 5
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hardens into controversy over one of the main institutions of Judaism, the
Sabbath. The Gospels list three Sabbath controversies. Two occur in the
Synoptics and one in John 5. In each instance Jesus allows or even stimulates the
controversy, providing several types of response: (1) the Sabbath is for man's
benefit (Mark 2:27); (2) the Son of Man is "Lord of the Sabbath" (v. 5); (3) the
Sabbath is for helpful deeds, the omission of which would be evil (v. 9); and (4)
the Father works even on the Sabbath and so may the Son John 5:17). Keeping
the Sabbath provided an appropriate issue for debate because it (1) had roots both
in the creation account and in the Ten Commandments, (2) involved every
seventh day and consequently called for many decisions about what was
permitted or forbidden on that day, (3) consequently became the subject of two
tractates in the Mishna ( Shabbath and Erubin ), and
(4) afforded a public disclosure of one's observance or nonobservance of the day.
1-2 Luke centers attention on the disciples (v. 1), though in accordance with
custom their teacher was held responsible. To glean by hand (not using a sickle)
in some one's field was
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permitted by law (Deut 23:25). But to do this and to rub the heads of grain (a
detail Luke alone has) was considered to be threshing. The Mishnah forbids
threshing (v. 2) on the Sabbath
( Shabbath 7.2).
3-4 Jesus response (v. 3) centers in an analogy from Scripture (1Sam 21:1-6). He
is not providing a specific teaching, such as would be necessary to establish a
rabbinical rule (W. Lane, The Gospel According to Mark [Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1974], p. 117). Instead he simply calls to mind an instance in which the
infringement of a rule to meet human need received no condemnation (v. 4). His
illustration is apt because the general principle then and in his time continues to be
the same and because a leader (David and David's messianic descendant) is
involved along with his companions. The point is that ceremonial rites (being only
means to an end) must give way to a higher moral law.
5 Following this analogy, on which the Pharisees offer no comment, Jesus makes
a statement in which for the second time in Luke he uses the phrase "Son of Man"
(cf. 5:24). While some have argued that "Son of Man" simply means "man" here
(cf. Creed, pp. 84-85), Morris ( Luke , p.
122) objects that "Jesus never taught that man is Lord over a divine institution."
Therefore what Jesus says at this point is a claim to unique authority and takes the
argument of vv. 3-4 a step further.
6-8 The second Sabbath controversy involves basically the same issue as the first-human need versus ceremonial law. Luke presents some specific details, lacking
in the parallels in the other Synoptics, that show this event occurred on a different
Sabbath, and that it was the man's right hand Jesus healed (v. 6). As in 4:15-16, 3133, Jesus is teaching in the synagogue. Luke does not say that the man actually
asked for healing; Jesus simply took the initiative. The hand was "shriveled," i.e.,
atrophied and useless. As in 5:17, the "Pharisees and teachers of the law" (v. 7) are
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present, scrutinizing Jesus' every action to find fault. Now, after the first Sabbath
controversy, they think they have a case against him. Man's reasonings tend to be
evil (Gen 6:5; 8:21; Eph 5:17-18); Jesus is aware of their thoughts (v. 8) and in the
light of that knowledge performs the healing. He has the man stand in front of the
people so that all will see what follows.
9 Jesus' question goes beyond the fact that the healing could have been postponed
a day. After all, it was not a critical illness that might take a turn for the worse if
not treated immediately. Were that the case, rabbinical law would have permitted
healing on a Sabbath. But Jesus implies in his double question that if any illness is
left unattended when healing can be provided, evil is done by default. Jesus is not
breaking the Sabbath; he is using it to do good to a human being in need.
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10 Here Jesus commanded the impossible. Presumably the man exercised
obedience born of faith, though Luke has not said that the man had faith or asked
to be healed. Jesus healed the withered hand completely.
11 The response is violent; the opposition to Jesus mounts in a crescendo of fury
more intense than that after the previous miracle. So now, near the very start of
Jesus' ministry, a plot against him was beginning to form.
10. Choosing the twelve apostles (6:12-16)
At this point in the narrative sequence, Mark (3:7-12) summarizes Jesus' ministry
of healing. Luke postpones that summary to 6:17-19 as his introduction to the
Sermon on the Plain. He puts the call of the disciples first, though not necessarily
"in order to gain an audience for the sermon" (Marshall, Gospel of Luke , p. 237),
since a statement about a crowd of disciples and others already stood available in
the Markan summary (Mark 3:7).
12 Jesus spent an entire night in prayer, a sure indication that the circumstances
were pressing: the preceding controversy, the resultant threatening atmosphere,
and the selection to be made of the twelve apostles. The second clause indicates
that the first was not a routine devotional exercise. How many of us Christians
today have ever spent a whole night in prayer? In his prayer life, as in all else, the
Lord Jesus stands far above even the best of us whose words about prayer need to
be matched by the consistent practice of it.

13-16 The "disciples" (v. 13) up to this time were a group of followers interested
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in attaching themselves to Jesus the teacher. (See further on discipleship in the
comments on 9:23-27; 14: 25-33.) From among these followers, Jesus chose the
Twelve. Luke alone tells us that Jesus gave them the designation "apostles" (cf.
Notes). That Luke does this accords with his regard for apostolic authority. Most
interpreters assume that Jesus intended the number of apostles to correspond with
the number of the tribes of Israel, thereby indicating that a new people of God
was coming into existence. The apostles' names appear several other times in the
Gospels and Acts (Matt 10:2- 4; Mark 3:16-19; Acts 1:13), with the same
grouping, differing only in the form of a few names. "Judas son of James" (v. 16)
apparently had, like many people, two names and is to be identified with
Thaddaeus in Mark and Matthew. One of the two Simons was a "Zealot," i.e., one
who had advocated revolutionary opposition to Rome. The other Simon, Peter, is
at the head of every list. Judas Iscariot (cf. Notes) is always last. From a
promising beginning he "became a traitor." The group is not distinguished by
particular abilities or position in life (cf. the principle in 1Cor 1:26-29).
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B. Jesus' Great Sermon (6:17-49)
1. Blessings and woes (6:17-26)
The settings of this passage and of the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 5-7 are
not indisputably the same, and there is considerable difference in content. There
fore many scholars call the Lukan material the "Sermon on the Plain," with the
implication that it is, in Luke's opinion, an entirely different sermon. The
probability is that there was one sermon among many that Jesus preached on
similar themes that was something like a "keynote" address. This was a basic
affirmation of the kingdom message, beginning with beatitudes and ending with a
parable about builders. Within this framework Matthew and Luke present
samples or selections of Jesus' teachings that differ at points; Luke (Matthew also
to a lesser extent) distributes some of the sermon's teachings, which Jesus
probably repeated frequently, in other contexts in the Gospel narrative. One clear
example is the Lord's Prayer in Luke 11:2-4 (cf. Matt 6:9-13). The sermon as
presented in this chapter includes the "Blessings and Woes" (vv. 20-26), "Love
for Enemies" (vv. 27-36), "Judging Others" (vv. 37-42), and a final section on the
test of genuineness in two parts: "A Tree and its Fruit" and "The Wise and
Foolish Builders" (following the divisions in the NIV text). However, vv. 39-49
may be viewed as a unified section from a literary perspective, as this part is
marked by a parabolic style.

17-19 The "level place" ( epi tops pedinou , v. 17) is apparently an area on the
"mountainside" mentioned in Matthew 5:1. If it were a plain, such as Jesus often
used for his teaching near the sea, just the words epi pedinou would probably
have been used (Godet, p. 295). Luke mentions a "large crowd" of Jesus' disciples
plus "a great number of people" (cf. 4:14-15 and Luke's stress on Jesus'
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popularity). Matthew mentions disciples in 5:1, speaking of "crowds" only at the
end of the sermon (7:28). Although Jesus directs his comments to the disciples (v.
20), he is surely conscious of his larger audience. His teachings in the sermon,
especially those in Matthew 5:17-20, keep a balance between two extreme
viewpoints that would have been familiar to any crowd. One is the strong
legalistic "righteousness" often characteristic of the Pharisees; the other is the
attitude attributed to many of the "people of the land," who knew little of the
rabbinic tradition and were thought to disregard many religious practices. The
emphasis in vv. 18-19 on "power" and "healing" is characteristic of Luke. (For
another instance of Jesus' power being drawn on by a "touch," see 8:43-46.) Luke
clearly distinguishes here between those affected by demons and those whose
illness was basically physical.

20-23 Luke's version of the blessings (or "Beatitudes") is shorter than Matthew's
and is different in some particulars. Also the Beatitudes appear in negative form
in the woes. Both blessings and
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woes are familiar forms in the OT (e.g., Ps 1, which also carries an implication of
woes; Isa 5:823). The entire theme of reversal of fortune has already been encountered in the
Magnificat (1: 51-55). It is also implicit in the attention Luke gives to social and
religious outcasts throughout his Gospel. "Blessed" (vv. 20-22), as elsewhere in
the NT, "refers to the distinctive religious joy which accrues to man from his
share in the salvation of the Kingdom of God" (Hauck, TDNT, 4:367). "Poor" (
ptochoi ) in Luke implies those who are utterly dependent on God (v. 20). They
are the special recipients of the "good news" Jesus came to preach (4:18). Often
the economically destitute sense their need of God more than others. Whether
voluntary poverty such as that practiced at Qumran is in view is not clear (cf.
Ellis, Gospel of Luke , p. 113). Marshall ( Gospel of Luke , p. 249) shows that
nonviolence is implied. Matthew 5:3 specifies the spiritual poverty--i.e.,
recognition of one's spiritual need. To inherit the kingdom of God is the antithesis
of poverty. Note the emphatic sense of assurance the present tense gives: "yours
is " (emphasis mine). There may also be an element of "inaugurated eschatology"
in the present tense--i.e., the presence of some aspects of the coming kingdom of
God. In this case, the poor can rejoice even in the midst of their destitution
because they are already able to partake of some of the kingdom blessings.
"Hunger" ( peinontes ) is presented in its reality without spiritualization (v. 21). It
may well carry the connotation of hungering for righteousness (Matt 5:6). Those
who "weep" ( klaiontes ) may be those who carry the burden not only of personal
grief but of a hurting society. (The passage Jesus quoted in his synagogue sermon
[4:18-19] goes on to speak of mourning giving way to gladness [Isa 61:2b-3a].)
Both parts of v. 21 stress the contrast between the situation "now" and the future
blessing. Notice the difference in tone between Luke's "laugh" ( gelasete ) and
Matthew's "be comforted" ( paraklethesontai , 5:4). The idea of laughter is
vividly carried forward in the next section on persecution (vv. 23-26). Persecution
is described in some detail and the contrasting "rejoice" ( charete ) and "leap for
joy" ( skirtesate ) stand out all the more (v. 23). Note the progression from hate
(v. 22) to exclusion (which later took the form of being banned from the
synagogue) to insult (cf. 1 Peter 4:14) to defamation of their name (cf. Matt 5:11).
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Those who share the rejection of the "Son of Man" relive the experience of the
prophets (cf. comments on 20:9-12). The promise of "reward in heaven" (v. 23)
does not suggest that the disciples are to work for some future gain but that there
will be personal vindication and appropriate recognition and blessing from the
Lord. Luke emphasizes the vindication of God's people who patiently wait for
him (cf. 18:1-8 and comments). He also presents Jesus' teaching on reward for
faithful servants (12:37, 42-44).

24-26 The woes in both structure and content form a direct contrast to the
blessings. This again is after the Magnificat. "He has filled the hungry with good
things but has sent the rich away empty" (1:53).
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Woe comes to the "rich" ( tois plousiois ), not simply because they are wealthy,
but (1) because the implication is that they have chosen present gratification over
future blessing (v. 24);
(2) because rich people criticized in Luke disregard spiritual realities (e.g., 12:1521); and (3) perhaps because, as was generally assumed, the wealthy became so at
the expense of others (cf. James 2:6-7). The same thought runs through v. 25
"well fed"--and probably v. 26--where those who "laugh now" presumably do so
at the expense of others. The word "all" in the clause "when all men speak well of
you" (v. 26) should be carefully noted, lest we distort the basic concepts of honor
and praise. False prophets plagued God's people in OT times; they were a threat
in Jesus' day (Matt 7:15-23), in Paul's day (Acts 13:6; cf. 20:29-30), and on into
the church age (cf. Didache 11:5-6; 12:5).

2. Love for enemies (6:27-36)
In place of the five antitheses of Matthew 5:21-48, Luke selects one theme
(contained in two of the antitheses, Matt 5:38-42, 43-48) and enlarges on it. As
might be expected from his basic concern for people, he chooses the theme of
love. He does not present the teaching of Jesus over against the prevalent
distortion of the OT (cf. Matt 5:43-44). Instead he conveys only the positive
command. The Golden Rule, which Matthew apparently postpones to use as a
summary statement later in the sermon (7:12), occurs in Luke in what seems to be
a natural context. Also, the conclusion in v. 36 is significantly different from
Matthew 5:48, each expression being eminently appropriate to its context (see
below).
27-31 "You who hear me" (v. 27) are probably those who are taking in what Jesus
is saying, not casual listeners. The word "love" ( agape in the noun form) must be
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understood in its classic Christian sense of having a genuine concern for someone
irrespective of his or her attractiveness or of the likelihood of any reciprocation in
kind. The spirit of Jesus' words finds expression in Romans 12:14-21. Here in
Luke the specifics are spelled out. In the first instance (v. 28), apparently no
physical harm has been done; so the response also is not physical but to "bless"
( eulogeite ) and to "pray" ( proseuchesthe ). The next situations involve action
that must be met by some physical response. Opinions differ as to whether when
"someone strikes you on the cheek" (v. 29), it is (1) a mere insult (in Matt 5:39 it
is the right cheek, indicating a backhanded slap, (2) the "ritual slap on the cheek
given a Christian `heretic' in the synagogue" (Ellis, Gospel of Luke , p. 115), or
(3) "a punch to the side of the jaw," on the basis that siagon means jaw, not cheek
(Morris, Luke , p. 129, but cf. Notes). In any case, the injunction is directed to
individuals (the form of the Greek imperatives and pronouns here is singular, not
plural) who desire to live as "sons of the Most High" (v. 35). Jesus is not
advocating the suspension of normal civil judicial procedures. If pagan
governments abandoned the protection of civil rights, the result would be an
unbiblical anarchy (Rom 13:4). "If someone takes your cloak" (v. 29) may refer
to a street robbery (since the clothing seized
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is the immediately accessible outer robe [ himation ]). In Matthew (5:40) the short
tunic ( chiton ), which is worn underneath, is taken first, possibly in court action.
Nevertheless the implication seems to be that the person has a need or thinks he
does. The teaching of the passage as a whole relates not so much to passivity in
the face of evil as to concern for the other person. Inevitably, as ancient Greek
philosophers recognized, to refrain from doing evil often means suffering evil.
This was the path of the Lord Jesus (cf. 1 Peter 2:20-24), who prayed for his
enemies (Luke 23:34) and died for them (Rom 5:10). The same spirit is expressed
in v. 30, where the practical application of this hyperbolic command would be to
refuse to demand that which would genuinely be to the good of the other person,
even at our expense. The Golden Rule is now cited (v. 31), not with theological
comment, as in Matthew 7:12, but as a practical governing principle (cf. Notes).

32-36 At this point we have a remarkable series of comparisons between the
courtesies of believers and those of worldly people. Even "sinners" act decently
to others when kindnesses are reciprocated. In the sermon in Matthew, three basic
comparisons are made with unbelievers regarding the quality of their relationship
(1) to God (Matt 6:7-8), (2) to people (Matt 5:46-47; cf. the present passage), and
(3) to material possessions (Matt 6:32; cf. Luke 12:30). Loving (v. 32) is
augmented by doing good (v. 33), which, in turn, is expressed in lending (v.
34). Marshall ( Gospel of Luke , p. 263) argues that hina apolabosin ta isa
("expecting to he repaid in full," v. 34) means "the reception of loans in return."
One hardly makes a loan "expecting to" receive back the principal; that is
assumed. Nor would a good Jew normally charge interest. Therefore some kind of
equal treatment in return seems to be implied. One should benefit the helpless as
well as one's friends. Believers are to be like what they really are, "sons of the
Most High" (v. 35), and as such will have recognition. Jesus is not teaching that
one earns sonship (cf. John 1:12-13). Rather, the day will come when the world
will recognize God's children (Rom 8:19, 23). "Be merciful" ( ginesthe
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oiktirmones , v. 36) singles out that area of life in which, given the preceding
examples, one is very likely to come short. The Pharisees tithed spices but
neglected "justice, mercy and faithfulness" (Matt 23:23). The believer's
righteousness must exceed theirs (Matt 5:20). It should be measured against the
perfection of God himself (Matt 5:48). Since Luke omits a discussion of law and
Pharisees that would not be appropriate for his readership, he omits the
imperative about being perfect and replaces it with one about being merciful. This
accords with his emphasis on kindness to others in need (cf. 10:25-37).

3. Judging others (6:37-42)
37-38 These verses deal with the kind of mercy expected of the Lord's disciples.
If the preceding imperative about being merciful refers indirectly to the lack of
mercy among the Pharisees, then this one may refer to the kind of judgmental
attitude religious people like the
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Pharisees often have. Since "do not judge" (v. 37) could be misunderstood as
ruling out any ethical evaluation at all, it is important to note the further definition
provided by the parallel "Do not condemn" ( me katadikazete ). In Matthew (7:6)
the injunction not to "give dogs what is sacred," which obviously requires some
discernment, provides the balance. Just as God will give a suitable reward to the
merciful (vv. 32-36), so v. 37 implies that he will bring appropriate judgment on
the unmerciful. The idea of suitable reward carries over in the next illustration of
an overflowing measuring cup (v. 38). Those who are generous (both materially
[vv. 27-36] and in their estimation of others [v. 37]) will be abundantly repaid.
39-40 Some have found vv. 39-40 difficult to relate to the context. If Jesus still
has the Pharisees in mind (cf. Schurmann, Das Lukasevangelium , 1:365-79), it is
not necessary to assume that he is directly accusing them. Rather his thought in
ad dressing the disciples runs like this: The disciple of a rabbi dedicates himself
to his master's teachings and way of life. Thus he cannot be expected to be
different from, or better than, his master (v. 40). If the rabbi lacks a proper view
of life, his student will be also misled (v. 39). The criticism and hostility already
apparent in the Pharisees may unfortunately crop up in their disciples, but it must
never find a place among Jesus' disciples. This interpretation assumes that v. 40
carries on the thought of v. 39, in which both teacher and follower are blind--not
a description of Jesus and his disciples. If, however, v. 40 introduces a new
comparison, it might mean that Jesus' disciples ought not to go beyond what they
have learned from him--viz., a merciful uncensorious spirit. In that instance v. 39
could refer to the Pharisees or others.

41-42 The humorous illustration (v. 41) of the "speck" ( karphos ) and the "plank"
( dokon ) hits the mark with force when the person who casually calls the person
he is criticizing "brother" (v.
42) suddenly hears himself called "hypocrite" by the Lord. Danker ( Jesus , p. 89)
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observes, "What is criticized by Jesus is the moralist's patronizing attitude." He
cites Democritus (fifth century B.C.) "Better it is to correct one's own faults than
those of others." Jesus' humor makes the point vividly.
4. A tree and its fruit (6:43-45)
43-45 The thought of v. 40 continues--like teacher, like student; like tree, like
fruit. The parallel passage in Matthew 7:15-20 refers to false prophets--a fact that
supports a link between this verse (43) and v. 39 about a blind leader. Throughout
the preceding section and this one, the idea is that of consistency between source
and product (cf. the teaching of John the Baptist [3:7- 9 and comments]).
5. The wise and foolish builders (6:46-49)
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46-49 If Jesus' audience was relaxing in the assumption that the preceding
teachings were directed only at the Pharisees and their followers, they could not
dodge the direct force of this challenge. It is specifically directed to those who
profess to follow Jesus (v. 46). In Matthew the statement is amplified with a
description of self deception, probably at first deliberate and then habitual. Here
only the basic point is made: It is not mere words, nor even generally ethical
behavior or religious practice, that mark true believers but whether they "do" (
poieite ) what Jesus says (cf. James 1:22-25). The thrust of the parable is clear.
Luke includes reference to the foundation (v. 48), but he omits some of the
graphic detail found in Matthew 7:24-27. Luke also omits the response of the
people (cf. Matt 7:28-29).
C. Ministry to Various Human Needs (7:1-9:17)
1. The faith of the centurion (7:1-10)
This incident has an important place in Luke's narrative. First, it marks a pivotal
point in the progress of the word of the Lord from its original Jewish context to
the Gentile world. The Jews' appreciation of a pious Gentile (the centurion) is an
important theme in Luke, which was written partly to show the compatibility of
early Christianity with Judaism. At the same time, Jesus compares the Gentile's
faith more than favorably with that of the Jews, which serves Luke's desire to
justify the prominence of Gentiles in the church. Second, the incident is paralleled
by the conversion of Cornelius (Acts 10), which itself marks a historic transition
from a purely Jewish church to one including Gen tiles. Luke is careful to speak
well of each centurion and his religious concern. Third, Luke has been careful to
note those who had "faith" ( pistis ), beginning with Mary (1:45) and then the four
men who brought the paralyzed man to Jesus (5:20). Further, the authority of
Jesus is stressed, and his "chord"; (v.
7) is believed to have power (cf. 4:32, 36).
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1-5 The introductory words "When Jesus had finished saying all this" (v. 1)
provide more than just a transition from the preceding sermon. They suggest
another step in the mission Jesus came to fulfill (1:1) because the word "finished"
translates eplerosen ("fulfilled"). Matthew's formula following a collection of
sayings uses etelesen ("finished," e.g., 7:28). "In the hearing of the people" ( eis
tas akoas tou laou ) echoes "you who hear me" (6:27) and establishes the
reliability of the witnesses from Galilee who would later bear testimony to the
truth about Jesus' words and deeds. On behalf of his seriously ill "servant" (
doulos , v. 2; cf. below on v. 7), the centurion "sent some elders [ presbyterous ]
of the Jews" (i.e., the leaders of the community) to Jesus (v. 3). At this point a
comparison with Matthew 8:5-13 shows a significant difference of detail. Luke,
with his great interest in the character and importance of the centurion, gives us a
fuller narrative than
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Matthew. Two groups come from the centurion to talk with Jesus on his behalf.
Matthew provides a more condensed version, as is his custom, relating the words
of the centurion to Jesus as though he had been there in person. In v. 4 we learn
why the village elders were willing to intercede for the centurion. They were
genuinely indebted to him for his generosity (v. 5).

6-8 It seems strange that at this point, having invited Jesus to come, the centurion
now sends another group of "friends" ( philous ) to stop him short of entering (v.
6). They express the centurion's sense of unworthiness (v. 7). Indeed, one
wonders why at this point the centurion did not simply come out and speak for
himself. Luke, however, apparently wishes to stress the humility of the man and
possibly also his concern, on second thought, that Jesus might be criticized for
entering a Gentile's house. The focal point of the section is the centurion's
concept of Jesus' authority (v. 8). The wording is significant: "For I myself am a
man under authority" ( gar ego an thropos eimi hypo exousian tassomenos ). He
compares Jesus' relationship to God with his own to his superiors. The position of
responsibility implies "authority" ( exousia ) to command others. Therefore he
has faith that Jesus' authoritative "word" ( logos ) will accomplish the healing.

9-10 Jesus is not criticizing the faith he has found among Jews but rather says that
"not even" ( oude ) in Israel has he found such faith (v. 9). The Jews would be
expected to have faith, considering their possession of God's revelation in their
Scriptures (cf. Rom 3:1-2). But not all the Israelites accepted the good news
(Rom 10:16), missing the element of personal faith (Rom 10:6-13). This failure to
respond to their privileges was ending in Jesus' day, and the response of the
centurion stood out in welcome contrast.
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2. Raising a widow's son (7:11-17)
Jesus is now about to perform the ultimate kind of miracle that will certify him as
the Messiah and will be reported to John the Baptist ("the dead are raised," v. 22).
Luke also wants his readers to understand that while John the Baptist came in the
spirit and power of Elijah, it is Jesus himself who is the great prophet of the end
time. This miracle bears significant resemblance, as we shall note, to one
performed by Elijah. Luke has already included a reference to the widow Elijah
ministered to (4:25-26).
11 The time reference is vague. The trip to Nain would not have taken more than
a day, it lay a few miles to the southeast of Jesus' hometown, Nazareth. Nain lay
on the other side of the Hill of Moreh from Shunem, where Elisha raised the son
of the Shunammite woman. Perhaps the local people recalled this. Luke typically
notes the "large crowd" (e.g., 5:15, 29; 6:17, 8:4).
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12-13 The cortege has already gone through the town and is on the way to the
place of burial, which was customarily outside the town (v. 12). The deceased
was the "only son" ( monogenes ) of his mother (cf. Notes). The compassion of
the Lord Jesus, and of Luke as well, goes out to the woman. She is a widow (
chera ) who, without a man in her family, would probably become destitute,
unable in that society to earn a living. Our Lord's words are deeply human: "Don't
cry" ( me klaie , v. 13), but only he could say that and at the same time remove
the cause of the tears. Otherwise such words would be hollow, though well
meant.
14-15 Jesus risked ritual defilement by touching the "coffin" ( sorou , a litter on
which the shrouded body was laid, v. 14). One can only imagine the thoughts of
the pallbearers as they stopped. Jesus did what would seem useless--he spoke to a
dead person. On the young man's return to life, Jesus "gave him back to his
mother" (v. 15), words similar to those in 1 Kings 17: 23 regarding Elijah and the
widow.
16-17 Once more Luke records the response of the people, noting that they
"praised" ( edoksazon , lit., "glorified") God (v. 16; cf. 5:26; 18:43; 23:47). The
similarities we have noted with Elijah and Elisha would naturally cause the
people to use the word "prophet" to describe Jesus. They also echo an OT
expression: "God has come to help his people" (e.g., Ruth 1:6). For the
significance of "come" ( ep eskepsato ), see comment on Luke 1:68. Once again
Luke emphasizes the spread of the "news" ( logos ) about Jesus (v. 17).
3. Jesus and John the Baptist (7:18-35)
In Luke 3:16-17, John had described the one who would come baptizing with the
Holy Spirit and with fire. Then Jesus was baptized, receiving divine approval and
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anointing for his work. In 4:16-21 Jesus assumed the task prophesied in Isaiah
61:1-2. Now, after a cycle of teachings and healings, the validity of his messianic
calling is once more under consideration; and John the Baptist is the other central
figure.
18-20 "These things" (v. 18), i.e., the healings and presumably also the raising of
the widow's son, apparently have not sufficed to convince John of Jesus'
messiahship. This reluctance seems strange, considering John's role in
announcing the Coming One and in baptizing Jesus. There are several reasons
why John needed further confirmation (v. 19). He was in prison (Matt 11:2). This
could lead to depression and, in turn, doubt. Further, he might wonder why, if the
Messiah was to release prisoners (Isa 61:1), and if Jesus was the object of that
prediction (Luke 4:18), he had not freed John. Also, though he had received
reports of Jesus' minis try, John himself had apparently not witnessed spectacular
messianic miracles such as he might have expected; nor had he heard Jesus claim
outright that he was the Messiah. The fact that John still had "disciples"
(vv. 18, 20) does not necessarily mean he had been continuing a separate
movement because of
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uncertainty about the Messiah. A number continued with John even after he had
pointed them to Jesus.
21-23 Jesus responds by listing the messianic works (some of them just described
in Luke) that he has accomplished (v. 21). It was understood in those days that
the true Messiah would not proclaim himself such but would first do appropriate
messianic works that would lead to public acknowledgment of his identity (R.
Longenecker The Christology of Early Jewish Christianity , Studies in Biblical
Theology, Second Series 17 [London: SCM, 1970], pp. 7174). The works of Jesus echo not only Isaiah 61, quoted at Nazareth, but other
passages from Isaiah (e.g., 42:7). Isaiah 35:5-6 declares that in the Messianic Age
those who could not see, hear, walk, or speak would be healed. Jesus pronounces
a blessing (v. 23) on the person who accepts his credentials rather than being
trapped ( skandalisthe , NIV, "fall away") because of a false evaluation of Jesus.
24-28 The topic now changes from the role of Jesus to that of John (v. 24). Jesus
asks a couple of gently ironic questions that, through obviously negative answers,
stress the inflexibility and austerity of John. Jesus uses the term "prophet" (v. 26)
and adds the role of "messenger" (v. 27) from Malachi 3:1. If John is the
messenger, obviously this forcefully implies the significance of Jesus' own role.
Jesus now puts John into historical perspective. John came in advance of the
kingdom, which has now become a reality (16:16). Great as John was (v. 28), it is
greater to participate in the kingdom than to announce it. We are not to conclude
from this, however, that John himself is excluded. Luke 13:28 says that all the
prophets will be in the kingdom.

29-35 Attention now turns to the response of the people and of their leaders to
John and Jesus also. Observe the contrast between the "people" ( laos , v. 29; see
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comment on 1:17) and the hostile religious leaders. In v. 24 the neutral word
"crowd" is used. The "tax collectors" ( telonai ) are mentioned along with the
"people" as those who stood ready to believe Jesus and thereby to "acknowledge
that God's way was right." Notice that the issue is not only the role of Jesus and
John but the entire counsel of God, whose "purpose [ boulen ] for themselves" (v.
30) was rejected by the "Pharisees and experts in the law [ nomikou ]." John's
baptism was a symbol they chose to reject. The obdurate opposition to each of
God's messengers is described as childish fickleness (v. 32; cf. their earlier
attempt to play John against Jesus, 5:33). The children's words are those of
annoyed leaders who want their friends to play "grownup" and, when the leaders
play cheerful or sad music, pretend that they are at a celebration, like a wedding,
or at a funeral. They become petulant when their friends refuse to play. Jesus and
John, when in confrontation with the Jewish leaders, refused to "play their game"
and so are the object of their taunts. The people not only criticize but exaggerate
the habits both of John (v. 33), calling his asceticism demonic (demons were said
to inhabit the desert where John was), and Jesus (v. 34), calling his
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normal habits of food and drink gluttony and drunkenness. The concluding saying
(v. 35) probably means that those who respond to wisdom prove its rightness (cf.
Notes).
4. Anointed by a sinful woman (7:36-50)
The criticism Jesus has received (v. 34) does not preclude Luke from setting
down another example of Jesus' concern for sinners. The story contrasts a sinner
and a Pharisee. It is similar to another incident (cf. Matt 26:6-13; Mark 14:3-9;
John 12:1-8). A woman brings perfume to Jesus while he is at a banquet hosted
by a Pharisee named Simon (anonymous in John). There are several differences:
the other incident occurs immediately before Jesus' crucifixion, the host is a leper
(Matt and Mark), the woman pours the perfume on Jesus' head (Matt and Mark),
and the controversy centers in the cost of the perfume, not the character of the
woman. The differences are sufficient to require two traditions. Some of the
similarities may he coincidental (e.g., Simon was a common name); others may
be due to cross influence.

36-38 Since he accepted an invitation from a Pharisee (v. 36), Jesus cannot be
accused of spurning the Pharisees socially. The woman (v. 37) took advantage of
the social customs that permitted needy people to visit such a banquet to receive
some of the leftovers. She came specifically to see Jesus, bringing a jar or little
bottle of perfume. Since Jesus was reclining
( kateklithe ) at the table according to custom (v. 36), she prepared to pour the
perfume on his feet (v. 38), a humble act (cf. 3:16). A flow of tears preceded the
outpouring of the perfume; so she wiped his feet lovingly with her hair and,
perhaps impulsively, kissed them before using the per fume.
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39-43 In this masterly narrative, Luke now directs attention to the Pharisee (v.
39). He mulls over the matter and reaches three conclusions: (1) if Jesus were a
prophet he would know what kind of woman was anointing his feet; (2) if he
knew what kind of a woman she was, he would not let her do it; and (3) since he
does let her anoint his feet, he is no prophet and should not be acknowledged as
such. But Jesus does let her expend the perfume on him and does not shun her. He
shows that he does have unique insight into the human heart, for he knows what
the Pharisee is thinking. When Jesus tells Simon his host that he has something to
say to him (v. 40), Simon, perhaps expecting some stock word of wisdom from
his teacher-guest, replies perfunctorily, "Tell me, teacher." The point of the
incident (vv. 41-42) is clear, and Simon is made to give the conclusion that will
condemn him. His "I suppose" (v. 43) probably implies an un easy reluctance.

44-50 Again the woman is the focal point of the narrative. Surprisingly, Jesus
first contrasts her acts of devotion with a lack of special attention on Simon's part
as host (vv. 44-46, cf. Notes). The main point is reached swiftly. Jesus can
declare that her sins (which he does not hesitate to
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say were "many") have been forgiven (v. 47). He can affirm this (v. 48) because
her act of love shows her realization of forgiveness. Her love is not the basis of
forgiveness; her faith is (v. 50). As in the event itself, the forgiveness was
unearned; and it is this fact that elicits her love (cf. note on v. 47). As the episode
ends, attention rapidly shifts from one person to the other. Simon obviously
knows little of either forgiveness or love (v. 47). Jesus pronounces the woman
forgiven. Then he becomes the object of another discussion because he presumes
to absolve her from her sins (v. 49; cf. 5:21). The woman receives his
pronouncement of salvation--"saved" ( sesoken ) is in the perfect tense,
expressing an accomplished fact--and his benediction "go in peace" (v. 50),
traditional and common words that have true meaning only for those who have
been saved by faith (8:48; 17:19; 18:42; cf. Judg 18:6; 1Sam 1:17; 2Sam 15:9; 1
Kings 22:17; Acts 16:36; James 2:16).

5. Parable of the sower (8:1-15)
1-3 The opening verses provide a summary of yet another preaching tour (cf. the
previous circuit described in 4:44). Luke states Jesus' mission both in that passage
and here as announcing the "good news of the kingdom of God." During this
time, Jesus has chosen the "Twelve." Luke is careful to mention them here, as
they will serve as witnesses and authorities in the days following Jesus' ascension.
What is new is the mention of several women who not only accompany Jesus but
share in his support (vv. 2-3). It was not uncommon for ancient itinerant cult
leaders, fortune tellers, and their kind to solicit the financial support of wealthy
women (Lucian, Alexander the False Prophet 6; cf. 2Tim 3:6-7). In this case,
however, it is in a Jewish, not a pagan, culture; and the relationship is morally
pure. Some of these women, at least, had a great debt of love to Jesus, as did the
woman in the preceding incident (7:36-50). Luke does not say that Mary
Magdalene, as often thought, had been a prostitute; she is not identified with the
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woman of 7:36-50. He does refer to her as an object of the grace and power of
God in being released from seven demons. "Joanna the wife of Chuza" is
otherwise unknown, but her presence at the Crucifixion (in contrast to the flight
of most of the disciples) shows her faithfulness. She is the first person connected
with the Meridian household to be mentioned in this Gospel. Later on, the gospel
often reached into distinguished and royal homes through the witness of Christian
servants. It is noteworthy that these women were industrious, in their time truly
"liberated," and helped in the support not only of Jesus but of the Twelve, to
whom the word "them" ( autois ) in v. 3 refers. As in Matthew 13:1-23 and Mark
4:1-20, the sequence in vv. 4-15, is (1) the parable of the sower, (2) Jesus' reason
for using parables, and (3) the interpretation of the parable of the sower. Each part
deals with the mixed response Jesus was receiving from his audiences, a response
also basic in the next two pericopes (vv. 16-18; 19-21). Jesus' realism regarding
the failure of people to believe his message also appears elsewhere in Luke,
notably in the saying
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about the persistent widow and others who cry for vindication. They will receive
justice quickly, but "when the Son of Man comes, will he find faith on the earth?"
(18:8). Jesus explains the present parable and his reasons for using the parabolic
form--both to warn those who neglect the word they hear and to encourage his
disciples when that word is not fully accepted.
4 Luke begins with an observation on the size of the crowds (so also Matt 13:2;
Mark 4:1). But whereas Matthew and Mark specify a location by the lake, Luke
omits this. Instead, he adds to the comment on the crowd by speaking of those
who were coming to Jesus from "town after town." The effect is to help the reader
visualize a large mixed group of people who represent the various types of "soil"
in the parable.
5-8 This particular parable reflects a situation well known to the audience, and the
details of the parable would have immediately been grasped by the hearers. The
very fact that circumstances so familiar need still further comment before the
spiritual meaning is clear underlines the paradox presented in v. 10--namely, that
those who see and hear do not understand. The focal point of the parable has been
variously interpreted. In none of the Gospels is the sower (v. 5; NIV, "farmer")
the center of attention (not even in Mark, though some have taken Mark 4:14 as
directing attention to the sower). Nor is particular stress laid on the seed-certainly not as in the parable of the secretly growing seed (Mark 4:26-29). This
is not to say that the seed is unimportant. On the contrary, it represents the word
of God (v. 11); and the whole act of sowing the seed is proclaiming the gospel of
the kingdom (cf. Mark 4:14). What does catch attention is the variety of soils.
Contrary to what a modern Western perspective might lead us to expect, the
sower is not immediately concerned about the kind of soil. Since plowing
followed sowing in Jesus' culture, the trampled ground where people crossed the
field might later be plowed under with seed; so it is not excluded from the
sowing. The same could be true of young thorn bushes (v. 7). Furthermore, the
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rocky subsoil (v. 6) might not he visible at the time of sowing. The low yield
from the poor soil is overshadowed by the very large yield from the good soil (v.
8)--an encouragement for Jesus' disciples to realize that the ultimate greatness of
the kingdom will make all their efforts worthwhile.

9-10 Here in Luke the disciples' question (v. 9) refers only to this parable, not to
Jesus' larger ministry as in Matthew 13:10 and Mark 4:10. The reference to the
"secrets" ( mysteria , v. 10) occurs in this context in all three Synoptics. Mark
4:11 uses the singular form mysterion ; and Matthew (13:11), like Luke, includes
the word "knowledge" ( gnonai , lit., "to know"). Only in this situation does
mysterion occur in the teachings of Jesus. A word of immense significance in
biblical literature, mysterion is found also in extrabiblical Jewish literature.
Biblical scholars, now freed from the earlier idea that NT references to a
"mystery" derived from the Hellenistic mystery religions, have been finding a
rich meaning in the word. While it occurs in the LXX only in Daniel 2, where
God is praised as the one who reveals secrets (Dan 2:20-23, 28-30), it
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appears in varied frames of reference in the NT. The basic concept of mysterion is
that of the purpose and plan of God, which he works out phase by phase in human
history and through the church. The issues of the problem of evil, suffering, and
the delay of vindication will be resolved when God finally reveals his "secret,"
which is "accomplished" ( etelesthe ) after the "delay"
( chronos ) has ended in Revelation 10:6-7. The "mystery" or "secret" is only
revealed by God's sovereign grace to his people. As Luke says here, "The
knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom of God has been given to you." "To
others" ( tois loipois , lit., "to the rest") is not as specific as Mark's "those on the
outside" ( tois exo , 4:11). The quotation from Isaiah 6:9 in v. 10 "though seeing
... not understand"-- shows that Jesus' teaching is in accord with the consistent
principle in Scripture that those who fail to respond to a saving word from God
will find that they are not only under judgment for rejecting what they have heard
but that they are unable to understand further truth (cf. John 3: 17-19 with John
9:39-41, which contains words similar to Isa 6:9; Exod 8:32, regarding Pharaoh,
with Exod 9:12 and Rom 9:17-18; and see Acts 28:26-27, another quotation from
the Isaiah passage; Matt 7:6; Luke 20:1-8; Rev 22:11). For such, the very parable
that reveals truth to some hides it from them. Given this sober reality, it is all the
more important that the interpretation of the present passage he in full accord
both with the Greek syntax of this sentence and with the whole biblical revelation
of God's character and the way he deals with unbelief (see also B. Lindars, New
Testament Apologetic [Philadelphia: Westminster, 1], pp. 159-67). While "so
that" ( hina , v. 10) may be understood as indicating result, it more normally
indicates purpose. The thought may be that the principle of Isaiah 6:9 may be
fulfilled. Luke does not include the additional difficult words from Isaiah that are
found in Mark 4:12--" otherwise they might turn and be forgiven" (see
commentary on this verse in this vol.)--but instead hastens on to the interpretation
of the parable in question.
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11-12 Having shown the danger of unbelief in v. 10, Jesus now returns to the
parable, explaining why the proclaimed "word of God" (v. 11) fails to bring a
uniform response of faith. Luke's inclusion of the clause "so that they may not
believe and be saved" (v. 12; lacking in Matthew and Mark) reflects his intense
concern regarding salvation. The clause is introduced by hina ("so that"); and
here, unlike its use in v. 10, there is no doubt that it expresses deliberate purpose.
Note the contrast between the devil's purpose and God's purpose (2 Peter 3:9).
13-14 In the next two instances (seed fallen on the rock, v. 13; seed fallen among
thorns, v. 14), there is an initial response. The superficial reception given the
word may be compared to those who "believed" Jesus (John 8:31), only to be
called children of the devil (John 8:44). Obviously they did not go on to true
liberating faith (vv. 31-32). Luke alone among the synoptic writers says these
people actually "believe for a time" ( pros kairon pisteuousin , v. 13; cf. Matt
13:21 and Mark 4:17--"last only a short time"). It is "in the time of testing" ( en
kairo peirasmou ; cf. thlipseos e diogmou ["trouble or persecution"], Matt 13:21;
Mark 4:17) that they "fall away"
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( aphistantai ; cf. the use of skandalizo ["stumble"], Matt 13:21; Mark 4:17). In
all three Synoptics the response is superficial and cannot endure adversity.
Schuyler Brown ( Apostasy and Perseverance , p. 14) would see this as
characteristic of Luke's concern for apostasy under external testing. The third
example (v. 14) has to do, not with adversity, but with distractions, like those
Jesus warned against in Matthew 6:19-34; Luke 11:34-36; 12:22-32; 16:13. The
comment that the hearers in this example "do not mature" ( ou telesphorousin ,
often used of fruit; cf. akarpos ["unfruitful"], Matt 13:22; Mark 4:19) is
comparable to the statements in James 2:14-26 on a "dead" ( nekra , v. 17) and
"useless" ( arge , v. 20) faith and in 2 Peter 1:8 on those who are "ineffective" (
argous ) and "unfruitful" ( akarpous ; NIV, "unproductive"). That this matter of
being fruitful is not simply a matter of the quality of one's Christian life but of
whether one has life at all is suggested by Jesus' parallel teaching on wealth in
Matthew 6:19-34. There the "single [`good'] eye" (see on Luke 11:34) is opposed
to the total darkness that envelops a divided heart (Matt 6: 22-24; cf. Hos 10:1-2:
"Israel was a spreading vine ... their heart is deceitful"). The unresponsive people
described here (v. 14) apparently lack the following essentials to true saving faith:
understanding (Matt 13:23; cf. v. 19), accepting the word (Mark 4:20), and
retaining it (Luke 8:15).

15 Luke's stress on the character of the individual is in contrast to Matthew's
reference (13:23) to "understanding" ( synieis ) the word. This is in accord with
Matthew's interest in comprehending the secrets of the kingdom (cf. Matt 13:11,
14-15, 19-25). The description "noble and good" ( kale kai agathe ) is a Christian
adaptation of an ancient Greek phrase. The word "heart" ( kardia ) means the
spiritual, intellectual, volitional center of a person's being, i.e., the whole person.
This person is marked by singleness of purpose, unlike those of divided heart
mentioned in Hosea 10:1-2 (cf. Ps 101:2 [100:2 LXX]-- en akakia kardias mou
["with blameless heart"] and 1 Chronicles 29:17-19). Jesus' emphasis here is not
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so much on whether a person perseveres but on the kind of person who does
persevere. RSV's "bring forth fruit with patience" ( en hypomone ) is more literal
and perhaps more accurate than NIV's "by persevering produce a crop."
6. Parable of the lamp (8:16-18)
This section contains three distinct sayings. The order of the sayings is the same
in Mark and Luke, but Matthew places the first two in entirely different contexts.
The considerable dissimilarities in wording between the Gospels suggest that the
sayings were repeated on many occasions and written down separately.
16-17 Here the theme is the same as that of vv. 11-15--viz., that what is genuine
can and will be tested for its authenticity. If What is "hidden" (v. 17) is evil, this
saying affirms that God's
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judgment on those referred to in v. 10 and in vv. 12-15 will be just. If what is
"hidden" is good, the saying may refer to the truth of Jesus' private teachings to
his disciples, which they are exhorted to proclaim publicly More likely it
indicates that God's truth, now partially hidden from those who reject it, will one
day be publicly vindicated. The absurdity of lighting a lamp (v. 16) only to hide it
reinforces the point.
18 In Matthew 13:11 this saying relates to personal response to the proclamation
of the kingdom of heaven. There the meaning is that those who accept the
message of the kingdom will also be given the knowledge of the "secret," but
those who reject it will lose even the opportunity of hearing more teaching. Here
Luke has the verse in a different setting, though its meaning may well be the same
as in Matthew. Notice the additional word "think" in Luke: "even what he thinks
he has."
7. Jesus' true family (8:19-21)
19-21 Matthew and Mark continue with parabolic teaching at this point, but Luke
turns to an incident Matthew and Mark locate at the conclusion of the Beelzebub
controversy. When he comes to this controversy (11:14-28), Luke inserts
something different, though on the same theme of obedience to God's word. Here
the theme of obedience appropriately continues vv. 515.
Jesus is not, of course, dishonoring his family (vv. 19-20) but honoring those who
obey God
(v. 21). The incident Luke now gives us teaches a profound lesson about how
believers may be near to the Lord Jesus. Most Christians would probably say that
we come closest to him through prayer and reading the Bible. But with searching
practicality Jesus says that the way to be close to him--even as close as his own
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family--is through being receptive to ("hearing") God's word and then doing it.
Hours of praying and reading the Bible will not bring disobedient Christians as
close to the Lord as doing his truth brings even the simplest believer. Elsewhere
Luke shows the place family must take in the life of one who desires to be Jesus'
disciple (14: 25-26).
8. Calming the storm (8:22-25)
Luke resumes the sequence of narratives illustrating the powerful, authoritative
word of Jesus (notice esp. 8:25, 29, 32, 54; cf. 4:36). Jesus exercises his power
against natural forces, demons, illness, and death. Then he delegates this power to
his disciples (9:1-2). Schurmann
( Das Lukasevangelium , 1:472-73) groups the incidents in 8:22-56 as a trilogy of
"Grosswunder" ("great miracles") that are " fast johanneische " sëmeia" ("almost
Johannine signs").
The story itself is noteworthy for its vividness and for its portrayal of the Lord
Jesus in
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complete control of himself and his environment. The climax comes not with the
miracle itself but with the question of the disciples (v. 25) concerning the identity
of the Master. It is a nature miracle, marking the first time in Luke that Jesus
applied his power to a nonliving object rather than to a person. Jesus is affirming
sovereignty over storm and sea as God did in the Exodus.
22-23 Luke omits some of the detail found in Mark, including a specific reference
to the time of day. His words "Let us go over to the other side of the lake" (v. 22)
should have assured the disciples that they would indeed complete their trip
across the water (as the Jews did in the Exodus). Luke uses vivid language, as
Mark does, to describe the fury of the storm. Luke mentions the wind three times
(vv. 23, 24, 25). This was an intense squall ( lailaps anemou , lit., "windstorm of
wind"), such as characteristically swept down on the Sea of Galilee, which lies in
a shallow basin rimmed by hills. Luke mentions earlier in the narrative than do
Matthew and Mark that Jesus was asleep. This placement heightens the contrast
between the turmoil of the storm and Jesus' peaceful rest.
24-25 The fear and unbelief of the disciples is in contrast not only to the calm of
their Master but also to the endurance they themselves should have had in "the
time of testing" (cf. v. 13). Even so, in Luke's account Jesus does not say, "Do
you still have no faith?" as in Mark 4:40, but only, "Where is your faiths" (v. 25).
The double "Master, Master" (v. 24) expresses both respect and terror (contrast
the less respectful question in Mark 4:38). The fear of being lost at sea is a
common human fear and typical of helplessness in the immensity of life (cf. Ps
107:23-31). Also the Christian church has thought of herself as a boat navigating
treacherous waters. Jesus' miracle would have had special meaning during the
unsettling and threatening conditions the church encountered through
persecutions during its early period. The question of the disciples, "Who is this?"
serves to show not only their amazement but also the slowness of their
apprehension of the "Master's" true identity. This question not only marks the
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climax of this story but is a key question in Luke. In fact, because Luke omits a
large amount of material found in Mark (6:45-8:26, which otherwise would come
between v. 17 and v. 18 of Luke 9), he can move quickly from the next
occurrence of this question (9:9) to the question at Caesarea Philippi: "Who do
you say I am?" (9:20).

9. Healing a demon-possessed man (8:26-39)
This narrative provides the strongest expression yet of the power of Jesus against
the forces of evil. (A previous instance of Jesus' casting out demons [4:33-35]
offered little descriptive comment.) Luke gives us far more detail than Matthew,
though not quite as much as Mark, and provides a lively, forceful picture of the
destructive effects of demon possession. If a raging sea is a threat, demonic force
is much worse. Not only the power of the kingdom (11:20), but also the power of
the Messiah to release the captives of the kingdom of darkness move against this
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demonic force. The very narrative that describes this power of Jesus grips the
reader. First, there are several progressive levels of action (in both Luke and
Mark) involving the demoniac, the demons, the swine, the townspeople, and
finally the demoniac after his healing. Second, Luke by his literary skill has
inserted part of the description of the demoniac's past life in between the fines of
dialogue to heighten the readers' awareness of the man's helplessness under
demonic control.
26-29 "They sailed" (v. 26) connects this episode with the previous one,
suggesting the accomplishment of the goal stated in v. 22. If the purpose of the
trip across the lake was to liberate the demoniac (no other activity is recorded in
the region of the Gerasenes), we are probably to understand the storm at sea as
the deliberate at tempt of evil forces to prevent Jesus' arrival, though biblical
teaching is not clear on this point. Also, the connection between the calming of
the sea and the healing of the demoniac is more likely to underscore the sequence
of Jesus' mighty works rather than suggest a continuum of demonic activity (cf. v.
40). The NIV has adopted the reading "Gerasenes" (cf. Notes). Luke may have
added the clause at the end of v. 26 simply as a geographical explanation. Yet the
fact that the locale was in Gentile territory is especially important to Luke as
validating the Christian mission to Gentiles. Verse 27 implies that the man was
right by the shore when Jesus arrived. In vv. 27 and 29 we have a classic
description of demon possession. The symptoms of such possession are like those
of certain psychic illnesses known today, but Luke does not confuse illness with
demon possession (cf. 4:40-41), though he does link the two when appropriate.
Certain effects of demon possession cited in this passage are (1) disregard for
personal dignity (nakedness), (2) social isolation, (3) retreat to the simplest kind
of shelter (caves, often containing tombs, were also used for shelter by the very
poor), (4) demons' recognition of Jesus' deity, (5) demonic control of speech, (6)
shouting, and (7) extraordinary strength. The basic tragedy of the demoniac lay
not in mental or physical symptoms; in his case a human being was con trolled by
powers totally antithetical to God, his kingdom, and the kingdom blessings of
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"righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit" (Rom 14:17). The term "Most
High God" (v. 28) appears in the NT in an orthodox sense, as in the OT (Gen
14:18-22; Num 24:16; Isa 14:14; Dan 3:26; 4:2), and also as a general term for
deity apart from worship (contrast Luke 1:32, 35, 76, with Acts 16:17). Here it is
used in the latter sense. The words "fell at his feet" do not indicate worship: the
plea "I beg you: don't torture me!"
(v. 28) along with the dialogue in vv. 30-31 make it clear that the man's words
and actions are not his own. The "torture" (from basanizo , which can indicate
either physical or mental torture) is presumable that of being cast into the
"Abyss" (cf. v. 31), or else the advance threat of that fate. Matthew 8:29 adds
"before the appointed time," i.e., the eventual judgment of Satan and his followers
after his incarceration in the Abyss (Rev 20:1-3, 10; cf. the intertestamental
literature: 1 Enoch 15-16; Jub 10:8-9; T Levi 18:12).
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30-31 Jesus was not actually an exorcist, because he did not need formulas nor
invoke the authority of another in driving out demons. Therefore his asking the
demoniac's name (v. 30) should not be interpreted as an attempt to control the
demons through knowing their host's name. That was pagan magical procedure.
Moreover, it is not clear whether Jesus asked the name of the man or of the
demons, though the response comes from the latter. "Legion" was not normally
used as a proper name. It refers to a Roman military unit consisting of thousands
of soldiers (the precise number varied). Thus "Legion" implies that there were
many demons. As for "Abyss" ( abyssos , v. 31), the word has a long history and
varied meanings ranging from the idea of primeval chaos to the abode and prison
of evil beings (cf. Notes).
32-39 When the demons entered them, the swine were carried into the lake (v.
33). In ancient thought, waters of the sea or a large lake was one form of the
Abyss. The cosmology behind this, however, is not clear; nor is it clear that the
demons, intent on carrying out their destructive work even on animals, met the
fate they wanted to avoid. The episode of the pigs, often considered a legendary
accretion, is integral to the present narrative in two ways. Theologically, it
completes the cycle just described. Psychologically, it is essential for
understanding the complex response of the towns people. The report of what
happened to the swine (vv. 34, 36) first triggered the people's fear, which merged
into overwhelming awe on seeing the former demoniac "dressed and in his right
mind" (vv. 35, 37). But what about the ethical aspect of the pigs' destruction?
Obviously the good of the man was more important than that of the pigs.
Moreover, the demons them selves insisted on entering the pigs; Jesus permitted
them to do this but did not actively send them there. Inevitably the discussion
moves from exegesis to theology and the problem of evil--why it exists and why
God in his wisdom, power, and love permits evil in this world. The narrative does
not say that the demons were destroyed so that they could never again be at large.
The biblical references to the Abyss connote that God may allow evil beings to go
abroad from there, just as Satan, though defeated, still roams the earth (1 Peter
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5:8). In any event, once the demons are off the scene, attention centers on the man
and Jesus (vv. 38-39). Now healed and a new man (observe the contrast between
vv. 27-29 and 35), the former demoniac is commissioned by Jesus, not to go with
him as a disciple, but to be a witness where he lived. Jesus has different ways for
different believers to serve him (cf. John 21:21-22).

10. Jesus' power to heal and restore life (8:40-56)
The third part of the section on Jesus' power is composed of two intertwined
stories--a pattern of alternation common to all the synoptic accounts and
apparently one that goes back to the tradition (see Introduction: Method of
Composition). We must ask why the two events are so closely connected. In both,
the power and compassion of Jesus are notably displayed. Also, in both we see
the importance of faith. Another point of comparison may be that Jairus's
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daughter was about twelve years old, while the woman (vv. 43-48) had suffered a
hemorrhage the same period of time. Perhaps we ought also to reflect on the
tension created for Jesus and his disciples by the two pressing needs: prevention
of impending death, and helping a pathetic woman whose illness had isolated her
from normal life and relationships.
40-42a The words "Now when Jesus returned" (v. 40) establish a continuity with
the preceding episodes and alert the reader to this sequence of Jesus' mighty
works. Once again Luke shows us the popularity of Jesus. The only recent event
to have caused such expectation was the episode in Gerasene territory, word of
which must have spread immediately. The present section now before us ends, by
contrast, with Jesus' command not to speak of the girl's healing (v. 56). As a
leader of the synagogue, Jairus was locally prominent (v. 41; cf. Notes). In the
extremity of his need, he humbled himself as a suppliant. Luke describes the girl
as Jairus's "only" ( mono genes ) daughter (v. 42a). The term "only" (or "one and
only," as in John 3:16 NIV) adds to the pathos, as it is used in Scripture to
designate an only child who has died or is in mortal danger (cf. note on 7:12). The
further detail "about twelve" points out that in Jewish society she was about to
become a young lady of marriageable age. This intensifies the poignancy.
42b-46 The "crowds" ( ochloi ), now an integral part of the narrative, cover the
woman's furtive approach to Jesus (42b). The verbs "almost crushed" (
synepnigon ), "crowding" ( synechousin ,
v. 45), and "pressing against" ( apothlibousin ) bring the scene to life. Luke does
not specify the nature of the "bleeding" (v. 43), which is usually taken to have
been a gynecological problem. The restrictions imposed by Leviticus 15:25-33
and by Jewish custom (codified in M Zabim ) would have radically affected the
woman's life. But her primary problem was the discomfort and embarrassment of
her prolonged malady. If Luke did not mention the failure of the physicians to
help the woman (v. 43; cf. Mark 5:26) because he was one himself, that would be
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understandable. Yet the omission may be of no more significance than others (as
in v. 42; cf. Mark 5:23). More serious questions are raised by (1) the woman's
touching his cloak (v. 44), as though magical power could be transferred, and (2)
by Jesus' awareness of the transfer of power apparently without knowledge of
who had done this (vv. 45-46). As to the first, the intrusion of Hellenistic ideas
and superstitions may indeed have influenced her action; but Jesus did not quench
the "smoldering wick" (Matt 12:20) of her faith; instead, he fanned it into flame
(v. 48). Elsewhere it is implied that God honored even stranger expressions of
faith, presumably because imperfect knowledge did not hinder confidence in the
Lord himself (cf. Acts 5:14; 19:11-12). Regarding Jesus' awareness of the transfer
of some of his power, his question (v. 45) need not imply ignorance of the
woman's identity but only his intention of singling her out. The dialogue (vv. 45b46) suggests that he knew only the fact that power had been transferred. (Just as
Jesus was the bearer of the Spirit [see comment on 3:22], so he was the bearer of
the power of God.) While at times he chose to heal people who had not expressed
any faith, the reverse
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seems to be true here--viz., that someone with faith in him drew on his power
without his conscious selection of that person. Since he bore the very power of
God, and since God the Father had not assumed the voluntary human limitations
the incarnate Son had, God could have extended his healing power through his
Son even though Jesus may not yet have been aware of the woman's identity.
"Power has gone out from me" (v. 46) does not mean that Jesus' power was
thereby diminished, as though it were a consumable commodity.
47-48 The woman had desired to go unnoticed (v. 47), possibly because of the
embarrassment of her illness or because of her audacity in breaking her ritual
isolation to touch Jesus' cloak. Her public confession of faith may constitute the
purpose for which Jesus asked, "Who touched me?"
(v. 45). Jesus prefaced his traditional words of benediction (v. 48) by words of
grace (see comment on 7:50).
49-50 The episode of the sick woman delayed Jesus until word of the death of
Jairus's daughter reached him (v. 49). Yet the woman's healing also paved the
way for Jesus' words in v. 50.
51-56 It was only on particular occasions that Jesus selected Peter, James, and
John alone (v.
51) to be with him--e.g., at the Transfiguration (Matt 17:1; Mark 9:2; Luke 9:28)
and in Gethsemane (Matt 26:37; Mark 14:33). The secrecy involved and the
command to silence (v.
56) may seem incomprehensible to some apart from the awkward theory of the
"messianic secret" (see comments on 7:20-23; 9:21 and on Mark 9:9 in this
volume). In actuality Jesus often tried to avoid publicity to prevent premature or
misguided declarations of his messiahship from being made. Of course, it would
be hard to keep silent about the girl's restoration to active life, but the use of the
word "asleep" (v. 52) might have diverted the attention of the mourners and
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others from Jesus to the girl. While Jesus' statement "she is ... asleep" ( katheudei
) meant that her death was not forever but only till the Resurrection (cf. John
11:11; 1Thess 4:13-14), the others probably assumed that she had, after all only
been in a coma. If they thought she was only revived, not raised from death, Jesus
could thus reserve the public acknowledgment of his messiahship till the proper
time. But the words "her spirit returned" (v. 55) plainly imply that the child
actually was dead. Because of these words, Marshall ( Gospel of Luke , p. 348)
suggests that the miracle is not to be described as a resuscitation of a body but as
the calling back of the girl's spirit. The secrecy of this miracle is in contrast with
the public nature of the raising of the young man from Nain (7:16-17).
11. Sending out the Twelve (9:1-6)
Luke describes the mission of the Twelve in less detail than does Matthew, who
presents it as one of his five major discourses. Some of the instructions that
appear in Matthew 10:1-10 (as well as the saying about the harvest in Matt 9:3738) are not found here in Luke 9 but rather
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among the instructions to the group of seventy-two Jesus sent out (Luke 10:1-12).
There are a large number of verbal similarities between the accounts in Matthew
10, Mark 6, Luke 9, and Luke 10, along with some apparent discrepancies (see
comments on each passage in this volume of EBC). The usual approach to these
textual phenomena is to postulate an intertwining of traditions. There is also the
possibility that Jesus gave approximately similar instructions on different
occasions, and that parts of these instructions were also repeated in the early
church as normative guidelines. (For example, the teaching in Matt 10:10 about
the worker being worth his keep is repeated in Luke 10:7; 1Cor 9:14; 1Tim 5:18;
and in Didache 13:1.) What is described in these "sending" passages in the
Gospels is not appointment to a permanent office but commissioning for an
immediate task. The practice of sending a man on a mission empowered to act
with full authority on behalf of the sender is known from the Talmud (j Hagigah
1.8). Such an appointment could therefore be repeated using words essentially
similar though varying in detail. The common theme that is found in the biblical
passages cited above, and in others such as 3John 5-7, is that the servants of
Christ should go forth, not seeking support from unbelievers, but trusting God
completely to supply their needs through his people.
1-2 The "Twelve" ( dodeka ) receive both the "power" ( dynamis ) and the
"authority" ( exousia ) to do works of the sort Jesus has performed in the episodes
Luke has thus far reported. Luke includes the word dynamis , which does not
occur in either Matthew 10 or Mark 6. While the word dynamis itself is not
usually prominent in Luke's vocabulary (it is absent in 9:27, but the parallel in
Mark 9:1 has it), nevertheless signs and wonders are important in his books,
especially in Acts. This is because Luke stresses the validation of the Gospel by,
among other means, the apostles' miraculous power as God's messengers. Others
were claiming supernatural powers (cf. the Jewish sorcerer Bar-Jesus, or Elymas,
and the itinerant Jewish exorcists, Acts 13:6-10; 19:13); so it was necessary for
Jesus' disciples to have both "authority" ( exousia ) and "power" ( dynamis ). This
principle appears in a different context in Luke 5:24. The connection between
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casting out demons and the coming of the kingdom is not as clear there as in
11:20; but the double mention of the ministry of healing here in 9:1-2 suggests
that relationship. The authority of the Twelve extends over "all" ( panta )
demons. None is too powerful for them.
3 The instructions indicate the urgency of the task. The severely limited
provisions Jesus allows the Twelve to take with them may be intended to express
their dependence on God alone. Without bread or money they would need to be
given daily food. The forbidden "bag" ( pera ) may be the kind frequently used by
itinerant philosophers and religious mendicants for begging (cf. Notes). The
disciples are learning to trust God for food, protection, and shelter. (See comment
on the apparent reverse of these instructions in Luke 22:3.)
4 The disciples should receive hospitality graciously. Hospitality was important
as well as necessary in days of difficult travel conditions and poor
accommodations at inns. The disciples
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are not to move about from house to house, a practice that might gain them more
support but would insult their hosts. In "The Passing of Peregrinus," the satirist
Lucian described a Cynic preacher Peregrinus, who for a time pretended to be a
Christian and lived off the generosity of Christian hosts. The Didache (chs. 1112) also warns of wandering false prophets and contains careful instructions
about receiving prophets.

5 The disciples will also encounter those who refuse them a welcome. As a
solemn symbol of judgment, the disciples are to shake the dust of an unresponsive
town off their feet, just as Jewish travelers might do on returning from pagan
territory (SBK, 1:571). This action expressed symbolically what Jesus would say
about Korazin and Bethsaida in 10:13-15. Jesus himself later wept over
Jerusalem's unresponsiveness (19:41). Elsewhere, Jesus specifies the kind of
person who is to have the privilege of supporting the disciples. He must be a
"worthy [ axios ] person" (Matt 10:11), a "man of peace" ( huios eirenes , lit.,
"son of peace," Luke 10:16). such a person is clearly in sympathy with the
message brought by Jesus' disciples.

6 Luke concludes this section with a summary of the mission of the Twelve,
including another reference to preaching and healing. Their instructions had not
included any limitation of scope such as in Matthew 10:5. "Everywhere" (
pantachou ) may even indicate the opposite.
12. Herod's perplexity (9:7-9)
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Jesus has come to the end of his great Galilean ministry. The subsequent events
take place to the north and east of Galilee and culminate in the confession of
Jesus' messiahship, followed by the first passion prediction (vv. 19-27). These
events are related more fully in Mark 6:30-8:26 along with other episodes Luke
chose not to include, perhaps (1) because of their similarity with the other
examples of Jesus' ministry he includes elsewhere, (2) because of the limitations
of space, and (3) in order to move quickly to Peter's confession in 9:18-21. It is
also possible that Luke used an earlier draft of Mark that lacked these parts, but
this cannot be proved. Luke does include the event that is most important for his
purpose, the feeding of the five thousand (9: 10-17). And here, prior to that
narrative, he states that Herod "was perplexed" ( dieporei ) about Jesus. This is of
great importance in the sequence of Luke's Gospel because it introduces the
question "Who then is this ... ?" (v. 9; cf. Mark 6:16, where Herod answers his
own question). This all-important question is picked up again in vv. 18-20.
7-9 "All that was going on" ( ta ginomena panta , v. 7) probably refers to the
activities of both Jesus (cf: Matt 14:1) and the disciples on their mission. In
Matthew 14:2 and Mark 6:14, Herod is interested in the "powers" ( dynameis )
Jesus was reputed to have. (On the identity of Herod
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the tetrarch, see comments on 3:1. Luke uses the proper official title.) The
questions of Jesus' identity and also of the reappearance of a dead prophet (v. 8)
are reintroduced in vv. 18-19 and parallels (cf. John 1:19-22). John the Baptist is
naturally on Herod's mind (and doubtless also on his conscience). Luke makes
only a brief reference to John's execution (cf. 3:19-20, described more fully in
Matt 14:3-12; Mark 6:17-29). Herod was not able to see Jesus (v. 9) but had his
curiosity satisfied when Pilate sent Jesus to him (23:8-11).
13. Feeding the five thousand (9:10-17)
The fact that this miracle is in all four Gospels indicates its importance. Luke's
account is sparse and straightforward, a little shorter than Mark's, though
including some additional words
(e.g., on the kingdom, v. 11).
10 The return of the disciples is the occasion for Jesus' withdrawal to Bethsaida
(for the purpose of resting, according to Mark 6:31). This town was on the
northeast side of the lake outside Herod's territory. Only Luke mentions its name.
11 The image of the shepherd in the parallels (Mark 6:34; cf. Matt 14:14) is here
replaced by that of the Savior who "welcomed" ( apodexamenos ) all who came
and told them about the kingdom. Thus even a time set aside for rest becomes an
opportunity to fulfill the purpose expressed in Luke 4:43. As in Matthew 14:14,
Luke mentions healings. He presents Jesus as having ministered to the total needs
of people as he taught, healed, and fed those who came to him.
12-13 Each of the Synoptics records the disciples' unimaginative suggestion that
the crowds be sent away to find their own food (v. 12; Matt 14:15; Mark 6:36)
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and Jesus' response, "You give them something to eat" (v. 13; Matt 14:16; Mark
6:37), putting the responsibility back on the disciples. The loaves ( artoi ) were a
basic food, often eaten stuffed with fish ( ichthys ) from the Sea of Galilee.
14-17 The crowd was much greater than five thousand, since there were that
many men ( andres , v. 14), plus women and children (Matt 14:21). Luke briefly
summarizes the miracle, showing the orderliness of the distribution, Jesus' thanks
(v. 16, providing a lasting example for Christian table fellowship in the presence
of God), and the adequacy of the food (v. 17). Luke's description of the miracle
does not direct attention to the Lord's Supper, though there are some common
factors.
D. Climax of Jesus' Galilean Ministry (9:18-50)
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1. Peter's confession of Christ (9:18-21)
Luke moves directly from the miracle of multiplying the loaves and fishes, which
pointed to Jesus' messiahship, to Peter's confession of that messiahship. To do
this, Luke omits, or includes elsewhere, the material in Mark 6:45-8:26 (cf.
comments on 9:7-9). If the priority of Mark (or Matthew) is assumed, questions
regarding the genuineness and literary history of this narrative properly belong to
the study of those Gospels (cf. comments on Matt 16:13-20; Mark 8:27-30 in this
volume.) However, it is important to recognize the contextual integrity of its
position at this point in Luke, following Herod's question about Jesus' identity (v.
9) and the feeding of the five thousand, with its messianic implications. It leads
directly to the transfiguration narrative through the natural transition of v. 28.
Theologically, this is the most important statement thus far in Luke. It is the first
time a disciple refers to Jesus as Messiah (cf. 2:11, 26; 3:15; 4:41). Observe that
immediately after Peter's great declaration, Jesus predicts his rejection, death, and
resurrection (v. 22), thus shedding light on the implications of his messiahship.

18-19 Luke's introduction to the dialogue between Jesus and his disciples is
unique in two respects: he omits reference to Caesarea Philippi and inserts a
reference to Jesus at prayer (v. 18; cf. Matt 17:13; Mark 8:27). The omission is
surprising because one might have expected Luke, with his interest in the Gentile
world, to show Jesus' penetration of the area of Caesarea, where extant
inscriptions still show the influence of Hellenistic religion. On the contrary, Luke
apparently disconnects Peter's confession from time and space in order to
emphasize the link between the miraculous feeding and also Jesus' intimate
fellowship with God, as exemplified in his praying. This is one of the insights
Luke gives us into Jesus' prayer life (cf. 3:21; 6:12; 11:1). Jesus asks for the
opinion of the "crowds" ( ochloi , in place of anthropoi ["men"], Matt 16:13;
Mark 8:27), a word Luke frequently uses to draw attention to the uncommitted
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masses of people who heard Jesus. The responses (v. 19) echo the rumors
expressed in vv. 7-8.
20 "Christ" ( Christos ) represents the Hebrew word for "anointed" and was first
an adjective before it came to be used as a proper name. Its OT occurrences with
the idea of a coming anointed King include Psalm 2:2 and Daniel 9:26. The idea,
with out the title, appears in such passages as Isaiah 9:6-7; 11:1-16. The
additional words "of God" in Luke do not explicitly express sonship as does the
longer phrase in the parallel in Matthew 16:17, but they do emphasize Jesus'
divine commission.
21 The command not to tell others (cf. comments on 8:51-56) probably stems
from two circumstances: (1) the Jewish people, chafing under the domination of
Rome, were all too ready to join a messianic revolutionary; and (2) there was
apparently an understanding that one should not claim messiahship for himself
but should first do the works of the Messiah and then be
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acclaimed as such by others (see Longenecker, Early Jewish Christianity , pp.
71ff.). The idea that Mark had imposed a motif of secrecy (the so-called
messianic secret) on the tradition of Jesus' teachings is neither a necessary nor a
provable hypothesis for explaining Jesus' commands to silence in Mark and the
other Gospels (cf. comments on 7:20-23; 8:56).
2. The suffering and glory of the Son of Man (9:22-27)
22 This statement is known as the first passion prediction. Although there had
been foreshadowings of a dark fate for Jesus--Simeon's prediction (2:35) and
Jesus' statement about the bridegroom (5:35)--here in Jesus' words is the first
explicit recitation in Luke of the sequence of events at the close of his life. Some
scholars find it difficult to accept the authenticity of such a prediction. Arguments
pro and con tend to revolve around subjective judgments as to what Jesus might
or might not have foreseen at this point in his ministry and what may or may not
have been added editorially. The entire following teaching on discipleship
requires some basic under standing of the Passion and, indeed, of the Crucifixion,
since Jesus mentions the Cross (v.
23). The use of the term "Son of Man" in vv. 22, 26 is understandable, assuming
that (1) Jesus used it frequently, (2) that he used it especially in connection with
his passion, and (3) that the occurrence of the term in Matthew 16:14 is not
editorial but reflects Jesus' actual use of it in his initial question to the disciples.
23 The person who wants to be Jesus' disciple--viz., "come after me" ( opiso mou
erchesthai )-- can only truly be said to "follow" ( akoloutheito ) him when he has
made and implemented a radical decision to "deny" ( arnesastho ) himself. This
verb functions as a polar opposite to the verb "confess" ( homologeo ), which has
the sense of acknowledging a thing or a person. We should therefore on the one
hand "confess" Christ, i.e., acknowledge him and identify ourselves with him, but
on the other hand "deny" ourselves. This means that as Christians we will not set
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our desires and our will against the right Christ has to our lives. It does not mean
cultivating a weak, nonassertive personality or merely denying ourselves certain
pleasures. Further more, we are to recognize that we now live for the sake of
Christ, not for our own sake. The next words about the daily cross explain and
intensify this principle. A condemned criminal was forced to carry one bar of his
cross to the place of execution. He was "on a one-way journey. He d not be back"
(Morris, Luke , p. 170). To take up the cross daily is to live each day, not for self,
but for Christ.
24-26 These two statements (vv. 24-25) show the futility of clinging to one's
"life" ( psyche ), because that, paradoxically, would result in losing the very self
one wants to preserve. In contrast, the person who invests his life for God finds
that, like the kernel of wheat planted in the ground John 12:24), the "buried" life
is not lost after all. Jesus next uses a "magnificent hyperbole" (Morris, Luke , p.
170) to emphasize his point. The world the disciple is willing to
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forfeit rather than lose his "very self" is, after all, to be succeeded by the new
order when the Son of Man comes in glory (v. 26). If one seeks gain by letting the
world's view of Christ make him ashamed of the Lord, he rightly draws a
corresponding response from the glorified Son of Man. Mention of the fact that
the glory is Christ's own, along with that of the Father and of the angels,
heightens the contrast with the shame Christ experienced in the world.
27 This is a perplexing verse. "Some who are standing here" ( tines ton autou
hestekoton ) may refer to the disciples as a group as opposed to the crowd, or to
some of the disciples as opposed to the rest of the disciples. Marshall ( Gospel of
Luke , in loc.) argues well for the former. But both are possible. Even if the larger
group from whom the "some" are selected is broader than the Twelve, that does
not mean that the select group includes all or even most of the Twelve. There
have been a number of different proposals as to what specific experience Jesus
had in mind when he said these words. If he meant the future consummation of a
literal kingdom, he would have been mistaken, as that has not yet occurred. He
may have meant Pentecost, for the coming of the Spirit brought the dynamic of
the kingdom (Mark 9:1 has the word "power"
[ dynamis ]), but the imagery is not obvious. The resurrection of Christ declared
him "with power to be the Son of God" (Rom 1:4), but that event does not seem
to be understood in Scripture as an expression of the kingdom as such. It is true
that Pentecost and the Resurrection are expressions of the same power, by which
the kingdom of God proved itself over the kingdom of Satan and his demons in
Jesus' casting out of demons. There is, however, another event, the
Transfiguration (vv. 28-36), which Luke is about to describe, that may suit the
saying better. It focuses even more sharply on the kingdom. The Transfiguration
is, among other things, a preview of the Parousia, which event is clearly
connected with the reign of Christ (see comment below on vv. 28-36). Moreover,
the specific reference to the brief interval of time between this saying and the
Transfiguration, which is made even more specific by Luke--"about eight days
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after Jesus said this" (v. 28)--tightens the connection between the saying and that
event. In 2 Peter 1:16-18, Peter mentions in connection with the Transfiguration
the elements of power and the coming of Jesus that are associated with the
kingdom. If Jesus was referring to the Transfiguration in this saying, then the
"some" who would not die before seeing the kingdom were Peter, James, and
John, who saw Jesus transfigured. Why Jesus said they would "not taste death"
before participating in an event only days away is perplexing. But he may have
chosen those words because most people despaired of seeing the glory of the
kingdom in their lifetime.

3. The Transfiguration (9:28-36)
This glorious transformation of the appearance of Christ is the most significant
event between his birth and passion. In each of the synoptic Gospels, it stands as
a magnificent christological
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statement. Both the transformation itself and the divine commentary expressed in
the Voice from heaven declare Jesus Christ to be the beloved Son of God. Luke
emphasizes a further dimension of the event--the suffering that lay ahead of God's
chosen Servant. Luke does this both through the conversation of Moses and
Elijah (vv. 30-31) and through a slightly different wording of the message of the
Voice. In addition to the main elements of the Transfiguration itself and the
words from heaven, the narrative contains several motifs of deep significance: the
eight day interlude (v. 28), the mountain, Moses and Elijah (v. 30) Jesus'
impending "departure" ( exodos , v. 31), the shelters (v. 33), and the cloud (v. 34).
Two frames of reference will help us understand these motifs. One is the Exodus
of the people of Israel from Egypt with the events at Mount Sinai, especially
Moses' experience on the mount (Exod 24). The other is the second coming of
Christ, the "Parousia" (cf. reference in v.
26). These two frames of reference--one past, the other future--will help us
understand the biblical imagery the events of the transfiguration episode would
have brought to the minds of the disciples and all later readers familiar with
Scripture. There seems to be a pattern involving the two adjoining sections--vv.
18-27 and vv. 28-36. Three themes are stated and then repeated in reverse
(chiastic) order. The first theme is the affirmation of Jesus' identity as the
Messiah (v. 20); the second is the prediction of his passion
(v. 22); and the third is the promise of his glory (v. 26). In the transfiguration
narratives the order is reversed (not only in Luke, but also, except for the words
about his "departure," in Matthew and Mark), and the three themes are portrayed
dramatically. The third theme, that of Jesus' glory, is first portrayed (v. 29). The
prediction of his passion is confirmed by the conversation between Moses and
Elijah (v. 30). The identity of Jesus is the subject of the heavenly proclamation (v.
35).
28 Luke's note on the passage of time--"about eight days after Jesus said this" (
meta tous logous toutous hsei hemerai okto , lit., "after these words about eight
days")--is less precise than "after six days" in Matthew and Luke. It is obviously
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an alternative way of indicating the passage of approximately one week. However
commentators have not agreed as to any specific reason for the different wording.
Luke is, as pointed out above, more precise than the other Synoptics in linking the
Transfiguration with Jesus' preceding sayings by a specific reference to Jesus'
"words." There may be an allusion here to the time Moses waited on Mount Sinai
for the revelation of God (Exod 24:15-16). This is even more likely in Matthew
and Mark, where the phrase "after six days" corresponds directly to the period
Moses waited. Peter, James, and John had been taken into Jesus' confidence
elsewhere, e.g., at 8:51 and in the Garden of Gethsemane (Mark 14:33). Luke
uses the definite article to ("the") with "mountain," from which we may infer that
the original readers knew what location he had in mind. On the other hand, the
construction might indicate that Luke uses "mountain" symbolically. Symbolism
is not infrequent in references to mountains, in Matthew especially; but this does
not rule out a specific geographical location. The locale of the Transfiguration
could have been any
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high mountain (Mark 9:2; cf. Notes). The article with oros ("mountain") is
normal in similar grammatical constructions in the Gospels (except for Matt
5:14). If we think of the Exodus as a frame of reference, then Sinai is
symbolically in mind, if the Parousia then the Mount of Olives may be
symbolized (Zech 14:4; Acts 1:10-12). Once again Luke mentions that Jesus is at
prayer, an observation repeated in v. 29 but absent from the account in Matthew
17:1-2; Mark 9:2.

29 Luke omits the actual word "transfigured" ( metemorphothe , used in Matt
17:2, Mark 9:2), possibly to avoid a term that might have suggested Hellenistic
ideas of an epiphany, the appearance of a god. Instead he describes the
remarkable alteration of Jesus' face and the dazzling whiteness of his clothing,
"bright as a flash of lightning" ( exastrapton ).
30-31 Moses and Elijah also appear in this scene of supernatural glory (NIV,
"glorious splendor," en doxe , lit., "in glory," only in Luke). Nevertheless, Luke
still describes them in ordinary human terminology ( andres , "men"; cf. 24:4 and
comments). Scholars debate the significance of Moses' and Elijah's presence. The
old view that they represent the Law and the Prophets respectively does not do
justice to the rich associations each name has in Jewish thought. Moses had a
mountaintop experience at Sinai; his face shone (Exod 34:30; 2Cor 3:7); he was
not only a lawgiver but also a prophet--indeed the prototype of Jesus (Deut
18:18). Elijah was not only a prophet but was also related to the law of Moses as
symbolizing the one who would one day turn people's hearth back to the covenant
(Mal 4:4-6). In Jewish thought, Elijah was an eschatological figure, that is, one
associated with the end times. So one may say that in the transfiguration scene
Moses is a typological figure who reminds us of the past (the Exodus), Moses
being a predecessor of the Messiah, while Elijah is an eschatological figure
pointing to the future as a precursor of the Messiah. Each man was among the
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most highly respected OT figures; both had one distinctive thing in common-their strange departure from this world. Elijah was taken up to heaven in a
whirlwind (2 Kings 2:11), and Moses was buried by the Lord (Deut 34:6). (The
disposition of Moses' body was a matter of speculation in ancient Judaism, cf.
Jude 9.) In summary, it seems that the presence of Moses and Elijah on the Mount
of Transfiguration draws attention, first, to the place of Jesus in continuing the
redemptive work of God from the Exodus to the future eschatological
consummation; second, to the appropriateness of Jesus' association with heavenly
figures; and, third, to the superiority of Jesus over even these great and divinely
favored heroes of Israel's past. The conversation (v. 31) is about Jesus'
"departure" ( exodus , lit., his "exodus"). In 2 Peter 1: 15 the term means death.
But here in Luke it also recalls the redemptive work of God in the Exodus from
Egypt. Jesus' coming death was one that he would deliberately accomplish ( hen
emellen pleroun , "which he was about to bring to fulfillment"). Luke portrays
Jesus as moving unhurriedly toward the accomplishment of his goals (e.g., 4:43;
see comments there). He specifies Jerusalem as the city of destiny for Jesus (v.
31; see esp. comments on 13:31-35; cf. 9:
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51; 18:31). Thus Luke, having knowledge of this saving, which perhaps Matthew
and Mark did not, included it to reinforce Jesus' passion prediction in v. 22.
32 The writers of the Gospels use fear and sleepiness to indicate the slowness of
the disciples to understand and believe. On this point see the explanation of
Peter's words in v. 33 in Mark 9:6 and the way Mark and Luke handle the
sleepiness of the disciples at Gethsemane in different ways [Mark 14:40; Luke
22:45].) It is not clear from the Greek whether they were only drowsy but
managed to keep awake or whether they actually fell asleep and woke up. At the
least they were far from alert during the conversation about Jesus' approaching
passion; and the spectacular scene aroused them thoroughly.
33 Only Luke mentions that it was as Moses and Elijah "were leaving" (
diachorizesthai , present tense) that Peter made the suggestion to make three
shelters. This may imply that Peter did this to keep them from going. Both Luke's
parenthesis here and Mark's in 9:6 show that Peter's suggestion was highly
inappropriate. His use of "Master" ( epistata , cf. 5:5) is itself appropriate (cf.
"Lord" in Matt 17:4; "Rabbi" in Mark 9:5). His comment "It is good," though
banal given the grandeur of the occasion, is not entirely out of order. The idea of
three shelters is the main problem. These would have been temporary shelters,
such as were used at Sukkoth, the Feast of Tabernacles. Peter's proposal of three,
presumably equal, shelters may have implied a leveling perspective, putting Jesus
on a par with the others. More than that, it connotes an intention to perpetuate the
situation as though there were no "departure" (v. 31) for Jesus to accomplish.
Whether the shelters symbolize a future or present rest is not completely clear (cf.
TDNT, 7: 380; Marshall, Gospel of Luke , pp. 386-87; W. Liefeld, "Theological
Motifs in the Transfiguration Narrative," in Longenecker and Tenney, New
Dimensions , pp. 174-75). What does seem clear is that Peter wanted to prolong
the stay of the heavenly visitors because he still failed to grasp the significance of
the passion prediction of v. 22 and its confirmation in v. 31.
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34 The cloud, like other elements in this narrative, can symbolize more than one
thing, among them the cloud in the wilderness after the Exodus (Exod 13:21-22;
16:10; 24:16; 40:34-38). But clouds are also associated with the future coming of
the Son of Man (Dan 7:13; cf. Mark 14:62), of the Messiah in intertestamental
literature (2 Baruch 53:1-12; 4Ezra 13:3), and with the two prophets in
Revelation 11:12. G.H. Boobyer ( St. Mark and the Transfiguration Story
[Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1942]) sees in this symbolism a possible reference to
the Parousia. H. Riesenfeld ( Jesus transfigure. L'arriere-plan du recit
evangelique de la Transfiguration de Notre-Seigneur . Acta Seminarii
Neotestamentici Upsaliensis 16 [Copenhagen: Ejnar Munksgaard, 1947], p. 296)
thinks it relates to Jewish concepts of eschatology, especially a future
enthronement of the Messiah. Isaiah 4:5 describes a cloud, reminiscent of that
which showed God's "shekinah" glory in the wilderness, which will appear during
a future time of rest under the Messiah. The word
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"shekinah" is from the Hebrew sakan , which is translated by the Greek episkiazo
("overshadow") in Exodus 40:35 LXX. The same Greek verb is used here in v. 34
("enveloped"). But above all the cloud symbolizes the glorious presence of God
(cf. Exod 19:
16). This is notably true in the passage so clearly recalled by the Transfiguration
(Exod 24:1518). Matthew's use (17:5) of photeine ("bright") also suggests the shekinah glory.
Though the disciples enter the cloud (v. 34), a sense of the transcendence of God
is retained as the Voice comes "from" ( ek ) the cloud (v. 35).
35 The Voice speaking from the cloud is that of God the Father himself. No
indirect or mediated message, no mere echo or "daughter of a voice," as Jewish
writings put it, was sufficient to unmistakably identify Jesus. The awesome voice
of God himself must be heard. The message expressed by the Voice is so clear
that any uncertainty about the meaning of some of the other aspects of this great
scene become comparatively unimportant. Whether seen in relation to the Exodus
or to the second coming of the Son of Man, the focus throughout the
Transfiguration is on the supreme person and glory of the Lord Jesus Christ. And
now he is expressly declared to be God's Son--a declaration similar to that spoken
by the Voice at Jesus' baptism (cf. 3:22; cf. also Matt 3:17; Mark 1:11). In Mark
the Voice addresses Jesus directly, here it addresses the three disciples. In John
12:28-30, just preceding Jesus' passion, the Voice from heaven speaks for the
"benefit" (v. 30) of a whole crowd. In each case the Voice from heaven affirms
that Jesus is the one who is sent by God and who has God's authority. These
words spoken by the Voice on these three occasions affirm that Jesus is the Son
of God, is obedient to him, and possesses divine authority for his mission. The
words "this is my Son"
( houtos estin ho huios mou ), also in Matthew and Mark, recall Psalm 2:7.
"Chosen" ( eklelegmenos ) for "whom I love" (Matt 17:5; Mark 9:7; KJV,
"beloved") points us to Isaiah 42:1 ("my servant ... my chosen one") and the
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concept of the Suffering Servant found in the broader context of Isaiah, especially
52:13-53:12. "Listen to him" is not only a command; it is a correction of the
human tendency to substitute human opinion for divine revelation (e.g., Peter
after his confession in Matt 16:22, also implied here in the Transfiguration [v.
33]). The words also fulfill Deuteronomy 18:15, which predicts the coming of the
prophet God would raise up and commands, "You must listen to him." Jesus
alone is the True Prophet, the Chosen Servant, and the Son of God.

36 All three synoptic Gospels note that at the end of the Transfiguration only
Jesus was there with the disciples. So the scene ends with Jesus as the center of
their attention. Luke's statement is concise and ends emphatically with the word
"alone" ( monos ). Luke's comment on the silence of the disciples is shorter than
Mark's very significant treatment of this (cf. Wessel's commentary on Mark, this
vol., at Mark 9:9-10).
4. Healing a boy with an evil spirit (9:37-45)
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This healing is another significant example of the power of God over demons. It
also implies Jesus' strong censure of the disciples for not performing the
exorcism. But it is much shorter than the account in Mark and lacks the specific
comment on prayer that concludes Mark's account. Moreover, Luke omits the
intervening discussion on the coming of Elijah (Matt 17:10-13; Mark 9:11-13).
37-42 "The next day" ( te hexes hemera , v. 37) may imply that the
Transfiguration happened at night. If so, then that great event would have been
even more striking, were that possible. The descent of Jesus and the disciples
"from the mountain" meant a descent into the earthly world of illness, evil, and
unbelief. The "large crowd" would be surprising if the location of the
Transfiguration were Mount Hermon (cf. note on v. 28). Since Luke was a
physician, it is interesting that he does not identity the boy's condition as epilepsy,
as Matthew 17:15 does. Clearly Luke is more concerned with the demonic aspect
of the boy's affliction (v. 42). The physical manifestations were similar to those of
epilepsy--a fact that has contributed to the unfortunate misunderstanding of
epilepsy down through the ages. Luke alone notes the continual debilitating
oppression the boy endured (v. 39). While three of the disciples were witnessing
the Transfiguration, the others were helpless in the face of demonic power (v. 40).
43a Instead of centering attention on the efficacy of prayer in exorcism, as
Matthew and Mark do, Luke concludes his account of the boy's healing by
speaking of the greatness of God. We might have expected Luke to dwell on the
role of prayer, given his interest in it. He does have a saying similar to the one
Matthew includes in his parallel to this narrative (Matt 17:21 mg.), but that is in
another context (Luke 17:6). Actually the climax in the present story is typical of
Luke, for it records the reaction of those who observe a healing by Jesus. They
were "amazed"
( exeplesonto ; cf. 4:32) at the "greatness" of God. Elsewhere Luke speaks
similarly of people giving God glory (5:25; 7:16).
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43b-45 This repetition of the prediction of Jesus' passion (cf. 9:22 and comments)
might be considered as a separate section, had not Luke connected it closely with
the preceding incident. This is not the case in Matthew 17:22 or Mark 9:30. Luke
uses another word, thaumazonton ("marveling," v. 43b; cf. 43a), to describe the
amazed reaction of the people to the healing. The passion prediction (v. 44)
serves to emphasize that Jesus' ultimate purpose went beyond such miracles. This
time Jesus includes a reference to his betrayal. The failure of the people to
understand (v. 45), even at the very time they are marveling at the greatness of
God's work through Jesus, is comparable to Peter's resistance to the first passion
prediction immediately after his great confession (Matt 16:22). The people were
not granted understanding of the meaning of Jesus' words. See the comparable
situation in Luke 8:10 and its parallels (cf. commentary there). Here, however, the
implication is that had they asked Jesus for help in
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understanding his words, they might have been given it.
5. Two cases of rivalry (9:46-50)
46-48 This passage naturally follows the preceding two verses. The disciples did
not understand Jesus' role as the Suffering Servant and so could not grasp its
implications for them as his disciples. They were still thinking of the Messiah
only in terms of triumph, assuming, quite naturally, that their position was
important. The issue was not whether there would be rank in the kingdom but the
nature and qualifications of such rank (v. 46) The point of Jesus' reference to the
"little child" ( paidion , v. 47) does not illustrate simple faith (as in Matt 18:2-4).
Nor does it refer to receiving a disciple who comes in the name of Jesus, as in
Matthew 10:40-42. Rather, it refers to receiving for the sake of Christ a person
who has no status (v. 48; cf. Matt 18:5). This is consistent with Jesus' (and
Luke's) concern for neglected people. The meaning, then, is that instead of
seeking status for ourselves (out of pride as an associate of the Messiah) we
Christians should, as Jesus did, identify ourselves with those who have no status
at all, welcoming them to join us in the kingdom. To put it another way, in
Matthew 10 one receives a Christian apostle as consciously receiving Christ
himself, whereas here in Luke 9 by ministering to a child one ministers, without
realizing it, to Christ himself.
49 The next episode reveals the apostles' attitude of rivalry. The issue is not
orthodoxy but association. Far from merely invoking the name of Jesus in a
formula and without genuine faith (as did the seven sons of the Jewish priest
Sceva, to whose formula the demon refused to respond, Acts 19:13-16), the man
referred to here had actually been "driving out demons" through Jesus' name.
50 This verse is proverbial in form. The man was not against Jesus. Apparently he
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had not yet joined the group of Jesus' disciples. Perhaps he represents those who
are "on the way" to joining the body of believers and who should be welcomed
rather than repulsed. In a different situation (Matt 12:30), Jesus used a reverse
form of this proverb and did so without contradicting the truth set forth here in
Luke.
V. Teaching and Travels Toward Jerusalem (9:51-19:44)
This extensive section has no counterpart in Matthew or Mark, though much of its
material is found in other contexts in those Gospels. Luke 9:51 implies that Jesus
was setting out on a journey one would expect to be described in the succeeding
chapters. Yet these chapters say comparatively little about Jesus' traveling from
one place to another. To be sure, we do find some clues showing that Jesus is
moving toward Jerusalem: e.g., 9: 52--approaching Samaria; 10:38--"on their way
... to a village where ... Martha opened her
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home" (presumably Bethany, near Jerusalem); 13:22--"Jesus went through towns
and villages ... as he made his way to Jerusalem"; 13:32-33--"I will reach my
goal.... no prophet can die
outside Jerusalem"; 17:11--"Now on his way to Jerusalem, Jesus traveled along
the border between Samaria and Galilee." Following this section, Luke further
notes Jesus' words "We are going up to Jerusalem" (18:
31). Then he mentions Jesus' approach to Jericho (18:35; 19:1) and finally his
arrival near Jerusalem (19:28-29). It is clear from all this that Jesus is now
heading toward Jerusalem, not Galilee. However, he did not make one continuous
journey from Galilee to Jerusalem. (See 10: 38 and the subsequent note on 17:11
which poses a notorious problem [see comments, in loc.].) To assume that Luke
intends to describe a single continuous journey involves difficult problems,
including the question of Luke's knowledge of geography raised by Conzelmann (
Theology of Luke , pp. 60-73). To see the travel motif in this section as a mere
literary or theological device entails some wrong preconceptions about what
certainly appears to be a straightforward narrative. It is more reasonable and more
consistent with the data to understand this section as showing that Jesus' ministry
has entered a new phase and has taken on some new characteristics. Jesus follows
routes that bring him away from Galilee and nearer to Jerusalem than his former
itineraries did (except for visits for the feasts, as in John 2:13; 5:1 et al.). During
this period Jesus is no longer committed to the locale of his former ministry but is
looking toward Jerusalem and the Cross. Much of his teaching at this time is
directed to the disciples. Warnings to the rich and complacent are prominent, as
well as words aimed at the Pharisees. On several occasions he actually visits
Jerusalem, where he proclaims the truth about himself and enters into controversy
with those who oppose his claims. If there is a travel motif in this section, it is not
an artificial scheme but one that is (1) consistent with the nature of Jesus'
ministry, which has been itinerant all along; (2) consistent with the emphasis On
travel in both Luke and Acts, possibly to maintain the reader's interest; and (3)
consistent with the fact that, while Jesus did not go directly from Galilee to
Jerusalem, his mind was definitely set on the impending events he faced in that
city. Even at times when he may have traveled north again, his ultimate goal was
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Jerusalem. This also accords with the prominence of Jerusalem in the Gospel of
Luke (see comments especially on 13:33-34; 19:28, 41). (For bibliography on the
characteristics of Luke 9:51-19:44, cf. Notes.)

A. The New Direction of Jesus' Ministry (9:51-10:24)
1. Travel south through Samaria (9:51-56)
51 Luke uses the transitional egeneto de (the Semitic "and it came to pass"),
omitted by NIV for stylistic reasons. As observed above, there is now a major
change in Jesus' orientation. At this significant turning point, Luke once again
uses a word expressing fulfillment, sympleroo translated "approached" in NIV (of
Notes). God's plan is another step nearer fulfillment. The
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approaching goal is not only the death and resurrection but especially the
ascension of Christ (cf. note on analempsis ). In the account of the
Transfiguration, Luke has a reference to Jesus' "exodus" (v. 31; cf. v. 22). But
now that Jesus faces the Cross, Luke mentions the exaltation that would follow
his "exodus." He "resolutely set out" (NIV's contemporary idiom for the Semitic
is "set his face towards") for Jerusalem, the designated place of his passion. We
shall be reminded again of this destination as Jesus draws nearer Jerusalem
(19:28, 41).
52 Jesus "sent messengers on ahead." This custom is described further in the
particular mission of the seventy-two disciples (10:1-16). In this instance they
were not told to preach but simply to "get things ready for him," a fact that makes
the attitude of James and John (v. 54) even less appropriate.
53-54 The residents of the Samaritan village (v. 52) reciprocated the hostile
attitude of the Jews
(v. 53; cf. John 4:9). They were especially negative because Jesus was going to
Jerusalem, which they refused to acknowledge as a valid center of worship (cf.
John 4:20). The history of the Samaritans is uncertain. Many hold that they were
a mixed race since the fall of the northern kingdom of Israel. The king of Assyria
deported the leaders of Israel, among them the religious teachers, replacing them
with foreigners (2 Kings 17:6; 24-26). From that time on, the northern kingdom
inhabitants received no further prophetic instruction and refused to acknowledge
the continuing revelation received by the Jews in the southern kingdom. Some
think that the Samaritans known in the NT arose in the early Hellenistic period
(cf. H.G. M. Williamson, "Samaritans," NBD, rev. ed., 1062-63). Being semipagan, the Samaritans were a fringe segment of the Jewish world for which Jesus,
and Luke following him, had a concern. They are not mentioned unfavorably
elsewhere in Luke; on the contrary, he mentions them favorably in 10:30-37 and
17:11-19. James and John may have thought that Jesus would respond as Elijah
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had (v. 54; 2 Kings 1:9-12).

55 Jesus' strong disapproval of James and John's suggestion is seen in his use of
the word "rebuked" ( epetimesen ; cf. 4:35, 41; 8:24). If the Samaritans were
consciously rejecting Christ by rejecting his disciples, one would have expected
that v. 5 would apply--a mild reaction compared to that of James and John. But
Jesus' messengers were rejected merely because they were Jews going to
Jerusalem, as v. 53 indicates.
2. The cost of following Jesus (9:57-62)
This is the second major treatment of discipleship in Luke (cf. v. 23). The first
two conversations (vv. 57-60 through the words "bury their own dead") are found
in Matthew 8:1822. It is difficult to tell whether Matthew has omitted part of the material they had
in common or whether Luke has used a combination of sources. There are some
differences. The order of the
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dialogue in v. 59 is the reverse of that in Matthew 8:21-22. Also, while a saying
about the kingdom would have been equally at home in Matthew or Luke, the
words "you go and proclaim the kingdom of God" are lacking in Matthew but
made the central statement in Luke's section. The "man" of v. 57 is a "teacher of
the law" in Matthew 8:19. The structure of this passage is noteworthy. The
familiar "rule of three" is employed by Luke in recording three conversations.
There is an interchange of order: in the first conversation the inquirer initiates the
conversation and Jesus states the objection; in the second this is reversed; in the
third the man both initiates the dialogue and raises the objection, with Jesus
adding a comment. (On this structure, see Johannes P. Louw, "Discourse Analysis
and the Greek New Testament," Bible Translator 24 [1973]: 104-8.) Each
dialogue contains some theological language: "Son of man" (v. 58), "proclaim the
kingdom of God" (v. 60), "service in the kingdom of God" (v. 62). This shows
that discipleship is not simply following Jesus in one's lifestyle but is
involvement in the important work of the kingdom.

57-58 The man uses the terminology of discipleship, "follow" (v. 57), and
amplifies it with a sweeping promise. Jesus' reply is in accord with his prior
definition of discipleship in v. 23 and constitutes a comment on the man's
"wherever you go." Since most men do have homes, "Son of Man" (v. 58) must
refer specifically to Jesus. The idea of the rejection--if not his actual suffering--of
the Son of Man is implied in Jesus' words.
59-60 Since it was a religious, social, and family obligation to provide a suitable
funeral for one's father, Jesus' refusal to permit this is a striking example of the
radical transfer of loyalty he demanded in 14:25-27. To conjecture that the length
of time required for mourning was the reason Jesus did not accept the excuse of
the second man he asked to follow him, or that the man's father was not yet dead,
misses the point. "The dead" who are to perform the burial are usually thought to
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be the spiritually dead who do not follow Jesus but remain at home. Manson's
understanding ( Sayings of Jesus , p. 73) of this as a paradoxical saying, meaning,
"That business must look after itself," is appealing; but it loses the sharp thrust of
the saying.
61-62 Although to "say good-by" ( apotaxesthai , v. 61) is not at all the emotional
equivalent of a funeral (cf. vv. 59-60), it still represents family duty that must be
forsaken for service to Jesus. Danker ( Jesus , p. 125) sees here (v. 62) an allusion
to the call of Elisha while plowing and his request to say good-by to his family (1
Kings 19:19-21, cf. Marshall, Gospel of Luke , p. 412). A further illustration of
discipleship is keeping the hand on the plow. Jeremias ( Parables of Jesus , p.
195, drawing on E.E. Bishop, Jesus of Palestine [London: Lutterworth, 1955], pp.
93-94) describes the plowman concentrating on the furrow before him, guiding
the light plow with his left hand while goading the oxen with the right. Looking
away would result in a crooked furrow.
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3. Sending out the seventy-two (10:1-24)
Luke's account of Jesus' commissioning of the seventy-two, while in some points
similar to that of the Twelve (9:1-6) but differing from it, fits well its immediate
context; and in several respects it resembles Matthew's account of the
commissioning of the Twelve. It continues the procedure of sending messengers
ahead during Jesus' journey (9:52). At the same time, the obedient response of the
seventy-two provides a contrast to the three men (9:57-62) whose excuse
disqualified them from discipleship. The mere repetition of some travel
instructions given the Twelve does not constitute a doublet. While the question of
sources is complex (see comments at introduction to 9:1-6), the material here
seems to be drawn from Q (cf. Matt 9:37- 38; 10:7-16) and is properly included in
this place. As noted in the introduction to 9:1-6, the instructions prescribed by
Jesus were undoubtedly repeated frequently by Jesus and in the early church.
1 "After this" ( meta de tauta ) establishes the connection we have just observed
with the context. The title "Lord" ( ho kyrios ) occurs only here among the
various accounts of commissioning, possibly to emphasize the serious dominical
aspect of the instructions--namely, that they came from the Lord Jesus himself.
Not only does the commissioning of the seventy- two lack any restriction to
Jewish hearers (Matt 10:5-6), but the number of missionaries sent out (cf. Notes)
parallels the number of nations thought to exist in the world and so suggests the
deliberate inclusion of Gentiles. Sending messengers "two by two" ( ana duo )
was common not only among the early Christians (Mark 6:7; Luke 7:18-19; Acts
13:2; 15:27, 39-40; 17:14; 19:22) but also among the Jews. It provided
companionship, protection, and the double witness prescribed in Deuteronomy
17:6; 19:15 (cf. Joachim Jeremias, New Testament Theology. The Proclamation
of Jesus [New York: Scribners, 1971], p. 235). The seventy-two were to go
everywhere Jesus was going. The extent of this mission underscores that of the
church: to reach the "plentiful harvest." It may also look toward the conclusion of
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the church's mission at Jesus' return (cf. Matt 10:23).

2 Although the harvest imagery in Scripture usually refers to God's intervention
in history through gathering his people together (cf. Matt 13:37-43), here it
applies to the urgent missionary task of the present age (cf. Matt 9:37-38; John
4:35).
3 The imperative "go" ( hypagete ) and the untranslated exclamation idou
("behold") anticipate the difficulties of the journey. Wolves are natural enemies
of sheep. No specific enemies are pointed out; the warning is a general one. The
disciples are like "lambs" ( arnas )--defenseless and dependent on God alone.
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4 The limitations on what the seventy-two may take with them increases their
vulnerability (see comment and note on 9:3). They must also be single-minded
even to the extent of not becoming involved in time-consuming greetings (cf. 2
Kings 4:29).
5-6 Greetings (cf. v. 4), which go beyond mere formality, are to be reserved for
the hosts of the seventy-two. "Peace" ( eirene ), so familiar in Jewish salutations,
has a rich connotation here (v.
5). If the host has a proper attitude toward God (v. 6), he will receive the blessing
of the kingdom (v. 9). "Man of peace" is literally "son of peace" ( huios eirenes )-an idiomatic way of expressing not only a person's character but also the destiny
he is worthy of. Such a person would be open to the kingdom message.
7 Like the Twelve (9:4), the seventy-two are to remain with their original hosts.
As the Lord's servants, they are deserving of support by the Lord's people (cf.
1Tim 5:18). For the definitive discussion of this principle of support for Christian
workers see 1 Corinthians 9:3-18, where Paul speaks (v. 14) of what the Lord
"commanded." Likewise John says that Christians are obligated to support the
Lord's messengers who, unlike the other itinerant preachers of the first century,
sought no help from unbelievers but trusted in God alone (3John 5-8).
8 It is not clear whether the messengers feared being offered food prohibited to
Jews. This would have been less likely in Samaria and central Judea than
elsewhere. The words may have been preserved because of their appropriateness
to later situations (cf. Acts 10:9-16; 1Cor 10:
27).
9 Healing and the proclamation of the kingdom are linked together. This accords
both with the mission of the Twelve and with the ministry of Jesus (Luke 9:1-2,
11).
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10-11 These verses introduce a transition to the consequences of rejecting the
kingdom message. In 4:18-19, Jesus' quotation of Isaiah 61:1-2 stopped short of
the words "and the day of vengeance of our God." Nevertheless that day is
coming, and Luke includes such warnings of it as 6:24-26; 12:46-48; 16:23-24;
21:22.
12 Sodom, destroyed along with Gomorrah (Gen 19:24-29), represents the
consequences of ignoring God's warning to repent (cf. Matt 10:15; 11:20-24
[almost verbally identical with the present text]; Rom 9:29 [quoting Isa 1:9]; 2
Peter 2:6; Jude 7). "More bearable" ( anektoteron ) probably relates not so much
to the degree of punishment as to the degree of culpability. If Sodom cannot
escape judgment, what hope does a city that rejects the Lord Jesus have?
13-14 The probable site of Korazin along with that of Bethsaida is near
Capernaum, at the north end of the Sea of Galilee, where Jesus concentrated his
ministry. The comparison with the pagan
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Phoenician towns of Tyre and Sidon suggests utter rebellion against the Lord.
Those ancient towns suffered drastic judgment for their proud opposition to God
and his people (Isa 23:1-18; Jer 25:22; 47:4; Ezek 26:1-28:23; Joel 3:4-8; Amos
1:9-10). "Sackcloth" was a coarse, black material worn as a sign of mourning or
repentance (cf. 1 Kings 21:27 for an example). Ashes could also symbolize
repentance or contrition (e.g., Job 42:
6). "Sitting" (or lying) on these was one custom; another was wearing the
sackcloth and putting ashes on the head (cf. Esth 4:2-3, where both customs are
followed).
15 Capernaum had the high privilege of hearing Jesus preach there frequently, but
this privilege guaranteed neither its fame nor its survival. On the contrary, in
language like that of Isaiah 14:12- 15, Jesus graphically portrays Capernaum's fall
to the "depths" ( heos tou hadou , lit., "to Hades"; cf. the fall of Satan in v. 18; cf.
also Rev 12:10).
16 Reception or rejection of Christ's messengers shows one's attitude to the Ford
himself (cf. Christ's identification of himself with the "least" of his "brothers" in
Matt 25:31-46). In the parable of the vineyard, both son and servants were
rejected (Luke 20:9-17). Moreover, whoever rejects Christ also rejects Moses
(John 5:45-47),
17 Whatever their experiences may have been, the messengers returned to Jesus
filled with joy. The power of the kingdom was effective against demons just as it
was in the ministry of Christ (11:20). Exorcism must be done in the name of
Christ; it is not an incantation but signifies his authority (contrast Acts 19:13-16).
18 The taunt-song describing the fall of the king of Babylon (Isa 14:4-11) and the
fall of the "morning star" ("Lucifer," KJV, vv. 12-21), to which Luke 10:15
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alludes, also relates to Revelation 12:9. When the disciples exorcise demons, the
forces of evil are shaken, symbolizing the defeat of Satan himself.
19 To have authority "to trample on snakes and scorpions" relates to the
victorious work of Christ, who, according to the first promise of the gospel in
Genesis 3:15, was to bruise (NIV, "crush") the head of the Serpent, the devil. The
ultimate implication of overcoming "all the power of the enemy" is to be
victorious over the chief enemy, i.e., through whose temptation Adam and Eve
fell and sin entered into humanity. Therefore, Jesus' saying is far from an
invitation to snake handling (cf. the instructions and context in vv. 17-18 of the
questionable ending of Mark 16).
20 This verse with its call to rejoicing in the supreme blessing of assurance of
heaven is one of Jesus' great sayings. "Do not rejoice" does not exclude the
disciples' taking joy in spiritual victories but rather introduces a strong and
typically Semitic comparison. The idea of the names of God's faithful people
being written down in heaven is common in biblical and extrabiblical
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Jewish writings. In those days it was natural to refer to this through the metaphor
of a book or scroll (e.g., Exod 32:32-33; Ps 69:28; Dan 12:1; Mal 3:16; Rev 20:1215).
21-22 The emphasis on joy combines with another subject of Luke's special
interest--the Holy Spirit in the life of Christ. The apparent parallel to this passage
(Matt 11:25-27) lacks the reference to joy and the Holy Spirit. Correspondingly,
Luke omits the words that follow in Matthew--the invitation to those who are
weary and burdened. With their allusion to the "yoke" (Matt 11:29-30) of the
Jewish law, these words are not as appropriate for Luke's audience as for
Matthew's. Verses 21-22 are of great doctrinal importance because they show (1)
God's sovereignty in imparting revelation, (2) the relationship between the Father
and the Son, and (3) the privilege the disciples had of participating in this instance
of messianic revelation and salvation. Jesus' words relate to the time ( hora , lit.,
"hour"; cf. kairos , "time" or "season," in Matt 11:
25) in which the power of the kingdom is revealed. Jesus himself participates in
the joy that characterizes the day of God's salvation, a theme established at the
beginning of Luke's Gospel
(e.g., 1:44). Like Mary (in the Magnificat, 1:46-47), he combines joy with
thanksgiving on the occasion of God's mighty saving work. Jesus had already
spoken about God's sovereignty in hiding and revealing divine mysteries in
explaining his use of parables (8:10 and synoptic parallels; cf. 1Cor 1:18-25). A
remarkable thing--and one that Jesus' thanksgiving stresses--is not that the wise do
not understand but that the simple do. This has to do with revelation and does not
negate what Scripture teaches (e.g., in Proverbs) about the importance of study
and pious wisdom. The "children" ( nepiois ) are those whose open, trusting
attitude makes them receptive to God's word. The theme of revelation appears in
both v. 21 and here, in v. 22, first the revelation of "things" and now of God
himself: The knowledge God gives is "committed"
( paredothe , lit., "delivered," "handed over") directly to the Son. This explains
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why Jesus spoke with authority (4:32) in contrast to the scribes (Matt 7:29, Mark
1:22, cf. Matt 28:18), who received their ideas through tradition, passed on from
rabbi to rabbi. Jesus' sayings confirm other teachings in the Synoptics and in John
about the fatherhood of God and the unique sonship of Christ. While some aspects
of his sonship relate to his role as the Messiah, who was designated God's Son, the
relationship expressed here is clearly personal rather than functional. The same
truth is one of the major themes in John's Gospel (see also Matt 24:36; Mark
13:32).
23-24 Here Jesus congratulates the disciples privately on participating in this
revelation (v. 23). The woes (vv. 13-15) on those whose pride will be broken are
balanced by the blessings of those granted salvation. This pattern has already
appeared in the Magnificat (1:52-55) and in Jesus' beatitudes and woes (6:20-26).
See also 1 Corinthians 2:9-10.
B. Teachings (10:25-11:13)
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1. Parable of the Good Samaritan (10:25-37)
This parable, unique to Luke, requires the utmost care in its interpretation. It must
neither be over allegorized, as it was by the early church fathers nor reduced to a
simplistic meaning hardly worthy of Jesus' teaching. Above all, it must be
understood in its context, with attention to the questions of v. 25 and v. 29 and to
Jesus' application in vv. 36-37. The dialogue that precedes the parable in Luke is
similar to the one Matthew and Mark locate in Jerusalem (Matt 22:34-40; Mark
12:28-34). It is possible that Luke incorporates the same conversation in this
section of Jesus' sayings; but it is equally possible, if not more likely, that the
somewhat different wording indicates a different conversation. Questions about
achieving eternal life and about the essence of the law were common in Judaism.
Totally different conversations follow the recitation of the two commandments in
Mark and in Luke.

25 The man's expertise lay in details of the Jewish religion. The fact that he
wanted to "test" ( ekpeirazon ) Jesus may, but does not necessarily, indicate
hostility. He addressed Jesus as "teacher" ( didaskale ). Note his assumption of
human responsibility in the attainment of eternal life, and see the similar
assumption on the part of the rich ruler in 18:18. "Eternal life" ( zoen aionion )
here means the life of the kingdom (18:18, 24-25, 29; cf. John 3:3, 5, 15-16, 36).
This concern regarding life is seen in two stories found in later Jewish tradition in
which a rabbi and a merchant respectively ask who desires life. They then quote
Psalm 34:12-14 as the means of achieving it ( Abodah Zara 19b; R Lev 16).
26 Jesus' counter question does not constitute an affirmation of the assumption
behind the question but directs the questioner back to the law, the commandments
of the OT, which are not only his special field but also the ultimate source of
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religious knowledge. "How do you read it?" invites the expert's personal
interpretation.
27 In Luke it is the interlocutor, not Jesus, who quotes the commandment (cf.
Matt 22:37-40; Mark 12:29-31). The answer is satisfactory so far as it goes. It is
based on the OT (Deut 6:5; Lev 19:18; cf. Rom 13:9). The words as yourself will
provide the crucial means of evaluating one's love of neighbor. The ultimate
evaluation will have to be based on deeds, not words, as the parable shows. It is
noteworthy that the command to love one's neighbor is not subordinated to the
first commandment as strongly in Luke (where it is joined by the coordinate
conjunction "and," kai ) as it is in Matthew 22:39 and Mark 12:31, where the
word "second" ( deutera ) is used. (On the command itself, see V.P. Furnish, The
Love Command in the New Testament [Nashville and New York: Abingdon,
1972].)
28 Jesus affirms that the man has answered correctly ( orthos , "right,"
"properly," from which our word "orthodox" is derived). This does not mean that
the inquirer has grasped the full meaning of
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the law, nor does it support the idea held by many Pharisees that by keeping the
law, as some kind of contract with God, a person can earn eternal life.
29 The only way he (or any person) can "justify himself" is to limit the extent of
the law's demand and consequently limit his own responsibility. This maneuver
not only fails but has an opposite effect. Jesus will change the man's very words
"who is my neighbor?" from a passive to an active sense (v. 36).
30 The over allegorization of the parable (vv. 30-35) that saw the Samaritan as
Christ, the inn as the church, etc., must be rejected. The characters of the story
must have the same significance they had to the original hearers. The religious
persons act contrary to love, though not contrary to expectation. It is made clear
that the priest, at least, is pursuing his religious duty, going "down," i.e., back
from Jerusalem (v. 31). To an extent, the "Law" (vv. 26-27) was being observed,
but studious readers will recognize the neglect of mercy (cf. Matt 23:23 and
especially the occurrence of "merciful" in Luke 6:36 in place of perfect in Matt
5:48). The "rule of three" is fulfilled by the appearance of a third character, but
unexpectedly he is not just a layman (in contrast to the clerical characters) but a
Samaritan (in contrast to the Jewish victim). The distance from Jerusalem to
Jericho is about seventeen miles, descending sharply toward the Jordan River just
north of the Dead Sea. The old road, even more than the present one, curved
through rugged bleak, rocky terrain where robbers could easily hide. It was
considered especially dangerous, even in a day when travel was normally hill of
hazards.

31-32 Priests served in the temple; their highest duty was to offer sacrifices.
Levites assisted in the maintenance of the temple services and order. It has been
suggested that the priest (v. 31) and the Levite (v. 32) refrained from helping the
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man because he appeared to be dead and they feared ritual defilement. Jeremias
rejects this explanation on the grounds that (1) ritual purity was only significant
when carrying out cultic activities; (2) the priest was going "down" (v. 31), i.e.,
away from Jerusalem, presumably having finished with those duties; (3) the
Levite by implication
(v. 32) was probably also going away from Jerusalem; and (4) when priests and
Levites were on their way to serve in the temple, they traveled in groups; but
these two were alone and therefore not on their way to Jerusalem ( Parables of
Jesus , pp. 203-4). Also, the point of the story seems to require that the priest and
the Levite be without excuse.
33-36 "Took pity" ( esplanchnisthe ) implies a deep feeling of sympathy (v. 33), a
striking response that stands in contrast, not only to the attitude of the priest and
the Levite, but also to the usual feelings of hostility between Jew and Samaritan.
This pity is translated into sacrificial action. The Samaritan probably used pieces
of his own clothing to make the bandages (v. 34); he used his own wine as a
disinfectant and his own oil as a soothing lotion (Jeremias, Parables of Jesus , p.
204). He put the man on "his own donkey" and paid the innkeeper out of his own
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pocket (v. 35), with a promise to pay more if needed.
The NT parables aim to lead one to a decision; Jesus' second counter question (v.
36) forces the "expert in the law" to voice his decision. In his question, Jesus does
not focus on the object of neighborly love, the Jewish victim, but on the subject,
the Samaritan who made himself a neighbor. This reversal of the "expert's"
question (v. 29) provides in itself the key to the meaning of the parable and to
Jesus' teaching on love. Love should not be limited by its object; its extent and
quality are in the control of its subject. Furthermore, love is demonstrated in
action, in this case in an act of mercy. It may be costly: cloth, wine, oil,
transportation, money, and sacrifice of time. There is a striking reversal of roles
here. The Jewish "expert" would have thought of the Jewish victim as a good
person and the Samaritan as an evil one. To a Jew there was no such person as a
"good" Samaritan. Jesus could have told the story with a Samaritan victim and a
Jewish helper, but the role reversal drives the story home by shaking the hearer
loose from his preconceptions.
37 The "expert" cannot avoid the thrust of the parable, though he apparently finds
it impossible to say the word "Samaritan" in his reply. Jesus now refers back to
the original question, "What must I do?" by saying, "Go and do likewise." Both
this man and the rich ruler of 18:18-25 needed to learn that God does not bestow
the life of the kingdom on those who reject the command to love. Such rejection
shows that they have not truly recognized how much they need the love of God
themselves. In this respect they are identified with Simon the Pharisee rather than
with the woman who was forgiven much and therefore loved much (7:36-50).
2. The home of Martha and Mary (10:38-42)
In 8:1-3 Luke mentioned several women who traveled with Jesus and the
disciples and contributed to their support. Now he tells about a woman who
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entered into discipleship. Once again Luke portrays the way Jesus transcended the
prejudices of his day.
38-40 The travel theme appears in v. 38 ("on their way"), but Luke refrains from
mentioning that the "village" was Bethany (John 11:1). Possibly he wants to
reserve mention of Jesus' ministry in Jerusalem and its environs till later (cf.
13:32-33; 17:11; 19:28; cf. comments on 9:51). The way Martha is mentioned
seems to give her the role of hostess (cf. John 12:1-2). It is Mary, however, who
takes the place of a disciple by sitting at the feet of the teacher (v. 39; cf. Acts
22:3--"under Gamaliel," lit., "at his feet"). It is unusual for a woman in firstcentury Judaism to be accepted by a teacher as a disciple. Notice that Jesus is
called "Lord" ( kyrie ) throughout this passage. Martha was "distracted" (v. 40),
the verb periespato implying that her attention was drawn away by the burden of
her duties. One can only speculate about the actual feelings she had toward her
sister beyond what she said and about the personal differences between Martha
and Mary. Martha's concern seems to have been that she had to work alone rather
than that she
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could not sit at Jesus' fleet.
41-42 The Lord shows concern for Martha's anxiety (v. 41), but the precise
meaning of his saying (v. 42) is partly obscured because of a textual problem (cf.
Notes). There is no explanation of "what is better" ( ten agathen merida , lit., "the
good part"). Some have understood this to be the contemplative life, or placing
worship over service. Manson ( Sayings of Jesus , pp. 264-65) thought it was
seeking the kingdom first. This interpretation has the merit of explaining Mary's
seeming neglect of household duties, which in comparison with the kingdom
would have a radically diminishing demand on her. The word of the Lord has first
claim. For the disciple an attitude of learning and obedience takes first place. The
preceding narrative and parable establish the importance of priorities in the
Christian life--i.e., heeding the commands to love God and neighbor. Martha
must now learn to give the Lord and his word priority even over loving service.
There are important human needs, whether of the victim in vv. 30-35 or of Jesus
himself. But what is most "needed" goes beyond even these. The thoughtful
reader will recognize, however, that this spiritual priority is not the same as the
sterile religion of the priest and Levite in vv. 31-32.
3. Teaching on prayer (11:1-13)
The Lord's Prayer in Luke appears in connection with Jesus' own practice and
teaching on prayer. Matthew presents the prayer in somewhat different forth as
part of the Sermon on the Mount (Matt 6:9-13). The prayer fits each context, and
the differences indicate separate traditions. It would be difficult to prove that
either Matthew or Luke had significantly changed the prayer from the form in
which he knew it. The Matthean form is undoubtedly more "liturgical" in that the
successive petitions are parallel, are balanced, and in Aramaic may even have
rhymed at points. In Matthew 6 the prayer has petitions that may supplement or
substitute for some feature of the Jewish prayers of that day. Luke offers a basic
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prayer to say what is characteristic of Jesus' teaching.
1-4 Once more Luke speaks of Jesus at prayer (of 3:21; 6:12; 9:28). His
exemplary practice introduces the exemplary prayer. Since prayer inevitably
expresses one's theology, the prayers of the Jewish sects in the first century were
distinctive. This was true of John the Baptist (v. 1). Jesus responds to the request
of "one of the disciples" with a model that, while not to be thoughtlessly repeated
(Matt 6:7), provides words disciples can use with the confidence that they express
Jesus' own teachings. The words "when [or `whenever,' hotan ] you pray" (v. 2)
imply frequent repetition of the actual prayer. The word "Father" ( pater )
expresses the essence of Jesus' message and the effect of his atoning work on our
relationship with God. Through the use of this intimate but respectful term of
address, the Son of God expressed his own unique relationship to God. It is very
probable
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(so TDNT, 1:6) that in every prayer he spoke to God, Jesus used the Aramaic
word Abba ("dear Father"), which would naturally be translated pater in the
Greek text. The notable exception is the prayer of dereliction from the cross
(Mark 15:34). Through his atoning death on the cross, the Savior brought about
reconciliation with God, making it possible for us to become his spiritual children
through the new birth. While we cannot use the term Abba on an equal basis with
the Son of God, there is a sense in which both he and we may address God as
"dear Father" (John 20:17; Rom 8:14-17). (For the originality of the simple term
Abba as a form of direct address to God by Jesus, see Joachim Jeremias, The
Lord's Prayer [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1964], pp. 17-21.) The petitions that follow
are two kinds--the first two petitions relate to God, the last three to us. "Hallowed
be your name" is an ascription of worship basic to all prayer and is found in
various forms in the OT (e.g., Ps 111:9) and in ancient Jewish prayers (the
Kaddish and the Eighteen Benedictions; see also SBK, 1:406-8). "Hallowed" (
hagiastheto ) means "let [your name] be regarded as holy." It is not so much a
petition as an act of worship; the speaker, by his words, exalts the holiness of
God. God's people were told in the OT to keep his name holy (Lev 22:32; Cf Ps
79:9, Isa 29:33). God told Israel that because they failed to honor his name, he
would do it himself so the nations would know that he was LORD (Ezek 36:2223). The aorist tense here suggests that a specific time of fulfillment is in mind.
This may be the coming of the kingdom. The next clause, which is about the
kingdom, also contains a verb in the aorist tense. In the Kaddish the petition for
the exaltation and hallowing of God's name was immediately followed by a
request that we might know the rule of God in our lives now. These requests, that
the glory and reign of God may be realized soon, are suitable for the Lord's
Prayer because Jesus came to announce and bring the kingdom. Though its
consummation is still future, in his ministry the kingdom was inaugurated in
power. The form of the prayer in Luke lacks these words in Matthew--"your will
be done on earth as it is in heaven" (Matt 6:10). Thus far, apart from the address
"Abba" (see above), the wording has been close to what any Jew expecting the
kingdom might pray. The three petitions that follow are closely connected with
the "Abba" and give a more distinctive character to the prayer as a whole. The
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first of the three petitions relating to us is for "bread" ( artos ), representing food
in general
(v. 3). The meaning of epiousion (tr. "daily" in NIV) is obscure (if Notes), and so
the context of the word becomes crucial. If we transliterate it instead of
translating it, the petition can be paraphrased in the Greek word order as follows:
"Our bread, the daily, keep giving to us each day" (the verb is in the present
tense, indicating continuing, daily provision). This contrasts with Matthew 6:11-"our bread, the daily, give to us today" (the verb is in the aorist tense, indicating a
simple act). "Today" in Matthew and "each day" in Luke are in an emphatic
position at the end of the clause. Rather than meaning "daily," epiousion may
mean "for tomorrow." "Tomorrow" may be literally the next day. This would be
appropriate if it were an evening prayer. It could also signify the eschatological
bread, that is, God's abundant provision at the consummation of the kingdom.
Thus the Matthean form is a request for that kind of bread to be given in
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advance--on this very day. In Luke, however, any gap between present and future
(assuming the future meaning of epiousion ) is bridged by the substitution of the
present imperative "keep giving us" and by the words "each day." Thus the
petition, as Luke has it, would then be for the provision of this aspect of the future
feast in our own lives now. The word epiousion can also have a more general
meaning--"sufficient" or "necessary" (cf.
E.M. Yamauchi, "The Daily Bread Motif in Antiquity," WTJ 28 [1965-66]: 14756). This would make a smoother reading than having two terms that mean
"daily" ("each day" ... "daily"). It would also fit Luke's stress on present needs
better than "for tomorrow" (if that means the eschaton). To trust God for
sufficient food day by day was important to people in Jesus' time who were hired
only a day at a time (cf. Matt 20:1-5). When the people of Israel were in the
wilderness, they learned to trust God for manna day by day (Exod 16:4; Deut
8:6). "Forgive us our sins" ( aches hemin tas hamartias hemon ) uses the aorist
tense (v. 4), which may refer to a single declaration of forgiveness, when all
accounts are settled. More probably however, it simply describes a petition
repeated as needed. The word "sins" is the familiar hamartia rather than the
Jewish idiom "debts" ( opheilemata ) in Matthew 6:12. Since the petitioner has
called God "Father," he is a believer, already justified and without guilt through
the death of Christ. Therefore the forgiveness he must extend to others is not the
basis of his salvation but a prerequisite for daily fellowship with the Father in the
sense of 1John 1:5-10. Conversely, one who does not forgive others may actually
be revealing that he has not really known God's forgiveness (cf. Luke 7:47).
"Lead us not into temptation [ eis peirasmon ]" does not imply that God might
otherwise entice us to do evil. James 1:1-15 rules this out. God does, however,
allow his people to be tested as to their faithfulness (see comments on 4:1-12 and
the references there to Deut 6-8). The word peirasmos here probably means
"testing" rather than "temptation" (i.e., to sin), though severe testing may he the
occasion for one to sin. Further, there is a coming peirasmos that will severely try
all those who undergo it, and this petition may have reference to that. In any case,
the request is clearly for the Father to keep his children from falling away in the
hour of trial, with a possible allusion to the temptation and fidelity of Christ. With
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this petition the Lord's Prayer comes to a close, lacking, except in a variant (cf.
Notes), the additional words in Matthew.

5-6 Jesus' teaching on prayer continues (vv. 5-13) with a parable unique to Luke,
the meaning of which has been variously assessed. The scene is that of a
Palestinian home in which the family are all asleep in one room-- perhaps the
only room in the house--and probably all on one mat. The father could not get
over to the door and slide back the heavy bolt that bars it without waking up his
family. In such a situation no one would be happy to respond, especially in the
middle of the night. Nevertheless the man does respond to his friend at the door
(v. 5), for a reason to be discussed below. The midnight arrival of the hungry
friend (v. 6) has usually been thought normal because "journeys were often
undertaken by night to avoid the heat of the day" (Marshall, Gospel of
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Luke , p. 464). Bailey ( Poet and Peasant , p. 121) maintains that, on the contrary,
while this is true in desert areas, the elevation of central Palestine and Lebanon
and the sea breeze along the coast made travel during the day customary. The
night arrival would therefore be unusual. In either case, a host in that first-century
society would be expected to provide a welcome. Rather than insult his guest with
too little bread (or with a broken loaf, if it was of the large variety of that area),
the host would seek out a person with a good supply, knowing who in his small
town had recently done baking. The visitor would have been the guest, not only
of the individual and his family, but of the whole community. This placed a great
responsibility both on the traveler's host and on the friend he approached at
midnight (see Bailey on these customs, Poet and Peasant , pp. 121ff.).
7-8 The point of the parable depends partly on the context and partly on the
meaning of the word anaideia (v. 8), translated persistence (NIV, NASB) or
"importunity" (RSV, KJV). If anaideia does mean persistence, the parable would
seem to teach that if we persist long enough, God will finally answer our prayers.
But since the larger context, especially vv. 10, 13, as well as the rest of Scripture,
teaches God's eagerness to hear and grant our requests, the meaning persistence
has little in its favor. Reference is sometimes made to 18:1-8 in support of the
persistence theory. (But see the comment on that passage.) On the other hand, this
parable with its reluctant host and persistent visitor may present not a comparison
but a contrast to the way God answers prayer. In that case the point would be that
if in human circumstances one will respond to a request, even though reluctantly,
if pressed hard enough, surely God will answer and do so far more graciously.
Yet another interpretation has been proposed. The word anaideia can mean
"avoidance of shame" (Bailey, Poet and Peasant , pp. 125-33). While it did come
to have the meaning of "persistence," the concept of shame was linked with it in
the first century. The parable would thus mean that just as the man in bed would
respond so as not to incur shame (for having refused the needs of a visitor to his
community), so God will always do what is honorable and consistent with his
character.
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9-10 In threefold poetic form, Jesus teaches that "everyone who asks" ( pas ho
aiton , v. 10)-- not only the persistent--will receive from God. This saying of
great assurance is preserved here in Luke and also in Matthew 7:7-8.
11-13 The bizarre examples in vv. 11-12 reinforce the point that God will respond
to our petitions only in kindness. There are two steps in the argument: (1) God is
our heavenly Father
(v. 13) and will do no less for his children than would an earthly father; (2) God is
perfect and will do "much more" than sinful man would. The parallel passage in
Matthew 7:11 has the general term "good gifts." Luke specifically mentions the
Holy Spirit, who was promised (Acts 2: 33; cf. Luke 24:49; Acts 1:4).
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C. Growing Opposition (11:14-54)
1. Jesus and Beelzebub (11:14-28)
This event shows the real nature of the increasing opposition Jesus faced. Mark
and Matthew also include it, but in different contexts. Mark follows it with the
parable of the sower, which illustrates the varying responses to Jesus' teaching
(Mark 3:20-4:20). Matthew (like Luke) follows it with Jesus' comments on the
sign of Jonah but then (unlike Luke) has the parable of the sower, followed by the
so-called parables of the kingdom, which also show the contrast between good
and evil (Matt 12:22-13:52). In Luke the Beelzebub controversy leads to the sign
of Jonah (as in Matthew) and then on to the woes against the unbelieving
religious leaders. Each of the other Synoptics also includes a comment regarding
Jesus' mother together with a statement that obedience to God's word is more
important than even the closest human ties to Jesus. Whether the arrangement is
due to each evangelist's plan or to the order of events in his source, every
occurrence of the Beelzebub incident in the Synoptics comes at a crucial point in
the narrative. The incident shows that Jesus' hearers must choose between good
(Jesus, the Spirit, and God's kingdom) and evil (Satan and his demons). The issue
is nothing less than the source of Jesus' authority and power. This is especially
important for Luke, who is deeply aware of the importance of the supernatural as
a testimony that Jesus is the promised Messiah (cf. the apostolic testimony he
records in Acts 2:22, 43; 4: 30; 5:12; 10:38, as well as the miracles in the Gospel
itself). The climax of the passage comes in
v. 20, which, as we shall see, links the display of God's power in the Exodus and
the same potential power in the kingdom of God with Jesus' successful attack on
the kingdom of Satan. Although Luke continues this theme in vv. 21-26, he
postpones the issue of blasphemy against the Holy Spirit (located at this point in
Matthew and Mark) until 12:19. This may have been the order in his source for
this passage.
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14-16 The setting of this account of the Beelzebub controversy is the healing (v.
14) of a deaf mute ( kophos ). Such a healing was among the signs of his
messiahship that Jesus reminded John the Baptist of (7:22). Once more, as in 4:36
and elsewhere, the crowds are amazed at Jesus' power over demons. The crowd is
divided, however, between those who either opposed him outrightly by attributing
his power to the head demon, "Beelzebub" (v. 15; cf. Notes), or taunted him to
give them an even more dramatic sign, which constitutes a "testing" or
provocation (v.
16).
17-20 Jesus "knew their thoughts" (v. 17; cf. 5:22; 7:39-47). The identification of
Beelzebub with Satan (v. 18) is the basis of vv. 17-19. The head of any army
would hardly work with the
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enemy against his own troops. Moreover, if demons are exorcised by the power
of their own leader, how do the Jews explain the power their own exorcists (v. 19;
cf. Acts 19:13-14) are supposed to have? Jesus' illustration shows the drastic
antithesis between the powers of evil, darkness, and Satan on the one hand and
the power of God the Holy Spirit and the kingdom of light (cf. Col 1:12-13) on
the other hand. When the magicians in Egypt were unable to duplicate all the
miracles Moses did before the Exodus, they said to Pharaoh, "This is the finger of
God" (Exod 8:19). So here Jesus is affirming that the source of his power is "the
finger of God" (v.
20), i.e., God himself, a statement Matthew specifically identifies with the Holy
Spirit (Matt 12:
28). If this is true, then Jesus' driving out demons is a messianic sign and "the
kingdom of God has come" (cf. Notes).
21-23 Here the imagery is more vivid than in Matthew and Mark, for the strong
man (v. 21) guards his own house. Jesus' victory against Satan during his
temptation may be alluded to here
(v. 22). In any event, we have in these verses a principal reference to Jesus' tactics
in his war against Satan. The ultimate and actual means of Jesus' victory is the
Cross. The critical place in Jesus' ministry of his victory over Satan means that
we also must take a stand for or against Jesus as the one who brings the kingdom
(v. 23). Whoever does not "gather" ( synagon ) the sheep "scatters" ( skorpizei )
them by default and thus works counter to Jesus (so Marshall, Gospel of Luke , p.
478). In John 10:11-13, the hired hand neglects his duty and the wolf "scatters" (
skorpizei ) the flock.
24-26 "Evil spirit" ( akatharton pneuma ) is a Jewish term for a demon (v. 24).
Luke does not say that the demon has been exorcized. When it is, the Holy Spirit
in the power of the kingdom will accomplish that work and will indwell the
person who has been possessed. In vv. 24-26 a spiritual renewal has taken place,
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but without the indwelling Spirit. Marshall ( Gospel of Luke , p.
479) suggests that this refers to the work of the Jewish exorcists mentioned in v.
19. The evil spirit wanders through the "arid places" (v. 24), a description in
accord with the popular idea that demons inhabited the desert (cf. the accusation
that John the Baptist, who lived in the desert, had a demon [7:33]). Some see
Isaiah 13:21, 34:14 as a source for this idea. The demon seeks a human body and,
in order to repossess its previous abode, enlists the aid of seven demons even
worse than itself (v. 26). This combination of seven plus one is reminiscent of the
same grouping of spirits in the Testament of Reuben , 2 and 3. Contrast the "seven
spirits" before the throne (Rev 1:4). The demons "live" ( katoikei , lit., "settle
down") there. The same verb is used in Ephesians 3:17 of Christ's full indwelling.
The parallel in Matthew 12:43-45 applies the demons' settling down directly to
"this wicked generation" and thus suggests that those who repented on hearing the
initial proclamation of the kingdom through John the Baptist but failed to allow
Jesus to bring the power of the kingdom into their lives were the ones who were
worse off than formerly.
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27-28 This saying (v. 27) is unique to Luke and provides another instance of his
identification of Jesus' sayings (v. 28) as the "word of God." It must not be taken
as reflecting unfavorably on Mary.
2. The sign of Jonah (11:29-32)
This passage gives us Jesus' response to those who were prodding him for a "sign
[ semeion ] from heaven" (v. 16). The Gospel of John builds on the premise that
Jesus performed miracles as signs ( semeia ). The present passage does not stand
in opposition to the meaningful use of signs but rather to the unbelief that resists
the testimony already obvious in the messianic works (cf. v. 14 above). The
Synoptics oppose an inordinate demand for extraordinary miracles beyond those
needed for a witness to Jesus' authority. An even stronger statement, though not
incompatible with this, occurs in Mark 8:12.
29-30 The transitional phrase "as the crowds increased" (v. 29) encourages the
reader to understand this comment on "sign" in terms of the previous passage,
especially v. 16. Only Luke has the phrase, just as only Luke has the reference to
a sign in v. 16. The "sign" of Jonah is Jonah himself, whose presence and brief
message (cf. v. 32, kerygma , NIV, "preaching"), though far minimal compared
with the preaching of Jesus, triggered immediate and widespread repentance.
Matthew 12:40 adds a reference to Jonah's experience in the huge fish as pointing
to the duration of Jesus' entombment. This is not mentioned in Luke, and
Marshall's attempt
( Gospel of Luke , p. 483) to introduce it here may be unnecessary. For Luke the
preaching of Jesus--viz., his "word"--carried its authority, especially when
affirmed by the power of God in miracles (e.g., 4:32, 36). This does not mean that
Jesus' resurrection as a parallel to Jonah's delivery from the fish was not the
ultimate sign only that Luke did not have that part of the tradition.
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31-32 The inclusion of the "Queen of the South" (the queen of Sheba) fortifies the
judgment on Jesus' generation, because she traveled a great distance to hear the
wisdom of Solomon (v. 31). A double contrast is implied in these two examples:
(1) the response of the audience, (2) the greatness of the preacher. The "one
greater" (v. 32) than Solomon and Jonah is, of course, Jesus, unless one interprets
the neuter form of the word "greater" ( pleion ) to cover the whole mission of
Jesus or perhaps the kingdom (though the latter would call for the feminine form).
3. The lamp of the body (11:33-36)
33 Hearing Jesus' message lays a responsibility on the hearer. The metaphors of
light, signs, and judgment (cf. vv. 29-32) are akin to what we have in John (e.g.,
3:19-21; 9:39-41) and elsewhere in the NT (e.g., Acts 26:18; 2Cor 6:14-15; Eph
5:5-14). Much of this passage is
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paralleled in Matthew 6:22-23. There the Jewish concept of the bad eye
symbolizing covetousness provides a link with the preceding saying about
treasures. In the Lukan context there is no reference to possessions.
34-35 "Good eyes" (cf. Notes) admit light (v. 34); bad ones do not. The
implication is that the individual is responsible for receiving light. The eye is thus
a "lamp" ( Iychnos ), not in the sense that it emits light, but that through it (subject
to the individual's will) the body receives light. The real source of light is outside
the body; if we think we can generate our own light, we must beware lest that
inner "light" prove to be darkness (v. 35).
36 This seemingly repetitive verse resembles in its repetitiveness and its subject
Ephesians 5:13- 14a. Its meaning becomes clear in the light of vv. 34-35. The
body is only completely lighted when a lamp shines on it from the outside. The
repetition of two Greek words is chiastic (in reverse order): holon photeinon
("whole body is full of light") and photeinon holon ("completely lighted"). The
concluding holon is emphatic. The words are repeated to introduce an analogy
that describes how the body is fully lighted: "As when [ hos hotan ] the light of a
lamp shines on you." Taking vv. 34-36 together, we learn that full illumination
only comes when one is willing to receive light from the lamp of God's truth.
4. Six woes (11:37-54)
37-38 In a way typical of his use of material, Luke puts the major discourse in the
setting of a dinner (v. 37; cf. 14:1-24) Jesus himself attended (cf. the similar
discourses in Matt 15:1-20; 23: 1-36; Mark 7:1-22). Having accepted table
fellowship with a Pharisee, Jesus offended his host, a proponent of ritual
separation, by omitting the customary ritual washing prior to eating (v. 38).
Luke's introduction lacks the details about Jewish customs found in Mark 7:1-4.
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The reference to Isaiah 29:13 in Mark and in the similar passage in Matthew 15:19 is also lacking; and the comments in vv. 39-54 have their parallel, not in Mark 7
and Matthew 15, but in Matthew 23: 1-36, where the order is different and the
comments on each indictment fuller. Luke gives us a concise selection of
indictments. These point up some of the most common of the sins that
characterize strict religious persons ("churchmen," as Ellis, Gospel of Luke , pp.
168f., calls them). These include hypocrisy (vv. 39-41), imbalance (v. 42),
ostentation (v. 43), impossible demands (v. 46), intolerance (vv. 47-51), and
exclusiveness (v. 52).
39-44 The "Pharisees" (v. 39), originally a group of laymen who sought to be
separate from impure things and people and attempted to apply Mosaic law to all
parts of life, had, for the most part, by the time of Jesus lost the heart of their
religion. In vv. 41-42b Jesus offered a positive corrective that clearly shows he
did not oppose strict attention to religious duties but rather the neglect of caring
about people that strict religionists often fall into. This is consistent
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with his teaching in 6:27-36 and 10:25-37. Seen merely from the religious point
of view, to wash externally was in reality only a halfway measure. Moreover, vv.
39-41 imply that in their "greed and wickedness" (v. 39) the Pharisees had
deprived the poor of the very food and drink that were "inside" (v. 40) their own
carefully washed dishes. Alternatively "inside" also refers to their inner moral life
("you are full," v. 39). Likewise (v. 42) they apparently were tithing possessions
that they should have shared with (or that rightfully belonged to) the needy.
Marshall ( Gospel of Luke , p. 498) remarks that though it might seem
inconsistent that Jesus, while not practicing ritual washing, commended
meticulous tithing, tithing was an OT principle. The vivid simile in v. 44 is an
example of Jesus' use of irony. Though the Pharisees avoided touching a grave
for fear of ritual defilement, they themselves, through their own unrecognized
corruption, were defiling those who came into contact with them. In Matthew
23:27 the figure is that of whitewashed tombs.
45-46 These verses are directed against the "experts in the law" (v. 45). Many of
them were Pharisees, and they were often mentioned together. Yet they were
distinct groups, and Jesus addressed them separately. Their religious legalism
explains v. 46. They could interpret the OT and the traditions built on it in such a
way as to leave little room for personal moral decisions. As "experts," they could,
of course, find ways of circumventing the rules themselves.
47-48 Some lavish tombs were built for royalty and others before and during the
time of Christ. It was all very well for the experts in the law to build new tombs
for prophets long since martyred by the experts' forefathers (v. 47). Yet this very
act ironically symbolized approval of their forefathers' crimes against God's
messengers (v. 48; cf. the longer version of this saying in Matt 23:29-32). J.D.M.
Derrett ("`You Build the Tombs of the Prophets' [Luke 11:47-51, Matt 23:2931]," Studia Evangelica 4 [1968]:187-93) suggests that the building of tombs was
a way of acknowledging guilt analogous to the offering of blood money to a
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victim's survivors by a relative of one guilty of murder.

49-51 These verses relate the grim truth behind the parable of the tenants (20:919). (See Notes on "wisdom" [v. 49] and on "Zechariah" [v. 51].)
52-54 Jesus directed his final woe against the experts in the law at their sin of
taking away not just physical but eternal life. Those who should have opened the
meaning of the OT with their "key" not only declined to use it themselves but
prevented others from "entering" (v. 52). (The present participle eiserchomenous
may be conative: "trying to enter.") The implied subject of "knowledge" is
probably the kingdom of God, which people were seeking to "enter." The
connection of "keys" with the "kingdom" in Matthew 16:19 comes to mind here.
Jesus charged the experts in the law with dereliction of their most important duty.
His series of woes made the
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violent hostility against him described in vv. 53-54 inevitable. His opponents
followed him out of the house and fired at him a barrage of difficult questions (v.
53), such as those later used to embarrass rabbinic scholars. He had challenged
those who professed to be the expert biblical teachers. They were out to defend
their reputation by discrediting his (v. 54).
D. Teachings on Times of Crisis and Judgment (12:1-13:35)
1. Warnings and encouragements (12:1-12)
The crisis in Jesus' relationship with the teachers of the law at the end of chapter
11 gives rise to a series of strong statements about the eternal issues involved.
Jesus' audience must choose sides. He gives promises and warnings, appropriate
to each hearer's circumstance. Much of these exhortations is also found in
Matthew's account of Jesus' instructions to the Twelve (Matt 10:19-20, 26-33).
Similar ideas occur in the Olivet Discourse (Luke 21:12-19 and parallels). These
other passages suggest an application not only to Jesus' immediate audience but
also to the future church with its martyr missionaries.
1-3 "Meanwhile" ( en hois , v. 1) specifically connects this section with the
preceding one. Again Luke notes the crowds, emphasizing the size of this one by
the word "thousands" ( myriadon , lit., "of tens of thousands"--viz., an extremely
large crowd). The same word in Acts 21:20 designates the great number of Jewish
people who were believers, presumably far more than the few thousand
mentioned at the beginning of Acts (e.g., 2:41, 47). Jesus addresses the disciples
"first" ( proton , in an emphatic position). The crowds received his words later
(vv. 54-59). The key word "hypocrisy" ( hypokrisis ) was triggered by the charges
in chapter 11. Jesus compares the insidious way this attitude can influence others
to the action of "yeast" ( zymes ). His next words about concealment and
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disclosure seem at first to be a warning that what hypocrites try to cover up will
be revealed (v. 2). But vv. 3-4 have a positive thrust. Verse 3 is much like
Matthew 10:26-27, where the disciples are encouraged not to be afraid but to
declare publicly what they have heard privately from Jesus. This sense also fits
the similar saying in the context of the parables of the kingdom (Mark 4:22; Luke
8:17). The idea of disclosure is linked to that of acknowledgment in v. 8.
4-7 "Friends" ( philois ) is an expression of confidence (John 15:14-15) and is
antithetical to the hostility of the Pharisees (v. 4). Jesus does not guarantee
protection from death but affirms that
(1) God alone controls the final destiny of men, and people should "fear" (
phobethete ) him rather than those who can merely inflict physical death (v. 5);
and (2) God is intimately aware of all that befalls us. "Hell" ( geenna ) is
mentioned only here in Luke but several times in Matthew and Mark, where it is
clearly a place of torment ("the fire of," Matt 5:22; cf. Matt 18:8-9; Mark 9:4348).
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Geenna is a Greek transliteration of the Hebrew words for "Valley of Hinnom" (
ge hinnom ), a ravine to the south and southwest of Jerusalem. Because it had
been used for infant sacrifices (2 Chronicles 28:3; 33:6), it was repulsive to the
Jews. Josiah attempted to prevent its use in this way (2 Kings 23:10), but
apparently its reputation continued. Jeremiah labels it as a place of future
judgment (Jer 7:32; 19:6). The idea of a place, of which this valley was an
analogy, for punishment after death was developed in the intertestamental period.
Jesus taught the reality of hell unambiguously. Sparrows (v. 6) and hairs (v. 7) are
so insignificant that this kind of argument (from lesser to greater) has a great
effect in pointing up the supreme worth of the disciples in God's eyes.

8-9 Jesus underscores the seriousness of the issues by referring to the ultimate
issue--whether or not one sides with him (v. 8). Although he has already given the
substance of this warning in his first passion prediction (9:26 and parallels), the
cruciality of the present situation called for its restatement. The reference to "the
Son of Man" in the third person has led some to think that Jesus is referring to a
coming figure other than himself. But this would make Jesus a personage inferior
to him. In point of fact, however, the third-person usage is consistent with Jesus'
guarded use of titles. Not until his trial does he publicly combine the terms "Son
of Man," "Son of God," and "Messiah" in an eschatological context.
"Acknowledge" ( homolgesei ) and "disown"
( arnesetai ) are semantic polar opposites (KJV and NASB: "confess" and
"deny"). The reference is apparently to a future scene when the Lord Jesus,
having achieved victory and honor, acknowledges those who supported him and
disowns (v. 9) those who repudiated him during the present age. He does this
publicly before God the Father (Matt 10:32-33) and the assembled angels.
10 The final one of this progression of warnings relates to the "unpardonable sin."
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The context of this saying in Luke differs from that of Matthew and Mark and the
saying itself is separate from the Beelzebub controversy. This separation not only
raises questions of tradition history beyond the scope of this commentary but also
makes exegesis of the passage difficult. The separation does allow for the
continued buildup of hostility between Jesus and the teachers of the law and for
the sequence of warnings in 12:1-9, so that it occupies a climactic place.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to determine its meaning without the contextual
explanations in Matthew and Mark.
Matthew 12:33-36 and Mark 3:30 make it clear that the blasphemy against the
Holy Spirit is the attribution of the works of Jesus to the very prince of demons.
Moreover, this oral blasphemy involves not merely careless words but the
expression of an incorrigibly evil heart. This background must be kept in mind as
an aid to the theological application of Luke's reference to the unpardonable sin.
If dishonoring the Son of Man is such a serious matter as vv. 8-9 indicate, then
total rejection of God by insinuating that his "Holy" Spirit is "evil" is so much the
worse. One may reject Christ and later, by God's grace, accept him; but there is
no remedy for absolute and complete denial of the one holy God--Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit. This is
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what the "blasphemy" seems to be here. Some would relate this to Hebrews 6:4-6;
10:26-31 and to apostasy, but the Scriptures lack a sufficient interconnection to
make this clear. The same caution should be applied to any attempt to connect
this sin with the "sin that leads to death" (1John 5:16-17).
11-12 The foregoing series of warnings and encouragements conclude with this
striking contrast to the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit. Far from committing
that sin of speaking against him, the believers find that the Spirit speaks through
them. Observe the comparison with the mission of the Twelve and with the Olivet
Discourse, especially in Matthew 10:19-20 and Luke 21:1415. The circumstance of the Spirit's speaking through believers is not preaching
but persecution, in which preparation of an adequate defense is hardly possible.
2. Parable of the rich fool (12:13-21)
Although the narrative flows smoothly with the word "crowd" (v. 13) making the
transition from vv. 1-12, the change in topic seems abrupt. A comparison with
chapter 16 shows a similar placement of controversy with Pharisees alongside
teaching about worldly wealth. There the words "the Pharisees, who loved
money" (v. 14) serve to link the two subjects. Chapters 12 and 16 have much in
common. If Talbert ( Literary Patterns , pp. 51-63) is right, they may be part of
an overall pattern in which the two chapters are in a chiastic relationship. In any
event, the topic of wealth is prominent in Luke's writing. In this instance, Jesus
turns a question into an opportunity for ministry to an individual's underlying
need.
13-14 A person who recognized Jesus as a "teacher" (v. 13) would naturally
expect him to have the ability to render a judgment in ethical matters (v. 14).
Rabbis were often thus consulted, and in later years some traveled from place to
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place to render legal decisions. Jesus' refusal to answer is not a denial of his right
or ability to answer, nor of his concern for social and ethical matters. Rather he
turns directly to an area in which others have no right to judge (cf. Matt 7:
1)--viz., the question of motivation. We are not told whether the inquirer had
legal ground for his request--a point that is unimportant here.
15 The audience ( autous , "them") is probably now the whole crowd, not just the
two brothers. The issue revolves around the very nature of "life" ( zoe ). Greed
seeks possessions, which are not to be equated with true "living." In fact, they
become a substitute for the proper object of man's search and worship--God.
Therefore, "greed ... is idolatry" (Col 3:5).
16-21 Since this is a parable (v. 16), not an actual incident, Jesus can heighten
certain elements that illustrate his point, even to the point of having God speak
directly to the rich man. The man expresses in his words (vv. 17-19) the attitude
Jesus discerns not only in the inquirer but in
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others (cf. "anyone" in v. 21). The word "fool" ( aphron , v. 20) is not used lightly
but in the OT sense of one who rejects the knowledge and precepts of God as a
basis for life. God addresses the man on his own pragmatic terms, dealing not
with matters of the kingdom or of life beyond death but with the question of the
disposition of the man's possessions. This underscores the fact that he will have to
"leave it all." If we read the question "Who will get?" with Ecclesiastes 2:18- 19
in mind, there is also the irony that after years of careful management the man's
possessions might be frittered away by an incompetent heir. Verse 21, which uses
the contrasting words "for himself" ( heauto ) and "toward God" ( eis theon ),
ends powerfully with the participle "rich" ( plouton ) as the final word. "Stores up
things for himself" resembles Matthew 6:19: "Do not store up for yourselves
treasures on earth." Both passages introduce similar encouragements about God's
care (of. vv. 21-22 here with Matt 6: 19, 25).

3. Anxiety over possessions (12:22-34)
This section (vv. 22-34), except for vv. 32-34, is virtually identical to Matthew
6:29-33 in the Sermon on the Mount. As noted in the comment above on v. 21,
which forms a transition to this section, both passages are connected with sayings
against "storing up" things for oneself. The passage ends (v. 34) with a saying
about one's "treasure" (cf. Matt 6:2-13. The Greek word for "treasure" ( thesaurus
) is related to that for "store up" ( theaurizo ). The passage then both introduced
and concluded with a saying about "treasuring" is thereby given its theme. What
was implied in the warning parable of vv. 16-20 is explicitly commanded here
(note the dia touto "therefore," of v. 22). Believers should not act like the "pagan
world" ( ta ethne tou kosmou , v.
30), represented by the rich fool of the parable.
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22-23 Having addressed the crowds in vv. 1-21, Jesus turns to his disciples. The
word for "life" in vv. 22-23 (and cf. v. 20) is psyche , which often means "soul."
Here the translation "life" is appropriate. Observe the parallelism between v. 22
and v. 23. A comment on food comes first in each verse, followed by one on
clothing. Verse 23 provides the support for the exhortation in
v. 22: there is more to life than these. The exhortation "do not worry" ( me
merimnate ) stands alongside the implied "do not covet" in this passage and the
preceding one (cf. v. 15). Actually one can both worry and be covetous whether
he is poor or rich. "Do not worry" is the first of a series of four prohibitions. The
others are "Do not set your heart on" (v. 29), "Do not worry" (again v. 29), and
"Do not be afraid" (v. 32).
24-26 The thrust of the comparison "how much more valuable?" is similar to the
argument from the lesser to the greater in vv. 6-7. There the sparrows represent
birds of little value. Here the ravens (v. 24) may represent birds that were
considered unclean (Lev 11:13-20, esp. v. 15) and therefore unworthy of God's
care. Jesus assures us that the God who cares for such birds surely
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will care for us. Verses 25-26 constitute still another argument from the lesser
(adding inches of height or minutes of life [cf. Notes]) to the greater (totality of
life and its needs). The point here is that if it is futile to worry about small matters
we cannot control, it is even more futile to worry about the larger matters that lie
even farther beyond our control.
27-28 Jesus gives a final example of the lesser to greater argument in contrasting
the grandeur of Solomon, who could afford the finest clothing, to common
flowers, which can do nothing toward making clothes (v. 27). His second contrast
is between the limited life span of flowers and the (implied) eternal life that lay
before the disciples (v. 28). God's meticulous and lavish care for mere perishing
flowers assures us of his unfailing care for his own people. In view of this, the
disciples' "little faith" is all the more shameful.
29 "Do not worry" is the third of four prohibitions (cf. comment on v. 22). The
word for "worry" here ( meteorizesthe ) differs from that in v. 22 ( merimnate ).
Meteorizesthe meant in classical Greek "be raised up" or "suspended." While it
came metaphorically to mean "worry," the literal meaning might be expressed by
"be in suspense" or "be up in the air."
30-31 "The pagan world" ( ta ethne , lit., "the nations," i.e., the Gentiles) contrasts
with believers. In Matthew's report of the Sermon on the Mount, believers are
cautioned three times not to behave as the pagans do: (1) in their relation to
people (Matt 5:47), (2) in their relation to God in prayer (Matt 6:7), and (3) in
their relation to material possessions (Matt 6:32)--the application it has here in
Luke. In Matthew the contrast to Gentiles is especially significant in view of the
Jewish slant of that Gospel. Luke 6:32, the equivalent of Matthew 5:47, has
"sinners"
( hamartoloi ), a Lukan term. Pagans do not have the same relation believers have
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with a loving, caring, providing heavenly Father. To know that he knows their
needs is sufficient assurance for all believers. Secure in that knowledge, his
disciples can turn all their attention to the kingdom they are commanded to seek
(v. 31).
32 "Do not be afraid" ( me phobou ) introduces another contrast. The "little flock"
( to mikron poimnion ), which now needs to be fed and defended, will one day
inherit the kingdom, possessing its benefits and authority. The fatherhood of God
and its connection with the giving of the kingdom are themes not only
characteristic of Matthew but also foundational in the Sermon on the Mount, of
which this passage may have been originally a part. The encouragement not to
fear is appropriate in view of the hostility of the "experts in the law" who, instead
of opening the way to the kingdom and its truth (11:52), stand in the way of those
who seek it.
33 With the injunction to "sell your possessions" ( polesate ta hyparchonta
hymon ), we come to the concluding exhortations on the "treasure" theme. It is
difficult to know whether the reason for this exhortation is to benefit the poor or
to rid the disciples of encumbering possessions.
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While the poor are mentioned, the point of the passage as a whole seems to be the
total dependence of disciples on God. The second reason, therefore, is probably
primary and the first secondary in this context but still important in itself and in
Luke's thought throughout his Gospel. The word "all" is neither present nor
implied before the word "possessions." As we have seen, the point of Jesus'
teaching on treasures is that they are not to be hoarded for one's own selfish
pleasure (cf. v. 21 and Matt 6:19). Nevertheless the interpreter must be careful
neither to blunt Jesus' strong teaching as expressed in Luke regarding a life of
abandonment and giving (cf. 6:27- 36; 14:26, 33) nor to introduce teachings given
to one audience into a discussion with another group. One should live on such a
modest level of subsistence that the only "purses" needed (see the metaphor in v.
33) are those one needs for heavenly "treasure." By their nature, such purses are
never moth-eaten or stolen.

34 This verse shows the essential thrust of Jesus teaching. It is not the extent but
the place of one's possessions that is emphasized, because it is the direction of
one's "heart," heavenward or earthward, that is all important.
4. Readiness for the coming of the Son of Man (12:35-48)
The emphatic use of the personal pronoun "you" ( hymeis ) twice in the Greek
text of vv. 35- 36 sets the attitude of the alert Christian in contrast to that of the
pagans (v. 30) who seek only the things of this present world. The word
"watching" ( gregorountas , v. 37) expresses the theme of this passage. Luke
introduces it earlier in his Gospel than do Matthew and Mark, who use it only in
the Olivet Discourse (and in the parables following in Matthew and in the Lord's
words to the disciples at Gethsemane (of Matt 24:42-43; 25:13; 26:38, 40-41).
Luke does not use the actual verb "to watch" in either of the parallel contexts
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(17:26-30, 34-36; 22:45-46). Here he seems to be impressed by the connection in
our Lord's teaching between warnings about future judgment. The verses
following the figure about "watching" (vv. 39-40) and the next section also (vv.
41-46) are parallel to part of Matthew's version of the Olivet Discourse (Matt
24:43-51). They are usually considered to be from Q and interwoven with other
material The scene in vv. 36-37 and the parable in v. 39 point clearly to the
necessity of being ready for the Son of Man (v. 40).
35-38 In Jesus' time, a person "dressed ready for service" (v. 35) tucked his
flowing outer robe under his belt or sash. This was done to prepare for travel,
fighting (Eph 6:14), or work (cf. the metaphorical use in 1 Peter 1:13).
Matthew 25:1-13 also describes a time of waiting with burning lamps for the
return of a bridegroom for his wedding. In Matthew the lamps are lampades ;
here they are lychnoi . There virgins wait for the bridegroom; here servants wait
for their masters (v. 36). The strong affirmation "I tell you the truth" ( amen , v.
37) appears for the first time in Luke since 4:24. There
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is a striking reversal of roles as the master dresses himself to serve (cf. v. 35) and
waits on the servants. This contrasts with Luke 17:7-10, where a different point is
being made. If the return is very late in the night or toward morning, in the
"second or third watch" (the middle and last division of the night hours according
to Jewish reckoning), the alertness of the servants is even more commendable (v.
38).
39-40 The image now changes to one of burglary (v. 39). The absence of
figurative or parabolic terminology (cf. "like" in v. 36) may indicate that this is
not a story but a recent incident known to Jesus' audience. Moreover, Jeremias (
Parables of Jesus , pp. 48-49) notes that the use of the aorist tense in the story
gives the impression of a straightforward narrative. It is unusual, but not
impossible, for an evil character, such as a thief, to represent a good person (see
the unjust judge [18:1-8], who stands in contrast to God). Actually, it is the story
as a whole, not the individual characters in it, that provides the comparison here.
The concluding exhortation (v. 40) to "be ready," because the time of the Son of
Man's coming is unknown, is similar to Matthew 24:42-44, in the Olivet
Discourse, where the burglary figure is also used (cf. Matt 25:13; Mark 13:3337). Luke's version of the Olivet Discourse lacks this saying, as well as the saying
about ignorance of the day and hour, which is recorded in Matt 24:36 and Mark
13:32. Here Luke is clearly concentrating much of the Lord's teaching on the
implications of his sudden return.
41-44 Peter responds, in his accustomed role as spokesman for the apostles, with
a question about the extent of their responsibility (v. 41). Jesus answers, as often,
with a counter question
(v. 42). Although he says elsewhere that exhortations to "watch" apply to
everyone (Mark 13:
37), in this case the parable that follows (vv. 42-46) shows that the apostles have
a special responsibility. In the illustration the "manager" (or "steward,"
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oikonomos ) in charge of the "servants" is a "servant" (or "slave," doulos ) himself
(v. 43). This was a common situation in that first-century society. The passage
teaches the importance of faithfulness in doing the will of the master. Verses 4246 emphasize responsibility one has for those who have been placed under his
leadership. Conversely, the following paragraph (vv. 47-48) focuses on response
to the master's command.
45-46 As in 18:7 and 19:12, the clear implication is that Jesus himself would not
return immediately but that there would be an interval of waiting and serving (cf.
Notes). The attitude of the manager in v. 45 is contrary to that commanded in v.
40. The word "begins" ( arxetai , v. 45) suggests that the action is interrupted by
the master's unexpected return. The severe treatment of the servants may be
hyperbolic, but Acts 20:29-30 warns against false leaders who ravage the
congregation (cf. the warning in Matt 7:15-23). Likewise the vivid description of
the manager's punishment, "cut to pieces" ( dichotomesei ), stresses the
seriousness of his default of responsibility (v. 46, cf. Notes). "A place with the
unbelievers" applies to the false religious leaders alluded to rather than merely to
the secular characters in the story.
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47-48 If this punishment seems too severe, the explanation of God's principle of
judgment now clarifies matters. The servant in v. 47 may represent those who sin
"with a high hand," committing "presumptuous sins" (Num 15:30-31; Ps 19:13,
RSV). If so, the servant who "does not know" (v. 48) sins "unwittingly" and has
"hidden faults" (Num 15:27-29; Ps 19:12, RSV). In either case there is some
definite personal responsibility and therefore judgment, because the servant
should have made it his business to know his master's will. All have some
knowledge of God (Rom 1:20), and God judges according to individual levels of
responsibility (Rom 2:1213). The closing statement (v. 48) would apply especially to the apostles and
church leaders throughout the successive centuries.
5. Division over Jesus (12:49-53)
49-50 The Lord's teaching about preparation for his return and impending
judgment (vv. 35-48) leads to this paragraph about the personal crises Christ
precipitates. It is difficult to determine the precise meaning of "fire" (v. 49)
because the word can signify either judgment or purification, to say nothing of
other less probable meanings. The verses that follow v. 49 may, consistently with
the preceding paragraphs, connote judgment. While Jesus came to bring salvation
rather than judgment (Luke 4:19; John 3:17), his coming also meant judgment
John 9:39). A comparison with earlier teaching in Luke, however, suggests that
"fire" means purification as well as judgment. The ministry of John the Baptist
included not only judgment (3:9, 17) but also the promise that Jesus would
"baptize ... with the Holy Spirit and fire" (see commentary and OT references at
3:16). Luke 9:51-56 shows that Jesus did not intend to bring an immediate fire of
judgment on those who rejected him. Since 3:16 links fire with the Holy Spirit, it
is possible that this fire was to be "kindled" by the baptism of the Spirit (Acts 2:14). This could only occur after Jesus' own "baptism" of death, to which he
referred here (v. 50). Mark 10:38 mentions baptism as a symbol of Jesus' death,
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along with the "cup" Jesus spoke of at Gethsemane (Luke 22:42). He felt
"distressed" ( synechomai ) in anticipation of that. "The prospect of his sufferings
was a perpetual Gethsemane" (Plummer, p. 334).
51-53 Although the Messiah was to bring peace (v. 51), this was not his only
mission, nor, in the political sense, his immediate one. Isaiah 11:1-9 shows that
even in the final period of peace, the Messiah, enabled by the Spirit, will exercise
judgment. Already in his earthly ministry ("from now on," v. 52), there is
division. The parallel to v. 51 in Matthew 10:34 has "sword" ( machaira ) instead
of "division" ( diamerismon ). In 22:36 Luke reports Jesus' speaking of a "sword"
( machaira ) when the crisis deepens. The expression "from now on" ( apo tou
nyn ) is, apart from 2 Corinthians 5:16) unique to Luke in the NT. It is an
important part of Luke's vocabulary of time (cf. esp. 5:10; 22:69; also the use of
"today" in 4:21; 13:32; 19:5, 9). Luke is stressing the element of crisis, both
immediately and at the Lord's return. During this time his disciples
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must be prepared for a break in their family relationships if others do not concur
with their decision to follow Christ (vv. 52-53; cf. 14:26). The wording of v. 53 is
probably from Micah 7:
6.
The mention of six people in v. 53 does not contradict the number five in v. 52
since one person can have two relationships, e.g., a woman can be both a mother
and a mother-in-law.
6. Interpreting the times (12:54-59)
54-56 Though the text does not link this section with the preceding one, there is a
common element of crisis. The words "interpret this present time [ kairon , or
`season']" (v. 56) imply this by comparing the observation of changing weather
(vv. 54-55) with God's "time" of opportunity and responsibility. This emphasis on
the opportune time recurs more emphatically in 19:41-44 (cf. "on this day ... but
now ... you did not recognize the time"). Here the word "hypocrites" (v.
56) shows that the people Jesus was speaking to were not sincere in their
professed inability to "interpret this present time."
57-59 Here Jesus' appeal to human judgment regarding a time of personal
decision (v. 57) is similar to, though not verbally identical with, Matthew 5:2526. In human affairs one resolves a crisis situation wisely to avoid penalty (v. 58).
This is a secular illustration, and v. 59 should not be applied spiritually in pointfor-point detail aside from its basic application of reconciliation with God before
the day of judgment.
7. A call to repentance (13:1-9)
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At this point, dialogue about the problem of human suffering and evil introduces
a parable that, like Jesus' teaching in chapter 12, deals with crisis and judgment.
1-5 We cannot be certain as to the exact incident v. 1 refers to. The social tension
made revolutionary activity in those days possible at any time. Pilate's position as
governor of a troubled province far distant from Rome was precarious. Josephus
(Life, 92 [17]) says that Galileans were especially susceptible to revolt, though
see comment at 1:26. Any attack against Jews who had come to offer sacrifices
was horrendous whatever its reason. The fact that the people "told Jesus" about
the event implies that he was not at Jerusalem when it happened. Jesus
(v. 4) refuses to attribute tragedy (v. 2) or accident (v. 3) directly to one's sin as
the Jews did (cf. John 9:1-3). On the contrary, he affirms the sinfulness of all
people (v. 5). "Too" ( hosautos ) means "similarly" or even "in the same way,"
showing that one who flouts God cannot count on immunity from sudden
adversity. Whereas the two victims of the calamities referred to in vv. 1-5
perished physically, "all" ( pantes ) who do not repent face spiritual death.
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6-9 Once more Jesus alludes to Micah 7 (cf. comments on 12:53), this time to
Micah 7:1, with its lament over unproductive fig trees. The symbolism, like that
of the vine in Isaiah 5:1-7, applies to Israel. Jesus' mention (v. 6) of both a fig tree
and a vineyard makes the figure doubly clear. Luke includes this parable instead
of the cursing of the fig tree (found only in Matt 21:18- 22; Mark 11:12-14, 2025). Here the tree is not immediately destroyed, as it was in the cursing incident,
but is given an extra year of grace (v. 8), even beyond the three years its owner
had already waited (v. 7). Israel failed to recognize her season of opportunity (cf.
12:56; 19:41-44).
8. Healing a woman on the Sabbath (13:10-17)
The Sabbath issue, a major cause of dissension earlier (6:1-11), now reappears.
As in 6:6, and for the last time in Luke's narrative sequence, Jesus is teaching in a
synagogue. This incident, like the others in this chapter, shows that in spite of the
failure of the religious leaders to acknowledge the time of God's working, the
kingdom is still being manifested.
10-13 "Was teaching" ( en didaskon ) suggests that as Jesus was speaking (v. 10),
he suddenly became aware of the woman ( kai idou , "and look!" untranslated in
NIV [v. 11], with perhaps some loss of effect). As often in healing narratives,
Luke mentions the seriousness and duration of the disease to highlight the
greatness of the cure. The "spirit" (v. 11) presumably was a demon, though Luke
does not specifically say the woman was demon possessed. Any activity by a
demon is ultimately Satan's responsibility (v. 16; cf. comments on 11:14-20). The
fact that Jesus touched her (v. 13) has led some to conclude that she was not
demon possessed, on the ground that nowhere else in the Gospels are we told that
Jesus touched a demon-possessed person. But the Gospel narratives by no means
record every detail of Jesus' actions. Far more important, and emphasized by
Luke, is the woman's instant healing and its direct attribution to God. This, of
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course, shows that Jesus was truly acting with God's authority. "Praised [
edoxazen ] God" reflects Luke's special interest in the glory of God (cf. 5:26).
And Luke may have used endoxois (v. 17), which sounds similar and means
"wonderful things," to remind his readers of this theme of praise.

14-17 The controversy over Jesus' Sabbath activities now comes to the fore (v.
14), as the synagogue ruler speaks to the people on the ground of Exodus 20:9-10.
Notice that he avoids addressing Jesus directly. There was ample evidence of
rabbinic precedent for helping animals in emergencies on the Sabbath. So Jesus
uses a lesser-to-greater argument to move from helping animals (v. 15) to helping
human beings (v. 16; cf. 12:24). "A daughter of Abraham" means a Jewess. In
keeping with Luke's purpose, this designation highlights the priority of the Jews
in the program of the Gospel. It also shows that she deserved immediate healing.
As he often does, Luke gives us the crowd's reaction (v. 17; cf. 4:15, 22, 32, 3637; 5:26).
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9. Parables of the mustard seed and the yeast (13:18-21)
18-21 In Luke's narrative, his presentation of these two kingdom parables comes
later than in Matthew and Mark. Isolated from other parables, they receive the
added support of the account of the miraculous healing Luke has just described.
In Jesus' teaching the "mustard seed"
(v. 19) represents that which is tiny but effective (of 17:6). The full-grown
mustard tree may reach ten feet or so in height (see ZPEB, 4:324-25) and thus be
quite large enough for birds to settle in its branches. It is not certain whether birds
are mentioned as vivid detail in accord with the occasional OT use of birds to
symbolize the Gentiles (of. Notes). The point of the parable is not the growth of
the tree, nor a comparison between the seed and the tree, but the power inherent
in the seed. This power is implicit in the kingdom (v. 18), as Jesus' healing of the
woman has just demonstrated. Likewise the point of Jesus' simile of the yeast and
the kingdom is not that yeast penetrates the dough but the inherent power--i.e., of
the kingdom--that enables it to do this. This interpretation fits Mark's parable of
the growing seed (Mark 4:26-29).
10. Entering the kingdom (13:22-30)
Jesus' teaching now turns to personal responsibility. Several themes appear in this
section that occur in other NT settings in Matthew and Mark (cf., in sequence,
Matt 7:13-14; 25:10-12; 7: 22-23. 8:11-12; 19:30; 20:16, along with Mark 10:31).
22-23 Here we have one of the few specific travel references in what is
sometimes called Luke's "travel section" (9:51-19:44). Nevertheless, the travel
theme appears repeatedly in connection with the verb poreuomai and its cognates
(cf. dieporeueto , "went," v. 22; see comment on v.
33). The words "made his way to Jerusalem" are especially significant because
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the important element is not merely travel but Jesus' orientation toward that city
(cf. 9:51; 13:33-34; 17:11; 19:28, 41 and comment on 19:28). Like the question
on divorce (Matt 19:3), this one about whether few or many people will be saved
(v. 23) was the occasion of differing opinions among the rabbis.
24-27 Jesus' reply (v. 24) emphasizes not "how many?" but "who?" The saved are
those who seize their opportunity now (in the "year of the Lord's favor," 4:19).
Once the time for decision has passed (v. 25), attempts to enter into salvation
afterward (note the future "will try ... will not be able," v. 24) will be futile.
Likewise Esau "afterward" sought his inheritance in vain (Heb 12:
17). Does the "narrow door" limit the number of people who are admitted or the
opportunities a person has to enter? Verse 24 by itself suggests the former; v. 25
with its reference to the closing door suggests the latter. In John 10:9, entrance to
salvation is only through Christ, who himself is the gate. The use of the third
person in "But he will reply" (v. 27) does not refer to anyone other than Jesus as
the Son of Man (cf. Matt 7:23: "I will tell them") and simply follows
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the pattern of v. 25. The repetition of "I don't know you or where you come from"
(v. 27, cf. v.
25) heightens the sense of utter rejection (cf. Matt 7:23. "I never knew you").
Familiarity with Jesus (v. 26) will he of no benefit then (cf. the even stronger plea
in Matt 7:22).
28-30 The contrast is heightened between those inside--note the reference to the
patriarchs of Israel--and those outside the door, i.e., outside the kingdom (v. 28).
Every Jew expected to sit with the patriarchs at the messianic banquet or "feast in
the kingdom of God" (v. 29). The concept of such a feast in heaven as a
celebration with the Messiah is alluded to throughout the OT and other Jewish
literature over a long period of time (cf. 14:5). The tragedy would not only be that
of looking at the patriarchs from the outside but also that of seeing Gentiles inside
with them. Verse 30 describes a total reversal of positions. Here it clearly means
the exclusion from future blessings of those who thought they were first in line
for them. Its thrust is stronger here than its use in different contexts in Matthew
19:30; 20:16; and Mark 10:31. Exclusion from the kingdom will lead to "weeping
and grinding of teeth"--an expression found only here in v. 27 but used several
times in Matthew (8:12; 22:13; 24:51; 25:30) to express the horror of future
doom.
11. Concern over Jerusalem (13:31-35)
This is the main passage in Luke in which Jesus expresses a strong sense of
destiny in his final journey to Jerusalem. Note the sense of divine purpose
expressed by such characteristic Lukan words as "today" ( semeron ) and "must" (
dei ). The passage is peculiar to Luke and shows Luke's editorial care in making a
significant transition at this point. It marks a stage in Jesus' progress to Jerusalem
and prepares the reader for chapter 14 (note v. 1).
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31 Now the Pharisees warn Jesus of Herod's designs on his life. Later in his
Gospel, Luke will speak out in blaming the Jewish leaders for their drastic actions
against Jesus but will minimize the role of the people in opposing him (e.g.,
19:47). At this point, however, he attributes no evil motive to those who warn
Jesus. Apparently these Pharisees have Jesus' safety at heart. "At that time" ( en
aute te hora ) makes a strong transition from the warning in vv. 28-30, which
would have caused strong reactions among the Jewish leaders. We do not know
where Jesus was at that time if he was in Herod's territory, he was obviously not
near Jerusalem.
32-33 In Luke's last mention of him, Herod was troubled at the reports of Jesus'
miracles. By having John the Baptist beheaded, Herod thought he had done away
with prophetic opposition. But Jesus, far from being threatened by Herod, called
him "that fox" (v. 32). Today foxes connote cleverness; in Jesus' day they also
connoted insignificance (cf. Neh 4:3; Song of Songs 2:15). Either or both
connotations may apply here. Jesus' intent was to continue his ministry and
manifest the power of the kingdom--"drive out demons and heal people"--but not
to do this indefinitely. "Today and tomorrow" ( semeron kai aurion ) signifies the
time of present
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opportunity in Jesus' ministry. That time, however, was short. Since "today and
tomorrow" are not literal days, so with the "third day," which must have reminded
Luke's readers of the day of Jesus' resurrection. Perhaps it was intended to do so.
Verses 32 and 33 are parallel, with the idea of "three days" implicit in each. In v.
32 "the third day" is followed by "I will reach my goal" ( teleioumai , "be
completed," "be perfected"). In v. 33 it is followed by a reference to Jesus' death.
Clearly the expressions are equivalent, and there may well be an anticipation of
the profound phrase in Hebrews 2:9: "perfect through suffering." In one sense v.
33 marks the completion of Jesus mission, especially in Luke's theology (cf.
9:31). Ellis (Gospel of Luke, p.
190) suggests that it refers to consecration to the high priestly work, since the
Greek word for "perfected" is used in the LXX of Exodus 29 and Leviticus 8. The
programmatic statement of Jesus' purpose and progress continues in v. 33 with
two additions: the specific reference to suffering ("die") and the word "must" ( dei
). Luke conveys Jesus' sense of purpose and necessity more strongly than the
other Synoptics do. Well over two-thirds of the synoptic uses of dei are in Luke
(cf. comment on 4:43). Another key word that reappears here is the verb
poreuomai ("keep going"; cf. comment on "went" at v. 22). Luke emphasizes the
"way" of Jesus, which led to the cross and on to glory (of John 7:35; 14:12, 28;
16:7, 28). Jesus expected to suffer as a prophet. Jeremias (TDNT, 5:714) says that
to a great extent "martyrdom was considered an integral part of the prophetic
office" in those days (cf. TDNT, 6:834-35). Stephen's speech (Acts 7:52) accords
with this.

34-35 The word "Jerusalem" appears three times in a row: once at the end of v.
33 and twice at the beginning of the lament (v. 34). The effect is to draw the
reader's attention to that city of destiny, both as the place of our Lord's passion
and as the pathetic, unwilling object of his love. The "house," perhaps specifically
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50), will now lose him till Psalm 118:26, quoted here ("Blessed ... Lord"), is
fulfilled. The lament and the quotation do not appear in Matthew till after the
Triumphal Entry (23:37-39), where Jesus includes the word "again" ( ap' arti , v.
39), apparently to make it clear that there was to be a future fulfillment of the
word quoted from Psalm 118:26. The substance of the quotation is recorded by all
four Gospels in their account of the Triumphal Entry; but the words are said, not
by the Jerusalemites, but by Jesus' supporters. Luke specifies that they were Jesus'
disciples (19: 37-38).
E. Further Teaching on Urgent Issues (14:1-18:30)
1. Jesus at a Pharisee's house (14:1-14)
This passage and the following one incorporate several elements--healing,
conversations, and a parable--all tied together in dinner-table conversation--a
familiar device in ancient literature. The conversation, except for its opening,
revolves around the response and behavior of dinner
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guests. This leads into the response of would-be followers of Jesus and the cost of
discipleship.
1-4 Since this is the fourth time Luke records a controversy over the Sabbath (v.
1), it is obvious that this was a major issue between Jesus and the religious
leaders (cf. 6:1-5, 6:11; 13: 10-17). The host was "prominent"--literally, one of
the,"ruling" ( archonton ) Pharisees, possibly a member of the Sanhedrin. The
NIV rendering "he was being carefully watched" brings out the durative aspect of
the imperfect periphrastic tense, which Luke uses effectively (cf. "was teaching"
and "were sitting," 5:17). Luke pictures the Pharisees as watchdogs of the faith as
they waited for some theological flaw to appear in Jesus' teaching (vv. 1-3; cf.
5:17; 6:7). "There [ kai idou , lit., `and behold'] in front of him" (v. 2; cf. 13:11)
draws attention to a man who some commentators think was "planted" there to
test Jesus. That would not be improbable, but the text does not affirm it.
"Dropsy," an "abnormal accumulation of serous fluid in the tissues of the body"
(R.H. Pousma, "Diseases of the Bible," ZPEB, 2:134), may have popularly been
considered a curse for sin (Num 5:11-27). As in 6:9, Jesus took the initiative with
a question designed to shift the burden of proof to the opposition (v. 3). "Is it
lawful" may have been intentionally ambiguous, a leading question that could be
answered in terms of either OT or rabbinical "law." During the silence of the
"Pharisees and experts in the law," Jesus met the man's need (v. 4). His condition
could have waited another day, but Jesus was concerned to establish a principle.
This may be why he dismissed the man without including him further in the
conversation and then turned to the Pharisees.
5-6 The phrase "If one of you" (v. 5) draws Jesus' listeners into the illustration
(cf. 11:5, 11; 12: 25; 14:28). "Immediately" ( eutheos ) stresses the urgency of
meeting the need, a pointed reference back to the man with dropsy. The principle
exampled in the case of a beast is in accord not only with the OT but with
rabbinic law (cf. SBK, 1:629; Shabbath 128b, though cf. the forbidding of
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helping such an animal in the Qumran sect, CD 11:13-17). In the face of this, the
silence of Jesus' opponents was no longer by choice (e.g., v. 4) but of necessity;
they "had nothing to say" ( ouk ischysan antapokrithenai , lit., "could not
respond," v. 6). A dilemma also silences a group of Jewish leaders in 20:3-7 (cf.
also 20:26).
7-11 Jesus continued to take the initiative (v. 7). In his time the guests at a formal
dinner reclined on couches, several on each one, leaning on their left elbows. The
seating was according to status. The "head of the table" was the couch at one end
with other couches extending from it and facing each other like the arms of a "U."
The important places, the places of "honor" (v. 8), were those nearest the head
couch position. If an important guest came late, someone might have to be
displaced to make room for him (v. 9). Jesus' practical advice (cf. Prov 25:6-7)
illustrates the spiritual principle he stated in v. 11. The significance of this
principle--and indeed of vv. 7-11--is clarified by Luke's use in the parable of the
Pharisee and the tax collector (18:
14). The ultimate reference of the principle (v. 11) is to God's final judgment.
Luke follows the
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custom of using passive verbs ("will be humbled ... will be exalted") to avoid
direct reference to God, the real subject of this profound sentence. The same may
hold for 16:9 (cf. Ellis, Gospel of Luke , on both passages; cf. also comment on
15:7 for another way Luke reverently avoids the use of God's name). This practice
seems strange to us, but we need to realize that in the culture of that day a name
both designated and represented a person. Therefore it was safe to refer to God
obliquely by a descriptive title, "Lord"; a phrase, "the Holy One," "Blessed be
he"; a circumlocution, "He who sits in heaven"; or a term such as "the heavens,"
whereas to say the divine Name itself without proper reverence could be
blasphemy.
12-14 Having addressed the Pharisee's guests, Jesus turns to his host (v. 12). What
he says resembles his words in 6:32-36 (see comments)--viz., in view of ultimate
reward from God, doing good to those who cannot repay it. Also, v. 13 recalls
Luke's report of Jesus' concern for the poor and oppressed (cf. 4:18; 6:20-21). As
Jesus said (6:35), believers are to do good, not with the expectation of a future
reward, but unselfishly. Then God will remember and reward them (v. 14).
(Scripture distinguishes between the resurrection of the righteous and that of the
wicked [Dan 12:2; Acts 24:15; Rev 20:4-5].)
2. Parable of the great banquet (14:15-24)
Jesus continues the figure of the banquet with a striking parable about the "feast
in the kingdom of God" (v. 15)--the so-called eschatological banquet. Luke 13:2930 had shown that some who expect to be present will be excluded; this passage
teaches that those excluded have only themselves to blame.
15 The exuberant remark seems like a boorish counterpart to Peter's "It is good
for us to be here" (9:33); Manson ( Sayings of Jesus , p. 129) calls it "a
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characteristic piece of apocalyptic piety." The concept of future celebration in the
kingdom is certainly biblical. Jesus does not repudiate it but rather addresses the
presumption by some present, perhaps including the speaker in v. 1, that they
would inevitably participate.
16-17 It is not certain whether the invited guests (v. 16) were waiting for the
second invitation customary in fashionable circles or whether this was simply to
remind those who had already accepted the invitation that it was time to come (v.
17). "People had no watches ... and ... a banquet took a long time to prepare"
(Morris, Luke , p. 233.)
18-20 The striking thing is that "all" of them declined (v. 18). "Alike" ( apo mias ,
a unique expression in Greek) does not mean "in the same way" but probably
"with one accord" or "all at once" (Jeremiah Parables of Jesus , p. 176). The
excuses are weak. One man "must" go to see a purchased field he probably had
seen
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before he bought it (v. 18). Contrast his urgent attention to material things with
Jesus' healing a man on the Sabbath (vv. 2-4). The second excuse (v. 19) is as
worthless as the first; would anyone have bought oxen without examining them?
Going "to try them out" sounds like preoccupation with a new possession rather
than urgent business. In both instances materialism got in the way of honoring an
invitation already extended. The third excuse (v. 20) has more validity in the light
of Deuteronomy 24:5. Also only men were invited to banquets (Jeremiah
Parables of Jesus p. 177). Yet marriage was not, especially in that society, an
abrupt decision and could hardly have been an unexpected factor intervening
between the first (v. 16) and second (v. 17) invitations. With his superb narrative
art, Jesus uses these three excuses to show that just as a host may be snubbed, so
God's gracious invitation may be flouted.

21-24 The host "became angry" (v. 21) because the rejections were a personal
insult. A "street" ( plateia ) was broader and traveled by a greater variety of
people than a neighborhood road. In contrast an "alley" ( rhyme ) was a small lane
or side path, likely to harbor the loitering outcasts of society. Those brought from
these places were precisely the same unfortunates Jesus had told his host to invite
in v. 13 (see comment). With room still available (v. 22), the servant is to go
outside the town and search even the "country lanes" (v. 23). To "make them
come in" is not compulsion but "an insistent hospitality" (Manson, Sayings of
Jesus , p. 130). Although Jesus does not interpret the parable, it is reasonable to
link it with 13:28-30 and find in it an allusion of the extension of the gospel to the
Gentiles. Those who had the benefit of the original invitation are perhaps best
described by Paul in Romans 9:4 Jews with all their heritage and spiritual
advantages. "Not one" (v. 24) refers to the parable and should not be taken
literally but understood as stressing the seriousness of the consequences of
rejecting God's invitation.
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3. The cost of being a disciple (14:25-35)
The serious tone of the preceding parable continues as attention now turns to
those who profess allegiance to Jesus.
25-27 With the words "large crowds" (v. 25), Luke again draws attention to Jesus'
popularity (see comment on 4:15). These crowds formed an entourage along with
Jesus' own group (cf. 8: 1-3). They were "traveling," an indication of further
progress toward Jerusalem (see comment on 13:22). "Hate" (v. 26) is not an
absolute but a relative term. To neglect social customs pertaining to family
loyalties would probably have been interpreted as hate. Jesus is not contravening
the commandment to honor one's father and mother. Moreover, he says a disciple
should hate "even his own life," whereas he speaks elsewhere of loving ourselves
(10:27; cf. Matt 22:39; Mark 12:
31). It is important to understand the ancient Near Eastern expression without
blunting its force. (For the meaning of v. 27, see comment on 9:23.)
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28-32 Jesus uses two different circumstances to illustrate his basic point:
discipleship requires a conscious advance commitment, made with a realistic
estimate of the ultimate personal cost. The practical nature of the circumstances
Jesus so vividly pictures underlines the fact that Christian discipleship is not some
theoretical abstract ideal but hard reality.
33 This is clearly a crucial verse. But does it mean that it is impossible to retain
any possessions at all if one wants to be a true disciple? The key word is
apotassetai ("give up"). When used of persons, the verb means to take leave of or
say good-by to someone. When used of things, it means to give up or renounce
(BAG, s.v.). Here, in contrast to the cares of the rich young ruler (18:22), Jesus
does not say a disciple should sell all his possessions and give everything away.
His thought probably is that of abandonment of things, yielding up the right of
ownership, rather than outright disposal of them. The disciple of Jesus may be
given the use of things in trust, as a stewardship, but they are no longer his own.
The present tense implies that what Jesus requires in relation to possessions is a
continual attitude of abandonment. In his recent work (cf. n. 34), Pilgrim ( Good
News , pp. 101f.) sides cautiously with those who take the view that abandonment
was total only for Jesus' disciples in his lifetime. Pilgrim nevertheless sees this
radical abandonment as speaking to the rich of Luke's day, urging them to share
their goods with their needy brethren. But the principle of stewardship makes a
spirit of abandonment--i.e., the willingness to part with our goods (which are not
ultimately ours anyway)--necessary today. This is consistent with the command
to use our possessions wisely (cf. 16:1-12).

34-35 This saying (v. 34) poses two questions: Why does it occur here? and How
does salt lose its saltiness? Its place here is due to the common element it shares
with the preceding illustrations--the consistent quality of life Jesus expects of his
disciples. We do not know with certainty what he had in mind in speaking of salt
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losing its saltiness. The reference may be to adulteration either by impurities in
the beds by the Dead Sea from which salt slabs were taken or by inert fillers
introduced by unscrupulous dealers. The point is that tasteless salt is useless. The
one who "has ears" is expected to apply the lesson to himself (v. 35).
4. Parables of joy (15:1-32)
a. The lost sheep (15:1-7)
This section begins what Manson ( Sayings of Jesus , p. 282) has called the
"Gospel of the Outcast." The large body of material in chapters 15-19 is unique to
Luke and dramatically shows Jesus' concern for the social outcasts of his day
(N.B. 15:1; 16:19-25; 17:11-19; 18:1-8; 9-14; 19:1-10). The twin parables (vv. 37, 8-10) along with the longer one about the lost son
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(vv. 11-32) depend for their interpretation on vv. 1-2.
1 "Tax collectors" were among those who were ostracized because their work was
considered dishonest or immoral (Jeremias, Parables of Jesus , p. 132). NIV
appropriately puts "sinners" in quotation marks to show that this was not Luke's
designation but the way others, i.e., the Pharisees, thought of them. For an
explanation of the attitude of Pharisees to such "sinners," see comments on 5:2930. "All" signifies either all such persons (wherever Jesus was at the time) or,
generally speaking, the large proportion of them among the crowds who usually
came to hear him. The imperfect periphrastic "were gathering" (cf. comment on
14:1) could indicate either the process of gathering at the time of the story or the
habitual coming of "sinners" throughout Jesus' ministry.
2 In OT times it was taken for granted that God's people did not consort with
sinners (cf. Ps 1), but the Pharisees extended this beyond the biblical intent. To go
so far as to "welcome" them and especially to "eat" with them, implying table
fellowship, was unthinkable to the Pharisees. The parables that follow show that
the return of "sinners" to God should be a cause for joy to the religious leaders, as
it was to God. Furthermore, "Jesus makes the claim for himself that he is acting in
God's stead, that he is God's representative" (Jeremias, Parables of Jesus , p.
132.)
3-7 For the phrase "suppose one of you" (v. 4), see comment on 14:5. There is a
parallel between the expression tis anthropos ex hymon (lit., "what man of you")
and tis gyne ("what woman," v. 8, where the lack of the additional words "of you"
may indicate that no women were present). The situation described was a
common one. One hundred sheep was a normal sized flock. A count was taken
nightly. The "open country" was a safe place to leave the sheep ("wilderness"
[KJV, RSV] is misleading), though they would have to be left in someone's care.
The frightened, confused, and perhaps injured sheep would have to be carried (v.
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5). Two things are striking. First, in the obvious analogy to the search for the
sheep, Jesus takes the initiative in seeking out lost people--a major theme in Luke
(cf. 19:10). In contrast were some rabbis in the early centuries who hesitated to
seek Gentile converts. But that does not invalidate Jesus' comment in Matthew
23:15 about Pharisees who were proselytizing aggressively. They were apparently
trying to gain adherents to their sect, rather than compassionately seeking the lost.
Second, the climax of the story is not only the return of the sheep but the
triumphant rejoicing in its rescue (v. 6). Jesus is stressing, both by parable and
direct statement (v. 7), that his seeking and receiving sinners pleases God. "In
heaven" (v. 7) is a customary way of referring reverently to God without saying
his name (cf. v. 10 and comment on 14:11). The NIV rendering "there will be ...
rejoicing" brings out the future ( estai , "will be"), which may include the day yet
future of gathering and feasting (cf. 13:
29). There are none who are truly "righteous" (cf. Rom 3:10); the "righteous
persons" referred to in v. 7 are devout people (cf. 1:6), or those who seem so
(Matt 6:1), who have no gross, open
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sins to repent of.
b. The lost coin (15:8-10)
8-10 This parable is clearly linked to the preceding one, and the opening words
are comparable (see comment on "suppose" at v. 4). The "coins" (v. 8) are
drachmas (see NIV mg. on their value). They may have formed part of the
woman's headdress, which, being part of her dowry, she constantly wore
(Jeremias, Parables of Jesus , p. 134; cf. Marshall, Gospel of Luke , p.
603). Whether or not that is the case here, the mention of ten coins implies that
they were all she had. "A lamp" was needed because the house would have had at
best a few small windows or only a low doorway. She would "sweep" the hard
earthen floor to find the coin by the sound of its clinking. As in v. 6, the extent of
joy expressed is striking (v. 9). Considering the neighborly feelings in a small
village, this is understandable, especially if the coin represented a tenth of the
woman's savings. Moreover, Jesus' final comment (v. 10) reinforces the point. "In
the presence of the angels of God" is, like "in heaven" (v. 7), a reverential
reference to God. This parable, like that of the lost sheep, justifies Jesus welcome
of sinners (v. 2).
c. The lost son (15:11-32)
The great parable of the lost son speaks even more eloquently than its
predecessors to the situation set forth in vv. 1-2. The first part (vv. 11-24)
conveys the same sense of joy on the lost being found the other two parables
have; in contrast, the second part deals with the sour attitude of the elder brother.
Like the Pharisees, he could not comprehend the meaning of forgiveness. The
positions of the two sons would, in a structural analysis, be considered binary
opposites, the lost son rises and the elder brother falls in moral state. The central
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figure, the father, remains constant in his love for both. As in v. 2 (cf. comment),
by telling the story Jesus identifies himself with God in his loving attitude to the
lost. He represents God in his mission, the accomplishment of which should elicit
joy from those who share the Father's compassion. The parable is one of the
world's supreme masterpieces of storytelling. Its details are vivid; they reflect
actual customs and legal procedures and build up the story's emotional and
spiritual impact. But the expositor must resist the tendency to allegorize the
wealth of detail that gives the story its remarkable verisimilitude. The main point
of the parable--that God glady receives repentant sinners--must not be obscured.
11-12 The "share of the estate" (v. 12) that a younger son would receive on the
death of the father would be one-third, because the older (or oldest) son received
two-thirds, a "double portion"--i.e., twice as much as all other sons (Deut 21:17).
If the property were given, as in this case, while the father lived, the heirs would
have use of it (cf. v. 31); but if they sold it, they could not normally transfer it as
long as the father lived. The father also would receive any
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accrued interest (see Jeremiah Parables of Jesus , pp. 128-29). The son may have
been asking
(v. 12) for immediate total ownership, but the parable does not specify the exact
terms of the settlement. The property was "divided"; so the elder son was made
aware of his share (of v.
31).
13-16 NIV captures the vivid wording of the account, including "squandered his
wealth" and "wild living" (v. 13). The famine made employment and food even
harder than usual to get. The "distant country" was apparently outside strictly
Jewish territory and the wayward son found himself with the demeaning job of
feeding pigs (v. 15), unclean animals for the Jews. He would even have eaten
"pods" (v. 16), which were seeds of the carob tree, common around the
Mediterranean and used for pigs' food. He had fallen so low and had become so
insignificant that "no one gave him anything"--an indication of total neglect.
17-20 "Came to his senses" ( eis eauton elthon , lit., "came to himself," v. 17) was
a common idiom, which in this Jewish story may carry the Semitic idea of
repentance (Jeremias, Parables of Jesus , p. 130; cf. Bailey, Poet and Peasant ,
pp. 171-73). Certainly repentance lies at the heart of the words the son prepared
to tell his father. The motivation for his return was hunger, but it was specifically
to his "father" (v. 18) that he wanted to return. The words "against heaven" ( eis
ton ouranon ) can mean "to heaven," meaning that his sins were so many as to
reach to heaven; more probably the meaning is that his sins were ultimately
against God--veiled in the word "heaven" (cf. Ps 51:4). Assuming this latter
meaning, we see that the parable is far more than an allegory, with the father
representing God, for the father and God have distinct roles. The father in the
story does, of course, portray the characteristics and attitudes of a loving heavenly
Father. This does not mean that God is heavenly Father to everyone (note John
1:12; 8:42-44). Yet the Jews knew God's loving care was like that of a father (Ps
103:13). The son knew he had no right to return as a son (v. 19), having taken and
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squandered his inheritance. He therefore planned to earn his room and board.
The description of his return and welcome is as vivid as that of his departure, with
several beautiful touches. Because his father saw him "while he was still a long
way off" (v. 20) has led many to assume that the father was waiting for him,
perhaps daily searching the distant road hoping for his appearance. This prompted
the title of H. Thielicke's book of Jesus' parables, The Waiting Father (New York:
Harper, 1959). The father's "compassion" assumes some knowledge of the son's
pitiable condition, perhaps from reports. Some have pointed out that a father in
that culture would not normally run as he did, which, along with his warm
embrace and kissing, adds to the impact of the story. Clearly Jesus used every
literary means to heighten the contrast between the father's attitude and that of the
elder brother (and of the Pharisees, cf. vv. 1-2).
21-24 The son's speech was never completed (v. 21). Instead the father more than
reversed the
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unspoken part about becoming a "hired man" (v. 19). The robe, ring, and sandals
(v. 22) signified more than sonship (Jeremiah Parables of Jesus , p. 130); the robe
was a ceremonial one such as a guest of honor would be given, the ring signified
authority, and the sandals were those only a free man would wear. Marshall (
Gospel of Luke , p. 610) doubts Manson's assertion that the robe was "a symbol of
the New Age." The calf was apparently being "fattened" for some special
occasion (v. 23); people in first-century Palestine did not regularly eat meat. Note
the parallel between "dead" and "alive" and "lost" and "found" (v. 24)--terms that
also apply to one's state before and after conversion to Christ (Eph 2:1-5). As in
the parables of the lost sheep and the lost coin, it was time to "celebrate."
25-32 It seems strange that the older son was not there when the celebration
began (v. 25). Jesus' parables, however, are a fictional way of teaching enduring
truth; and we may imagine that the celebration began so quickly that the older son
was not aware of it (vv. 26-27). Or, more likely in view of the dialogue in vv. 2631, his absence showed his distant relationship with his family. Verse 28 contrasts
the older son with the father. The son became angry; but the father "went out," as
he had for the younger brother, and "pleaded" rather than scolded. The older son's
abrupt beginning--"Look!" (v. 29)--betrays a disrespectful attitude toward his
father. Likewise, "slaving" is hardly descriptive of a warm family relationship.
"You never gave me," whether true or not, shows a long smoldering discontent.
"This son of yours" ( ho huios sou houtos , v. 30) avoids acknowledging that the
prodigal is his own brother, a disclaimer the father corrects by the words "this
brother of yours" (v. 32). The older brother's charges include sharp criticism of
both father and brother. The story has made no mention of hiring prostitutes (v.
30). The father's response is nevertheless tender: "My son" (or "child," teknon ) is
followed by words of affirmation, not weakness (v. 31). "We had to celebrate" (
euphranthenai ... edei ) is literally "It was necessary to celebrate"; no personal
subject is mentioned. This allows the implication that the elder brother should
have joined in the celebration. The words "had to"
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( edei ) introduce once more the necessity and urgency so prominent in Luke (see
comment on 4:
43).
5. Parable of the shrewd manager (16:1-18)
Chapter 16 follows the pattern characteristic of this part of Luke--viz., a
combination of parables and sayings pointing again and again to the need for
decision. Here (ch. 16), in spite of obvious diversity, one theme occurs several
times. It is that of Jesus' teaching about material possessions--first in the parable
of the shrewd manager, then in the comment about the Pharisees "who loved
money" (v. 14), and finally in the parable of the rich man and Lazarus.
The interpretation of this parable is notoriously difficult. Prior to any overall
interpretation and application of it is a series of decisions regarding vv. 8-13.
Several interdependent questions face the expositor.
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1. Is the "master" ( kyrios ) in v. 8 the "master" in the parable (vv. 3, 5) or the
Lord Jesus?
2. Why did the "master" commend a dishonest manager?--a question that
becomes more acute if the "master" is the Lord Jesus. 3. Where does the parable
end, before v. 8 (in which case the "master" is the Lord), in the middle of v. 8 (in
which case the sentence beginning "For the people" begins the comment on the
parable), or at the end of v. 8 (with the words "I tell you" [v. 9] initiating the
comment)? 4. Finally, are vv. 10-12 and 13 part of the same unit or do they
represent a separate tradition?
Discussion of these issues will help us interpret the parable. First, the "master"
may refer to the Lord Jesus (1) because Luke normally uses kyrios to refer to
Jesus and God, (2) because the latter part of v. 8 (taking it as a unity) refers to
believers and unbelievers rather than to characters in the story, and (3) because in
18:6 kyrios is used to refer to Jesus when he begins the explanation of a parable
(see Ellis, Gospel of Luke , p. 199). On the other hand, it more likely refers to the
rich "master" in the story, as (1) this would not be an unusual secular use of the
word kyrios ; (2) the religious terminology of v. 8 (e.g., "people of the light")
seems to refer to real people (in contrast to the characters of the secular
illustration) and therefore sounds like the beginning of Jesus' explanation; (3) the
real parallel to 18:6 ("the Lord said") may not be in this verse ("The master
commended") but in v. 9 ("I tell you"); and (4) v. 8a seems to form a better
conclusion to the parable than v. 7 (so Fitzmyer, "The Story of the Dishonest
Manager," Semitic Background , pp. 161-84, originally published in Theological
Studies 25 [1964]: 2342).
Second, even if the "master" of v. 8 is the one in the story, the Lord Jesus seems
to agree with the commendation; so we are left with the second question in either
case: Why was a dishonest manager commended? The answer on the surface is
"because he had acted shrewdly" (v. 8). But was his shrewd act not dishonest?
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The text does not say that the manager's action in writing off the debts was
dishonest. Rather the word "dishonest" may be used here because it serves a
double purpose. First, it refers back to his initial act of mishandling the master's
funds. Yet even one who had thus acted could do something commendable.
Second, it introduces a chain of words using the same root. "Dishonest" ( adikos )
is recalled by "worldly" ( tes adikias ) in v. 9 and reappears twice in v. 10 and
once in v. 11. Ellis suggests that adikia is a "technical theological expression,"
equivalent to a term used at Qumran describing the character of that age. When
adikia is applied to people, it is because "they belong to this age and live
according to its principles" (Ellis, Gospel of Luke , p. 199). The reason the
manager was now commended, though he had previously acted dishonestly, may
be that he had at last learned how one's worldly wealth can be wisely given away
to do good. This assumption is reasonable if Fitzmyer's suggestion ( Semitic
Background , pp. 17576) is correct that the amount taken off the bills in vv. 5-7 was not part of the debt
owed the master but rather represented the interest the manager himself was
charging. Though this would have been contrary to Jewish law (Exod 22:25; Lev
25:36-37; Deut 15:7-8; 23:19-20),
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charging a poor Jew such interest (actually usury) was often rationalized. The bill
would be written in terms of the commodity rather than in monetary figures, with
the interest hidden in the total. By law a master could not be held accountable for
illegal acts of an employee. So the master in the parable was in a position to view
the manager's activities objectively. If this explanation is correct, the manager's
transaction was not illegal. In any event, the master would lose no money if the
amount forfeited was simply the interest the manager would have gained.
Furthermore, such a forgiveness of debts would hardly have hurt but would
probably have helped the master's own reputation. Therefore, the master admires
the manager's shrewdness. The manager knew his job and reputation were gone
because of his previous mishandling of funds. He needed friends; and, by
foregoing the customary interest, he won friends among the creditors. Jesus then
uses this story to show that the "people of the light" could also accomplish much
by wisely giving up some of their "worldly wealth." This explanation follows in
the main that of Fitzmyer, who draws on and expands J.D.M. Derrett, "Fresh
Light on St. Luke xvi. I. The Parable of the Unjust Steward," NTS 7 (1960-61):
198-219. Even if some details of this view turn out to be unsatisfactory, the basic
interpretation remains valid, that Jesus uses the story of the manager's actions not
to commend graft but to encourage the "prudent use of material wealth"
(Fitzmyer, Semitic Background , p. 177). The repetition of the idea of the
cessation of the present scheme of things, first in v. 4 ("when I lose my job here")
and then in v. 9 ("when it is gone"), emphasizes the need for prudent preparation
for the inevitable. Some commentators see this parable as an exhortation to act
decisively in time of eschatological crisis, just as the manager acted in his
personal crisis. This interpretation, while possible, ignores the fact that, though
the theme of decision is important in Luke, here, as well as in other passages
(e.g., 6:17-36; 13:13-34), the prudent use of material wealth predominates. Third,
the answer to the question of where the parable ends depends partly, as has been
said, on who is designated "master" in v. 8. It also depends on whether the
reference to "people" in v. 8b is to those in the world of the story or in the
religious world of Jesus' time. In the former case, the reference is part of the
story; in the latter, it is part of the commentary on it. If it is commentary is it by
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Jesus or by Luke? If by Luke, the opening words of v. 9, "I tell you," seem an
abrupt reintroduction of Jesus' words. Since v. 8b seems inappropriate as part of
the story, it is best to assume that the parable ends with v. 7 or, more likely with
the "master's" (rich man's) commendation of the manager. Fourth, whether or not
vv. 10-13 were part of the original discourse (cf. Notes), as they stand in the text,
they provide an integrated sequence of teachings structured around the ideas of
dishonesty (see second discussion above) and responsibility ("trusted," pistos
"trusted" or "trustworthy," four times, and pisteusei , "will trust," once in vv. 1012).

1-4 "Manager" ( oikonomos , v. 1, often tr. "steward") is a broad term for an
employee or agent who was entrusted with the management of funds or property.
Mismanagement was possible, as
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in this parable, because strict accounts were not always kept. When word came
from others--" What is this I hear about you?" (v. 2)--he had to "give an account"
( apodos , cf. Matt 12:36; Heb 13:17; 1 Peter 4:5). The manager's plight (v. 3)
was that he had a respectable "desk job" but could do little else. His decision,
therefore, is made with a view to his personal security after his dismissal. The
word "welcome" ( dexontai , v. 4) will be dealt with in the comment at v. 9.
5-8a As already noted, the bills may have been written in terms of commodities
rather than cash, perhaps in order to hide the actual amount of interest. The
amounts owed were large; the wheat is said to be equal to the yield of about one
hundred acres (Jeremias, Parables of Jesus , p.
181). The difference in the percentage of reduction may be due to the difference
in the relative value of the two commodities. The actual value of the reduction in
each case has been computed to equal about five hundred denarii, roughly eighty
dollars, or sixteen months' wages for a day laborer. The meaning of v. 8a, as
noted above, is not that a manager is commended for an act of dishonesty but that
a dishonest manager is commended for an act of prudence.
8b-9 The contrast between those who belong to (lit., "are sons of") this age and
those who belong to the light (v. 8b) is familiar from Qumran (1QS 1:9; 2:16;
3:13; cf. Eph 5:8). Christians do not belong to this evil age, but they can
nevertheless make responsible use of "worldly wealth" (v. 9, cf. Notes). The
"friends" may not refer to any particular people but simply be part of the parable's
imagery (Danker, Jesus , p. 174). Usually they have been understood as being
poor people, for whom Jesus (and Luke also) had a deep concern, and to whom
we are here urged to give alms (cf. 12:33). "Worldly wealth" should not be stored
up for oneself (cf. 12:21), since one day it will be "gone." "You will be
welcomed" echoes v. 4. The future passive of NIV is a good way of representing
dexontai hymas ("they will receive you"), which has no expressed subject.
Although, if we follow the context closely, the subject may be the "friends," the
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use of the plural may reflect the Jewish custom of referring to God obliquely.
10-13 The theme of stewardship is now discussed in terms of trustworthiness as
over against dishonesty (v. 10). "Worldly wealth" (v. 11) appears for the second
time (cf. v. 9). The property here is "someone else's" (v. 12), presumably God's,
in contrast to the parable's imagery in which, at least in Fitzmyer's view, the
amount forgiven was the manager's own commission. Except for the word
"servant," v. 13 appears in precisely the same form in Matthew 6:24. The verse is
equally appropriate in each context; here, however, it is connected to the context,
not only topically, but verbally, through the use, for the third time, of mamonas
(cf. "worldly wealth," vv. 9, 11), this time translated "money" in NIV. The
addition of "servant" stresses the point that though one may have both God and
money, we cannot serve them both.
14-15 Money (v. 14) links this section (vv. 14-18) with the preceding one. The
charge that the Pharisees do not have a proper sense of values (v. 15) leads to the
saying about the value of the
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kingdom and the law (vv. 16-17). In turn, reference to the permanence of the law
becomes the context for a specific example of a contested moral standard, divorce
and remarriage (v. 18). Jesus' charge of greed is not leveled at the Pharisees
elsewhere in the Gospels, nor is it intended to be an absolute generalization.
Jewish teachers who had been influenced by Hellenistic culture were aware that
philosophers often taught for fees. Rabbis in the first centuries of our era often
had secular jobs. The Pharisees would not have been immune to desires for
remuneration commensurate with their own sense of importance. Later on, Paul
was to work at a trade so he could say that he did not "put on a mask to cover up
greed" (1Thess 2:5; cf. 1Cor 9:12). Self- justification (v. 15) is a temptation for
religious people (cf. Matt 5:20; 6:1).
16-17 The Pharisees had the truth of the "Law" of Moses (Genesis to
Deuteronomy) and the "Prophets" (v. 16, here representing the rest of the OT).
They failed to respond not only to the Good News of the kingdom but even to
their own Scriptures (cf. Mark 7:8-9), whose authority continued into the present
age (v. 17). Verse 29 also alludes to their failure to heed the Law and the Prophets
(see comments). For the relationship of John the Baptist to the kingdom (v. 16a),
see 7:28 and comment on that verse. Verse 16 appears in slightly different form-and with the sentences reversed--in Matthew's passage about John the Baptist
(Matt 11:12-13). The wording in Matthew is notoriously difficult to interpret, but
the substitution in Luke (v. 16b) of "being preached" ( euangelizetai ) for
"forcefully advancing" ( biazetai , possibly, "suffered violence," see comments on
Matt 11:13) limits the meaning here. Biazetai , which occurs in Matthew 11:13
though not in Luke 16:16b, does occur in v. 16c--"is forcing his way," a
translation that takes the verb, probably correctly, to be in the middle voice.
Matthew has "forceful men lay hold of it" ( biastai harpazousin auten ),
conveying a sense of violence not necessarily implied in Luke's "everyone is
forcing his way into it" ( pas eis auten biazetai ). This could be understood as
expressing violence if one interprets it in accord with what Matthew has;
otherwise it could simply express the enthusiastic drive of those determined to
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enter the kingdom (cf. Luke 13:24). However one interprets this difficult verse, it
is clear that the Pharisees had missed what was really of value (v. 15), while all
around them were people whose values were in order and who were energetically
seeking the kingdom (cf. Matt 13:44-46). The truth of v. 17 is also expressed in
the Sermon on the Mount (Matt 5:17-20).
18 This brief excerpt from Jesus' teaching on divorce and remarriage is included
as an example of one aspect of the law the Pharisees tended to minimize. The
teaching is essentially the same as in Matthew 5:32, except that Luke (1) omits
the phrase "except for marital unfaithfulness," (2) says that the remarried man
commits adultery rather than that he causes his first wife to do so, and (3)
includes a comment about a man who marries a divorced woman. See comments
on Matthew 5:32 for the basic teaching.
6. The rich man and Lazarus (16:19-31)
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The expositor's basic concern is not the nature and history of this story (cf. Notes)
but its primary significance in its Lukan context. It is set in a series of encounters
with the Pharisees (cf. 15:1-2; 16:14). Its meaning must be understood in that
context. The Pharisees did not follow their own Scriptures, the "Law and the
Prophets" (v. 16); so they were no better than the rich man's brothers who "have
Moses and the Prophets" (v. 29). The Pharisees professed belief in a future life
and in future judgment. However, they did not live in conformity with that belief
but rather in the pursuit of wealth (v. 14), just like the rich man of the parable.
Even Jesus' resurrection (possibly alluded to in v. 31) would not convince them. It
is implicit in the account that one's attitude to God and his word is confirmed in
this life and that it cannot be altered in the next one. While the parable does
contain a few doctrinal implications, the expositor must keep in mind that one
cannot build an eschatology on it. To do that will result in an anachronism; for
though Revelation 20:14 places the throwing of death and Hades into the lake of
fire at the end of history (the "second death"), in this story the rich man is already
in a torment of fire, in his body, while his brothers are still living. It should be
understood as a story containing some limited eschatological ideas familiar to
Jesus' audience. Thus understood, the story makes a powerful case for (1) the
future reversal of the human condition (cf. 6:20-26), (2) the reality of future
judgment based on one's decisions in this life, and (3) the futility of even a
resurrection to persuade those who persist in rejecting God's revealed word.

19-20 This paragraph vividly pictures the earthly state of the two men and
prepares the hearer and reader for the reversal in vv. 22-24. The latter is both
striking and consistent with Luke's presentation of Jesus' teaching, but it is not in
itself the main feature of the story. The fact that Jesus named the "beggar" (v. 20)
while not naming the "rich man" (v. 19) may imply that one was ultimately more
important. The naming of a character in the story need not lead to the conclusion
some have drawn that Lazarus was a real person, though parables usually do not
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have named characters. Nor is there convincing evidence that this Lazarus is the
same one Jesus raised from the dead (John 11). Admittedly, the similarity is
remarkable, since both stories deal with death and resurrection (cf. v. 30), and
since in both instances resurrection does not convince unbelievers (see Marshall,
Gospel of Luke , p. 635). Nevertheless, Lazarus was a common name, the Greek
form ( Lazaros ) of the Hebrew Eleazar ( elazar , "[whom] God has helped"). It is
probably used symbolically. Tradition has given the name of "Dives," meaning
"rich," to the anonymous rich man (cf. Notes). "Purple" (v. 19) was a dyed cloth
worn by the wealthy. The Roman soldiers mocked Jesus by putting a purple robe
on him in the Praetorium before the Crucifixion (Mark 15:17, 20). In a vivid
contrast to the rich man, Jesus depicts Lazarus as neglected and subjected to
insult even by "the dogs" (v. 20).
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21-24 After his death, Lazarus is escorted by "the angels," in contrast to the rich
man who was merely "buried" (v. 22). Angelic activity is not foreign to the
biblical scene (Heb 1:14), but here Jesus' reference to the angels is probably
simply an artistic touch. "Abraham's side" may picture reclining at a banquet, like
the "feast in the kingdom of God" at which Abraham will be present (13:28-29).
If so, it may contrast with vv. 20-21, where the rich man sits at the table while
Lazarus longs for the scraps. Otherwise it might be a symbol of reunion with
Abraham and the other patriarchs at death. Hell (v. 23) is "Hades" (NIV mg.). In
early classical literature Hades was a term for the place of departed spirits. In the
LXX it represents the Hebrew Sheol, the realm of the dead. It occurs ten times in
the NT, two of them in Luke (cf. 10:15). In the NT Hades is never used of the
destiny of the believer. Neither is it identified with Gehenna ( geenna ), which is
usually connected with fiery judgment, as in Matthew 5:22, 29-30 (Luke only in
12:5, q.v.). Here (v. 23) Hades stands in contrast to the place and state of
Lazarus's blessing. The division between the two is absolute and final (v. 26).
"Father Abraham" (v. 24) expresses the normal attitude a Jew, conscious of his
heritage, would have (John 8:39).

25-26 Abraham's response, "Son" ( teknon , v. 25), like the identical term on the
lips of the Prodigal Son's father (15:31), conveys something of the compassion
God himself shows even to those who spurn him. The possessive pronoun in
"your good things" is similar in its force to the words "for himself" in 12:21. In a
masterly summary Jesus contrasts the previous states of the rich man and Lazarus
with the "now" and "here" of their situations after death. Verse 26 shows the utter
and unchangeable finality of their decision.
27-31 This unchangeability comes from a hardness not only toward Christ but
toward "Moses and the Prophets" (v. 29; cf. John 5:46). Not even a spectacular
"sign," like one returning from the dead (vv. 27, 30), can change those whose
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hearts are set against God's word, as the response of many to the resurrection of
Jesus was to show.
7. Sin, faith, duty (17:1-10)
As the heading indicates, this unit contains various brief teachings. As with some
other parts in this special section of Luke, it is difficult to understand why these
teachings are brought together. The introductory words "Jesus said to his
disciples" are similar to those in other places where there apparently is no attempt
to establish a chronological sequence (e.g., 12:22, 54; 13:6; 16:
1). This does not rule out the possibility that the parables in these instances were
originally given sequentially, but they could be understood as merely marking a
break from the preceding section. Yet it is also possible to see a logical
connection between the end of chapter 16 and the beginning of chapter 17, if we
understand "the things that cause people to sin" (v. 1) to be the sins of the
Pharisees, such as those mentioned in 16:14.
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Some may feel that logical connections within this passage are difficult to
discern, e.g., between v. 4 and v. 5. However, there is a common unifying theme
of attitudes in the Christian community. The connections are no weaker than
those that join similar teachings in Matthew 18 about care for the little ones, the
problem of sin in the community, and prayer. Actually, though we expect to find
material in topical rather than chronological order in Matthew (in contrast to most
of Luke), in Matthew 18 the pericopes are joined by chronological indicators,
while those in Luke are not. The contexts of the two passages are totally different,
and here in Luke the teachings on prayer are not parallel to those on prayer in
Matthew 18 but rather to those in Matthew 17:19-20 and 21:21-22. Here, as
throughout the Synoptics, each Gospel must be studied and interpreted in its own
context.
1-3a Jesus has been addressing the Pharisees since 16:14. Now he resumes his
conversation with the disciples. The "things that cause people to sin" (v. 1) are the
familiar skandala (lit., "traps," but symbolically whatever causes people to fall
into sin). "Woe" recalls 6:24-26. A millstone (v. 2) was a stone of sufficient
weight to crush grain as it was being rotated in a mill. The "little ones" would
seem to be either young or new believers or people the world takes little notice cf.
There is no mention here of children as in Matthew 18:1-6. There is no
antecedent for "these." So if the conversation stands alone, it must be taken to
refer to those who were actually standing there with Jesus. In the NIV paragraph
structure, v. 3a--"So watch yourselves"--is joined with the preceding saying rather
than with the following (as in RSV, NASB). Either way makes sense.
3b-4 The two members of v. 3b must be given equal weight. Rebuke of the sinner
and forgiveness of the penitent are both Christian duties. Verse 4 does not, of
course, establish a specific number of times for forgiveness but rather shows the
principle of being generous in forgiving others (cf. Matt 6:12). This is the only
right response for those who have themselves been forgiven.
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5-6 The apostles may have felt that this kind of forgiveness would demand more
faith than they had (v. 5). The "mulberry tree" (v. 6) in Luke corresponds to the
mountain in Matthew 17:20; 21:21; and Mark 11:23. In each instance the object is
to be disposed of in the "sea" (probably Galilee). The black mulberry tree (KJV
"sycamine," not to be confused with "sycamore") grew quite large, to a height of
some thirty-five feet, and would be difficult to uproot. The mustard seed is
proverbially small, a suitable metaphor for the amount of faith needed to do the
seemingly impossible. Jesus' answer to the request for additional faith seems to be
that they should use the faith they had to petition God.
7-10 This is one of the passages in which Luke presents Jesus' teaching about the
ideal of servanthood. The world's idea of success is to lord it over others; Jesus'
way is the reverse-<- Previous First Next ->
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namely, servanthood--which is actually the way to true greatness. Two earlier
parables on this theme occur in 12:35-37, 42-48. The circumstances Jesus
describes here were normal in that society and the point obvious. In contrast, in
the parable in 12:35-37, Jesus presented a reversal of the normal procedure, with
the master doing just what 17:7 rules out. The master's extraordinary act depicted
in 12:35-37 symbolizes God's grace, while the normal expectation of the master
here in Luke 17 symbolizes the proper servant attitude. Jesus did not intend to
demean servants but to make their duty clear. In this respect the NIV translation
"unworthy" for achreioi (v. 10) is an improvement over KJV's "unprofitable."
8. Ten healed of leprosy (17:11-19)
Not only is this narrative peculiar to Luke, but it also stresses several
characteristically Lukan themes. Jerusalem is the goal of Jesus' journey (cf. 9:51;
13:33); Jesus has mercy on social outcasts; he conforms to Jewish norms by
requiring that the lepers go for the required priestly declaration of health (cf. Lev
14); faith and healing should bring praise to God (cf. 18:43; Acts 3:8-9); and the
grace of God extends beyond Judaism, with Samaritans receiving special
attention (cf. 10:25-37).
11-13 That Luke does not mention the particular place where the healing was
done implies that he did not consider the exact locale important historically or
theologically. What is important is the reminder (possibly to indicate a new phase
of his ministry) of Jesus' progress toward Jerusalem (v. 11). The "village" (v. 12)
lies somewhere in the border territory between Galilee and Samaria (cf. Notes);
so Jewish and Samaritan lepers share their common misery at its edge. The lepers
maintain their proper distance, call Jesus by a term found only in Luke--"Master"
( epistata , v. 13; cf. 5:5)--and ask only for pity without specifying their request.
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14-19 Jesus' command (v. 14) required obedience based on some faith in the
reliability of the speaker (cf. Matt 12:13; Mark 3:5; Luke 6:10). On their way to
the priests, the lepers are "cleansed" ( ekatharisthesan ). Jesus, however, uses the
more comprehensive word "made well" ( sesoken , v. 19) on speaking to the
Samaritan who returned to give thanks. Though Luke does not say whether the
others had faith, it need not be denied them. The stress is on the openly expressed
gratitude of the Samaritan, who alone brought praise to God (vv. 15-16).
9. The coming of the kingdom of God (17:20-37)
Luke contains two major discourses about the future, the present passage and
21:5-33. Both have close parallels in Matthew 24 and Mark 13. (See comments
on 21:5-33 for a discussion of interpretive and critical issues a comparison with
these parallels involves.) Luke 17 is more uniformly apocalyptic than Luke 21-i.e., no human agency appears here (in contrast to the
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besieging armies of 21:20); God acts directly from heaven. Also the prohibition
against lingering is stronger here than in chapter 21. People on the rooftop when
the Son of Man is revealed dare not take a moment to go inside their houses. But
those addressed in chapter 21 are threatened by a military siege and should avoid
getting caught in the city. The urgency in chapter 17 is greater with less time to
spare than in chapter 21.
20-21 The Pharisees' question about the kingdom initiates this new cycle of Jesus'
teachings This includes (1) a saying about the coming of the kingdom that is
unique to Luke's Gospel (vv. 2021), (2) the discourse on the coming of the Son of Man (vv. 22-37), and (3) a
parable of encouragement for those who wait for vindication when the Son of
Man comes (18:1-8). The time of the coming of the kingdom was important to
both Pharisees and Christians, though for different reasons. By the time Luke was
written, rumors were abroad that the day of the Lord had already come (2Thess
2:1-2). Later, others would question whether the Lord would return at all (2 Peter
3:3-4). Before this point in Luke, Jesus had made it clear that the kingdom had
already come insofar as God's power was unleashed against demons (11:20).
Jesus will shortly indicate by a parable that the full expression of the kingdom
does not take place in the immediate future (19:11-27). The present passage is
therefore important as a further definition of the nature of the kingdom. To the
question "When?" (v. 20; cf. v. 37, "Where?"), Jesus says that the kingdom will
not come meta paratereseos (lit., "with observation"). This may have one of three
meanings, none of them excluding the others: (1) it cannot be foreseen from
signs; (2) it is not an observable process; and (3) it does not come with or through
observing rites. The second meaning accords most naturally with the most
common usage of parateresis and with the context, which emphasizes
suddenness, though the first meaning may fit the Pharisees' frame of reference
better. The NIV "within you" (for entos hymon , v. 21) is a questionable
translation. Jesus would hardly tell Pharisees, most of whom (especially those
who interrogated him) were unbelievers, that the kingdom was within them (cf.
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Marshall, Gospel of Luke , p. 655, who considers the word "you" to be indefinite,
though he also rejects the translation "within"). The NIV margin ("among you") is
surely right. Luke's presentation of the kingdom in Jesus' teaching is dynamic
rather than psychological, as seen in 11:20: "But if I drive out demons by the
finger of God then the kingdom of God has come to you." The idea behind "`Here
it is' or `There it is'" is that of the kingdom's authoritative presence. Jesus is thus
saying that people are the subjects, not the timekeepers, of God's kingdom.
Whether he means here that the kingdom is already present (which was true, in
the sense of 11:20), or whether he used the present "is" in a vivid futuristic sense,
he is emphasizing its suddenness.

22-25 In this paragraph, which begins with a saying not found in Matthew or
Mark, Jesus continues the emphasis on the suddenness of the kingdom's coming.
Does "one of the days" (v.
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22) refer back to the time of his earthly ministry or forward to his return? Does
"one" mean any "one" or "the first" of a series as in Matthew 28:1 and parallels?
Since Jesus now addresses his disciples, who will have reason to long for his
return, and since what follows deals with that return, "one of the days" probably
refers to the initiation of the reign of the coming Son of Man (cf. Notes). "You
will not see it" implies "not yet" rather than "never." His coming will be obvious,
"like the lightning" (v. 24); so rumors of seeing him in various places ("here,"
"there," vv. 21, 23) cannot be true. (For Jesus' use of the plural "days" [v. 22] and
of the third person referring to the Son of Man [e.g., "in his day"] and the
combination of these with the passion prediction in v. 25, see Notes.) The
inclusion of the passion prediction (v. 25) is natural in Luke, who stresses the
order of suffering before glory (cf. 24:26, 46; Acts 17:3). "This generation" may
obliquely refer back to the Pharisees. Broadly it refers to Jesus' contemporaries
elsewhere called by him "unbelieving and perverse" (9:41) and "wicked" (11:29;
cf. 11:31-32, 50-51).

26-29 Jesus' references to Noah (vv. 26-27) and Lot (v. 28) serve to illustrate the
suddenness of the revelation of the Son of Man. The words "eating, drinking,"
etc. (vv. 27-28) describe the usual round of life's activities. NIV accurately
represents the Greek use of asyndeton (i.e., a sequence of words without
connectives such as "and"). This effectively gives the impression of continually
repeated activities. Unexpected destruction came as a judgment on people in the
times of Noah and of Lot. God's sudden interruption of human affairs is part of
the apocalyptic perspective on the divine ordering of history. The term
"apocalyptic" (from the Gr. apokalypto , "reveal") occurs in v. 30: "the Son of
Man is revealed" ( apokalyptetai ). The consummation of history, indeed, of the
kingdom of God itself, is realized in the revelation of the Son of Man.
30-36 As already noted, unlike the siege of Jerusalem described in chapter 21, the
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sudden coming of the Son of Man (v. 30) leaves no time even for a quick
gathering of possessions from one's home (v. 31). This theme of imminency
blends into a call for decision between eternal values and present possessions
reminiscent of chapter 12. The reason for returning to house or field is to salvage
possessions. Lot's wife (v. 32), reluctant to leave her old life, looked back to
Sodom (Gen 19:26). This leads to the saying in v. 33 (used elsewhere in an
ethical sense) regarding discipleship (Matt 10:39) but employed here with a very
concrete application. The solemn words, "I tell you" (v. 34) introduce a warning
that the apocalyptic moment reveals ultimate destinies. Even those closely
associated (in bed and at work) are separated. "Will be taken" (
paralemphthesetai , vv. 34-35) probably has its normal sense of being taken into
fellowship (in Noah's case into safety), rather than being taken into judgment, for
which there seems to be no precedent (cf. TDNT, 4:11-14). The one "left" (
aphethesetai ) is thereby abandoned to judgment. The alternate interpretation,
however, is possible in this context. The two illustrations reflect either
simultaneous activities early in the morning (Danker, Jesus , p. 183) or, more
likely, activities selected to show that the Son of Man could come at any time,
day or
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night.
37 The Pharisees had asked "When?" (v. 20); the disciples asked "Where?" For us
Jesus' reply is somewhat obscure. The hovering "vultures" ( aetoi , usually tr.
"eagles," but here probably meaning scavengers such as vultures [BAG, s.f.])
may symbolize judgment on the spiritually dead. Also they may merely represent
the place of carnage.
10. Parable of the persistent widow (18:1-8)
1 This parable must be interpreted with reference to the eschatological theme in
chapter 17, as
v. 8b makes clear. The story is not intended to apply to prayer in general, as
though one needed to pester God for every need until he reluctantly responds. The
theme is that of the vindication of God's misunderstood and suffering people, as
v. 7 states. God's people in OT days needed to "wait" on God as he worked out
justice with apparent slowness. "Do not ... let my enemies triumph over me. No
one whose hope is in you will ever be put to shame" (Ps 25:2-3). In the final days
the martyrs wait for vindication (Rev 6:9-11). Ultimately delay is ended and the
"mystery" of God completed (Rev 10:6-7). Meanwhile we wrestle with the
problem of evil and with issues of theodicy. Under these circumstances we should
"always pray and not give up."
2-3 The designation "unjust judge" ( ho krites tes adikias , v. 6) is similar to the
idiom in 16:8, "the dishonest manager" ( ton oikonomon tes adikias ). Adikia
("injustice" or "dishonesty") also appears in connection with wealth in the Greek
of 16:9, where it has the connotation of "worldly" (cf. 16:11). Therefore we
should probably understand the judge (v. 2) to be a "man of the world," who,
though crooked, prided himself on shrewd judicial decisions. The judge is typical
of a local Gentile judge known throughout the Hellenistic world (cf. Livy 22. 3
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and comments in Danker Jesus , p. 184). J.D.M. Derrett ("Law in the NT: The
Unjust Judge," NTS 18 [1971-72]: 179-91) suggests that as a local secular
administrative officer he would be approached by those who could not bring their
cases to the high religious court. Being easily accessible and having the authority
to make quick decisions, he would naturally be besieged by people such as the
widow of the story (v. 3).
4-6 The words "wear me out" ( hypopiaze me , v. 5) are difficult to translate, for
they literally mean "strike under the eye, give a black eye to" (BAG, s.v.).
Commentators usually give them a figurative meaning. Derrett ("Unjust Judge,"
p. 191) shows that they are common idiom in eastern countries, where to have
one's face blackened means to suffer shame. Probably we can also compare our
American idiom "to give a black eye to," meaning "to damage one's reputation."
If this is so, the story may be compared to that of the friend at midnight, where, if
Bailey ( Poet and Peasant , pp. 125-33) is correct, the friend responds to his
friend's request for fear of public shame (see comment on 11:5-13). In each
parable the reputation on the one being
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petitioned is at stake. Therefore, though God is not compared to a crooked judge,
there is a partial basis of comparison in that God will also guard his reputation
and vindicate himself.
7 "Chosen ones" ( eklekton ) is a term used throughout Scripture that is especially
significant in describing those who, at the end of history, are marked out as on the
victorious side (Matt 24: 31; Mark 13:27; Rev 17:14). "Will he keep putting them
off?" ( kai makrothymei ep' autois ) is one of several possible translations of these
words (cf. Notes). The point of the verse is that God patiently listens to his elect
as they pray in their continuing distress, waiting for the proper time to act on their
behalf.
8 Help is on the way, and the delay will prove shorter than it seems from our
perspective (cf. Notes). The noun "faith" ( ten pistin ) is probably to be
understood here in relation to its content or quality. True believers who still wait
with patient trust will seem few when the Son of Man comes (cf. vv. 24-25). This
may reflect the theme of perseverance that Schuyler Brown sees as characteristic
of Luke ( Apostasy and Perseverance , pp. 45-46).
11. Parable of the Pharisee and the tax collector (18:9-14)
Danker ( Jesus , p. 185) observes that whereas Paul "discusses the process of
justification ... Luke describes the nature of the recipients of God's verdict of
approval" (emphasis his). This is true throughout Luke's Gospel, but it is in this
story of "the Churchman and the Politician" (Ellis, Gospel of Luke , p. 214) that
we see the characteristics of recipients and rejectors most sharply defined. The
Pharisee shows the attitude of pride and self-vindication alluded to in Matthew
23: 5-7; Mark 7:6; Philippians 3:4-6. The implication of his words is a contractual
relationship with God whereby he would accept the Pharisee's merit in exchange
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for justification. Actually not only this parable but the two following stories (vv.
15-17, 18-30) deal with conditions for entering the kingdom. Each stresses human
inability.
9-12 Elements of this parable need little interpretation, only careful observation.
Luke does not say whom the parable was directed at (v. 9) but rather describes the
two men (v. 10) so that the parable can be understood by his readers. The
characters represent extremes, but the sketches are true to life. The Pharisee
follows custom in praying in the temple and in standing while praying (v. 11). His
prayer expresses the essence of Pharisaism--separation from others. This in itself
was not reprehensible, because at the inception of Pharisaism there was a need for
a distinctive group who would maintain a piety that stood in contrast to the
encroaching pagan Hellenism. This initial good hardened into obnoxious selfrighteousness on the part of many (not all) Pharisees, as seen not only in Matthew
23 and Mark 7, but in Jewish literature as well. Luke has observed the Pharisees'
hostility thus far (cf. 5:17; 6:2, 7; 7:39; 11:37-54; 15:2; 16:14). Pharisees did tithe
(v. 12), even their herbs (11:42). They did fast, though twice in the week was
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more than necessary and was only practiced by the most pious. The problem was
that this Pharisee's prayer was a farce, being created only in himself (notice the
sarcastic phrase "about himself" [v. 11] and the mention of God only at the
beginning of his prayer).
13-14 The description speaks for itself The tax collector (v. 13), generally thought
of as a greedy politician whose very business depended on knuckling under to the
despised Roman government, was one of the social outcasts so prominent in Luke
as recipients of God's grace
(e.g., 5:12, 27; 7:34, 37; 15:1-2; 16:20). His justification was immediate (v. 14),
granted by God in contrast to the fantasy of self-justification the Pharisee was
futilely caught up in. Verse 14b states the principle that is farther illustrated in vv.
15-17. The modern reader will probable not feel the impact of this story to the
extent a first-century reader would. We already think of the Pharisees as
hypocrites and the tax collectors as those who received the grace of God. Jesus'
original hearers would have thought, on the contrary, that it was the pious
Pharisee who deserved acceptance by God.

12. The little children and Jesus (18:15-17)
15-17 Luke's special section has now reached its conclusion. With v. 15 the
narrative rejoins that of Matthew (19:13) and Mark (10:13). Jesus' words about
little children provide Luke's second example of the attitude essential for
receiving God's grace. It is not age per se that is in view but childlike qualities
such as trust, openness, and the absence of holier-than-thou attitudes. Therefore,
this passage does not directly bear on the question of infant baptism. Nevertheless
v. 15 shows through the use of brephe ("babies") that Jesus had compassion even
on infants too young to understand the difference between right and wrong. The
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ones he invites in v. 16
( paidia , "children") include a broader age spread. Only in recent years have we
begun to understand the importance of communication through touching, though
the instinct has always been present in those who care about other human beings.
13. The rich ruler (18:18-30)
After the parable of the Pharisee and the tax collector and the incident of the little
children, the story of the rich ruler illustrates once more the need for
receptiveness if one is to experience God's grace. Then, lest it be thought that this
response lies within human power, Jesus makes the point that it is only by the
power of God that anyone is saved (vv. 25-27). The story thus emphasizes both
the responsibility and the helplessness of human kind.
18 "Ruler" (only in Luke) is too broad a term to permit precise identification of
the man's background. Only Matthew says that he was young (Matt 19:20). The
appellation "Good teacher" is not a common one and called for comment by
Jesus. "What must I do?" indicates a
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desire to discover if any deed has been overlooked in qualifying for eternal life.
John 3:3-15 shows that eternal life is life in the kingdom and that it is received
only through the new birth.
19 Jesus replies by asking the ruler a question that has puzzled many Whatever its
ultimate meaning, the question does not constitute a denial that he himself is
good. Some commentators hold that he is subtly urging the ruler to see that if
Jesus is good, and if only God is good, then there is a clear conclusion to be
drawn as to his true identity. Whether or not that is Jesus' purpose (the logic is
certainly true), his more obvious purpose in this question is to establish a standard
of goodness infinitely higher than the ruler supposes it to be. In other words, he
brings us close to the principle in Matthew 5:20, 48.
20-21 Jesus now addresses this standard of righteousness. The first step is a
summary of several of the Ten Commandments (v. 20), omitting the first few that
relate to God and the final one about covetousness. The man, like Paul
(Philippians 3:6), has kept the letter of the law (v. 21).
22 Jesus now moves to the heart of the tenth commandment by leading the ruler
to face his attitude toward his possessions. Paul recognized his sinfulness when
he became aware of the thrust of the command against covetousness (Rom 7:7-8).
In Colossians 3:5 he said that greed is idolatry. The ruler had broken the first
commandment by breaking the last. Actually, by the act of giving away his
goods, he would have shown himself rid of that sin; and by following Jesus, he
would have indicated his allegiance to God. Luke's report of this part of the
conversation--"You still lack one thing" corresponds to Matthew's--"If you want
to be perfect" (19:21)--in the same way that Luke 6:36--"Be merciful"
corresponds to Matthew 5:48--"Be perfect." In each case the record in Matthew
speaks generally of righteousness, whereas that in Luke (and also Mark)
concentrates on that which is yet needed in order to produce righteous perfection.
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The command to sell everything and give to the poor is difficult to interpret as
well as to apply. It goes a step further than 14:33, where Jesus says that whoever
does not "give up" ( apotassetai ) everything he has cannot be his disciple (see
comments there). Here the ruler must not only surrender all rights to his
possessions but must also actually dispose of them. This does not seem to be a
universal requirement; it seems rather to be designed particularly for this man to
shatter his covetousness. According to Jesus' teaching in 6:30-31, such an act
would also benefit others; so his wealth should be dispensed among poor people.
Even this is insufficient, however, unless the ruler truly follows Jesus. The
command "Come, follow me" ( deuro, akolouthei moi ) means to become a
disciple.

23-25 The ruler's sorrow ( perilypos , only here in Luke; NIV, "very sad") over
the decision about his wealth (v. 12) recalls the far deeper sorrow rich people who
have incurred Jesus' "woe" will experience (6:24). Only Luke mentions that Jesus
looked at the man as he spoke to him about the problem of wealth (v. 24). This
keeps the focus on the ruler even during the
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transition to the next dialogue. It also limits the application of v. 24 to the kind of
attitude the ruler had. The vivid hyperbole about the camel (v. 25) makes the
point unforgettable (cf. Notes).
26-30 If wealth is such a hindrance in respect to salvation, the situation for the
rich is hopeless, as the disciples realize (v. 26). Jesus' reply about God's power (v.
27) provides the assurance the audience needed and evokes an enthusiastic
outburst from Peter (v. 28), who feels that the disciples have done what the ruler
did not do. Jesus acknowledges this with assuring his disciples who have "left all
to follow [him]" of abundant recompense, not only in the future age, but also in
the present (v. 30). In v. 29 Luke has "for the sake of the kingdom of God"
instead of "for my [name's] sake" (Matt 19:29; Mark 10:29). This again identifies
Jesus with the cause of God's kingdom and ties in with v. 25. (In Matthew this is
accomplished by an added saying [19:
28].) Luke lacks the saying about the first and the last (Matt 19:30; Mark 10:31).
F. Final Approach to Jerusalem (18:31-19:44)
1. A further prediction of Jesus' passion (18:31-34)
This is generally referred to as the third passion prediction because it is basically
similar to those in 9:22 and 9:44 (found in fuller form in Matt 17:22-23; Mark
9:31). Luke, however, has preserved other sayings that predict or foreshadow
Jesus' death, including, up to this point, 5:35; 12:50; 13:32; and 17:25. Also, he
does not follow this saving with the dialogue in Mark 10:35- 45 with its farther
allusions to Jesus' passion. Since Luke normally stresses the role of Jerusalem, it
is surprising that he omits the reference to it preserved in Matthew 20:17 and
Mark 10:32. This may be because Jerusalem appears in v. 31 or because Jesus
had already emphasized Jerusalem as the place of his destiny (13:32-33), thereby
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accomplishing what Matthew and Mark do in this context.
31 Once again Luke, by stressing these words of Jesus, stresses the fulfillment of
prophecy (if the first two chapters, esp. 2:25-38; 22:37). The parallels in Matthew
20:18 and Mark 10:33 omit any reference to prophecy here.
32-34 In this prediction, Jesus for the first time mentions the Gentiles as his
executors (v. 32). Luke attributes the ignorance of the disciples (a theme much
emphasized by Mark) to what is apparently a supernatural withholding of
understanding (v. 34; of the experience of the two on the road to Emmaus, 24:16).
2. Healing a blind beggar (18:35-43)
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This incident shows that Jesus, who was on his way to the royal city of Jerusalem,
was actually the "Son of David" (vv. 38-39), i.e., the Messiah. It also allows Luke
to point again to Jesus' concern for the needy and especially to show his healing
of the blind as a messianic work (cf. 4:18). In addition, this miracle emphasizes
the importance of faith (v. 42) and (in Luke only) the glory that God receives
through the ministry of Jesus (v. 42).
35-36 Jesus' final approach to Jerusalem is under way. Luke is establishing a very
important sequence: the healing of the blind man just outside Jericho (v. 35), the
call of Zacchaeus in Jericho (19:1-10), and then Jesus' triumphal entry to
Jerusalem, his city of destiny (19:11, 28;
N.B. the comment on 19:28). Luke apparently makes reference to the crowds here
(v. 36) to explain how the blind beggar knew that something special was
happening (v. 37).
38-43 The description of the man's insistent calling (vv. 38-39) draws attention to
his faith, which was based on the messiahship of Jesus, the "Son of David." So
does Jesus' question in v. 41, which allows the man to voice his request. Only
Luke speaks of the praise both the man who had been blind and the people gave
to God after the miracle (v. 43). This is a unique Lukan feature (5:26; 17:18; Acts
2:47; 3:9).
3. Zacchaeus the tax collector (19:1-10)
This narrative contains what may well be considered the "key verse" of Luke-viz., 19:10. The incident contains several primary Lukan features: the universal
appeal of the gospel (vv. 24); the ethical problem of wealth (v. 2); the call of a "sinner" who was in social
disfavor (v. 7); the sense of God's present work (vv. 5, 9); the feeling of urgency
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("immediately," speusas , v. 5), of necessity ("must," v. 5), and of joy (v. 6);
restitution, With goods distributed to the poor (v.
8); and, above all, salvation (vv. 9-10).
1-4 Zacchaeus was a "chief tax collector" ( architelones , v. 2), holding a higher
office in the Roman tax system than Levi did (5:27-30). This system, under which
an officer gained his income by extorting more money from the people than he
had contracted to pay the Roman government, had evidently worked well for
Zacchaeus. His location in the major customs center of Jericho was ideal. Being
both a member of a generally despised group and wealthy, he is a notable subject
for the saving grace of God. Observe the proximity of this story to that of the rich
ruler, whose attitude toward wealth kept him from the Lord (18:27). Zacchaeus's
desire to see Jesus, though commendable, was surpassed by the fact that Jesus
wanted to see him.
5-6 Not only did he want to see Zacchaeus, Jesus had to stay with him--"I must
stay at your house today" (v. 5). This divine necessity is stressed in Luke (see
comment on 4:43). Luke also has the word "today," with its special meaning (see
comment on 4:21). The reciprocity of the
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divine, sovereign call and the human response is striking (v. 6; cf. v. 10).
7 In chapter 15 Luke gave us three parables Jesus told to answer the "Pharisees
and teachers of the law" who opposed his eating with tax collectors and "sinners"
(15:12). Now "all the people" complain that Jesus was consorting with a sinner.
Similar criticism was made of Jesus' visit with Levi the tax collector (5:29-30). In
each case table fellowship was involved--something that had a far deeper
significance than our dinner parties. (See comments on 5:29-30; 15:1 for the
significance of the word "sinner" from the Pharisees' point of view.)
8 Zacchaeus's announcement sounds abrupt and is probably intended to seem so.
After all, for Luke (following Jesus) the use of possessions is a major indicator of
one's spiritual condition (cf. 14:33; 18:22, and comments). There is no doubt that
Zacchaeus had really "cheated" people. "Four times the amount" was far more
than what the OT specified for restitution (Lev 5:16; Num 5:7). Whether or not
Zacchaeus knew of these laws, his offer was unusually generous and was the sort
of "fruit in keeping with repentance" earlier sought by John the Baptist (3:8).
9-10 Salvation did not "come to this house" because Zacchaeus finally did a good
deed but because he was "a son of Abraham" (v. 9), which may mean because he
was a believer and thus a spiritual descendant of Abraham (Ellis, Gospel of Luke ,
p. 220). On the other hand, it may mean that "a Jew, even though he has become
one of the `lost sheep of the house of Israel', is still a part of Israel; the good
Shepherd must seek for such" (Marshall, Gospel of Luke , p.
698).
Verse 10 could well be considered the "key verse" of Luke. As noted in the
introductory comments to this section, the context is rich with Lukan themes, an
appropriate setting for a significant verse. The verse itself expresses the heart of
Jesus' ministry as presented by Luke, both his work of salvation and his quest for
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the lost. Luke has portrayed the "lost" throughout his gospel, from Jesus' own
statements (e.g., the programmatic statement in 4:18-19) to the disdainful
comments of the self-righteous (e.g., the Pharisee in 18:11 and here in v. 7). Jesus
has sought and found another of the "lost" in Jericho. He uses the occasion and
the criticism of the people in v. 7 as an opportunity to restate his mission. This
whole incident is the epitome of the messianic mission described in Luke 4.

4. Parable of the ten minas (19:11-27)
This parable fulfills four important functions: (1) it clarifies the time of the
appearance of the kingdom of God; (2) it realistically portrays the coming
rejection and future return of the Lord;
(3) it delineates the role of a disciple in the time between the Lord's departure and
his return; and (4), while it is similar to the parable in Matthew 25:14-30 (cf.
Notes), it makes a unique contribution at this point in Luke's narrative.
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11 The parable of the ten minas is connected with the pericope about Zacchaeus
by the clause "While they were listening to this." The transition can be viewed in
two complementary ways. First, Marshall, referring back to Jesus' words in v. 9,
notes that "although salvation has come today ... the End, and the coming of the
Son of Man to judgment, still lie in the future" ( Gospel of Luke , p. 703,
emphasis his). Second, "Son of Man" in v. 10 of the Zacchaeus incident and
"kingdom of God" at the beginning of this parable are conceptually related (cf.
Doeve, Jewish Hermeneutics , pp. 128, 130, 142f). The one who has the right to
reign is precisely the same Son of Man who came to seek lost sheep (v. 10). In
addition to its connection with the Zacchaeus pericope, this parable is appropriate
to Luke, which, in passage after passage, deals with Jesus' teaching about the
future in general, the present and future aspects of the kingdom, and the
consummation of God's purposes in history. (On Luke's eschatology, see
Introduction: Themes and Theology). Obviously this parable teaches that Jesus
predicted an interval of time between his ascension and return. For the time when
the kingdom will be restored to Israel, see the beginning of Luke's second volume
(Acts 1: 6-7).
12-14 The historical background for the parable was the visit of Archelaus, son of
Herod the Great, to Rome to secure permission to reign as a so-called client king,
i.e., over a territory actually subject to Rome. This petition was opposed by a
delegation of Archelaus's own subjects (Jos. Antiq. XVII, 213-49 [ix.3-7], 299320 [xi.1-4]; War II, 14-22 [ii.1-3]). Similarly, Jesus has gone to the heavenly
seat of authority till the time for his return. In the meantime, though his
qualifications for kingship are impeccable, he has been rejected by those who
should serve him as his subjects (v. 14). The money each servant received was
worth about three months' wages (NIV mg.) or perhaps a little more (v. 13). Their
responsibility was to "put this money to work" in business, trading, or by
investment.
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15-19 Jesus singles out three of the ten servants as examples. The first two did
well (vv. 16, 18), one so well as to receive a special commendation for being
"trustworthy" (v. 17). The test was "small" (i.e., on a small scale), not because the
amount itself was so small, but because of its relative insignificance in
comparison to the cities awarded the trustworthy servants (vv. 17, 19). We need
not seek any particular symbolism in the cities other than the contrast between the
extraordinary responsibility of ruling them and the responsibility of simply
investing the sums of money (minas).
20-23 What some have called the "rule of end stress" leads the reader to
concentrate on the last of the three examples. This servant allowed his fear
(justified on the basis of experience) of the nobleman's anger (v. 21) to prevent
him from fulfilling his responsibility of putting the money
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given him to work (v. 20). To be sure, its investment was risky. But he was
specifically charged to take the risk of investing the money (vv. 22-23). In his
case conservatism was born of fear and was wrong (cf. Thielicke, The Waiting
Father , pp. 143-45).
24-27 The principle of taking from one who has little and giving to one who has
much (v. 24) strikes us today as strange and unfair (v. 25). In the original setting,
as similarly in the kingdom parables (Matt 13:12), whether a person has little or
much depends on his use of opportunities to increase what he already has. The
nobleman's anger (vv. 26-27) is not intended to attribute such behavior to Jesus
himself. Rather it does picture the kind of response one might have expected in
Jesus' day, especially from the Herodians. It also reveals the seriousness of
flouting the orders of the King whom God has appointed Judge (John 5:22; Acts
17:31; cf. 1 Peter 1:17).

5. The Triumphal Entry (19:28-44)
Luke does not mention Jesus' actual entry into Jerusalem--the Triumphal Entry.
Instead, he shows us Jesus only as approaching Jerusalem (v. 11), and after the
crowd's welcome he is still "approaching" Jerusalem (v. 41). The story comes to
its climax, not in Jesus' entering Jerusalem, but in his lamenting over the city (vv.
41-44). Therefore, while Jesus deserves a triumphal entry as "king" (v. 38), Luke
emphasizes that he is moving instead to the place of his rejection. This continues
the movement Jesus spoke of in 13:33. It does not contradict Matthew or Mark,
for v. 45 shows that Jesus did eventually enter the city. Luke simply omits the
statement that he entered (cf. Matt 21:10; Mark 11:11) to make his theological
point.
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28-34 The transition "After Jesus said this" (v. 28) links his approach to the city
with the parable of the ten minas that denies an immediate appearance of the
kingdom and portrays the rejection of its ruler. Luke's mention of Bethphage and
Bethany (v. 29) locates where Jesus went. Bethany was, of course, important as
the home of Mary, Martha, and Lazarus. The Mount of Olives had a significant
place in prophecy as the place of the coming Messiah's appearance (Zechariah
14:4). The incident of securing the colt (vv. 30-31) "just as he told them" (v. 32)
reminds us, as did 2:15, 20, 29, of the dependability of the prophetic word. The
"owners" are called kyrioi by Luke (v. 33), which may (as Danker, Jesus ,
suggests) contrast with the one who is supreme Lord ( kyrios ) and rightful owner
of all we possess (v. 34).
35-38 As does Matthew, Luke shows us the humble king as he portrays Jesus
riding on the colt
(v. 35). (For the custom of spreading cloaks along the path [v. 36], see 2 Kings
9:13.) Only Luke mentions the descent from the Mount of Olives (cf. comment
above), showing that Jesus was still outside Jerusalem (v. 37). The reference to
praising God for Jesus' miracles is unique to
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Luke (cf. comment on 18:43). Luke omits from v. 38 the word "Hosanna," which
might have been strange to his Gentile readers. He also omits the messianic
quotation from Zechariah 9:9 given in Matthew 21:5 but instead stresses the
messianic theme with the word "king" (v. 38). The word "comes" is reminiscent
of the designation "the coming one" for the Messiah. Luke has already quoted v.
26 of the festival Psalm 118 in Jesus' previous lament over Jerusalem (13:35). In
addition to using the specific word "king," Luke gives us the words about peace,
reminiscent of the angels' proclamation at the Nativity (2:14), including the
identical words "glory in the highest" ( doxa en hypsistois ). Once again he omits
a Hosanna.
39-40 Here (v. 40) is another saying of Jesus found only in Luke. It is a fitting
prelude to vv. 4145. Ellis ( Gospel of Luke , p. 226) suggests that the words about the stones,
similar to Habakkuk 2:11, may be a link to the idea of the capitulation of
Jerusalem found in the Qumran Habakkuk commentary (1Qp Hab 9:6ff.).
41-44 Jesus is still outside Jerusalem (v. 41) as he utters this lament, which only
Luke records. Once more Luke focuses on Jesus' concern for the city and adds his
prediction of its destruction, which is not given in 13:34. "This day" (v. 42; cf.
4:21, "today," and comment) of peace has arrived; and the city ("even you," kai
su ), whose very name means "peace," has failed to recognize it. For the meaning
of "hidden," see comment on 18:34. For a further description of Jerusalem's fate,
see 21:20-24. God's "coming" ( episkope , v. 44) has here the sense of a
"visitation" that brings good or ill--in this case, either salvation or judgment.
VI. Concluding Events (19:45-24:53)
A. Teaching in the Temple Area (19:45-21:38)
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1. Jesus at the temple (19:45-48)
45-48 Luke states--still without specifically saying that Jesus had entered
Jerusalem (cf. comments on the previous section)--that Jesus is now in the temple
area (v. 45). Luke has omitted the episode of the fig tree (Matt 21:18-22; Mark
11:12-14, 20-26). At first thought this is surprising, since through the strange
episode Jesus taught the efficacy of the prayer of faith, a matter of particular
interest to Luke. However, Luke may have felt that the drastic overtones of the
cursing of the fig tree with its relation to the fruitlessness of Israel (symbolized by
the fig tree) would be inappropriate here, perhaps because of Jesus' strong words
recorded in vv. 41-44. The cleansing of the temple lacks the vivid detail in
Matthew 21:12-13 and Mark 11:15-17. Luke mentions the importance of the
temple as a house of prayer (v. 46), though he omits the reference to the nations
(cf. Mark 11:17). Verses 47-48 are not in Matthew and are different in form from
Mark 11:18-19. Whereas Mark mentions Jesus' "teaching" (noun form of didache
) at
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the end of his brief paragraph (11:18), Luke uses the verbal form of the same
word (in a vivid periphrastic construction: en didaskon , "was teaching"),
evidently to emphasize Jesus' teaching ministry (cf. comment on 20:1). This is
appropriate because Luke has consistently portrayed Jesus as a teacher, especially
since the beginning of the central section of the Gospel (9:51-19:
44). He adds "the leaders among the people" ( hoi protoi tou laou ) to those Mark
says are trying to kill Jesus, but by careful omission Luke indicates that the
people ( laos ) themselves are not hostile to him. On the contrary, they "hung on
his words" (v. 48). This fits in with Luke's attempt to distinguish between the
"people," who were responsive to Jesus, and their leaders and the "crowds" (
ochloi ), who were not. This, in turn, forms part of Luke's attempt to show that
Christianity is properly seen as a continuation of true Judaism (cf. 1:68, 77; 2:10,
31-32, and comments).
2. Jesus' authority questioned (20:1-8)
With this controversy Luke initiates a series of dialogues, most of which are
common to all three Synoptics. They include the familiar form in which a
question is answered by another question designed to catch the interrogator in his
own inconsistency. The controversies are typical examples of the kind of
challenges thrown at Jesus by the various sects and parties: "the chief priests and
the teachers of the law" (v. 1; cf. vv. 19, 39), the Pharisees and Herodians (cf.
Mark 12:13; Luke alone has "spies," v. 20), and the Sadducees (v. 27). Jesus also
addresses the "rich" in 21:1. These dialogues sharpen the issues so that the reader
sees the hostility and the theological errors of the leaders of the people. Jesus'
authority is of paramount importance, and his work as teacher and prophet
(especially strong in Luke) requires validation. It is therefore appropriate that
each synoptic Gospel begins the controversy section with this question: "By what
authority are you doing these things?" (Matt 21:23; Mark 11:28; cf. Luke 20:2).
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1-2 "One day" is indefinite in contrast to Mark 11:27, which, unlike Luke (cf.
comment on his omission of the actual entry to Jerusalem in 19:28-38) speaks of
Jesus' return to Jerusalem. As in 19:47, Luke emphasizes Jesus' role as a teacher.
He also mentions the "people" ( laos ), who (in Luke) are always receptive to his
teaching (cf. comment on 19:45-48). Luke further adds "preaching the gospel" (
euangelizomenou ), lacking in the other Synoptics. This is consistent with Luke's
significant use of that verb (though not the noun euangelion ).
3-8 The implication of Jesus' question is clear (vv. 3-4). Jesus refused to give
more light to those who refused to accept the light they had (v. 8) and make a
decision concerning it (vv. 5-7). They refused to live according to what Minear (
Heal and Reveal , pp. 3-30, 37-38) calls "Consciousness B"--an awareness of the
heavenly dimension of life (v. 7), choosing to stay on a worldly level, Minear's
"Consciousness A." The word "heaven" is a surrogate for God in vv. 3,
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5.
3. Parable of the tenants (20:9-19)
The refusal of the leaders to accept Jesus' authority (vv. 1-8) leads to this parable
that not only clearly affirms that authority but also alludes to Jesus' death and his
subsequent vindication. The parable draws its imagery from the Song of the
Vineyard (Isa 5:1-7), though Luke's account omits the quotation of Isaiah 5:2
found in Matthew 21:33 and Mark 12:1. The details of the story vary between the
Synoptics. In Matthew and Mark, one of the servants is killed; in Luke only the
son is killed. The story tends more toward allegory than Jesus' parables usually
do. The vineyard may be compared to Israel on the basis of Isaiah 5. The owner
represents God, the son, Jesus; the tenants, the religious leaders charged with
cultivating the religious life of Israel (as they acknowledge in v. 19); and the
servants correspond to the prophets.
9-12 The circumstances were not such as to provoke a violent reaction (v. 9).
Nothing but a sample of the fruit was requested (v. 10). In the early years of a
vineyard's existence, the tenants would own little if anything (J.D.M. Derrett,
Law in the New, Testament [London: Longman & Todd, 1970], pp. 296ff.).
13 The expression "whom I love" ( agapeton , "beloved") must be understood
with respect to its meaning in ancient Near Eastern family relationships. In the
LXX agapetos was at times virtually used as a synonym for monogenes , "one
and only" (cf. de Kruif; "Only Son" pp. 112ff.) The latter term did not necessarily
refer to origin, as the KJV translation "only begotten" in John 3:16 implies, but
rather to the unique status of the person as a beloved only child. See Luke 7:12,
where the statement that the deceased son was her "only" ( monogenes ) son
shows the widow's desolate situation. The most relevant use in the LXX of
agapetos is Genesis 22:2: "Take your beloved son, whom you love" (LXX Labe
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ton huion sou ton agapeton , hon egapesas ). This is reflected in the
Transfiguration account in Matthew 17:15: "This is my Son, whom I love" ( ho
huios mou ho agapetos , cf. Mark 9:7). God spoke similar words at Jesus' baptism
(Matt 3:17; Luke 3:22). Luke did not include agapetos in his account of the
Transfiguration but does include it here in 20:13 (cf. Mark 12:6[Gr.], but cf. Matt
21:38). "What shall I do?" introduces a soliloquy similar to those in 16:34 and
18:4-5. Luke's amplification here (cf. Mark 12:6) adds to the pathos.
14-16 Jesus' audience was in a better position than we are to surmise what would
have motivated these tenants to kill the son (v. 14). But we are in a better position
than they to understand the meaning of the story. Certainly the vivid description
of the son's murder (v. 15) and the father's vengeance (v. 16; cf. 19:43-44) evoked
from the people who heard the parable a strong "May this never be!" ( me genoito
; cf. the Pauline use, Rom 3:4, 6, 31 et al.). They sensed the horror of the story
and its drastic applications however imperfectly they understood
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its details.
17-19 The quotation (v. 17) is from Psalm 118:22. (In 19:38 the same psalm was
quoted.) Luke shows the point of this quotation by referring to the reaction of the
people in v. 16 (of Matt and Mark). Not only will God vindicate his Son who is
the "stone" (v. 17, an important NT theme), but those who oppose him will meet
destruction (v. 18). The point is tacitly acknowledged in the reaction of the
leaders (v. 19). This carries forward the hostile scheming against Jesus referred to
in 19:47.
4. Paying taxes to Caesar (20:20-26)
Luke is blunt about the motives of the visitors, calling them "spies" ( egkathetoi ,
people hired to lie in wait) and speaking of their insincerity ("pretended" is
hypokrinomenous , related to hypocrites "hypocrite"). They try to catch Jesus
between two positions they considered mutually exclusive and irreconcilable.
20-22 Luke, writing for an audience to whom the distinctions between Jewish
parties might be unfamiliar, does not mention the Pharisees and Herodians as
Matthew and Mark do. His readers would, however, certainly know about the
various forms of the heavy Roman taxation
(v. 22). These totaled over one-third of a person's income and included a poll tax,
customs, and various indirect taxes.
23-26 The portrait on the coin (vv. 24-25) represented submission to Rome. Jesus'
statement may seem ordinary to us, as we have become so used to the saying. But
it was an unexpected and telling response to the question. Jesus' questioners were
sure his answer would alienate either the government officials or the pious people
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and zealots who opposed foreign domination. Actually Jesus appealed neither to
those who preached revolution nor to the political compromisers. He stated a
principle, not an accommodation or a compromise. This principle appears in the
classic passage on Christian social ethics (Rom 13:1-7). To give what the
government requires is not only not antithetical to religious duty but part of it.
This even goes beyond the idea of dual citizenship. In spite of Jesus' balanced
position, he was later accused at his trial of promoting an insurrection against
Rome.
5. The Resurrection and marriage (20:27-40)
27 This controversy section continues with still another group challenging Jesus.
The Sadducees, who tended to be more conservative than the Pharisees, did not
accept what they considered theological accretions to their beliefs. The OT has
little specific to say about the future state of the individual after death. Greek
thought sharply divided between the soul and the body, the
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soul's temporary prison, and saw immortality as a quality of the soul. The
Pharisees leaned toward a belief in resurrection that owed more to Greek ideas
than to the OT. However, the Sadducees refused to even face the clear
implications of OT teaching about the future state and were skeptical of the nature
of personal future existence related to rewards or punishment.
28-33 This hypothetical case of a woman who had successively had seven
husbands rests on the Jewish custom of "levirate marriage" (from the Lat. levir ,
"husband's brother," "brother-in-law"). It provided for the remarriage of a widow
to the brother of a husband who died childless, the purpose of the remarriage
being to provide descendants to carry on the deceased husband's name (Deut 25:56; cf. Gen 38:8). The Sadducees made this custom the basis for an argument ad
absurdum that assumed that the idea of resurrection involves sexual reunion with
one's earthly partner(s).
34-40 Jesus responded along these lines: It is not legitimate to project earthly
conditions into the future state (vv. 34-35). Eternal life is actually the life of the
age to come (v. 36). The believer already participates in that life (vv. 37-38); but
its full expression, involving the resurrection of the body, must wait till the new
age has fully come. (Note the link in v. 36 between "that age" and the
"resurrection.") "Worthy" probably has somewhat the same meaning as in
Matthew 10: 11, 13, where it apparently refers to a person or home honoring God
and blessed by him. Though in the new age believers do not become angels (or
gods), they do share certain characteristics of angels. This may refer to the
absence of the sexual aspect of marriage without denying the continuation of
mutual recognition and love. The Greek syntax, however, places the comment
about angels nearer to "no longer die" than to "neither marry." This moves the
emphasis from the issue of marriage to that of the nature of the Resurrection.
God's children are also "children of" (i.e., are characterized by) the Resurrection.
Note the repetition of the word "resurrection" and the absence of any reference to
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the Greek concept of "immortality." It is not persistence of life but that "the dead
rise" (v. 37) that Jesus is teaching. Invoking, so to speak, the authority of Closes,
whom the Sadducees revered (rejecting later oral tradition), Jesus shows that
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are also going to "rise." Therefore their existence does
not lie only in the past but in the fixture; and God is called, in contemporary
terms, their God. Jesus' answer is approved by some of the teachers of the law (v.
39), who are happy to see the Sadducees lose their argument. Jesus' wisdom has
silenced all his questioners (v. 40).

6. The sonship of Christ (20:41-47)
The opponents silenced, the controversy section concludes with a rhetorical
question Jesus puts to his questioners one that is designed to clarify from
Scripture who the Christ is. The interpretation of these three verses has been
complicated by three factors: (1) the paradox inherent in Psalm 110; (2) Jesus' not
answering his own question, thus leaving its significance to
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be implied; and (3) the reluctance of some to accept the christological
understanding the interpretation of these verses demands.
41-43 The term "Christ" (v. 41) is, of course, used here, not as a proper name, but
as a title, "the Messiah." The Messiah was understood by the Jewish people to be
a Son (descendant or "sprout," as in 4QFlor 11). If this is so, the question is Why
does David, in Psalm 110:1, call his descendant his "Lord" (v. 42)? In that
passage "The Lord" is the translation of the LXX ho kyrios , which in turn
represents the Hebrew Yahweh , the sacred name of God. "To my Lord"
represents the same word in the LXX hut adonay in the Hebrew. This word
conveyed a sense of dignity and was often used as a substitute for the name of
God. Although the rabbis of the first Christian centuries did not interpret adonay
as referring to the Messiah, that is the only meaning that makes sense here.
44 Jesus' question is not intended to suggest that there could not be a descendant
of David who was also "Lord" but that the seemingly irreconcilable has meaning
only if he is more than just a human descendant. Paul expressed the complete
answer to the question in Romans 1:3-4, which says that Jesus was a descendant
of David as to his human nature but declared Son of God be his resurrection.
45-47 Having responded with such authority to his opponents' controversial
questions, Jesus now comments on those who sought to disprove his authority.
His incisive portrayal of them here is shorter than in 11:37-52. Here he stresses
their pride and ostentation, as well as accusing them of taking advantage of
widows. Apparently they misused their responsibility as legal arbiters (cf. 12:13
and comment) and betrayed the financial trust innocent widows placed in them
(of J.D.M. Derrett, "`Eating up the Houses of Widows': Jesus' Comment on
Lawyers?" NovTest 14 [1972]).
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7. The widow's offering (21:1-4)
The connection between this passage and the preceding one is that both refer to
widows: one, how teachers of the law victimized them (20:47); the other, how a
poor widow set an example of acceptable giving.
1-4 The "temple treasury" ( to gazophylakion , v. 1) was either a room in the
temple or a "contribution box" (BAG, s.v.). Marshall ( Gospel of Luke , p. 751)
argues for the former (following SBK, 2:37-45) and suggests that Jesus would
have heard an announcement as to how much was being donated. The widow's
"two very small copper coins" (lepta, v. 2, the familiar "mites") were each worth
only a small fraction of a day's wage. Proportionate to her total financial worth,
however, the woman's gift was far more valuable than the gifts of the
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wealthy (vv. 3-4).
8. Signs of the end of the age (21:5-38)
Jesus concludes his teaching ministry (apart from the Upper Room Discourse in
John 14-16) with this discourse on the end times. It is immediately followed in
Luke by the conspiracy by Judas. The corresponding passages in Matthew 24 and
Mark 13 are called the Olivet Discourse because, unlike Luke, they tell us that
Jesus was on the Mount of Olives when he spoke. Jesus' teachings in this
discourse provide both a realistic warning about future events and a strong
encouragement to persevere. They entail some notable difficulties of
interpretation and literary analysis. But if the expositor concentrates on the series
of exhortations in the discourse, then the supporting teachings along with the
problems of interpretation will come into focus. These exhortations are ninefold.
1. Do not follow false leaders (v. 8).
2. Do not be frightened by the awesome events associated with the end times in
apocalyptic literature (vv. 9-11). 3. Do not worry about your legal defense when
you are persecuted and face legal charges because of your Christian witness (vv.
12-16). 4. When all turn against you, persevere and take a firm stand (vv. 17-19).
5. Flee Jerusalem when it is besieged (vv. 20-24).
6. When the final apocalyptic events (the portents in heaven and on earth) do take
place, take heart at your coming redemption when the Son of Man returns (vv. 2528). 7. Recognize also that these things point to the approach of the kingdom of
God (vv. 29-31).
8. Be assured that throughout the apocalyptic period the Lord's words endure (vv.
32-33).
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9. Be watchful and pray so that you will come through all these things in a way
the Son of Man will approve of (vv. 34-36). Of these exhortations, only numbers
5-7 are affected by serious interpretive problems. These include the relationship
of the destruction of Jerusalem to other future events and the literary problem of
the tradition history of this pericope, specifically its relationship to Matthew 24
and Mark 13. (For comment on the latter, see Notes as well as commentary in
loc.) The exhortations can be grouped under five major topics in the discourse: (1)
warnings against deception (vv. 5-11); (2) encouragement during persecution (vv.
12-19); (3) the destruction of Jerusalem (vv. 20-24); (4) future events (vv. 25-28);
and (5) assurances concerning these events (vv. 29-36).

5-11 The opening of the discourse resembles, with several exceptions, that in
Matthew 24 and Mark 13. Luke does not mention that Jesus himself was at the
temple (though the mention of architectural details and the "gifts" shows that
Jesus and his disciples were on the premises, v. 5). As observed above, Luke does
not mention the Mount of Olives. The Matthean part of the
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question--"and of the end of the age" (Matt 24:3)--is missing. For the temple to be
totally destroyed was unthinkable (v. 6). Its sanctuary and surrounding structure
were huge, solid, and glistening, a symbol of Jewish religion and Herodian
splendor. The disciples do not ask for a "sign" (v. 7) because they are doubting
hut because they need a clue as to when the end will come. The word "deceived"
( planethete , v. 8) was frequently used in the early Christian centuries to describe
the activities of heretics and false prophets (e.g., 2John 7; cf. Rev 2:20). Even as
late as the time of Origen (died c. 254), pretenders were making such claims as v.
8 describes (Origen, Contra Celsum 7.9). Certain frightening events (vv. 9-11)
are typically linked in apocalyptic literature with the end times (e.g., Isa 13:10,
13; 34:4; Ezek 14:21; 32:7-8; Amos 8: 9; Hag 2:6; 4Ezra 13:30 ff.; 1QH 3:29-39).
Jesus is teaching that, while such things are indeed to take place as history moves
toward its climax, Christians should not be terrified by them (Luke alone has me
ptoethete , "do not be frightened," v. 9). The reason is that wars, revolutions,
natural calamities are not a signal that the end of history is to come immediately
( eutheos ), as is commonly supposed even today. The sample summary of
apocalyptic events in
v. 11 includes the familiar "famines and pestilences" ( limoi kai loimoi , a literary
device called paronomasia, words with similar sound).
12-19 In its content this section resembles Mark 13:9-13 and also the account of
the sending out of the Twelve (Matt 10:17-22). Yet the actual similarities are
minimal--only thirteen words or syllables (Gr.) in vv. 12-16 and all of v. 17. It is
not certain whether Luke edited Mark or drew on a different source, or whether
Jesus repeated this teaching on different occasions. Among the differences
between vv. 12-19 and the passages in Matthew and Mark are (1) Luke's
omission of the preaching of the gospel to the Gentiles (Matt 10:18) and around
the world (Mark 13:10, possibly because he has in mind only the period just
before the destruction of the temple in A.D. 70 (see Marshall, Gospel of Luke , p.
768); (2) a promise of wisdom in time of persecution (v. 15) in place of a
reference to the Holy Spirit (cf. Matt 10:20; Mark 13:
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11), an unusual omission for Luke with his strong interest in the Holy Spirit; (3)
the addition of the saying "not a hair of your head" (v. 18), the idea of which had
already appeared in 12:7; and
(4) a change in the wording of v. 19. Whereas Matthew 10:22 (cf. 24:13) and
Mark 13:13 have "He who stands firm to the end will be saved" (which
encourages those who are standing firm, because God will bring rescue, cf. Luke
18:7-8), the Lukan expression is stronger: literally, "you will gain your lives" (
ktesasthe tas psychas hymon ). Luke uses a different Greek word-- sothesetai ;
("shall be saved"). The meaning is close to that of Matthew 16:25; Mark 8:35;
Luke 9:24; Matthew 10:39; Luke 17:33, which state, with some verbal
differences, that whoever loses his life for the sake of Christ will preserve it, the
implication being spiritual survival. If perseverance is indeed a major concern of
Luke (cf. S. Brown, Apostasy and Perseverance , in loc.), then the particular
wording of 21:19 in comparison to its parallels is significant.
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20-24 The reference to Jerusalem (v. 20) need not be construed as a vaticinium ex
eventu (a prophecy after the event). It is often pointed out that, were this so, Luke
could have included more precise details. Furthermore, the vocabulary was
already at hand and well known (cf. 2 Chronicles 15:6; Isa 3:25-26; 8:21-22;
13:13; 29:3; Jer 20:4-5; 34:17; 52:4; Ezek 4:1-4; Dan 9:26-27; Hos 9:7; 14:1;
Zeph 1:14-15). The description of the siege of Jerusalem, a protracted event,
contrasts with the sudden events in Luke's earlier apocalyptic passage (17:22-37).
There the one on the roof will not even have time to reenter his house. But here
those out in the country are warned not to try to get hack into the city during the
siege (v. 21). Kykloumenen ("surrounded," v. 20) refers to the siege itself, not its
completion; so reentry was still possible (Morris, Luke , p. 298). The vivid
description is painful to read. It is certainly possible to assume that Jesus'
predictions incorporated two phases: (1) the events of A.D. 70 involving the
temple and (2) those in the distant future, described in more apocalyptic terms.
The latter takes us back to 17:20-37 where Jesus' words about the end time
naturally fit in with the Pharisees' question (17:20). Thus what Luke has there can
now be omitted from chapter 21. In its place, using much of the same vocabulary,
Luke now substitutes a prophetic oracle on Jerusalem. Among the words common
to Mark 13 and Luke 21 are different forms of eremosis ("desolation")--a fact that
suggests that Luke edited this section from Mark. Yet the word "desolation" is a
natural one for this passage even if it were not in the source. Luke's preservation
of the saying in v. 24, where plerothosin , another word for fulfillment, occurs,
shows his interest in the Gentiles. Verse 24 implies that an extended period of
time is needed for this fulfillment--an idea consistent with Luke's twofold
emphasis on a period of waiting along with an expectation of Christ's imminent
return. It also implies an end to the period when Gentiles are prominent in God's
plan (cf. Rom 11:11-27, esp. v. 25, "until the full number of the Gentiles has
come in").
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25-28 The words in Matthew 24 and Mark 13 about false Christs are omitted;
Luke has placed them in 17:23. Now he again takes up material from the Olivet
Discourse in v. 25, where Jesus speaks of apocalyptic signs of the end time. The
"roaring ... of the sea" is reminiscent of Isaiah 17:12; in biblical prophecy the sea
often symbolizes chaos or stands for a source of fear. Daniel 7:13 is the main OT
source for v. 27 and the NT concept of the glorified "Son of Man." "Power,"
"coming," and "glory" are terms appropriate to Christ as Son of Man and King
(cf. Matt 16:27-28; Mark 9:1; Luke 9:26-27; 2 Peter 1:16-17). Luke omits the
saying about the gathering of the elect (cf. Matt 24:31; Mark 13:27), which might
have followed v. 27. Instead he has Jesus' words of encouragement in expectation
of redemption (v. 28).
29-38 The illustration of the fig tree, found in the parallel passages in Matthew
and Mark, is clear. Luke, perhaps to avoid any thought of exclusiveness based on
the fig tree's symbolizing Israel, adds the words "and all the trees" (v. 29).
"Generation" ( genea , v. 32) could refer here to
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a span of time or to a class or race of people. In the former sense it could mean
the decades following Jesus' lifetime. (Ellis, Gospel of Luke , p. 246, notes that in
lQpHab 2:7; 7:2, it includes several lifetimes.) If this whole passage thus referred
to the destruction of Jerusalem, the heavenly portents would have to be
understood figuratively (so J. Marcellus Kik, Matthew Twenty-Four [Swengal,
Penn.: Bible Truth Depot, 1948]). If genea , still in the sense of a span of time,
referred to the period of time following the initial events of the end time, it could
indicate that once the sequence began, it would be brought through to conclusion
without delay. This does not necessarily demand a predictable time framework
beginning with some identifiable event such as would permit setting dates for the
Lord's return. The references cited above in the Habakkuk commentary preclude
this. The span of time would be too great to calculate precisely. The other major
alternative, "generation" as a class or race of people, would make most sense if
understood as meaning the Jewish people. The point then would be that the
Jewish people would be preserved throughout the ages till the consummation of
history by Christ's return. The usage of genea in the Gospels is inconclusive. It
frequently refers to Jesus' contemporaries, classing them as evil and unbelieving
(e.g., 9:41); but that is hardly the meaning in this discourse. Genea here probably
means the people living in the end time, who "will be sure that the last events
have begun and will be brought to a consummation" (Marshall, Gospel of Luke ,
p. 780). The next most reasonable interpretation would be that it means the
Jewish race, but that is hardly the emphasis here. (For a different approach, see
comments on Matt 24:34, this volume.) The conclusion of the discourse again
emphasizes faithfulness, with warnings not only against carousing but against the
"anxieties of life" (v. 34; cf. 8:14; 12:22-26). Only Luke discloses that Jesus
taught in the temple by day but spent each night outside Jerusalem on the Mount
of Olives
(v. 37). It is difficult to know whether Luke mentions this to show the danger
awaiting Jesus in the city or to show that Jesus dissociated himself from it (see
comments at introduction to 19:2844), or whether it is simply a matter-of-fact statement. He is careful to tell us, just
as he did in his earlier narratives of Jesus' ministry (4:14-15, 22, 32, 37, 42; 5:19,
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26, 29), how popular Jesus was. Here it is the "people" ( laos ), the responsive
group as distinguished from the mere "crowds" ( ochloi ) and from the leaders,
who come to hear his teaching "early in the morning" (v.
38).
B. The Passion of Our Lord (22:1-23:56)
1. The agreement to betray Jesus 22:1-6
Luke's passion narrative begins ominously with a description of Judas's plot. Only
Luke says that "Satan entered Judas" (v. 3). Although Conzelmann's theory that
the period between Jesus' temptation and this event is free from satanic activity is
wrong (cf. Notes), there is certainly a
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focus on these two times of heightened satanic opposition. Ellis ( Gospel of Luke ,
p. 248) observes, "In the temptation Satan entices; in the passion he threatens."
1-2 The "Feast of Unleavened Bread" (v. 1) lasted seven days (Exod 12:15-20).
The Jewish dates for Passover were Nisan 14-15 (early spring). The Feast of
Unleavened Bread followed it immediately and also came to be included under
the Passover. Earlier the Pharisees were prominent in opposing Jesus (cf.
comment on 5:17). Now the "chief priests and teachers of the law" were taking
the initiative against him (v. 2). In that society the priests were not only religious
leaders, but they also wielded great political power. The scribes (teachers of the
law) were involved doubtless because their legal expertise would be useful in
building a case against Jesus. Matthew, Mark, and Luke all take pains to show
that "the people" ( ton laon ) were a deterrent to the schemes of the leaders.

3-6 Among the Synoptics only Luke exposes Judas's plot as the work of Satan (v.
3; but cf. John 13:2, 27). Moreover Luke alone mentions the presence of the
"officers of the temple guard" (v. 4). It was probably their soldiers who captured
Jesus (John 18:3). Municipalities had their own officers and so did the Jerusalem
religious establishment. Luke alone mentions that, in betraying Jesus, Judas
sought to avoid the crowds (vv. 4-6).
2. The Last Supper 22:7-38
7-13 Luke now sharpens his chronology (in v. 1 he only mentioned that the
Passover was "approaching"). NIV adds the word "lamb" (v. 7) as an implication
of the text. A kid could also be used. Luke clearly states that it was the day of
sacrifice--normally Nisan 14. The actual Passover meal was celebrated after
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sundown, when, according to Jewish reckoning, the next day, Nisan 15, had
begun. Luke shows that Jesus initiated plans for the Passover arrangements (v. 8;
Matt 26:17 and Mark 14:12 mention only the disciples' question, v. 9). Jesus'
instructions guaranteed privacy, indeed, secrecy, perhaps to avoid his premature
arrest. Verses 10-12 show his supernatural knowledge. The right person Jesus
asked his disciples to follow would be a man carrying a water jar (v. 10).
Ordinarily only women carried jars; men used leather skins for water. The "large
upper room" (v. 12) was on the second story under a flat roof, accessible by an
outside stairway. It was "furnished" with the couches for reclining at a Passover
meal and with necessary utensils. Things were "just as Jesus told them" (v. 13),
showing that he was far more than a "teacher" (v. 11), though that term was
customary.

14-18 Sometimes, as has often been observed, Luke does not use the terminology
of vicarious atonement when we might expect him to. Thus in vv. 24-27, the
passage describing the rivalry between the disciples and the contrasting servant
role Jesus adopted, Luke does not include the
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"ransom saying" in Mark 10:45. Nevertheless, the strong link Luke forges with
the Passover underscores the redemptive motif. In the Transfiguration narrative
(9:31), he has already used the Greek word exodos (NIV, "departure"), with its
redemptive connotations, to describe Jesus' approaching death. This passage also
exhibits the strong orientation to the future that characterizes Luke's Gospel. Both
of Jesus' opening statements are strongly worded. "I have eagerly desired" (v. 15)
represents a strong double construction with a Semitic cast-- epithymia
epethymesa (lit., "with desire I have desired"). The second statement begins with
an emphatic future negative: I will not eat ( ou me phago , v. 16) A similar
construction occurs in v. 18. Together the sentences convey the depth of Jesus'
feelings at this time and the immense significance of what is taking place.
Grammatically the statements may imply that, though he had greatly desired to do
so, Jesus would not partake of the Passover (so J. Jeremias, The Eucharistic
Words of Jesus , 2d ed. [London: SCM, 1966], pp. 207-18). Luke's placement of
the saying may also imply this, as he puts it before the actual meal, in contrast to
Mark and Matthew, who place it after the meal (Matt 26:29; Mark 14:25). It is
still likely, however, that Jesus actually did partake when, as the host at the meal,
he "took" the cup and the bread (vv. 17, 19, 20). The word "again" ( apo tou nyn ,
lit., "from now on") in v. 16 accords with this likelihood. But insofar as it
represents the word ouketi , it might be better omitted, for the text is uncertain
and probably not original here (cf. Notes). In any case, what Jesus would not eat
till the coming of the kingdom is described simply as "it" ( auto , v. 16) and
probably means the lamb rather than the meal as a whole (Marshall, Gospel of
Luke , p. 796). Unlike the other accounts of the Last Supper, Luke mentions a cup
before (v. 17), as well as after (v. 20), the bread. That vv. 19-20 are missing from
some Western texts complicates this difference. If the words were not in Luke's
original account there would be a difficult problem-- the mention of a cup before
but not after the bread (v. 17). In spite of some arguments to the contrary, it
seems reasonable to hold the authenticity of vv. 19b-20?. Luke has apparently
combined his data from various sources to describe both the Passover setting of
the supper (vv. 7-18) and the institution of the Lord's Supper (vv. 19-20) instead
of following Mark (cf. Notes). If so, the seeming disjunction and the problem of
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the two cups are understandable. The cup of v. 17 may be the first of the
traditional four cups taken during the Passover meal. In this case, Jesus'
comments come at the beginning of that meal. This cup was followed by part of
the Passover meal and the singing of Pss 113 and 114. Alternately, the cup of v.
17 may be the third cup, mentioned both here in connection with the Passover
setting and again in connection with its place in the Eucharist, on which Luke
focuses (v. 20). The uncertainties of the passage should not detract from the high
significance of the saying itself. The meal is a turning point. Jesus anticipated it;
and he likewise anticipates the next genuine meal of its kind that he will eat
sometime in the future, when the longed-for kingdom finally comes, or, in Luke's
characteristic vocabulary, "finds fulfillment" ( plerothe , v. 16; the saying in v. 18
has a near parallel in Matt 26:29; Mark 14:25). The believer in the present age
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observes the Lord's Supper "until he comes" (1Cor 11:26).
19-20 As stated above, the words of institution in these verses may come from a
non-Markan source. Similar wording in 1 Corinthians 11:24-25, written before
A.D. 60, shows that it was probably an early source, used by both Luke and Paul.
This supports the reliability of Luke's research (1:1-4). The suffering motif is
consistent with Jesus' understanding of his mission as the Suffering Servant. The
"bread" ( arton , v. 19) was the thin, unleavened bread used in the Passover.
"Gave thanks" translates the verb eucharisteo , the source of the beautiful word
Eucharist, often used to signify the Lord's Supper. Luke alone has "given for you"
( hyper hymon didomenon ) in the saying over the bread, as well as "poured out
for you" ( to hyper hymon ekchynnomenon ) in the cup saying (v. 20). "In
remembrance of me" (v. 19) directs our attention primarily to the person of Christ
and not merely to the benefits we receive (of whatever nature we may understand
them to be) from taking the bread and cup. The final cup, following the sequence
of several refillings during the Passover, signifies the "new covenant" (v. 20) in
Jesus' blood. The disciples would have been reminded of the "blood of the
covenant" (Exod 24:8), i.e., the blood used ceremonially to confirm the covenant.
The new covenant (cf. Jer 31:31-34) carried with it assurance of forgiveness
through Jesus' blood shed on the cross and the inner work of the Holy Spirit in
motivating us and enabling us to fulfill our covenantal responsibility.

21-23 Because this saying follows the Last Supper, one might assume that Judas
was present at the institution of the Lord's Supper. Matthew 26:21-25 and Mark
14:18-21, along with John 13:21-27, indicate that Judas was there at least for the
Passover, for he had dipped the bread in the dish. John 13:30 says that Judas went
out immediately after that; so apparently he was not there for the supper itself.
But since John does not actually relate the events of the supper, this is only an
implication. By mentioning the "hand" of Judas (v. 21), Luke draws attention to
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his participation in the Passover (or supper), thus heightening the tragedy. In each
of the Synoptics, this saying about the Son of Man (v. 22) includes reference to
the "man" who will betray him. The Greek word anthropos thus appears twice,
making a sober play on the word "man." The use of "decreed" ( horismenon , v.
22) emphasizes divine sovereignty, a theme dominant in Luke, though this
particular word occurs rarely in the NT (cf. Acts 2:23; 10:42; 17:31; cf. also Rom
1:4). Instead of "decreed," Matthew (26:24) and Mark (14:21) have "it is written"
( gegraptai ). Divine sovereignty is balanced by human responsibility; so Jesus
pronounces a "woe" on the betrayer. The same balance occurs in Acts 2:23. Luke
alone among the Gospels has v. 23, which shows not only the disciples' concern
but also the secrecy that still surrounded Judas's treachery.
24-27 Their questions about this treachery leads immediately, in Luke's order of
events, to the
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disciples' argument--shocking on this solemn occasion--about precedence. See
also the similar grasping after status that follows the passion prediction in
Matthew 20:17-28 and Mark 10:3245. The differences between the Gospels warrant our treating Luke's account of
this argument as distinct from its near parallels. The word "considered" ( dokei ,
"seems," "is regarded") in v. 24 is well chosen since status has to do with self
perception and with how one desires to be perceived by others. Jesus replies by
reminding the disciples of two objectionable characteristics of secular rulers.
Firsts they "lord it over" ( kyrieuousin ) others (v. 25). First Peter 5:3 warns elders
in the church against this attitude. Second, they are given the title "Benefactor"
( euergetes , v. 25), which was actually a title, not merely a description (Cf.
TDNT, 2:654-55). The form of the verb "call" ( kalountai ) may be middle or
passive. If the former, it may imply that these Gentile rulers were not passively
waiting to he called Benefactor but sought the title for themselves. In Matthew
23:7, Jesus disapproved of a similar kind of status seeking. Actually he himself is
the true "Benefactor." In Acts 10:38 Peter uses a verbal form of the word
describing Jesus as going about "doing good" ( euergeton ). In v. 26 "but you" is
emphatic with the word "you" standing at the very beginning of the clause (
hymeis de ). Jesus makes two points about true greatness. First, one should not
seek the veneration given aged people in ancient Near Eastern society but be
content with the lower place younger people had. This allusion to youthfulness
does not appear in Mark 10:43 and is one of the variations that point to a different
setting for Luke's record of the conversation. In v. 27 Luke includes another fresh
illustration from social custom. The person sitting at a dinner table had a higher
social position than the waiter, who was often a slave. This illustration recalls the
example of the Lord Jesus, who washed his disciples' feet as they reclined at the
table of the Last Supper (John 13:12-17).
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28-30 Verse 28 is not in Matthew or Mark; it shows that Jesus' trials kept on
between his temptation by Satan (ch. 4) and the passion events. It also recognizes
the faithfulness of the disciples during this time. The fidelity of one of them is
about to be tested severely (v. 31). This theme of testing and faithfulness is
prominent in Luke (S. Brown, Apostasy and Perseverance ). The comparison
"just as" ( kathos , v. 29) is like that Jesus gave his disciples in the commission in
John 20:21, which was comparable to the one he received from his Father. Here
in Luke the picture is not just that of a commission but of a conferral similar to a
testament. There may also be a suggestion tithe new covenant referred to in v. 20.
The verb diatithemai ("confer") here (v.
29) is cognate to diatheke ("covenant") there. (For a similar promise in
noncovenantal language, see 12:32.) The idea of a messianic banquet is reflected
in v. 30 (cf. 13:28-30 and comments). Matthew's parallel to this verse is preceded
by a reference to the "renewal of all things"
( palingenesia ) instead of to the kingdom (Matt 19:28). The parallel in Matthew
speaks of twelve thrones, but Luke omits the number, possibly to avoid the
problem of Judas's occupying one of them. Since Luke does specify that there are
twelve tribes, the omission is not important. (On the role of the Son of Man and
the saints in judgment, see Dan 7:9-18.) Specific
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designation of the number of tribes of Israel with respect to their future role does
not appear again in the NT till Revelation 7:1-8.
31-34 Only Luke records these words to Peter, at the same time omitting Jesus'
prediction of the disciples' failure and their being scattered (Matt 26:30-32; Mark
14:26-28). He also omits any reference to Jesus' postresurrection appearance in
Galilee, likewise omitted in his Resurrection narrative (cf. comment on 24:6).
While Luke has stressed the faithfulness of the disciples and might not wish to
mention their defection, he does refer forthrightly to Peter's coming defection (v.
31), where he attributes it to the direct activity of Satan. In Matthew and Mark
there is a transition from the scene of the Last Supper to the Mount of Olives
before the prediction of the disciples' defection is given. In Luke, Jesus' warning
to Peter comes immediately after Jesus' commendation for the disciples'
faithfulness and his promise concerning the kingdom. This makes a strong
contrast. The repetition of Simon's name adds weight to the warning. The
metaphor of sifting implies separating what is desirable from what is undesirable.
Here the thought is that Satan wants to prove that at least some of the disciples
will fail under severe testing. The first occurrence of "you" in v. 31 is in the plural
( hymas ). This refers to all the disciples in contrast to Peter, who is addressed (v.
32) by the singular "you" ( sou ). Notice the use of the name "Simon" for Peter,
apparently characteristic of Luke or of his special source. Jesus' prayer that
Simon's faith would not fail (v. 32) has occasioned discussion over whether it was
or was not answered. The verbal phrase "may not fail" ( me eklipe ) probably
means "may not give out" or "may not disappear completely" (as the sun in a total
eclipse). If this is correct, then Jesus' prayer was certainly answered. Peter's
denial, though serious and symptomatic of a low level of faith, did not mean that
he had ceased, within himself, to believe in the Lord. Nevertheless his denial was
so contrary to his former spiritual state that he would need to "return" ( epistrepho
) to Christ. The whole experience, far from disqualifying Peter from Christian
service, would actually issue in a responsibility for him to strengthen his brothers.
Peter's overconfident reply (v. 33) includes a reference to death found among the
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four Gospels only here and in John 13:37. The prediction of his denial (v. 34) is
substantially the same in all four Gospels, despite some differences in detail.
Luke alone specifies that in the denial Peter will say he does not even know Jesus.

35-38 This short passage is difficult to interpret. The difficulties lie in (1) the
syntax of v. 36 (cf. Notes); (2) the problem of Jesus' apparent support for using
weapons, which is hard to reconcile with his word to Peter when the latter used
the sword (Matt 26:52); and (3) the seeming reversal of the instructions Jesus
gave the Twelve and the seventy-two on their missions (9:1-3; 10:1-3). Thus
there is a question as to which principle regarding the use of force is normative
for the church. It is common to solve difficulties (2) and (3) by taking Jesus'
words as ironical. But if that were so, v. 38b--"That is enough"--would be hard to
understand; for it would seem to continue
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the irony when one would have expected a correction of the disciples'
misunderstanding of it. Any approach to a solution must take into account the fact
that later, when the disciples were armed with these swords, Jesus opposed their
use (vv. 49-51). Moreover, the tone of v. 52 is nonmilitant. Verse 36 clearly
refers back to 10:4, the sending of the seventy-two; both passages mention the
"purse" ( ballantion ) and the "bag" ( pera ). (See also the sending of the Twelve
in 9: 1-6, where the bag is mentioned, but not the purse.) Here in v. 35 there
seems to be an affirmation of those principles in the question "Did you lack
anything?" Yet a contrast is also clearly intended. That contrast may imply that
Jesus' earlier instructions were a radical statement applicable only to discipleship
during his lifetime. On the other hand, however, it more likely indicates, not a
reversal of normal rules for the church's mission, but an exception in a time of
crisis (cf. "but now," alla nyn ). Jesus is not being ironic but thoroughly serious.
Since he told them not to buy more swords than they had (v. 38), and since two
were hardly enough to defend the group, the swords may simply be a vivid
symbol of impending crisis, not intended for actual use. Verse 37a is one of
several clear quotations of Isaiah 53 in the NT. (The UBS Index of Quotations
cites John 12:38; Rom 10:16; Matt 8:17; Acts 8:32-33; 1 Peter 2:22.)

3. Prayer on the Mount of Olives 22:39-46
Luke's account of this prayer differs in several respects from Mark's and
Matthew's: (1) Luke does not specify the location as being Gethsemane; (2) he
alone includes at the beginning an exhortation to the disciples to ward off
temptation by means of prayer; and (3) his account omits much of the narrative
included in Mark and Matthew. Such differences raise perplexing questions about
Luke's sources--questions that lie beyond the scope of this commentary, though
they may bear on Luke's theology. Also there is considerable doubt as to the
genuineness of vv. 43-44 (cf. Notes). Theologically, there has been much
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discussion over the purpose of Jesus' prayer. Some have proposed a meaning for
the "cup" of v. 42 that would avoid any inference that Jesus had difficulty facing
death.
39-42 Luke singles out Jesus in v. 39 by using a verbal ending in the third person
singular (Mark 14:32 uses a plural ending). NIV inserts the name "Jesus" for
clarity. This reminds us of the way Luke focused attention on Jesus' initiative (cf.
comments on 19:38). Jesus went to the Mount of Olives "as usual" ( kata to ethos
, cf. the virtually identical kata to eiothos , 4:16), as mentioned in 21:37. He did
not change his habits to elude Judas. Luke may have omitted the name
"Gethsemane" to direct the reader's attention to the Mount of Olives. But since he
did not mention the Mount of Olives as the scene of the eschatological discourse
but introduced it only after the conclusion of the discourse (21:37), it may be that
in both places he is simply following his practice of omitting names and other
words not familiar to his wide readership. That Luke uses geographical features
mainly as symbols is doubtful (see comment on 9:23).
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While it is natural to think that the "temptation" (or "trial," peirasmon , v. 40) has
something to do with that of the end time, in view of vv. 16, 18 (so Danker, Jesus
, p. 225), Marshall is probably correct that without the definite article the word
does not refer to that specific time. The themes of prayer and temptation are
common in Luke. So it is not surprising that only he has the saying in v. 40. It is
repeated in v. 46, to which Matthew 26:41 and Mark 14:38 are parallel. Marshall
( Gospel of Luke , p. 830) interprets it in terms of vv. 28-38. Kneeling in prayer
(v. 41) was not customary in Jesus' time (standing was the normal posture). But
this scene is one of intense emotional strain (cf. Eph 3:14). Matthew and Mark
say that Jesus fell to the ground (Matt 26:39; Mark 14:35). It is fitting that Luke,
who throughout his Gospel stresses Jesus' conscious fulfillment of the purposes of
God, should now emphasize Jesus' concern for the will of God. "If you are
willing" ( ei boulei , v. 42) is absent from Matthew and Mark at this point, though
they do have the rest of v. 42. As in Matthew 20:22 and Mark 10:38, Jesus uses
the cup as a metaphor of his imminent passion. Some, however, have imagined
that this metaphor implies that Jesus faced death with less bravery than others
have faced it. (But to shrink from a painful death is not necessarily cowardice; the
highest bravery may consist in being fully cognizant of impending and agonizing
death and yet to embrace it voluntarily.) At any rate, it has been suggested that
the cup Jesus feared was that he might die from the strain he was under before he
could willingly offer himself on the cross. But this view fails to recognize that
Jesus would not have been as concerned with the physical pain of his death as
with the spiritual desolation of bearing our sin and its judgment on the cross
(2Cor 5:21; 1 Peter 2:24). Moreover, in the OT the wrath of God expressed
against sin was sometimes referred to by the metaphor of a cup (e.g., Ps 11:6,
where NIV translates kos as "lot" rather than "cup"; cf. Ps 75:8; Isa 51:17; Jer
25:15-17).

43-44 These verses have some formidable textual difficulties (cf. Notes). Since
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they have a claim to genuineness and are included in most texts of the Greek
testament, they require comment. Luke has already mentioned angels (v. 43)
many times--in the Nativity narrative and elsewhere, e.g., 9:26; 12:8-9; 15:10;
16:22. So the appearance of an angel here in Gethsemane is not strange. Luke
describes Jesus' agony in physical terms, as we might expect a physician to do.
The sweating was apparently so profuse that it looked like blood dripping from a
wound (v. 44).

45-46 Luke does not dwell on the weakness of the disciples, nor does he describe
in further detail Jesus' agony. Matthew and Mark refer to another prayer of Jesus
and mention two more instances of the disciples' falling asleep. For Luke a single
reference to each suffices, with the addition of an explanation for the disciples'
sleep: exhaustion from sorrow (v. 45). Luke does repeat the injunction for the
disciples to pray lest they fall into temptation (v. 46).
4. Jesus' Arrest 22:47-53
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47-48 Luke drops the introductory "and" ( kai ). Thus this pericope "is joined as
closely as possible to the preceding one" (Marshall, Gospel of Luke , p. 835). All
the Synoptics make the point that Jesus was still speaking to his disciples when
Judas and the crowd arrived (v. 47). This emphasizes the sudden intrusion of
Judas and the crowd into the somber scene in Gethsemane. In making the
transition to Judas, Luke first refers to the crowd (not mentioned by Matthew or
Mark). In Luke "the crowd" ( ochlos ), in contrast to the "people" ( laos ), is
sometimes presented as being unfeeling, perhaps even hostile. From the crowd
attention moves to "the man who was called Judas" ( ho legomenos loudas , "one
called Judas"). The designation occurs only in Luke and seems to be a dramatic
way of isolating Judas--holding him off at a distance for a derogatory look and
comment, viz., "this Judas person." Each of the' synoptic writers feels compelled
to say that Judas was "one of the Twelve." The betrayal was accomplished with a
kiss. In Judas's scheme of betrayal, the kiss was the way he identified Jesus in the
darkness of the night (Mark 14:44). But in the high drama of the actual situation,
it was cruelly hypocritical. In the Greek word order, following Judas's name,
three elements come together in stark succession--"with a kiss/the Son of Man/are
you betraying?" (v. 48).
49-51 (See comments on vv. 33-38 for the background to this incident.) John
18:10 (but none of the Synoptics) tells us that it was Peter who drew the sword.
Luke alone tells us in words a physician might use about Jesus' healing of the ear
of the high priest's servant (v. 51).
52-53 In v. 52 the details regarding the makeup of the crowd--religious, political
and military leaders--are peculiar to Luke. These details may be part of his design
to show that it was not the believing Jews who brought about Jesus' crucifixion
but their arrogant leaders. Matthew and Mark do not bring this out till later (e.g.,
Matt 27:20, Mark 15:11, the substance of which is not in Luke). Jesus' comment
shows the underhanded nature of their act. "This is your hour [ hora ]"
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(v. 53) sounds Johannine (e.g., John 17:1 and passim), especially since it refers to
the Passion. But Luke also uses the word "hour" frequently, as well as other
words designating a time of opportunity or destiny. The verb "reigns" represents
the noun exousia ("power," "authority"). Satan had previously offered Jesus
exousia in the Temptation (4:6); but Jesus, who after obediently going to the cross
would receive "all authority" from the Father (Matt 28:18), was willing to have
Satan exercise his authority for a time under the divine plan of salvation.
5. Peter's denial 22:54-62
Throughout this and the succeeding sections, dramatic tension mounts. A
contributing feature is the simultaneous action taking place in the house of the
high priest with Jesus (v. 54) and in the courtyard with Peter (v. 55). Luke
separates the two sequences of events instead of intertwining them as Matthew
and Mark do. While this literary device differs from his alternation of stories
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about the births of Jesus and of John the Baptist (ch. 1), it does enable the reader
to follow Peter's experience and then Jesus' trial separately. Luke does not tell us
anything about a night session of the trial but allows for it in v. 54 (cf. vv. 63-65;
cf. Notes). The story of Peter's denial could not have been invented. It presents a
sober and utterly real picture of the prominent apostle; and, along with vv. 31-32,
it offers a deep spiritual lesson about humility and the spiritual conflict.
54-57 A number of problems surround the account of the meeting in the high
priest's house (v.
54)--possibly the house of Annas, father-in-law of the high priest Caiaphas (cf.
John 18:13). But this meeting seems also to have been a trial before the entire
Sanhedrin (cf. Matt 26:59; Mark 14:55; cf. the other commentaries in this volume
on the verses just cited from Watt and Mark). Though he followed Jesus at a
distance, Peter is the only disciple who, so far as we know, followed him at all.
The fire in the courtyard (v. 55) was needed because the evenings were-- and still
are--cool in springtime in Jerusalem. The denial had three phases. All four
Gospels identify the first speaker as a servant girl (v. 56). As many have
observed, the girl and what she said were relatively harmless and did not deserve
such a drastic response. Peter, however, realized that many ears were listening.
Peter's response is called a denial. The word "deny"
( arneomai , v. 57) is used in the NT as the polar opposite of the word "confess" (
homologeo ). We are to confess (i.e., acknowledge) Christ but deny ourselves
(i.e., disown our private interests for the sake of Christ; cf. comment on 9:23).
Peter here does the reverse. He denies Christ in order to serve his own interests.
While Peter's language may recall the language of the rabbinic ban (SBK, 1:469;
cf. "I never knew you," Matt 7:23, and, more distantly, Luke 13:25,
27), this is unlikely to have been in Peter's mind.
58 After a brief time, someone else, not described by Luke, made another charge.
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Notice that in none of these dialogues as reported by Luke does Jesus' name
actually appear. The assumption is that the recent events in Jesus' life were
already known to the group in the courtyard. Luke's description of the speakers is
also limited. It is only from Peter's response that we know that the second speaker
was a man.
59-60 Verse 59 is typical of Luke's way of indicating the passage of time. The
third speaker then makes a definite assertion; the verb translated "asserted" (
diischyrizeto ) means to insist, maintain firmly (BAG, s.v.). Peter's response is
stated more mildly in Luke than in Matthew and Mark, where he accompanies his
statement with an oath. Also here (v. 60) Peter does not directly deny Jesus but
professes ignorance of him, though this amounts to the same thing. Luke
emphasizes the fulfillment of Jesus' words about the cock crowing by indicating
that the third denial was just being uttered ( parachrema eti lalountos , lit.,
"immediately while he was still speaking") when the cock crowed.
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61-62 In telling how the Lord looked at Peter (v. 61), Luke uses the word John
used (John 1:
42) to describe the way Jesus looked at Peter when they first met-- emblepo . It
"usually signifies a look of interest, love or concern" (DNTT, 3:519; cf. Mark
10:21). Peter's feelings (v.
62) need no further comment.
6. The mocking of Jesus 22:63-65
63-65 Marshall ( Gospel of Luke , p. 845) says that the beginning of this section is
"badly linked" to the incident just preceding. Though the accusative auton
("him") in the Greek text of v. 63 clearly refers to Jesus (NIV substitutes "Jesus"
for auton ), grammatically it should refer to the subject of v. 62--Peter. Again we
probably have a matter of sources. Be that as it may, the incident itself is put in a
position of sharp contrast between Jesus' sufferings and Peter's attempt to avoid
any identification with Jesus. Also, the soldiers' taunting Jesus about prophesying
who hit him while he was blindfolded (v. 64) contrasts with Luke's clear portrayal
in his Gospel of Jesus as a prophet.
7. Trial before the Jewish leaders 22:66-71
This section presents special difficulties of a literary and historical nature. Jesus'
trial had several phases. Between them there is some overlapping of persons and
charges. There were some irregularities in the proceedings, especially in the light
of later evidence from Jewish jurisprudence. Moreover, the Synoptics are not
uniform in covering all aspects of the trial; each writer makes his own choice as
to what to include or omit in order to fulfill his distinctive editorial purpose.
While the Notes will present some details about these things, most of them do not
affect the exposition itself.
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66-69 Luke has already indicated that Jesus was arrested during the night (see
comment on v.
47) and has implied that he was confronted by the authorities while in the house
of the high priest
(v. 64). All three Synoptics mention the early morning trial, though the substance
of vv. 66-71 has already been given in the account of the night trial in Matthew
26:63-65 and Mark 14:6164. Luke summarizes the crucial exchange between Jesus and the leaders and
adds a time note that it was becoming day (v. 66). Matthew and Mark refer to the
same time of day, when the religious authorities reached a decision, as "very early
in the morning [ proi ]" (Mark 15:1). Luke's way of reporting the questioning
separates the questions regarding messiahship and regarding the Son of God (cf.
the Matthew and Mark passages just cited). The word "Christ" (v. 67) at this time
had not yet become a proper name; so the question is whether Jesus was claiming
to be the Messiah (NIV mg.). Jesus' answer, a simple affirmation as in Mark
14:62, is twofold. First, he says that they would not believe him even if he
answered them. D. Catchpole ( The Trial of Jesus [Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1971], p.
195) notes the similarity of
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this to Jesus answer to a similar question in John 10:24-25. Jesus also says that
were he to question them they would not answer (v. 68). The truth of this had
already been demonstrated in 20:1-8.
The second part of Jesus' answer (v. 69) concerns the exaltation of the Son of
Man (who must be identified with Jesus here or the saying is irrelevant) and
vindicates Jesus and proves who he is. Luke's report of this differs considerably
from its form in Matthew 26:64 and Mark 14:62. Significant among these
differences is the phrase "from now on" ( apo tou nyn ), which Mark does not
have, though he has "you will see" ( opsesthe ) where Luke has "will be" ( estai ).
Thus Mark stresses the future revelation of the Son of Man, whereas Luke
stresses the fact that from that very time in his appearance before the council he
was to be exalted. This fits in with Luke's emphasis on the present reality of
events that may appear, in Matthew and Mark, to have their main significance in
the future. Here Luke is concerned with the present vindication of Jesus. Matthew
combines both ideas (a fact that complicates the question of sources), though his
ap' arti is understood by NIV to mean "in the future," or, better, "hereafter"
(RSV, NASB).
70-71 Only Luke has this question (v. 70). Standing independent of and
subsequent to the question about messiahship, it serves to emphasize that Jesus is
himself the Son of God and is not merely called such as an honorific title because
of his role as Messiah. Jesus' reply--lit., "You say that I am" ( hymeis legete hoti
ego eimi )--while not a direct affirmation, was taken as such, as v. 71 shows. The
nature of this reply is understandable in view of Jesus' remarks in vv. 67b68.
8. Trial before Pilate and Herod 23:1-25
The trial now moves into its Roman phase. While there had doubtless been more
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interrogation than the Synoptics report before Pilate declared he found no basis
for a charge against Jesus (v.
4), it obviously did not take Pilate long to determine Jesus' innocence. The larger
part of this section deals, not with the trial as such, but with the difficulty the
authorities had in trying to convict an innocent man.
1-5 Verse 1 links the Jewish and Roman trials. The "whole assembly" is the
Sanhedrin. Pilate was Roman governor (procurator) of the province of Judah. His
name appears in an inscription found in 1961 at Caesarea, his official residence.
Caesarea was a large, magnificent city boasting Roman culture, where Pilate
would no doubt have preferred to be at the time of Jesus' trial, were it not the
Passover season, when special precautions were needed in Jerusalem against civil
disturbances.
The Sanhedrin's accusation contains three distinct charges. The first (subverting
the Jewish nation) would have been of concern to Pilate, who wanted no internal
strife among the Jewish people. But it was not a matter for Roman jurisprudence.
The second (opposing payment of
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taxes to Caesar) and third (claiming to be king) were more to the point. Luke has
already shown (20:20-26) that the second charge was untrue. The third one
became the key issue. Jesus' responses to the questions asked him (22:66-71)
were understood as being clearly affirmative. It is also clear that the word Christ,
or Messiah (v. 2), was deliberately used to imply to Pilate that Jesus was a
political activist. The word "king," put in apposition to Messiah, implies a threat
to Roman sovereignty to the point where Pilate would have to take action. (In v. 5
the Sanhedrin summarized all this by insisting that Jesus was guilty of sedition.)
In Pilate's question (v. 3), the word "you" ( su ) comes first in the Greek sentence
for emphasis. Jesus' answer, like those in the Jewish trial, implies a positive
answer and at the same time returns the issue to Pilate. The answer ( su legeis ,
"you say") is the same in all three Synoptics and is virtually similar to Matthew's
report of Jesus' answer in the Jewish trial (Matt 26:64, using the synonym su
eipas , "you say"), which interprets the "I am" of Mark 14:62. Luke's account
lacks the further dialogue in Mark 15:3-5. But Luke is the only Gospel that has
Pilate's declaration of Jesus' innocence (v. 4). Presumably the source containing
that statement was not available to Mark or Matthew, for they would certainly
have wanted to make that point. Yet the point is especially important for Luke,
who seeks throughout his Gospel and Acts to vindicate Christianity through the
vindicating of both Jesus and Paul in their appearances in court. The response
from the Sanhedrin is clever. It implies seditious actions by saying that the people
are being stirred up by Jesus' (unspecified) teaching.

6-12 Only Luke has this incident. It is appropriate for his narrative; he had more
interest in politics than Matthew or Mark and has already mentioned Herod
Antipas whereas they have not (3:1; 9:7-9; 13:31). Herod had a more protracted
and more intimate experience with Jewish politics and religion than Pilate had.
For a long time he had desired to learn more about Jesus (v. 8; cf. 9:7-9). Like
Pilate, Herod was probably in Jerusalem because of the Passover. For Jesus'
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attitude toward him, see 13:31-33. Herod's territory, as a local king under the
authority of Rome, was Galilee (vv. 6-7) and Perea. Verse 11 probable reflects a
certain frustration on his part. He apparently had no legal accusation to make; so
he vented his anger by echoing the hostility of the priests and teachers (vv. 9-11).
Mockery (v. 11) was an unworthy aspect of the whole trial scene, repeated later
on (Mark 15:17-20 and parallel passages). The robe was "elegant" ( lampros ,
"bright," "gleaming"--a word used in both biblical and secular literature to
describe clothes and other adornments like those of the rich man in James 2:2).
This impetuous use of someone's fine clothes contrasts with the later scene (Mark
15:17-20) where the soldiers used a purple robe and other symbols to mock Jesus'
claim to kingship.
13-16 (17) This section, also unique to Luke, like v. 4, demonstrates Jesus'
innocence (vv. 1314). As Marshall ( Gospel of Luke , in loc.) observes, the presence of the people
here is "strange," because elsewhere in Luke they are either friendly or neutral.
Actually Luke seems to be making a significant point by mentioning their
presence. The "people" (v. 13) are the laos , as
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distinguished from the crowd ( ochlos ). Throughout his Gospel, Luke has been
careful to distinguish these two groups. He has also been careful to show that it is
not the people but their leaders who oppose Jesus. Even here the people do not
take an active stand against Jesus. Summoned by Pilate, they, like the crowds in
v. 4, hear a declaration of Jesus' innocence (vv. 14-15). The "people" appear
again in v. 27, following Jesus to the place of crucifixion, and then in v. 35,
watching Jesus die. Once more (24:19) Luke mentions them as witnesses of Jesus'
mighty works. At their first mention in Acts, Luke refers to the "people" as
approving the young Jerusalem church (2:47). English translations usually imply
that Pilate punished Jesus (v. 16) because he was innocent
(e.g., NIV, "Therefore, I will punish him and then release him"). In the Greek
structure, the word for "punish" may be a participal ( paideusas ) for stylistic
reasons, but it also throws the emphasis on the main verb "release" ( apolyso ).
The thought probably is "Because he is innocent, I will let him go with a light
scourging [ paideusas ]." In this way Luke shows that Pilate, a Roman official,
wanted to treat Jesus as fairly as possible. This would fit in with one of Luke's
apparent goals in writing the Gospel and Acts--viz., to show that Christianity
deserved to be favorably treated by Rome. The word "scourged" ( paideusas ) is
different from the one used by Matthew and Mark to describe the flogging that
preceded the Crucifixion ( phragellosas , Matt 27:26; Mark 15:15).
18-22 Luke provides only a brief statement about Barabbas compared with Mark
15:6-11 and has nothing about the message from Pilate's wife mentioned in
Matthew 27:19. Again the writers are apparently following different sources.
While Luke does mention Barabbas's crimes, he does not explain the custom
Mark refers to (15:6). Barabbas has been romanticized, but since he was probably
only an unimportant leader of a small riot, history has no record of him apart from
the Gospels. We see Luke's concern to vindicate Jesus (and Christianity) to his
readers again in v.
22. He emphasizes Jesus' innocence by noting that this is the "third time" that
Pilate spoke on Jesus' behalf, probably counting the appeals after Jesus' return
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from Herod (vv. 15, 20, 22). On the "punishment," see v. 16 and comment.
23-25 In vivid Greek (v. 23), Luke brings the crowd's action to a climax.
Although he does not refer to Pilate as washing his hands of responsibility for
Jesus (cf. Matt 27:24), or to the Jews' acceptance of responsibility for Jesus' death
(cf. Matt 27:25), or to Pilate's wishing to "satisfy" the people (cf. Mark 15:15), he
effectively shifts attention from Pilate to the people by ending the Greek
sentence, not with the verb (as in the English rendering), but with a final
reference to the crowds, in the words hai phonai auton ("their voices"; NIV,
"their shouts"). Luke omits the incident (Mark 15:17-20) of the soldiers' mockery
(cf. v. 11 and comment above) and proceeds directly to Pilate's action. He makes
it clear in both v. 24 and v. 25 that Pilate acted in accord with the crowd's wishes.
Having emphasized God's plan and will throughout his Gospel, Luke now notes
the human factor: Jesus is delivered to the "demand" (v.
24) of the crowd. Acts 2:23 shows how God's purpose was fulfilled even in their
decision.
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9. The Crucifixion (23:26-43)
In their accounts of Jesus' crucifixion, the four Gospels relate essentially the same
series of events, but with varied selection of details and of Jesus' words. None of
them portrays the physical agony of crucifixion in the shocking details that might
have been given. The stark facts are there but are presented with sober restraint.
What was most important for the four evangelists was the inner reality of Jesus'
atoning death and his spiritual anguish in being identified with the sins of the
world. As Cecil Alexander put it in the great hymn "Green Hill": "We may not
know, we cannot tell, What pains he had to bear;/ But we believe it was for us He
hung and suffered there."
26 Jesus was required, like others condemned to crucifixion, to carry the crossbar. The wood was heavy, and Jesus was weakened by the maltreatment. The
soldiers could press civilians such as Simon into service. Mark 15:21 has the
word angareuo ("forces"), the same word Jesus used in the famous saying about
going the second mile (Matt 5:41). Cyrene is a port in North Africa.
27-31 Once more Luke gives us an incident that is neither in Matthew nor Mark.
For Luke it is important because it again expresses his concern for the fate of
Jerusalem (cf. 19:41-44). The terrible destruction Jesus was speaking of also
reflects his prediction in 21:20-24. Jewish women (v. 27) had always considered
barrenness a misfortune and children a blessing (v. 28). In the day of Jerusalem's
destruction, however, women would have the horror of seeing their children
suffer and would wish they could have been spared that agony (v. 29). A person
standing out in the open in Jerusalem, or in the Judean hills, would probably not
think of mountains (v. 30) as a means of destruction as much as a means of
protection. Therefore, Marshall ( Gospel of Luke , p. 864) is probably right in
suggesting that the words from Hosea 10:8 are a plea for protection rather than
for quick death. Fire spreads much more rapidly through a dry forest than through
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a wet one; so Jesus' words in v. 31 warn of a situation in the future even worse
than the events surrounding his crucifixion.
32-34 It is not certain why, in contrast to Matthew and Mark, Luke mentions the
two criminals
(v. 32) in advance of Jesus' conversation with them. The effect is to emphasize
the humiliation of his execution and perhaps also (cf. Hendriksen, p. 1027) his
identification with sinners in his death as well as in his life. Luke omits the name
Golgotha, either because it would not be significant to his readers or because it
was not in his source. His omission of the drink offered to Jesus may be for the
latter reason. Luke's narrative is concise (v. 33) and effective in presenting the
brutal facts. Nor is it surprising that he, who constantly portrayed Jesus as
offering God's grace and forgiveness to sinners (e.g., 7:40-43), is the only one
who records his prayer for the
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forgiveness of his executors (v. 34; cf. Notes on the textual problem here).
Stephen followed his Lord's example and prayed for those who stoned him (Acts
7:60).
35 It is difficult to know whether the connective "and ... even" ( de kai , possibly
"but even" or "but also") identifies the "people" ( laos ) with the sneering of the
rulers or whether Luke intends the reader to understand the role of the "people"
still to be passive rather than hostile, while everyone else, "even" the rulers,
sneered. NIV takes it in the latter sense, which is probably correct. The word
"saved" ( esosen ) does not mean that the rulers believed in the claim of Jesus to
forgive people but alludes to his reputation for restoring the sick and disturbed.
Instead of the words "king of Israel" (Matt 27:42, Mark 15:32), Luke has "Christ
of God, the Chosen One," which is consistent with his frequent presentation of
Jesus as a prophet chosen by God (cf. the words "whom I have chosen," which
occur only in Luke's version of the Transfiguration, in 9:35; cf. Isa 42:1).
36-37 The taunts continue. Luke places this incident earlier in his narrative than
Matthew and Mark do in theirs, possibly to bring together in one place the people
rulers, and soldiers (Hendriksen, p. 1030). Although in the other Gospels the
offering of wine vinegar (v. 36) seems to be an act of kindness, the drink being a
thirst quencher carried by soldiers, Luke connects it with their mockery of Christ
(v. 37). It may have been a compassionate act done in the midst of taunts.
38 All four Gospels contain the superscription, with John offering an explanation
of the circumstances (19:19-22). The full text of the superscription may be seen
by comparing all the Gospels. Luke's record shows the issue as Pilate, Jesus'
Roman judge, saw it. Luke reserves the word "this" ( houtos ) for the end of the
sentence, conveying the emphatic idea "The King of the Jews, this one!"
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39-43 This conversation, unique to Luke's account, reinforces two characteristics
of his Gospel. One (v. 41) is the innocence of Jesus (cf. v. 22 and comment). The
other (v. 43) is the immediate ("today") realization of God's saving grace through
Christ (cf. 4:21 and comments). As elsewhere (e.g., with Peter in 5:1-11), Luke
focuses on one person in a group. In Matthew 27:44 and Mark 15:32 both
criminals insult Jesus; here this attitude is attributed to one in particular (v. 39).
"Hurled insults" does not express the more serious aspect of the verb eblasphemei
. Marshall, following Beyer (TDNT, 1:623), observes, "To mock Jesus by
refusing to take his powers seriously is to blaspheme against him; the use of the
verb represents a Christian verdict in the light of who Jesus really is" ( Gospel of
Luke , p. 871). The criminal's taunt, "Aren't you the Christ?" is "bitterly sarcastic"
(Morris, Luke , p. 328). The other criminal (v. 40) recognizes that Jesus is no
mere pretender and that he will reign as king (v. 42). Jesus' response (v. 43)
assures this criminal that he need not wait for any future
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event but that he would have an immediate joyful experience of fellowship with
Jesus "in paradise" ( en to paradeiso ). This Persian word, which had been taken
over into Greek, symbolizes a place of beauty and delight. It means "park" or
"garden" and refers to the Garden of Eden in Genesis 2:8 (LXX) and to the future
bliss the garden symbolizes (Isa 51:3; of Rev 2:
7). Paul said lee was caught up into paradise (2Cor 12:4), which may preclude the
idea that Jesus descended into hell after his death.
10. Jesus' death (23:44-49)
44-46 Luke refrains from giving a precise time ("about the sixth hour," v. 44; cf.
"about eight days," 9:28) but does imply by the word ede ("already"; NIV, "now")
that the preceding events had filled the morning. Time was less precisely noted in
those days, which may help explain some apparent differences between the
Gospels. Matthew, Mark, and Luke agree that there was darkness from about the
sixth hour to the ninth, i.e., from noon to three o'clock. The whole "land" ( ge )
could refer to all the "land" of Israel or, possibly, to the local area only. Luke
does not say what caused the sun's light to fail (v. 45; cf. Notes); nor does he say
what significance should be given this fact, recorded in all three Synoptics.
Certainly it emphasized the somberness of the event; some think it was to
symbolize, or possibly to veil, the judgment endured on our behalf by Christ.
Hendriksen (p. 1035) lists a number of Scriptures that link darkness with God's
judgment. Like Matthew and Mark, Luke states that the temple curtain was torn
apart. This curtain was doubtless the one separating the Holy Place from the inner
Most Holy Place (Exod 26:31-33). It might be argued that the word refers to the
curtain at the entrance to the Holy Place (Exod 26: 36-37), which would have
been visible to passersby. The LXX uses the same word Luke does
( katapetasma ) for the curtain in each location. But in this extraordinary
circumstance, which would have been accompanied by the sound of the tearing,
the priests would have been aware of what had happened even if it had occurred
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inside the Holy Place. Such questions cannot be settled by typology. Neither can
we ignore the allusion to this in Hebrews 10:19-22, where the veil can only be the
one hiding the Holy of Holies. Access to the most holy God is now open through
the death of Christ. Normally a person in the last stages of crucifixion would not
have the strength to speak beyond a weak groan, but each synoptic Gospel says
that Jesus spoke with a "loud voice" (v.
46). Jesus' words are from Psalm 31:5 (LXX 30:6), which was used by the Jews
as an evening prayer. To the Christian reader who knows that Jesus' death was a
voluntary act, they are beautifully appropriate. All four Gospels describe Jesus'
moment of death in terse, restrained words.
47-49 All three Synoptics call on the centurion (v. 47) as a witness to Jesus'
uniqueness. To the modern reader, Luke's words "a righteous man" ( arithropos
... dikaios ) may seem less
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significant than "Son of God" in Matthew 27:54 and Mark 15:39. The emphasis
in Luke is on Jesus' innocence (cf. v. 22 and comment); so this form of the saying
is appropriate. Also the term "Son of God" might have been misunderstood by
Luke's largely Gentile readership, as it was not unusual for pagans to use such
terminology with a different meaning. The "people" referred to in v. 48 are not
the laos , who are so significant in Luke, but the ochloi ("crowds"), a mixed
group. They were deeply affected, as were Jesus' own followers, who endured
their inexpressible grief standing at a distance. Luke's Gospel does not name the
women (v. 49), as do all the other Gospels at this point, probably because he had
named some of them in 8:3. All the Synoptics say that the women stood at a
distance (cf. Ps 38:11).
11. Jesus' burial (23:50-56)
50-54 Luke is careful to assure his readers of the credentials of the man who
offered to bury Jesus. Here again Luke presents someone qualified to affirm by
word or action that Jesus was a just and innocent man and that by inference the
claims of Christianity are valid. He describes Joseph as agathos kai dikaios
("good and upright," v. 50). He is also a good Jew, "waiting for the kingdom of
God" (v. 51), and so joins others in Luke whose piety and expectation of the
Messiah validates their testimony (e.g., Simeon and Anna, 2:25-38). He was a
member of the Council (the Sanhedrin) but had disagreed with their decision
against Jesus. Joseph laid the body in a tomb "cut in the rock" (v. 53). We can
still see such tombs today in rocky hillsides in Palestine; in fact, one was recently
excavated at Tel Midras. They often have more than one chamber, with a special
place for initial care of the body. Luke's description of the shroud does not
provide enough detail to allow a comparison with the "shroud of Turin." We learn
in v. 54 that it was Friday (the probable meaning here of the word paraskeue ),
and the Sabbath was about to begin at sundown.
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55-56 Although Matthew and Mark mention the presence of the women at this
point (v. 55), they do not speak of the women's preparation of the spices in
advance of Easter morning, as Luke does (v. 56). He carefully notes that the
women did not do this on the Sabbath, even though Jewish tradition apparently
would have allowed care for the dead on a Sabbath (SBK, 2: 52-53). In this way
Luke stresses one more time the fidelity of Jesus and his followers to the Jewish
laws.
C. The Resurrection and Ascension (24:1-53)
1. The Resurrection (24:1-12)
Luke 24 not only presents the climactic event of the Resurrection, but it includes
a recapitulation of the saving mission of Christ (vv. 6-7, 19-27, 45-47). The
Ascension, with
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which the chapter and the book conclude, is the final goal of Jesus' earthly
ministry (cf. 9:51 and comments). It also sets the scene for the church's ministry
as recorded in Acts. The first section of the narrative, concerning events at the
empty tomb, contains elements that differ from those given in Matthew and Mark.
Some of these are often alleged to be discrepancies that invalidate the NT records
of the Resurrection as dependable history. Or they have been viewed as
redactional (i.e., editorial) changes Luke made to express his own theological
perspectives. It is not the purpose of the comments that follow to resolve apparent
discrepancies or to deal with Luke's redaction of the resurrection narrative, except
as this has clear value for the expositor. The unique features of Luke's
resurrection account deserve our attention as his contribution to the reality and
meaning of the event.
1-3 All four Gospels specify the first day of the week (v. 1) as the day of the
Resurrection. This became the day of Christian worship (cf. Acts 20:7). The
change from the traditional and biblical Sabbath is in itself a strong evidence of
the Resurrection because it shows the strength of the disciples' conviction about
what happened on that day. Luke refers to the time of day by the general
statement that it was "very early." This fits well with what the other Gospels say,
though each Gospel differs from the others. All four Gospels mention the removal
of the stone (v. 2). While this was not, as far as the NT reports, used as an
apologetic to prove the Resurrection, it could not have failed to impress those
who heard of it; and its inclusion here is hardly incidental. Only Luke, who has
shown particular interest in physical reality--e.g., he is the only synoptic writer to
use the phrase "in bodily form" ( somatikos ) to describe the Spirit's descent on
Jesus at his baptism (3:22)--specifically says that the "body" ( soma ) of Jesus
was gone (v. 3).
4-5 Here (v. 4), as elsewhere (e.g., 1:29, 66; 2:19), Luke describes someone
pondering a remarkable event. Luke speaks of "two men" rather than "an angel"
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(Matt 28:2) or "a young man" (Mark 16:5). For a writer to focus on just one
person when another is also present is not unusual (both Mark and Luke single
out one of the blind men at Jericho, Mark 10:46; Luke 18: 35; cf. Matt 20:30).
Luke's mention of two men at the tomb seems consistent with his other references
to witnesses to Jesus (cf. Simeon and Anna, 2:25-38; and esp. 24:48; cf. also the
prominence of witnesses in Acts). Two witnesses are the minimum number for
validation (Deut 17:6; 19:15; cf. E.G. Bode, The First Easter Morning , p. 60,
who draws on Morgenthaler, Die lukanische Geschichtsschreibung , 1:97-99; 2:711). That Luke understands that the two "men" were angels is evident from what
he says of them in v. 23. Moreover, he describes their clothes as gleaming like
lightning ( astraptouse , v. 4), terminology he applies to Jesus' clothes at his
transfiguration (9:29; cf. also Acts 1:10 "two men dressed in white"). Luke alone
tells us that not only were the women frightened (v. 5) but in their fear they
bowed face down to the ground. The response of fear in the presence of
supernatural visitation occurs elsewhere in Luke (e.g., 1: 12, 29 [though in Mary's
case not at the angel but at his message]; 2:9; 9:34). "The living" ( ton zonta ),
only in Luke, stresses the factual aspect of the Resurrection Luke also refers to in
Acts
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2:24: "It was impossible for death to keep its hold on him."
6-8 What Luke gives us here is not in the other Gospels: The angels show the
meaning of the empty tomb by repeating the essence of the three passion
predictions (9:22, 43-45; 18:31-33, and parallel passages in Matthew and Mark).
They begin with the words "Remember how he told you" (v. 6), perhaps implying
that what the women should have understood earlier the Resurrection has now
clarified. The third prediction (18:31-33) was followed by Luke's statement that
the saying was obscure, hidden from them (18:34; cf. also 24:16). The
Resurrection is the time for revelation and understanding (v. 8). Some think the
reference to Galilee (v. 6) is an alteration of the saying in Matthew 28:7 and Mark
16:7. There Galilee is the place where Jesus would later meet with the disciples;
here it is where Jesus had given his passion predictions. Luke obviously centers
attention on Jesus' appearances in the vicinity of Jerusalem, the city of destiny in
Luke (e.g., 9:51; 13:32-35). His selective focus on Jerusalem is not, however, a
major disagreement with the other Synoptics; nor does his different use of the
word Galilee contradict theirs. Luke's frequent use of dei ("must," v. 7) and other
expressions of divine purpose have already been noted throughout this
commentary (e.g., 2:49; 4:43; 19:5). It occurs in the first passion prediction
(9:22), as it does in the other Synoptics, but then reappears only in Luke in 13:33;
17: 25; 22:37. Chapter 24 contains two more references to the inevitable sequence
of Jesus' death and resurrection (vv. 25-27, 44-46). Luke's stress on God's plan
and providence continues throughout Acts, often with dei , but also without it
(Acts 2:23-24; see Bode, First Easter , pp. 65-67). The term "sinful men" (
anthropon hamartolon ) occurs in Jesus' saying at Gethsemane about his
impending betrayal (Matt 26:45; Mark 14:41)--a saying Luke does not have. The
idea appears again in Acts 2:23 in the term "wicked men" ( anomon ). Luke often
speaks of "sinners," but usually he does so when referring to notorious people
Jesus had compassion on. Here, in contrast, the "sinners" are those who opposed
him and brought about his death. Only Luke has "on the third day."
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9-12 Luke postpones naming the women till this point (v. 10), whereas Matthew
and Mark name them at the beginning of their resurrection narratives. Luke has
already (8:1-3) told of the women who accompanied and supported Jesus in his
ministry. (He also mentions the women at prayer with the apostles in Acts 1:14.)
While the witness of women was not acceptable in those days nevertheless Luke
records their testimony (v. 9). The apostles, in their incredulity were unable to
comprehend the reality the women were trying to convey (v. 11). We see this
incredulity again in Peter (v. 12) and in the disciples on the road to Emmaus (vv.
22-24). This reluctance to believe has an important relation to the evidences for
the Resurrection. The disciples were not expecting that event (cf. v. 25). Thus
they cannot be called fit subjects for hallucination as some would have them be.
Verse 12, though omitted by the Western text (cf. Notes), is probably authentic. It
is similar,
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but not identical, to John 20:6-7. Luke does not mention the "other disciple" (John
20:3), probably focusing on Peter as he did in 5:1-11. The strips of linen used in
the burial bear their silent but eloquent testimony to the absence of Jesus' body.
Peter leaves, "wondering"
( thaumuzon ) to himself about this. In Luke people "wonder" about things that are
hard to understand. The word does not in itself imply either belief or unbelief. We
conclude that Peter is still incredulous at this point, not because the verb implies
it, but because his visit to the empty tomb fails, in spite of the evidence, to evoke a
statement of belief from him (cf. John 20:8).
2. On the Emmaus road (24:13-35)
The Emmaus story is a literary and spiritual jewel. It is at once a moving story, a
testimony to the Resurrection, an explanation of the empty tomb, and an occasion
for Luke to summarize several of his major themes. Despite the fact that it has to a
superlative degree the ring of truth-- what literary scholars call "verisimilitude"-some have considered it legendary (cf. Notes).
13-16 The opening words of v. 13 link this story with the entire Easter event.
"Now" ( kai idou ) moves the reader's attention to a new and important phase of
Luke's narrative. "That same day" ties the narrative to Jesus' death and
resurrection (cf. the sequence in 23:54, 56; 24:1). Two travelers are speaking
together (vv. 14-15); so a valid witness is provided. A twofold witness is
necessary according to Jewish law. Furthermore, the concept of witness is, as we
have seen, important to Luke. Two witnesses (Simeon and Anna) bore testimony
to the Messiah's arrival (2:25-38); now the two travelers testify to a particular
resurrection appearance of Jesus (24:35). The words "of them" ( ex auton , v. 13)
do not clearly identify who the two are. They are not two of the Eleven (v. 9; cf. v.
33). Probably they are two of the followers of Jesus who had come to Jerusalem
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for the Passover. So they had been among the "disciples" who lauded Jesus on his
triumphal entry to the city (19:39) and were now returning home. At any rate, the
phrase "of them," like the opening words of v. 13, establishes a continuity with
the foregoing events. The fact that this event occurs when the two disciples "were
going" ( esan poreuomenoi , v.
13) and "walked along" ( syneporeueto , v. 15) continues the travel theme
prominent in Luke, especially in his unique central section (9:51-19:44). That
section begins as Jesus "resolutely set out" ( to prosopon esterisen tou poreuesthai
) for Jerusalem (9:51). Now these two are leaving that same city. Shortly after the
earlier journey to Jerusalem began, a man had approached Jesus regarding
discipleship "as they were walking" ( poreuomenon auton , 9:57). Now, after the
Resurrection, Jesus approaches two disheartened followers as they are walking.
Acts continues the theme of Jesus' disciples traveling, going from Jerusalem to
Rome (Paul, in ch. 28) and ultimately to the ends of the earth as "witnesses" (1:8).
As for the identity of Emmaus, this is uncertain (cf. Notes). It is enough to know
that it is a village near Jerusalem. The two were talking about events surrounding
Jesus' resurrection. Between the lines of their dialogue, Luke shows their
bewilderment. He uses two different verbs, one of them repeated:
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"they were talking" ( homiloun , v. 14), "as they talked" ( en to homilein , v. 15),
and "discussed" ( syzetein ). So the tension mounts in preparation for Jesus'
appearance. Luke introduces Jesus into the story with the emphatic "Jesus
himself" ( autos Iesous ); and his comment that Jesus "walked along with" (
syneporeueto ) them suggests to us, whether or not Luke intended it, Jesus'
presence with his disciples in the church age. The passive form in "were kept [
ekratounto ] from recognizing him" (v. 16) may be a "divine passive," i.e., a
means of connoting that an action, the subject of which is not mentioned, is
actually the work of God. This device introduces the structural pattern of
nonrecognition and recognition, which is central in this beautiful narrative.
17-18 Still another verb describes their discussion; antiballete ("discussed")
reflects the exchange of ideas (lit., "throwing back and forth"). The scene in vv.
14-17 is of a persistent but rather baffled attempt to understand the meaning of
this most momentous weekend in history. Luke now uses a different word for
walking ( peripateo ; cf. comments on vv. 13-16). Another mention of walking is
certainly not necessary merely to convey that fact, and we may assume that there
is a deliberate emphasis on that movement. Therefore it is striking that when
Jesus addressed them, the two travelers stopped short and "stood still" (
estathesan ). Their attitude at that point was gloomy, perhaps even sullen. Only
one of the two (Cleopas) is named (v. 18), probably because he was known to at
least some of Luke's readers. One tradition identifies him as an uncle of Jesus,
brother of Joseph, and father of Simeon, who became a leader of the Jerusalem
church (Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History 3.11; cf. Ellis, Gospel of Luke , p. 894).
This is not the same man as Clopas (John 19:25), though the two names are
variant spellings of each other.
19-24 What follows constitutes an affirmation about the person and work of
Christ that is of great significance for our understanding of Jesus and of Luke's
perception of him. Concerning the opening words, R.J. Dillon ( From
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Eyewitnesses to Ministers of the Word , p. 114) observes, "This characterization,
together with the assertion of full publicity amongst the people, contains pointed
echoes of Luke's introductory summary of Jesus' ministry [in the power of the]
Spirit (Luke 4, 14; cp. Acts 10, 38)." See comments above at 4:14 on the popular
response to Jesus. The statement there about his reputation and power precedes
the progammatic statement about his ministry under the impetus of the Spirit in
4:18-19. Acts 10:38 is Peter's summary of Jesus' powerful, Spirit-filled ministry
(cf. Acts 2:22) and includes the statement "he went around doing good." Peter
then tells Cornelius, "We are witnesses of everything" (Acts 10:39), calling to
mind Luke 1:2--"eyewitnesses and servants of the word." The importance of the
affirmation of the two disciples here in 24:19 must not in any way be
underestimated. It is integral to Luke's theology and purpose. "He was a prophet"
recalls the passage in chapter 4 just mentioned, where Jesus clearly identified
himself with the prophets (4:24). While in Luke's narrative Jesus is perceived as a
prophet (e.g., 7:16; cf. Minear, Heal and Reveal pp. 102-21), the Resurrection
affirmed him to
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be much more, as the two on the Emmaus road are to learn (e.g., v. 26, "the Christ
... glory"). The word "prophet" does not appear in what Peter told Cornelius about
Jesus (Acts 10:36-43). This is probable not because Cornelius was not Jewish, for
Jesus was "Lord of all" (Acts 10:
36), but because the word "prophet" was inadequate to comprehend all Jesus is.
The term "prophet" is then not so much an invalid as an incomplete
characterization of Jesus. Another of Luke's favorite terms is "people" ( laos ),
used throughout his Gospel for the responsive hearers in Israel (cf. 1:17, 68, 77;
2:10, 31-32). Later Luke will use laos of believing Gentiles (Acts 18:
10).
The "chief priests and our rulers" (v. 20) stand in contrast to the "people" (v. 21)
as elsewhere in Luke. It was they who "handed him over" for crucifixion. In v. 21
the words "but we" ( hemeis de , emphatic) of the two disciples provide still
another contrast. Unlike the rulers, they "hoped" that Jesus would bring
deliverance. Observe that the verb is "hoped," not "trusted" (as in KJV); there is a
big difference between trusting Jesus as our Deliverer and Savior and hoping that
he will prove to be our Deliverer and Savior. The past tense of "hoped" is, under
the present circumstances, a pathetic reminder of their inability to recognize Jesus
or to believe the report of the empty tomb. Their expectation that he would
"redeem Israel" recalls the words of Zechariah in 1:68 (cf. 2:38; 21:28). In view
of v. 46 and the passion predictions, the term "third day" had a significance to
Luke's readers. What should have been the day of hope realized was for them the
day of hope extinguished. The final ("in addition," alla kai ) incomprehensible
element in the travelers' report was the report of the empty tomb (v. 22). This
looks back to vv. 1-12. Again Luke used the word "body" (v. 23, see comment
above on v. 3). The mention of "angels" shows that this is what Luke meant by
"men" in v. 4, which is in harmony with the other Gospels. Verse 24 recalls v.
12. In the last words in the report, "him they did not see," the word "him" ( auton
) is placed in an emphatic position. The empty tomb without the appearance of
Jesus himself was inadequate. It ironically becomes the last sad part of their
confused response to Jesus' question, "What things?"
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(v. 19).
25-27 The reader of the Greek text will immediately observe following the
pronoun auton ("him") in its emphatic position in v. 24 that it occurs in v. 25 ( kai
autos , "and he"; NIV, "he") to refer (still emphatically) to the same person,
though he remains unrecognized. "The Stranger seizes the platform from the
confused disciple" (Dillon, Eyewitnesses , p. 132). Jesus, who in his
transfiguration was superior to Moses and Elijah (9:28-36), now invokes Moses
and the Prophets to substantiate the divine plan of his path from suffering to glory
(v. 27). The word "all"
(v. 25) is a warning not to treat the Scriptures selectively. Such selectivity could
lead to the omission of the Messiah's suffering (v. 26). But "the Christ" (Messiah)
did "have to" ( edei ) suffer. The verb dei , meaning "it is necessary," is one of
Luke's key words (cf. 2:49; 4:43; 13: 16, 33; 15:32; 18:1; 19:5; 21:9; 22:7, 37;
24:7, 44, along with the basic passion prediction of 9: 22 that occurs also in
Matthew and Mark; cf. comments on those verses). The future glory of
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the Christ (v. 26) was mentioned in the context of the passion prediction, ascribed
there to the "Son of Man" (9:26; cf. 21:27). Some have argued that here "glory" is
to be understood as a substitute expression for "was raised from the dead" (cf.
Dillon, Eyewitnesses , pp. 141ff.). More likely it refers to the honor anticipated in
the OT for the Messiah and attributed to the Son of Man in the verses just referred
to. The unexpected element in Christ's messiahship was his suffering. On the
other hand, one could hardly argue that Christ's glory excludes the Resurrection.
Paul quoted the OT to prove the necessity of both the suffering and the
resurrection of the Messiah (Acts 17:2-3). "Beginning with" (v. 27) probably
implies that Jesus drew On all the Scriptures but principally on the Law (GenDeut) and the Prophets (Marshall, Gospel of Luke , p. 897). The central subject of
these OT passages is "himself." For several reasons vv. 25-27 are vitally
important. With great clarity they show that the sufferings of Christ, as well as his
glory, were predicted in the OT and that all the OT Scriptures are important. They
also show that the way the writers of the NT used the OT had its origin, not in
their own creativity, but in the postresurrection teachings of Jesus, of which this
passage is a paradigm. The passage also exemplifies the role of the OT in Luke's
own theology. Although he does not directly quote the OT Scriptures as many
times as Matthew does, nevertheless he alludes frequently to the OT,
demonstrating that what God has promised must take place and employing a
"proof-from-prophecy" apologetic for the truth of the gospel.

28-32 The invitation for Jesus to stay with the two follows the ancient custom of
hospitality. As the afternoon drew on and suppertime approached, the stranger
would need food and lodging. Jesus had "acted as if" ( prosepoiesato ) he were
going to continue his journey (v. 28). The verb prospoieo , in spite of wellmeaning efforts to weaken it to avoid any thought of deceit on Jesus' part (e.g.,
Plummer, in loc.), often means "pretend" (BAG, LSJ, MM, s.v.). Such a gesture
would, like the invitation itself, be appropriate in the custom of those days. While
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it is probably true, as Plummer says, that Jesus would have gone on, had he not
been invited to stay, this polite action seems intended to draw out a very strong
response from Cleopas and his companion, who indeed then "urged him strongly"
( parebiasanto ) to stay (v. 29). In other contexts this verb can mean to force
someone to do something. The recognition scene is the third high point in this
narrative, the first two being the long reply of Cleopas and his companion to
Jesus' question and Jesus' exposition of tile OT's teaching about himself. While
from a church perspective some have wrongly seen the Lord's Supper in the
breaking of the bread, we must also realize that a table scene is characteristic of
Luke and probably of his special source material (cf. 5:29; 7:36; 14:1, 7, 12, 1516; and, less obviously, 10:38-40). What is remarkable is that Jesus took the role
of the host and broke the bread, giving thanks (v. 30). Of course this recalls the
feeding of the five thousand (9:10-17, N.B. v.
16) as well as the Last Supper (22:19), though it was not a celebration of the
latter.
As to whether it was through the actual breaking of bread or through divine
intervention that the moment of truth came and the two disciples recognized
Jesus, the answer must be that it was
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through both. Whether the two noticed the nail scars (Luke does not say they did),
Jesus' acting as host led to the recognition. At the same time, the passive verb
dienoichthesan ("were opened") implies divine action (v. 31), as was the case
when Jesus' identity was hidden from them (v. 16). This provides uniformity in
the structure and theological meaning, as God is the revealer of the risen Christ.
Note the repetition of Jesus' opening "the Scriptures" (v. 32) and "their minds" (v.
45). The narrative ends abruptly as Jesus disappeared and Cleopas and his
companion reflected on their feelings of intense inner warmth (cf. Ps 39:3; Jer
20:9; the vocabulary differs but something similar may be in mind). (For a survey
of interpretations of kaiomene ["burning"], see Marshall, Gospel of Luke , pp. 89899.) The specific occasion of these feelings is the presence of the Lord and his
expounding the OT.

33-35 The words "at once" ( aute te hora , lit., "in the same hour," v. 33) continue
the chronology of the resurrection day (cf. comment at v. 13). The reunion with
the Eleven brought assurance to all, as the two disciples fulfilled their role as
witnesses (vv. 34-35). They especially spoke of recognizing Jesus when he broke
bread with them (v. 35).
3. The appearance to the disciples (24:36-49)
This is the third Easter narrative in Luke. In the first Jesus is not seen; in the
second he appears to two disciples; this time he appears to the Eleven. The
narrative probably goes back to an older source that also lies behind John 20:1923. It does not have as many distinctively Lukan touches as the Emmaus story.
The events Luke tells us of here also provide the substance for his apologetic for
Jesus' bodily resurrection in Acts 1:3-4 and Peter's witness to Cornelius (Acts
10:40-43). Here it is not Jesus' resurrection as such that is being proved but the
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fact that the sudden visitor was indeed Jesus, present in a tangible body.
36 The care with which Luke connects the events after the Crucifixion
chronologically (23:54, 56; 24:1, 9, 13, 33) is again apparent in the words "While
they were still talking about this." Once more Luke focuses attention on Jesus by
the reflexive pronoun autos (i.e., "Jesus himself"; cf. comment on v. 25). The next
words, "stood among them" ( este en meso ), are almost identical to those in John
20:19 ( este eis to meson ). A sudden appearance is implied (cf. the sudden
disappearance in v. 31), but Luke does not include the reference to closed doors
found in John. "Peace be with you" may not have been in the original but added
by a copyist who knew John 20:19. Yet the words may belong to the same
tradition John and Luke used (cf. Notes). The characteristically Semitic "peace"
(Heb. salom ) would be a striking greeting, if one were expecting the more
familiar Greek chaire (cf. 1:28).
37-39 Luke's Gospel opened with a terrified Zechariah in the unexpected presence
of an angel
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(1:12). Now, near its end, Luke describes the fright of the disciples at the
unexpected appearance of the risen Christ (v. 37). One might have thought they
would not respond this way, since they had just been hearing about Jesus'
appearance on the Emmaus road. But whereas in that case Jesus had walked up to
Cleopas and his companion as any traveler might, this time he appeared suddenly.
Equally surprising to the reader are their doubts (v. 38). These are significant for
any who think that the disciples were expecting the Resurrection and projected
their hopes into a hallucination. Jesus identified himself very emphatically (v.
39): "It is I myself"
( ego eimi autos , cf. the ego eimi , "I am," frequent in John). The methods of
crucifixion varied slightly, but Jesus apparently had nails in his hands (the Greek
word can include wrists) and feet. Seeing and touching would convince the
disciples. Later on John wrote of touching Jesus, not specifically with respect to
the Resurrection, but as an argument against docetism (1John 1:1). As in vv. 3,
23, where he mentioned the body of Jesus, Luke drew attention to the physical
aspect of the Resurrection. The argument one sometimes hears that Jesus'
appearance in "flesh and bones" here contradicts Paul's statement in 1 Corinthians
15:50 that "flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God" misses Paul's
idomatic meaning; the human body cannot develop into a resurrection body
without the change only God can bring.

40-43 Verse 40 is lacking in some MSS, but it is more likely genuine and is
certainly appropriate (cf. Notes). Verse 41a is a beautifully human touch. Jesus
provides further evidence of his physical presence by eating (vv. 42-43).
Commentators refer to instances such as Genesis 18:8 and 19:3 as examples of
eating by supernatural visitors, though in these two instances the reason was not,
as here, to show that they were not ghosts.
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44-49 From time to time Luke has taken care to show that whatever the Lord has
said unfailingly takes place (e.g., 2:20, last phrase; 2:26; 19:32; 22:13, 37). That
implication is perhaps present in the words "This is what I told you" ( houtoi hoi
logoi mou , lit., "these are my words," v. 44). Luke has a double emphasis in these
verses, that which the OT predicted (notice the words "must be fulfilled"), and
that which Jesus had taught during his ministry. The clause "while I was still with
you" is a way of distinguishing between the days of Jesus' earthly ministry and
his temporary postresurrection ministry before the Ascension. "Everything" (
panta , v. 44) recalls "all" ( pasin , v. 25); "must" ( dei ) corresponds to "have to"
( edei ) in v. 26 (see comment there); "Law ... Prophets ... Psalms" expands
"Moses and all the Prophets" in v. 27 by adding the Psalms as a major component
of the third division of the OT, the so-called Writings. In v. 31 the eyes of the two
were "opened" ( dienoichthesan ). Now Jesus has "opened" ( dienoixen ) the
disciples' minds (v. 45). Again Luke emphasizes the "Scriptures." The reader of
the Greek text will see this emphasis in the pattern of related words: gegrammena
("written," v.
44) ... graphas ("Scriptures," v. 45) ... gegraptai ("written," v. 46). The formula
"on the third day" (cf. v. 7) goes back to the first passion prediction (9:22). Even
the widespread preaching
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of repentance and forgiveness was predicted in the OT (cf. Acts 26:23). Rabbis in
the first centuries of our era debated whether or not they should engage in active
proselytization; and some cited OT passages, especially in Isaiah, which referred
to the coming of the Gentiles to the Lord. Such Scriptures as Isaiah 42:6; 49:6;
60:3 may underlie v. 47 here (cf. Acts 13:47). The fulfillment began in Acts 2:38:
"Repent ... forgiven." Gentiles heard these words in Acts 10:43 and 17:30 (cf.
Paul's commission, Acts 26:17-18). The idea of reaching the Gentiles is certainly
prominent in Luke (e.g., the mission to the seventy or seventy-two, probably
representing the nations of the world [10:1]; see comments). Also, the place of
Jerusalem as the base of the mission accords with Luke's constant featuring of
that city. Likewise Luke has stressed the place of "witnesses" and will continue to
do so in Acts (e.g., 1:8). Therefore, v. 48 supports his emphasis. The pronouns
hymeis ("you") in v. 48, ego ("I") in v. 49, and hymeis ("you") again as the subject
of "stay" in v. 49 (omitted by NIV) are emphatic and in contrast to one another.
What the Father "promised" (v. 49) is the Holy Spirit (Acts 1:4-5; 2:16-17), who
was indeed the promised "power" (Acts 1:8). This "power from on high" ( ex
hypsous dynamin ) has been known in Luke from the very beginning of his
narrative. The Son of God was conceived in Mary when she was overshadowed
by the "power of the Most High" ( dynamis hypsistou , 1:35).
4. The Ascension (24:50-53)
The Ascension is more than the last event in Luke's narrative sequence or a
postscript to the Resurrection. He had already mentioned it in 9:51 as Jesus'
ultimate goal in his great journey toward Jerusalem (cf. comment on 9:51). The
Ascension also has significance in the opening verses of Acts. The brevity of the
account here at the close of Luke's Gospel is not the measure of Luke's estimate
of its importance. Perhaps he already had in mind an expanded version of the
Ascension at the beginning of Acts; perhaps he was simply near the end of an
already long scroll (Morris, Luke , p. 344). This brevity may also imply a
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telescoping of the entire closing narrative, thus explaining why Luke did not
include sufficient chronological data to indicate how much time had elapsed since
Resurrection Day. Nevertheless his words here, though few, are weighty with
theological significance and very much in character with the entire book. Of the
Gospel authors, only Luke records the Ascension.
50-51 NIV's "to the vicinity of" (v. 50) translates pros ("toward") and guards
against the supposition that they had already arrived at Bethany and so were not
actually on the Mount of Olives (Acts 1:12). Bethany was on the other side of the
mount to the south. Jesus' action in lifting up his hands and blessing the disciples
(v. 51) was priestly. The word "bless" ( eulogeo ) was significant at the opening
of Luke. Zechariah the priest was rendered speechless in the temple, so that he
was unable to pronounce the priestly blessing on the people when he came out
(1:22). Such a blessing now concludes the book. Elizabeth blessed Mary and her
child (1:
42) Zechariah blessed God (NIV, "praising") when, on his declaration of John's
name, his
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speech was restored (1:64); he then blessed (NIV, "praise") God again in his song
(1:68); Simeon blessed (NIV, "praised") God in the temple on seeing Jesus (2:28)
and then blessed his parents (2:34). This word does not appear again in Luke till
Jesus blessed the bread at Emmaus (24:30). Luke immediately uses the word
again in v. 51 and again in v. 53. Thus he places Jesus clearly within the spiritual
setting of the temple and priesthood. As resurrected Messiah, Jesus has the
authority to bless. This imagery forms an important part of the Letter to the
Hebrews, which describes the high priestly intercession of Christ after his
ascension into heaven (e.g., Heb 1:3; 4:14; 6:19-20; 7:23-25; cf. Rom 8:34; Eph
1:20). Jesus is also the Prophet of God, and we are again reminded of the prophet
Elijah (cf. 4:26). That prophet was "taken up" to heaven (2 Kings 2:11; LXX,
anelemphthe ; NIV, "went up"; observe the same verb in Acts 1:2 and in Acts
1:11 and the cognate noun in Luke 9:51, though here in 24:51 the verb is
anephereto ). Luke's conclusion points to Jesus as prophet, priest, and Messiah.
52-53 Jesus is also the Son of God, and so "they worshiped him" (v. 52). Luke's
beautiful Gospel closes with the theme of "joy" restated in v. 52 and with the city
of Jerusalem and its temple again presented as the true home of Christianity--the
origin of the Christian gospel and the Christian church (cf. remarks on Jerusalem
throughout this commentary, e.g., 13:31-35; 19: 28-44; cf. Acts 1:8). Luke's
theme of doxology reappears at the very end, as the disciples are last seen
"blessing" (NIV, "praising") God (v. 53; cf. note on text), a response to Christ's
blessing them in vv. 50-51. This is both an appropriate conclusion to Luke's
Gospel and a reminder to us to live a life of praise as we wait for the return of the
ascended Lord.
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